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Shown Here: Lot 901 Newfoundland #15. Seldom is a One Shilling
orange offered at auction. We offer two in this auction!
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Exceptional Items There are exceptional items in every session.
Please take time to study the catalogue thoroughly. We invite you to
participate in our auction.
Rarity Each of our auctions has had an increasing number of stamps or
philatelic items of great rarity. Last auction we offered a Newfoundland
1857 Two Penny; in this auction we can offer two of these rarities, also
a unique pair of the Four Penny and two of the One Shilling Orange.
Quality Collectors not only have different interests but have different
criteria for quality. It is a real pleasure to describe stamps of high quality. We are especially looking for future consignments of high quality
material.
Quantity Last auction we started with an editorial including a paragraph about how bulky the sale was. We had to purchase 28 new fullsized bookshelves to hold auction lots. This auction is even bulkier. We
will try to add enough extra shelves so that we do not need to add more
bookshelves. There were great bargains in the Lots & Collections last
auction and the same will be true in Auction #3.
Bidding Increments We have made changes to the bidding steps at
the lower level of increments. This should speed up the auction. Increments are listed on the bid sheet and on our site.
Descriptions We attempt to have accurate and consistent descriptions for all lots from the great single rarities all the way down to the
carton of “junk.” This means many more hours needed to catalogue
and describe collections and bulky lots. Descriptions are then audited
and where necessary corrected. Sparks Auctions is interested in hiring
collectors who would like to try their hand at auction descriptions on an
“as-needed” basis. We invite your expression of interest.
Opening Bids Opening bids on StampAuctionNetwork will show as $1
whether there are no bids or one bid. A second bid on the same lot will
result in a posted starting bid one increment higher than the underbid.
Our experience is that nowadays most lots show only one dollar as the
opening bid until about 24 hours before the auction begins.
Live Internet Bidding We are the first – and still the only – Canadian
auction house to use the live internet bidding capabilities of StampAuctionNetwork.com.
Consignors We thank our many consignors for their confidence in
Sparks Auctions. We solicit consignments of any size for future auctions.
Scanned Images We scan images at 600 dpi and 250% of their
original size. This means that the expanded scans for single stamps
on our site will allow the viewer to zoom in at full screen size on most
computer displays. Many scans which are not in the catalogue can be
found on our website.
Going Green We expect that with greater use of the internet, our
printed catalogue will become increasingly unnecessary, since the auction lots and prices realized can be seen on www.sparks-auctions.com,
and on StampAuctionNetwork.com. We can also record your interests
and make sure you receive regular updates and special e-mail listings
so that you are certain not to miss any important news. Please let us
know if you no longer need the catalogue.

VIEWING
Saturday January 3rd, 2009........... 9:30 am to 5:30 pm
Saturday January 10th ................... 9:30 am to 5:30 pm
Monday January 12th ..................... 9:30 am to 5:30 pm
Tuesday January 13th ...................9:30 am to 12:00 pm
Wednesday January 14th .............9:30 am to 12:00 pm

HOW TO CONTACT US:
62 Sparks Street, Ottawa, ON , K1P 5A8, CANADA
Office Hours: Monday through Friday
10:00a.m. to 5:00p.m. Eastern Time
Tel: 613-567-3336
Fax: 613-567-2972

Email: info@sparks-auctions.com

www.sparks-auctions.com
SYMBOLS and ABBREVIATIONS
**
Never Hinged with original gum (NH also used)
*
Hinged with original gum
(*)
Unused without gum as issued or having gum fully
removed.
o.g.
Original Gum (p.o.g.= part original gum)

Used (includes full range of postally used, cancel-toorder, precancels)
XF
Extremely Fine applies to stamps with exceptional
quality and margins well in excess of what would typically be
found. This term is used rarely and is not applied for modern
stamps. The term “Superb” is occasionally used as an adjective in the text of a description.
VF
A stamp in superior condition which is well-centered
and without fault.
FVF
Applied to stamps that are somewhat less wellcentered than very fine, while taking into account what may
considered as typical margins of classic material. The term
has also been applied to multiples with individual stamps
with range of grade or for larger lots/collections.
F(ine) Stamps having perforations that do not cut into the
design and without damaging faults. Items described as such
may have slight detracting features such as short perforation
tips or natural inclusion. Many better classic material naturally falls into this category and may be expected to command
prices similar to those ascribed by catalogue values.
VG
Very Good Equivalent to “average”. Typically with poor
centering, heavy cancellation or faults such as minor thins,
light creases, etc.
Faulty Applied to an item with tears, heavy crease(s), unsightly postmarks, serious thins or surface scuffs.

Cover, which here embraces stampless folded letters
(SFL), mailed envelopes, first day covers (FDC’s) etc.
FDC First Day Cover
E/P
Essay, Proof, Die Proof
UL
“Upper Left” and used in conjunction with corner of
sheet, block or individual stamp. The abbreviations UR LR
and LL are used similarly.
cds
“Circular date stamp” postmark
l.h.
lightly hinged
v.l.h. very lightly hinged
h.r.
hinge remnant
perf. “Perforation” tooth descriptor in the context of “short
perfs” or perforation measurement in the context of “perf
12.0 x 11.5”
Est.
Our estimate of the final hammer price if there is average competition for the lot.

Auction #3 Updates, Corrections & Errata
CORRECTIONS TO LOT DESCRIPTIONS
Last updated Saturday, January 10th at 4:30pm EST

Lot Number

Correction

107

2'6p value is thinned

515

This block is NOT NH. It is ungummed as issued, with two hinge marks
in the upper left and lower left corners.

520

This stamp has two prominent guidelines, vertical and horizontal
intersecting at a position dot in "P." It is likely that they were not
burnished off from a previous use of the plate.

581

Fine, centered. Unitrade CV is $3,125

1142

Scott #20 (not #24). Description is otherwise correct.

1370

#217 Plate No. 3 lower is a block of 8 (not 80 as indicated in brackets).

1397

"Signed 511a" (not 551a)

1478

Should be "1973-1989"

NB: Many of the topical lots in France are listed with a Michel catalogue value. These
are shown with a date before the catalogue number. Others are by Scott number.
Bidding Increments
Please bid using these NEW increments.
(All bids are in Canadian dollars.)

From:

Increment:

$2 - $30

$2

$1600 - $3000

$100

$35 - $100

$5

$3200 - $7000

$200

$110 - $250 $10

$7500 - $15,000

$500

$275 - $750 $25

$16,000 - $30,000 $1000

$800 $1500

$32,000 - $50,000 $2000

$50

above $50,000

$5000
Etc.

SESSION ONE
BRITISH COMMONWEALTH
TUESDAY JANUARY 13th at 1:00p.m.
Lots #1-168
Index
Great Britain
Aitutaki - Australian States
Bahamas - Belize
Bermuda
B.A.T. - Guernsey
Hong Kong
including Annigoni on glazed paper
Ireland - New Zealand
including Leeward Islands Sexagenary
Mauritius #14B
New Zealand Imperf Blocks
Rhodesia - Trinidad

Lots
1-40
41-60
61-80
81-94
95-115
116-128
124
129-145
135-136
139
143
146-168

This session will begin promptly at 1:00p.m. Eastern time. We expect to finish at approximately
2:30p.m.

British Commonwealth

1

E/P 1d King Edward VII trial colour essay, as prepared by
Thos. de la Rue & Co., in green and blue, imperf and affixed
to a portion of index card, very fine. These were usually prepared for trial colour of planned stamp issues. Each colour
combination being possibly unique. This design was used by
several Colonies including Nyasaland and Jamaica.
.................................................................................... Est $500

2

E/P King George V unadopted essay of central vignette
(14x16mm) with profile facing left in black on coated paper
(46x56mm), very fine. A lovely addition to any advanced collection of King George V era.
.................................................................................... Est $250

3

E/P King George V unadopted essay of central vignette
(14x16mm) with profile facing left in indigo-blue on coated
paper (40x47mm), very fine. A lovely addition to any advanced
collection of King George V era.
.................................................................................... Est $250

4

** ITU Omnibus 1965 International Telecommunications
Union, 64 stamps complete by Scott, never hinged, very fine.
Owner’s CV $320.
................................................................................ Scott $320

11

 #32a, 33 1860, 1864 1½d, 1d Victoria, used on small
piece with Edinburgh Dec 1876 duplex tying pair of #32a and
2 singles of #33 plate 173, fine.
................................................................................ Scott $126

12

(*) #43 1865 4d vermilion Victoria, Plate 11, fresh colour,
closed pinhole, unused no gum. (SG#94 £500).
................................................................................ Scott $525

13

 #57 1867 5sh rose, plate 1, Maltese cross watermark,
with fresh paper, intact perfs and original rich colour with indistinct but light circular date stamp make this stamp very
desirable, fine-very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $650

14

 #57a 1867 5sh pale rose Queen Victoria Plate 2, a very
nice appearing stamp with light cancel, very small fault at top
right.
.............................................................................Scott $1,100

15

* #85 1881 5d indigo Victoria, deep colour, a fresh very fine
stamp with full original gum, lightly hinged. Pencilled signature and very light gum bend do not detract from this lovely
stamp. (SG £675).
................................................................................ Scott $675

16

 #95 1883 6d on 6d overprint, well centered with lovely
cds postmark, fine-very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $140

17

** #96 1883 2sh6d deep lilac Victoria, anchor watermark,
marginal example with fresh deep colour, position AA, well
centered, never hinged with a light diagonal gum bend, still
extremely fine. CV is for hinged with never hinged being worth
quite a premium. (SG 179 £700).
.................................................................................Scott $475

Great Britain
5

 #1 1840 1p black Victoria, four large to well clear margins, position EI, likely plate 2, fine-very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $300

6

 #1 The Story of the Penny Black in commemorative binder with Great Britain 1d black, stamp has 3 margins and
red Maltese Cross cancel. Binder also includes 56-page book
published by the National Postal Museum, London. Binder
cover has become sticky with poor storage.
................................................................................ Scott $300

7

 #2 1840 2p deep full blue Victoria, three margins, else a
sound fresh stamp. (SG 4 £900).
................................................................................ Scott $700

8

 #2b 1840 2d deep bright blue Victoria, small to tight margins and into design at lower left, neat Maltese cross cancel.
................................................................................ Scott $825

9

 #3 1841 1p red brown Victoria, four clear to huge margins
on piece obliterated by Maltese Cross with numeral 6 in center, very fine. (SG 8m).
.....................................................................................SG £120

10

4

 #28a 1856 1sh pale green Victoria, Heraldic emblems
watermark, well centered with intact perforations, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $275

x4

5

7

8

10

11

16

18

2

x19

x20

3

18

 #104 1883 5d green Victoria, used, good colour, fine-very
fine.
................................................................................ Scott $200

19

* #127-138 1902 1/2p to 1sh KEVII, complete to 1sh, all
with original colours. The 1½p and 2½p is a little dull, otherwise very fine and hinged.
................................................................................ Scott $632

20

* #127-138 1902 ½d to 1sh KEVII, set to 1sh with deep
colours, mint hinged, mostly very fine, a few with hinge remnants.
................................................................................ Scott $632

9

12

13

14

x21

23

22

21

 #127-138 1902-1911 ½p to 1sh KEVII set of 12, a very
nice cds cancelled set, most of which are very fine centered,
all have true original colour except the 4d, 6d has a short
stained corner.
................................................................................ Scott $339

22

 #139 1902 2sh6d lilac Edward, block of 4 with light postmark cancels, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $600

23

 #140 1902 5sh deep carmine KEVII, registered at the
Corn Exchange, Liverpool Dec 1903, deep colour, fine-very
fine. (SG £200).
................................................................................ Scott $225

5

Great Britain continued
24

*/** #156a 1912 1p scarlet Die I watermark Crown GVR,
booklet pane of six, fresh, 3 stamps NH, 2 lightly hinged. Scott
for six singles hinged is $210 meaning break-up value with
the NH is more than the pane. (SG #336 £240).
................................................................................ Scott $210

25

*/** #177 1913 ½p green KGV perf 15 x 14, watermark
crown and GVR multiple, a joint pair of the scarce coil issue,
top stamp is lightly hinged, bottom is never hinged, very fine
in all respects. Catalogue value is for 2 hinged singles.
................................................................................ Scott $350

26

* #179-181 1918-1919 King George V Seahorse issue,
Bradbury Wilkinson printing, set of 3, fresh, mint hinged, finevery fine.
................................................................................ Scott $830

27

* #180 1918-1919 5sh rose-red King George V Seahorse,
Bradbury Wilkinson printing, fresh, mint hinged, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $290

28

 #180 1919 5sh carmine rose Seahorse, Bradbury Wilkinson printing, strip of 3 with Constantinople postmark, light
toning in bottom perfs, else very fine. (SG #416 £330).
................................................................................ Scott $375

37

** #J45-J54 1955 ½d-5sh Postage Due issue, St. Edwards
& E2R watermark, set with deep colours, never hinged, finevery fine. (SG #D46-D55 £425).
................................................................................ Scott $486

38

* #J53 1957 2sh6p Postage Due, St. Edwards Crown watermark , well centered, fresh, very fine.
.................................................................................Scott $175

39

* #O49 1902 ½d with O.W. Official overprint, accompanied
by 2008 Sismondo certificate “genuine in all respects” and
signed, full original gum, light hinged, fresh colour. A scarce
stamp. (SG #O36 £550).
................................................................................ Scott $600
 Strikes Labels 1971 Postal Strike Labels collection of
107 different mounted on album pages, used. An interesting
lot for the specialist. 
.................................................................................... Est $100

29

* #235-239 1937 King George VI with inverted watermark,
set of 5 low values, fine-very fine, hinged (SG 462-466)
.....................................................................................SG £148

30

** #311 1955 10sh bright ultra Castle, St. Edwards & E2R
watermark, marginal block of four from Waterlow printings,
fresh, never hinged, very fine. (SG #538 £340).
................................................................................ Scott $400

40

31

** #326 1955 7p emerald Wilding, St. Edwards & E2R watermark, fresh immaculate block of the key value of the set,
never hinged, very fine. (SG #549 £200).
................................................................................ Scott $240

Aitutaki

32

33

** #371/527 1959-1968 2sh-£1 Castles, 1959 second
watermark basic set by De La Rue and lower right plates of
2sh6d (9A), 5sh (3A and 4), and 10sh (2 and 2A); 1967-1968
no watermark lower right plates of 5sh (4A) and 10sh (2A).
Fresh, never hinged and very fine. (Scott #371-374, 526-527
$89 for cheapest printing, SG #595, 760-761 £275).
.....................................................................................SG £275
** #BK12 1929 ½p-1½p P.U.C. Booklet, fresh partial booklet missing only one pane (Sc. #207b) but the remaining 3 are
very fine and catalogue $305 as panes (SG #436b alone has
a CV of £250).
................................................................................ Scott $305

34

** #BK14 1935 Silver Jubilee Booklet, fresh, never hinged,
very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $100

35

** #BK144 1972 £1 Wedgewood Complete Booklet, mint
never hinged, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $150

36

** #BK144 1972 £1 Wedgewood Booklet, the key ½d
Machin is fine-very fine which is typical and represents the
catalogue standard, never hinged.
................................................................................ Scott $150

6

41

** #O34-O41 1986 $1.20-$18 surcharged Birds, set of
high value Officials, never hinged, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $110

Alderney
42

** #1/175 1983-2001 Mint Collection housed in deluxe
Lighthouse hingeless album, missing 7 souvenir sheets to be
complete for period, fresh, mint never hinged, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $298

Ascension
43

** #SB1 1963 Bird complete booklet, very fine. 
....................................................................................... SG £70

Australia
44

 #54 1918 5sh Kangaroo, narrow crown and narrow A
watermark, well centered with ideal postmark of Harrisville 8
Fe 1922, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $110

45

** #71/258 “Set of Current Australian Postage Stamps c.
1953”, 20 stamps with 1/2d to 5/- CTO and 10/- to £2 Arms
with Specimen overprint. Australian Specialized $390.
.................................................................................... Est $150

46

* #99 1929 2sh red brown Kangaroo small crown multiple
A watermark, fresh colour, lightly hinged, fine-very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $130

24

25

x26

x29

28

x32

34

30

31

35

38

27

33

36

x41

x37

44

47

** #152-154 1935 2p-2sh Silver Jubilee, set of 3, well centered, never hinged, very fine.
...................................................................................Scott $84

48

* #O2 1931 3d blue Official, lightly hinged and very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $350

x45

46

New South Wales
49

 #29 1854 6d gray imperforate, four margins, top well
clear and 3 are large, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $110

x47

48

49

7

New South Wales continued

Bahamas

50

61

** #23 1898 1sh blue green, Crown CA watermark, fresh
marginal block of nine, all never hinged, left hand row has
light natural gum bend as is normal but two right hand rows
have immaculate gum which is scarce to find in any stamp
let alone a block, fine-very fine centering. CV is for 9 hinged
singles only with NH worth a significant premium. (SG #44a
£315).
................................................................................ Scott $360

62

* #27-41 1884-1890 Queen Victoria issue, complete to 5sh
value plus 2 extra 1d shades (#27a and 27b) and a second
2½d in a slightly different shade (catalogued as normal), mint
hinged, fresh colours and fine-very fine, couple of 1d stamps
with trivial toning on a few perf tips.
................................................................................ Scott $237

63

* #33-36 1901-1903 1d-3sh Queen’s Staircase, set of 4
with deep colours, hinged, fine-very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $107

64

 #37-40 1902 1p-6p KEVII, fine or better centering.
................................................................................ Scott $112

65

* #58-62 1917-1919 3d-3sh Queen’s Staircase, fresh set
with deep colours, hinged, second 3d only fine, rest very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $133

66

** #645-648 1988 5c-45c WWF Ducks, set of four in upper
right marginal blocks of four, a popular topic, never hinged,
very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $102

 #F2 1856 (6p) red and blue imperforate registration
stamp fresh, deep colours, margins are into at top and right,
and a small thin, fine. (SG #102).
................................................................................ Scott $400

South Australia
51

52

 #6b 1856 2d orange red Victoria, good colour and dated
OC 4 1858 postmark in blue, 3 large margins, 4th well clear
to touching design. A respectable stamp, fine.
................................................................................ Scott $125
 #9 1858 1sh orange imperforate large star watermark,
A scarce used pair with attractive Adelaide JU 16 1859 cds in
blue, with full margins except at right where it is cut along the
frameline. There are two light vertical creases, one entirely in
the margin. Accompanied by 2006 Sismondo Certificate and
signed by him. (SG #12 £800).
.............................................................................Scott $1,280

The following 5 lots are from the De La Rue Archives. They are fresh
and never hinged.
53

54

55

56

57

E/P 1883 ½p green trial colour proof, an impressive interpanneau block of 64 trial colour plate proofs on gummed unwatermarked paper, never hinged, very fine. (SG #182P).
.................................................................................Est $1,000
E/P #54P 1868 2p black trial colour proof, similar to the
earlier Nova Scotia design, a marginal block with Plate No.
3 counter on thin white surfaced paper attached to thicker
ungummed wove paper backing, some aging and soiling in
selvedge, else very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100
E/P #54P 1868 2p orange trial colour proof, a marginal
block of Plate 3 counter on gummed unwatermarked paper
with creases in the upper selvedge, else very fine, never
hinged.
.................................................................................... Est $100
E/P #57P 1868 1p black trial colour proof, marginal block
on thin white paper surfaced paper on card, ungummed, very
fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100
E/P #57P 1868 1p blue green plate proof, marginal block of
30 on unwatermarked paper, corner selvedge slightly soiled,
else fresh, fine. Issued stamps have a catalogue value of
$2,175.
.................................................................................... Est $400

Victoria
58

59

60

8

 #206 1901 £1 deep rose KEVII, fresh colour, with Melbourne CTO postmark, fine-very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $200
 #208 1902 £2 dark blue KEVII, fresh colour with Melbourne CTO postmark, fine-very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $500
* #AR40 1899 3sh pale olive watermark V over wide
crown, a fresh stamp, light hinge remnant and some gum disturbance, fine-very fine. (SG #371 £150).
................................................................................ Scott $110

Bahrain
67

 #14 1933 5r dark violet and ultra King George V high
value, used with a couple of wrinkles at top left mentioned for
the record, else very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $150

68

 #14 1933 5r KGV high value, light cancelled, upright watermark, fine-very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $150

69

** #94-96a 1955-1960 2sh6p-10sh overprinted Castles,
2sh6p three types, with type 2 and 3 both marginal pairs,
5sh and 10sh two types, the latter being Waterlow printings,
never hinged, very fine. (Basic Scott $97 mentions but does
not price the types).
..................................................................................... SG £173

Barbados
70

 #43 1873 5sh rose Britannia, used with cds cancel and
bootheel cancel, centered to top (off centered as always) but
still a solid example of this elusive high value.
................................................................................ Scott $375

71

* #80 1903 2sh6d purple and green Britannia, high value of
the set, fresh colour, lightly hinged, fine.
................................................................................ Scott $115

72

** #93, 94 1904, 1909 1p carmine rose, and also carmine blocks, watermark multiple crown CA, carmine rose,
UR marginal block of six and carmine left marginal block of
8. Both fresh, never hinged and exceptionally well centered.
Ideal for exhibit. (SG 137, 165 £318).
................................................................................ Scott $326

50

51

x62

x63

52

58

x64

59

x65

60

67

68

x69
70

71

x72

x66

53

56

54
61

55
57
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Barbados continued
73

* #102-108 1906 1f-1sh Nelson Centenary, set with fresh
colours, 1d fine centering, rest very fine.
...................................................................................Scott $92

74

** #138 1916 3sh dark violet, high value in a block of four
with exceptional centering, never hinged, but with 3 tiny spots
of gum toning, very fine. (SG #191 £260).
................................................................................ Scott $250

75

** #197A-198 1938 3d blue, 4d black, two varieties in positional blocks of 10 with 3d “vertical line over horse’s head”
and 4d “flying mane”. Both well centered in blocks with light
overall toning and a few tone spots, never hinged. (SG 252ca,
253a £210 = $420).
.....................................................................................SG £210

85

* #14 1875 1d surcharge on 3d yellow-buff Queen Victoria,
Crown CC watermark, perf 14, mint hinged, nicely centered,
fresh and attractive, fine-very fine. A great example of this
scarce provisional with Turpin expert handstamp and A. Diena
signature on reverse.
................................................................................ Scott $550

86

* #15 1875 1d surcharge on 1sh green Queen Victoria,
Crown CC watermark, perf 14, mint hinged with lovely deep
rich colour, fine. A lovely and fresh example of this scarce provisional with Senf and Kohler expert handstamps on reverse.
................................................................................ Scott $625

87

* #40-54 1910-1925 Caravel and King George V keyplate
issue, Multiple Crown CA watermark, a complete set plus several extra shades of the low values, fresh and attractive, mint
hinged with most high values being lightly hinged, fine-very
fine or better. A most attractive set.
................................................................................ Scott $900

88

* #95b 1930 2sh6d black and carmine-red on deep greyblue paper King George V, Script Crown CA watermark, clearly showing the “Nick in Top Right Scroll” plate flaw (the repair
done to this flaw obviously failed), mint very lightly hinged,
well centered with lovely deep fresh colours, very fine and- a
lovely stamp. This flaw is not listed in SG but is quite obvious
on this stamp. Other flaws on this printing (SG 88i) have a
catalogue value of £500 or £600.
.................................................................................... Est $400

89

** #96 1924 10sh green and red on pale emerald paper King George V, Script Crown CA watermark, mint never
hinged, well centered with nice attractive colours, very fine. A
lovely stamp but with tiniest trace of toning on a few perf tips
at top. Catalogue value is for hinged only with NH being worth
quite a premium.
................................................................................ Scott $160

90

* #96 1924 10sh red and green on emerald paper, hinged,
very fine. (SG 92 £130).
................................................................................ Scott $160

91

* #103 1935 1sh Silver Jubilee “Kite and Vertical Log”
plate variety, fresh, mint hinged and fine-very fine. (SG 97k
£200 = $400)
.....................................................................................SG £200

92

** #108-109A 1936-1940 2d Sailing Yacht Lucie, the 3
colours in blocks of 4, each never hinged, fine-very fine or
very fine. Scott price for hinged. (SG £226).
................................................................................ Scott $229

93

* #125a 1938 5sh green and red on yellow, perf 14, good
colour, hinged and signed on back in pencil “David Brandon”,
fine-very fine. (SG 118 £140 = $280).
.....................................................................................SG £140

94

 #126b 1939 10sh red and green, perf 14, used, fine-very
fine. (SG 119a £130).
................................................................................ Scott $200

Barbuda
76

** #865-866 1987 $5 Fish souvenir sheets, from WWF set,
high values overprinted BARBUDA MAIL, never hinged, very
fine. 
................................................................................ Scott $200

77

** #1057-1066 1989 25c-$5 Hirohito, set of 8 plus 2 souvenir sheets, never hinged, very fine. 
................................................................................ Scott $137

78

** #1123-1132 1990 10c-$5 Fish, set of 8 plus 2 souvenir
sheets, never hinged, very fine. 
................................................................................ Scott $121

79

** #1333-1342 1993 10c-$6 Mushrooms, set of 8 plus 2
souvenir sheets, never hinged, very fine. 
................................................................................ Scott $164

Belize
80

** #318 1973 (10c) Paca, first issue with Belize overprint.
The British Honduras stamp is missing colour (the denomination, Crown ER, etc.). Very fine and never hinged but light
smudged owner’s handstamp on gum. (Scott 318 variety unlisted, 2002 SG £225; Pierron BH706MCa £250).
.................................................................................... Est $200

Bermuda
81

82

83

84

10

* #6 1865 1sh green Queen Victoria, Crown CC watermark,
perf 14, mint hinged (h.r.) and fine. A rare mint stamp as
all supplies available at Post Offices were used for the provisional surcharges.
................................................................................ Scott $450
 #11F 1874 3p on 1p rose forgery, an exceptionally attractive and well done forgery, very fine. Genuine stamp catalogues $20,000.
...................................................................................... Est $50
 #12 1874 3d surcharge on 1sh green Queen Victoria,
Crown CC watermark, perf 14, with “P” and “R” in different
types in surcharge, used with moderate cancel, few perfs
slightly clipped at upper right but still a nice example of this
rare provisional, fine.
................................................................................ Scott $975
 #13 1875 1d surcharge on 2d blue Queen Victoria, Crown
CC watermark, perf 14, used with moderate cancel and overall a solid and attractive example of this scarce provisional,
fine.
.................................................................................Scott $475

British Antarctic Territory
95

*/** 1963-2000 Mint mainly never hinged collection
housed in Lighthouse binder with slipcase. Almost complete
for period, missing only 7 stamps. A lovely fresh collection,
overall very fine. We note #24 MNH.
.............................................................................Scott $1,381

96

** #24 1969 $1 black and rose red “Endurance”, marginal,
never hinged, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $220

x73

80

85

81

86

82

83

x87

88

90

84

89

93

97

74

91

x75

x92

British Central Africa
97

 #18 1893 3sh overprint on 4sh grey and vermilion, a nice
fiscal cancel, fine-very fine. (CV is for postal use).
................................................................................ Scott $400

British Honduras
98

* #92-104 1922-1933 King George V issue, complete set of
13, mint hinged, fresh and attractive, fine-very fine with the
key $5 value having lovely deep rich colour. A very nice set.
................................................................................ Scott $397

96
99

94

x98

 #174 1962 25c bluish gray and pink Birds in natural
colours. Lot of 4,800 in 96 full sheets of 50. Each stamp cancelled by Belize City cds, very fine. 
............................................................................. Scott $2,400

Cape of Good Hope
100

*/ #18/71 1864/1903 12 different, used #71 has pulled
perf, rest unused original gum or unused no gum, three faulty
(CV $255). Best is #18a original gum, but only very good centering. Owner’s CV $587.
................................................................................ Scott $587

11

Cayman Islands
101

** #100a-111a 1938 ½d-10sh KGVI set, turtles, sailboats
and nice topicals, ½d, 1sh and 10sh are the Scott “a” numbers, fresh, never hinged, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $135

112

* #111a 1942 3d blue Europa Point, Perf 14, fresh, lightly
hinged with scarce perforation, fine-very fine. (SG #125a
£130).
................................................................................ Scott $140

113

** #132-145 1953 ½p - £1 Definitive set, fresh complete
set, shilling values are corner marginal, never hinged, very
fine. (SG £150).
................................................................................ Scott $183

Cook Islands
102

** #406-407 1974 $2.50, $7.50 Bicentenary of Captain
Cook, set of two high values in sheetlets of 5 with label of
Captain Cook, fresh, never hinged, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $200

Gilbert & Ellice
114

Cyprus
103

** #226a 1963 3m-150m Boy Scouts souvenir sheet, fresh
never hinged but with owner’s handstamp on reverse, very
fine.
................................................................................ Scott $150

Guernsey
115

Falkland Islands
104

* #11 1891 1d orange red-brown Queen Victoria unwatermarked, mint hinged with full original gum, fine-very fine. This
stamp is from an early printing with characteristic guide dots
on the bottom margin and shows absolutely no trace of a watermark. It is not on the thin paper of 1878 hence cannot be
classified as a #1. The lack of watermark is probably from
a misplacement of the watermark on a sheet. A lovely error
stamp for the specialist.
.................................................................................... Est $400

105

 #19E 1891 ½d on bisected 1d red-brown Queen Victoria,
upright Crown CA watermark, upper left stamp used with full
perforations and sheet margin at top, very fine. Accompanied
by 1991 APS certificate stating “genuine in all respects”.
................................................................................ Scott $325

106

 #23a 1904 1p red KEVII inverted watermark, scarce variety, used, fine. (SG #44aw £200 = $400).
.....................................................................................SG £200

107

* #54-62 1929-1931 ½p to 5sh KGV Whale and Penguin issue, complete to 5sh, fresh short set, mint hinged with extra
1sh colour, fresh, fine-very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $263

108

109

** #341-344a 1976 WWF Abuko Nature Reserve, set of 4
and souvenir sheet of 4, mint never hinged, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $229

116

* #43 1874 10c green Victoria, fine stamp, hinged.
................................................................................ Scott $160

117

* #69b 1898 10c on 30c grey green Queen Victoria, without Chinese surcharge variety, mint lightly hinged with deep
rich colour and solidly fine. Inconsequential and trivial natural
gum bend mentioned for the record only. (SG #54 £550 =
$1,100).
................................................................................ Scott $600

118

* #81 1903 $1 olive green and lilac KEVII, nicely centered,
mint with hinge remnant, fine-very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $100

119

 #123 1912-1914 $5 red and green on green paper KGV,
MCCA watermark, very nicely centered with clean registered
cds cancel. A nice stamp, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $450

120

*/** #154/166A 1938-1948 King George VI issue, 17
different values (missing 1938 colours of 25c value and
up) with dollar values being on chalk-surfaced paper, fresh,
mint and never hinged (20c gray and 30c ultra are hinged),
fine-very fine. Also includes hinged example of 50c perf 14½
x 14. Scott catalogue value of $205 is for hinged only (SG
140/162a £460 = $920)
.....................................................................................SG £460

Gibraltar
110

*/** Mint NH Collection 1966-1987 in blue hingeless album plus 2 Victoria and 4 KGV issues (mint *, CV $77). Face
value £73 = $150 for decimal currency issues.
...................................................................................... Est $75

111

* #29/38 1889-1895 5c to 5p Queen Victoria, part set of
11, missing only #31A. A well centered and lightly hinged,
fine-very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $263

12

** #1/748 1958-2001 Mint collection housed in deluxe
Lighthouse hingeless album. Collection is fairly complete for
period covered, most missing issues are the souvenir sheets.
Includes postage dues #J1-J17. All issues are fresh, mint never hinged, very fine. Total face value of £220.
................................................................................ Scott $980

Hong Kong

** #500 1989 £1 The Flying Cloud gutter block, fresh block
of the high value, never hinged, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $160

Gambia

** #J1-J8 1940 Postage Dues, set of 8, some values with
spots of light toning on gum, never hinged, fine-very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $165

x101

104

x111

105

106

112

x107

116

103

118

x114

119

108

x120

x121

122

x102

x109
121

* #178-179 1948 Silver Wedding, set of two, lightly hinged
and fine-very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $300

122

** #179 1948 $10 rose carmine KGV Silver Wedding, fresh,
mint never hinged and very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $450

x113
123

*/** #214/437 1962-1984 Group of 16 watermark varieties, all different and showing inverted and sideways inverted
watermarks including SG #207dw (lightly hinged), 208cw
(£50), 324cw, 324ew, 458w and more, very fine and never
hinged (except for one stamp as noted). 
...................................................................................... Est $75

13

Hong Kong continued

Isle of Man
130

** 1968-2001 Mint Collection housed in deluxe Lighthouse
hingeless album, missing only a few sets to be complete, no
postage dues. All fresh, mint never hinged, very fine. Total
face value £285.
.............................................................................Scott $1,125

Jamaica
131

* #125 1938 1sh King George VI with “repaired chimney”
plate flaw, fresh, mint hinged and fine-very fine. A scarce plate
variety (SG 130a £550 = $1,100)
.....................................................................................SG £550

Jersey
132

** 1958-2001 Mint Collection housed in deluxe Lighthouse
hingeless album, missing only a few sets and souvenir sheets
to be complete, all fresh, mint never hinged, very fine. Total
face value £315.
.............................................................................Scott $1,415

Kiribati
133

** #384/O20 1982-1993 Mint Collection, quite complete
for period (missing only 2 singles, 2 sets and most souvenir
sheets). All issues are fresh, mint never hinged.
................................................................................ Scott $486

Leeward Islands
124

** #216 1973 $10 QEII Annigoni on glazed paper, upright
watermark, bottom margin single showing small portion of
plate inscription, selected, fresh and never hinged, fine-very
fine. A rare printing which is seldom offered and missing from
even the most advanced Hong Kong collections. (SG 209d
£2,250 = $4,500)
................................................................................. SG £2,250

125

** #275-288, 275a-288a 1973 and 1975-1978 Queen
Elizabeth issues, sets of 14 for both watermarks, mint never
hinged and very fine
................................................................................ Scott $225

126

** #298a/464a 1974-1986 Souvenir sheets, 6 different
with #298a, 308a, 379a, 438a, 446b and 464a. All fresh
never hinged and very fine. A nice group of popular items.
................................................................................ Scott $269

127

** #388-403, 388a/403a 1982 and 1985-1987 Queen
Elizabeth issues, watermarked set of 16 and unwatermarked
part set of 15 (missing 20c value), mint never hinged and very
fine.
................................................................................ Scott $181

128

** #388/438 1982-1984 Definitives and sets, #388-403
complete plus 8 other sets from #408-438. Some duplication. very fine. 
................................................................................ Scott $421

134

*/**/ #1/147 Complete collection this lot along with
two others (#9-16, 61-83) offers Leeward Islands complete.
Includes #1-7 used (1sh faded), #8 fresh lightly hinged very
fine, 1902 surcharge with tall O, #17a, and 18a but this
toned, Edwards complete, first KGV with Scott listed shades
of 1s and 1sh and a used 5sh, £1 #115b marginal NH, and
#115c UR corner marginal NH, Silver Wedding and QEII are
NH. Overall a fresh mint collection except as noted, fine-very
fine. Also a stock card with duplicates not counted.
.............................................................................Scott $1,482

135

* #9-16 1897 ½d-5sh Sexagenary overprint, full set plus
extra ½d and 2½d values, small fault on 7d else fine-very
fine with good colour and usually light to moderate hinging.
The 5sh is accompanied by 1984 BPA Certificate (genuine,
original) which does not mention the slight doubling of the
5sh (if doubled Scott #16a $5,750).
................................................................................ Scott $844

136

* #9a 1897 ½d Queen Victoria Sexagenary with double
overprint, mint lightly hinged with lovely fresh colour and
nicely centered, very fine. Accompanied by 2008 Sismondo
certificate and stamp signed by him. A rare major error.
.............................................................................Scott $1,350

Ireland
129

14

* #80/C5 1929-1949 Presentation Book, with 70 mint
stamps, hinged to pages. Includes #96-98, 106-117, 147148, 149-150. Book has some light wear, overall stamps are
fresh, fine-very fine. 
................................................................................ Scott $690

x125

131

Detail Lot 131

x135

138

x138

140

x126

x142

* #61-83 1921-1932 ¼d-£1 KGV issue, Crown Script CA
watermark, complete set of 22 plus the seven Die I varieties
(#61/75a, SG #81-87), all with good colour, the £1 and some
others lightly hinged, fine-very fine. An attractive set.
................................................................................ Scott $589
* #103-114 1938 ¼p-10/- KGVI keyplates, original values
(missing £1), fresh, good colour, mostly lightly hinged, very
fine.
................................................................................ Scott $126

New Zealand
140

* #78 1898 6d green Kiwi Bird Perf 13½ x 14, well centered, hinge remnant, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $150

141

** #179/404 1925/1970 Four better mint NH sets, includes #179-181 1926 Dunedin set, #306-312, #333-352
and #382-404. All are fresh, mint never hinged, fine-very
fine. 
................................................................................ Scott $310

142

** #288-301 1953-1957 ½d-10sh Definitives, fresh set of
16, fine-very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $125

Mauritius
139

139

x137

Detail of 5sh Lot 135

x134
137

x127

 #14B 1859 2p blue on bluish paper imperforate Queen
Victoria, engraved by Lapirot and printed locally. An early impression which is a very fine appearing example with large
margins but with small thin spots. Accompanied by 1976
Philatelic Foundation Certificate stating Scott 14...”genuine”.
In our opinion this would now be classified by the most recent
Scott listing of 14B (blue on bluish rather than blue on grayish). SG #37 £2,000.
............................................................................. Scott $2,400
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New Zealand continued

St. Lucia
150

 #40 1891 ½p on 3p surcharge Die II, variety of small A
in HALF with 1892 socked on nose postmark on small piece,
very fine. (Scott #40 Die B variety, SG 56e £90 = $180).
....................................................................................... SG £90

Sierra Leone

143

** #306-312 1955-1959 1p-8p QEII redrawn imperf blocks,
redrawn designs set of 7 with extra paper variety/shades of
the 1d (3 blocks), 2d and 4d. (Total of 11 imperforate blocks),
never hinged, very fine.
.................................................................................Est $2,000

144

** #382-404 1967-1970 ½c-$2 Decimal currency definitives, set of 14, fresh, fine-very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $120

145

* #AR71-AR73 1940 3sh6d, 5sh6d and 11sh black overprint Postal Fiscals, single NZ and Star watermark, fresh,
mint hinged and fine-very fine. (SG F187-F189 £330 = $660)
................................................................................ Scott $213

151

* #35-43 1896-1897 1p-1sh QV keyplate with Specimen
overprint, nine values of set, fresh colours, hinged, fine-very
fine. (SG £225 for set of 13).
.................................................................................... Est $100

152

* #117-119 1912 5sh, 10sh, £1 Seal of Colony, high values
showing elephant, fresh, fine-very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $270

153

* #163 1933 5sh Wilberforce, 100th Anniversary of abolition of slavery showing a trumpeting elephant, fresh lightly
hinged, fine-very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $210

Rhodesia
146

 #115 1910-1913 5sh. scarlet and pale yellow green King
George V “Double Head”, showing “King’s Extra Eyebrow” variety (plate position 15), selected used with partial Gatooma
cds cancel, well centered and very fine. Catalogue value is for
basic stamp only. (SG 160)
................................................................................ Scott $225

St. Christopher
147

 #17b 1885 Inverted ½p on bisected 1p, used and tied
to a cut close piece by A12 duplex, some age wear, fine-very
fine.
................................................................................ Scott $125

South Africa
154

** #479/681 1977/1986 New Issues, plate blocks (of 4,
sometimes 6) or strips of 5, mostly or all in complete sets,
with many attractive topicals, never hinged, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $343

155

** #C5-C6 1929 4d, 1sh Airmail set, fresh, but light crease
on 1sh, else very fine.
...................................................................................Scott $75

St. Helena
148

 #1 1856 6d blue Queen Victoria imperf, used with pen
cancel, as usually encountered for this issue, corner thin at
top right, fine.
................................................................................ Scott $225

South Africa - Bophuthatswana
156

St. Kitts-Nevis
149

16

* #1/20 1903, 1905-1918 set of all colours and denominations of the first two sets but with mixed watermarks. Includes #1-4, 7-10, 12a-15, 17-20. Nice quality with all stamps
being very lightly hinged, fine-very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $164

** #5/191 1977/1987 New Issues, plate blocks of 4 or
plate strips of 5 in complete set with many attractive topicals,
never hinged, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $240

South Africa - Ciskei
157

** #1/105 1981/1987 New Issues, plate blocks of plate
strips of 5, in complete sets with many attractive topicals,
never hinged, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $148

x144

x145

x149

146

150

x155

147

x151

148

x152

x160

x161

162

x164

South Africa - Transkei
158

** #5/120 1976-1983 New Issues, plate blocks of 4 or
plate strips of 5 in complete set with many attractive topicals,
never hinged, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $312

161

South West Africa
162

 #120 1931 20sh Okuwahakan Falls, used pair, fine-very
fine.
...................................................................................Scott $95

163

** #447/581 1980/1987 New Issues, plate blocks of 4 or
plate strips of 5 in complete set with many attractive topicals,
never hinged, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $234

164

** #B5-B8 1938 Voortrekker Centenary, set overprinted
S.W.A., fresh, never hinged, fine-very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $126

South Africa - Venda
159

** #5/168 1979-1987 New Issues, plate blocks of 4 or
plate strips of 5 in complete set with many attractive topicals,
never hinged, very fine.
.................................................................................Scott $276

Southern Rhodesia
160

** #26b 1937 1sh dark turquoise blue, perf 14, a delightful
stamp with fresh deep colour, lightly hinged, very fine. A perf
12, also very fine, is included. (SG #23b £200).
................................................................................ Scott $225

 #81-94 1953 ½p-£1 Definitives, set of 14, most with cds
postmarks, fine-very fine.
...................................................................................Scott $95
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Sudan
165

* #39 1927-1940 4m green and chocolate, inverted watermark, a fresh, attractive stamp, hinged, very fine. (SG 40aw
£75)
....................................................................................... SG £75

166

*/ #1153 A clean, attractive mint and used collection of
about 375 items. Beginning with the overprinted issues of
Egypt and continuing up to 1954, this collection comprises
many complete and near-complete sets, including #9-16, J1J4, as well as better single items such as #OA9, OA27, and
mint examples of Sc. #61, 62 and OA4. Airmail, Army Service
and Postage Dues. Much very fine material, as well as several
attractive town cancels. An excellent basis for further study
and expansion. 
.................................................................................... Est $250

Trinidad
167

** #J9-J16 1947 2c-24c Postage Due, set in blocks of 4 (4c,
8c, 10c, 16c and 24c with plate 1 selvedge). Low values and
12c are chalk surfaced paper, 10c, 16c, and 24c are regular.
(SG #D26a-D33 £74).
................................................................................ Scott $110

Trinidad and Tobago

Please bid using these increments.
(All bids are in Canadian dollars.)
$2 - $30
$35 - $100
$110 - $250
$275 - $750
$800 - $1500
$1600 - $3000
$3200 - $7000
$7500 - $15,000
$16,000 - $30,000
$32,000 - $50,000
above $50,000

$2
$5
$10
$25
$50
$100
$200
$500
$1,000
$2,000
$5,000

There are more than 2,200 scans on
our website (by comparison there
are about 700 in the catalogue).

If you are in doubt about the meaning
of any symbol used in a description,
please see page two for an explanation.
CONSIGNMENTS
168

 #7 1880 1d manuscript on bisected 6d orange Queen
Victoria, left half, tied on small piece by A14 numeral cancel,
very fine. A rare provisional issue and missing from even the
most advanced British Caribbean collections.
................................................................................ Scott $875

We welcome consignments to future auctions at any time. The next Sparks Auction
is tentatively scheduled for Spring/Summer 2009. If you are interested in consigning material, it is at your advantage to do so
early. This gives our lotting team sufficient
time to properly lot, describe and catalogue
your consignments. For more information
on consigning, please contact:
Ian Kimmerly
ian@sparks-auctions.com
or Kate Winsor
kate@sparks-auctions.com

613-567-3336
165
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SESSION TWO
WORLDWIDE
TUESDAY JANUARY 13th at approx. 2:30p.m.
Lots #201-387
Index
U.S.A.
Argentina - Burundi
including Austria Renner Sheets
China - F.S.A.T.
Germany - Israel
including better booklets
Italy and States - Liechtenstein
Lithuania and Memel - Romania
including Netherlands 1913 10g
Russia - Uruguay
Cinderellas

Lots
201-251
252-270
260
271-295
296-317
297-299
318-338
339-360
356
361-385
386-387

UNITED STATES
201

202

210

 #116 1869 10c yellowish orange Shield and Eagle, small
corner crease, very fine centering.
................................................................................ Scott $150

211

 #121 1869 30c ultra and carmine Shield, Eagle and
Flag, cork cancel, very well centered for this issue, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $550

212

* #146 1870 2c red brown Jackson, with full original gum,
hinge remnants and partial plate No. 7, fine.
................................................................................ Scott $400

213

 #152 1870 15c Webster thin crisp paper, used with face
free postmark, fine.
................................................................................ Scott $200

214

 #158 1873 3c green George Washington, with extremely
fine centering and truly JUMBO margins. Small tone spot at
upper right but overall a gorgeous stamp waiting for a graded
certificate.
.................................................................................... Est $150

215

 #165 1873 30c gray black Alexander Hamilton, respectable used stamp, fine-very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $130

216

 #37a 1860 24c gray Washington, a lovely stamp with full
intact perforations and jumbo margin at right. The postmark
(magenta cancel of bars, and large19 New York Feb 5 in red)
adds character to this very fine stamp.
................................................................................ Scott $480

* #187 1879 10c Jefferson without secret mark, soft porous paper, fresh with sharp detail and deep rich colour, unused no gum, fine. (Catalogue value is for no gum).
.............................................................................Scott $1,400

217

 #72 1861 90c blue George Washington, high value with
typical heavy postmark, a few trivial perf flaws, else fine-very
fine.
................................................................................ Scott $550

** #224Pa 1890 6c brown red imperforate plate proof on
stamp paper, light gum bends mentioned for the record, very
fine.
................................................................................ Scott $225

218

* #227 1890 15c indigo Henry Clay, deep colour, mint
hinged, fine-very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $300

 #13 1855 10c green Washington, used imperf with large
margins at top and left, nice deep colour, with partial cds cancel. Accompanied by 2000 and 2007 Philatelic Foundation
Certificates both stating stamp is genuine (the 2007 states
there is “a small diagonal pencil notation depression at lower
right”). Very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $950
 #17 1851-1857 12c black Washington, used with partial cds and partial red cancel at top, even margins on three
sides, close on left and top right, fine-very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $350

203

 #30 1861 5c orange brown Washington, used with two
philatelic Foundation Certificates stating stamp is genuine,
1985 and 2007, the later states “reperforated at right”. Otherwise very fine. The stamp is not altered from 1985. In our
opinion perf holes have been “recut” (to clean out chads)
rather than the whole side being reperforated.
.............................................................................Scott $1,300

204

 #32 1857 10c green Washington, Type II, a fresh and
very attractive stamp with a light blue postmark. Very fine
quality but only fine-very fine centering.
................................................................................ Scott $300

205

206

207

 #78b 1862 24c gray George Washington , used with red
cancel, fine.
................................................................................ Scott $315

219

 #229 1890 90c red orange Perry, strip of three, quite
fragile but a scarce multiple, fine.
................................................................................ Scott $420

208

 #97 1861 12c black Washington on thin crisp paper, F
grill, well centered within large margins, grill easily visible,
light soiling on back, sound, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $300

220

** #235 1893 6c violet Columbus, fresh, never hinged, finevery fine.
................................................................................ Scott $230

209

 #98 866 15c black Abraham Lincoln with F Grill, with
deep colour and very light cancel, fine-very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $375

221

* #269 1895 4c dark brown Imprint Pair, with full imprint
and deep colour, hinge remnants, fine-very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $100
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222

** #286 1892 2c copper red Trans-Mississippi Exposition,
fresh, mint never hinged, very fine.
...................................................................................Scott $80

224

* #296 1901 4c deep red brown and black Pan American
Exposition, mint hinged, very well centered, fresh, very fine.
...................................................................................Scott $85

223

* #290 1898 10c gray violet Trans-Mississippi Exposition,
mint hinged, fine-very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $180

225

*/** #314 1906 1c green Franklin Imperforate center line
block of four, top two stamps hinged, bottom stamps NH, very
fine.
................................................................................ Scott $135
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United States continued

237

** #1338 1968-1971 6c Flag and White House imperf vertically between stamps and right margin with “Use Zip Code”
inscription on imperforate sheet margin at upper right, mint
never hinged, very fine. A rare imperforate position block.
.................................................................................... Est $250

238

** #1951b 1982 20c Love stamp Imperforate Pair from
right sheet margin with blue guide bars at right, mint never
hinged, very fine. Lovely example of this imperforate.
................................................................................ Scott $225

239

 California Duck Stamp #2 1972 $1 Canvasbacks, used,
also includes 10 various California Fishing License stamps,
all used off license, and a few California Pheasant stamps,
one on license with California Duck stamp #3.
................................................................................ Scott $150

240

** #548 1920 1c green Mayflower, with dramatic pre-printing foldover in margin, never hinged.
.................................................................................... Est $150

** #E3 1893 10c orange Special Delivery, a post office
fresh stamp, trivial gum wrinkle mentioned for the record,
never hinged, almost very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $600

241

* #572 1922 $2 deep blue Capitol Dome fresh, mint lightly
hinged plate single, fine-very fine.
...................................................................................Scott $80

* #E9 1914 10c blue Special Delivery Perf 10, fresh, mint
hinged, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $240

242

* #J62 1917 2c carmine rose Postage Due Pre-printing Paper Fold, resulting in 2-3mm white gap splitting “TW” and lower left and “O” of Plate No. 6704 in margin, mint with hinge
remnant, very fine. A great postage due error!
.................................................................................... Est $150

243

* #J71 1930 2c carmine Postage Due Partial Missing Precancel, an upper left corner block of four with MORRISTOWN,
PA precancel, dry inking of precancel results in precancel
90% missing on upper left stamp and 60% missing on lower
left stamp. Block is mint never hinged but with offset on gum,
fine.
.................................................................................... Est $150

244

* #O7 1873 15c yellow Daniel Webster on thin hard paper,
fresh with deep colour, hinged, fine-very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $425

245

 #R24 1962 5c Certificate imperforate strip, a scarce
multiple (a pair is ten times the CV of a single and a block of
4 is about $250 about 75 times the CV of a single). Lowest
stamp is cut into; top stamp with “dry print” features, 2nd
stamp the cancel breaks paper fibers.
.................................................................................... Est $100

246

 #R27c/R89c 1862 Older Revenue Lot, approximately
3 dozen revenue stamps with some duplication. We noted
#R86c and two R84c, one with doubled perfs. Some varieties
of shade, paper. Mostly sound and without cut cancels. 
.................................................................................... Est $150

247

 #R28/R94a Group of 14 Revenue stamps, all used with
pen cancels. We noted #R63a, R68a, R82a, R83. Includes
mint #PR62. Some with faults, overall fine. 
.............................................................................Scott $1,018

248

(*) #RO118 P.T. Ives Matches stamp, gum soaks at both
ends as usual and a shallow thin. Still in reasonable quality
for this scarce Private Die Proprietary stamp.
................................................................................ Scott $210

249

(*) #WX15 1914 Santa Claus on Red Cross Christmas Seal
with Pre-printing Paper Fold resulting in white gap through
“A” of American and splitting Santa Claus’s face. An unusual
error on a Christmas seal, mint unused with no gum, Fine.
...................................................................................... Est $50

226

** #327 1904 10c red brown Map of Louisiana Purchase,
fresh with deep colour, never hinged, fine-very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $440

227

* #369 1909 2c carmine Lincoln on bluish paper, mint
hinged, fine.
................................................................................ Scott $225

228

** #484 1917 3c violet Washington imperforate Type II,
plate No. 8308 block of 6, fresh, never hinged, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $150

229

*/** #499 1917 2c rose Washington, perf 11, block of four
with initials W.T.W.M. and dramatic foldover producing an imperforate at bottom margin variety. There are only faint traces
of the foldover visible in places under fluid.
.................................................................................... Est $250

230

231

232

** #620-621 1925 2c, 5c Norse American, fresh center-line
blocks of four, never hinged, fine-very fine.
.................................................................................Scott $175

233

** #622 1925 13c green Benjamin Harrison Perf 11, plate
#19120 block of six, never hinged but 3 stamps with light
disturbance, fine-very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $325

234

** #692-701 1931 11c to 50c set Rotary Press, Perf 11 x
10½, fresh set, never hinged, fine-very fine or better.
................................................................................ Scott $137

235

** #1033 1954-1968 2c carmine rose Jefferson Major Corner Fold-over Error resulting in full 7mm inter-panneau gutter
between upper left stamp and ¾ of upper left from adjoining
pane from left, never hinged, fine. A lovely U.S.A. error, undoubtedly unique!
.................................................................................... Est $250

236

22

* #1150 1960 4c Water Conservation Double Pre-printing
Paper Creases, lower left corner block of four with 2-5mm
white gap through all four stamps results in zigzag perfs on
bottom two stamps, mint hinged, very fine. A great U.S.A. error
showpiece!
.................................................................................... Est $250

226

227

240

231

x234

241

x239

242

244

x232
229

230

228

237
235

233

238

245

249
248

243
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United States continued
Canal Zone
250

* #95 1925 $1 violet brown Lincoln Memorial Perf 11, mint
hinged, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $150

Puerto Rico
251

* #J3 1899 10c deep claret with overprint 36º U.S.A. Postage Due overprinted PORTO RICO, mint hinged, fine-very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $190

Worldwide
Argentina
252

** #1166a 1977 100p watermark Argentine Arms, a
scarce variety, the balance of the set is unwatermarked, never hinged, very fine.
...................................................................................Scott $92

253

** #B80-B83 1979 400p-1500p Sailing Ships, set for PhilEx in sheetlets of four of each value, never hinged, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $125

254

* #C1-C19 1928 5c-3.60p Airmails, the first airmail set,
mixed centering as usual but most fine-very fine or better,
some stamps mostly low values with trivial perf toning and
some with short or irregular perfs.
................................................................................ Scott $195

260

Belgium
261

E/P 1956 Mozart Sunken Die Essay, signed likely by the engraver or artist, measures 104 x 60mm, very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

** 1958/1959 U.P.U. Presentation Book, containing 33
mint never hinged stamps from 1958 including better such
as #450, 463, 465, 466, 468, O59 which catalogue $262,
and another 27 stamps not counted in total catalogue value.
A nice lot, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $262

262

 #2b 1850 2kr gray black, thick paper, large margins, very
fine.
................................................................................ Scott $120

** #169a 1935 5fr Franz von Taxis, single stamp from souvenir sheet, never hinged, very fine. CV is for hinged only.
...................................................................................Scott $85

263

** #163a 1916 10kr Type II granite paper, size 26 x 29mm
(normal is 25 x 30mm), fresh immaculate blocks of four, never hinged, fine-very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $900

** #1441/B1145 1994-1998 New Issues, presentation
to U.P.U. delegates in stockbook of new issues 1994-1998,
fresh, never hinged, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $426

264

** #B52a 1922 7½kr Beethoven, perf 11½, fresh immaculate stamp with scarce perf variety, never hinged, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $200

** #B605a 1957 5fr Antarctic Dogs, souvenir sheet of four,
one stamp with owner’s handstamp, never hinged, very fine.
.................................................................................Scott $175

Bhutan

Austria
255

256

257

258

259

** #B138-B141 1936 12g-60g Skiing, set showing slalom
and ski-jumping, never hinged, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $130

There are more than 2,200 scans on
our website (by comparison there
are about 700 in the catalogue).
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** #B185-B188 1946 1s-5s Karl Renner 1st Anniversary
of Liberation imperf sheets, four sheets of 8 imperforate
stamps with no faults, hinges or creases. Very fine with immaculate never hinged gum without any bends which usually
plagues this issue.
............................................................................. Scott $2,000

265

*/** #104-104Gi 1969 15ch-6n Birds “3-D”, set of 8 plus 2
souvenir sheets in simulated D effect, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $135

266

** #1028-1048 1991 5ch-35nm World Cup Soccer, set of
15 plus 6 souvenir sheets, never hinged, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $104

Brazil
267

 #135a 1898 1000r surcharge inverted, annulled with red
crayon by postal authorities from the small remainder stock.
Accompanied by 2002 Sismondo Certificate, fine-very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $200

250

251

258

252

x259

x254

262

256

267

x253

268

264

257

255

x265

x270

x269

Bulgaria

Burundi

268

269

** #449-454, C207-C212 1974 1fr-11fr Fish, set of 12 in
blocks of four, never hinged, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $115

270

** #590-600 1893 3fr-75fr African Wildlife, part set, missing low value and high value, never hinged, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $122

* #20 1884 5s overprint in red on 30s blue and fawn Lion,
fresh, mint hinged and fine-very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $125

25

China (R.O.C., P.R.C.)
271

272

273

 #19 1894 4c rose pink dragon, sound stamp with light
cancel, slightly short perf at top, fine-very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $125
(*) #178 1946 $20 on $8 Martyrs, watermark multiple Yu,
Chu Chih-hsin on watermark paper, no gum as issued, very
fine.
.................................................................................Scott $175

 #36 1885 5m green and rose, with light dated cds, fresh
and very fine with Diena pencilled expertising mark.
................................................................................ Scott $375

281

 #37 1885 10m brown and rose, with nice cds cancel, very
fine.
................................................................................ Scott $625

France
282

E/P #3 Proof 1948-1850 20c black Cérès Proof, with four
margins, deep colour on very white paper, very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

283

 #37 1969 5f grey lilac Napoleon III with “Gros Chiffres”
cancel 532 of Bordeaux, repaired over thins in the hinge area,
fine.
................................................................................ Scott $825

284

* #79 1976-1978 10c green on greenish Peace and Commerce, Type II, a nice quality stamp which has lightly hinged
original gum, average centering and nice colour.
.............................................................................Scott $1,100

285

 #160var 1921 5c orange Sower, with 1921 precancel,
fresh, no gum, fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

286

 #329 1937 PEXIP souvenir sheet, fresh sheet which has
full NH gum and show cancel at bottom not affecting the
stamps. The MNH stamps catalogue $360 alone. very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $300

287

** #2402/C61 1944-1998 Presentation to U.P.U. delegates
in stockbook of new issues 1994-1998, fresh, never hinged,
very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $532

288

* #B12-B19 1922 2c-5fr War Orphans, fresh set, hinged,
above average centering (two low values, fine), rest fine-very
fine or very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $219

289

* #J18 1882 20c black Postage Due, short perf at top left,
original gum with hinge remnant, fine-very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $350

(*) #278a 1955 8f Steel Worker, perf 12½, Shanghai printing, fresh, no gum as issued, fine-very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $400

Cuba
274

280

** #340-354 1937 1c-25c American Writers, set of 23 including Airmails and Special Delivery, fresh, never hinged and
mostly quite well centered for issue, fine-very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $160

Czechoslovakia
275

** #556 1952 2k, 3k souvenir sheet, Bratislava PhilEx,
fresh, never hinged, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $110

Denmark
276

 #79-81 1912 35o surcharge, used set of 3 surcharges,
very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $210

277

 #P1-P10 1907 1o-10kr Newspaper, first set of 10 Newspaper stamps, fine-very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $136

Djibouti
278

** #439-456 1977 1fr-300fr overprint set, stamps of Afars
and Issas overprinted for newly named Republic, first set of
Djibouti, fresh never hinged, very fine. 8f has torn corner at
upper right.
................................................................................ Scott $122

Finland
279

26

 #9, 10 1866 20p blue on blue and 40p rose on lilac rose
paper, both are type III rouletted with full and intact roulette
“teeth”, sound and attractive, fine-very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $145

French Colonies
Dahomey
290

** #C20-C23 1963 100fr-500fr Airmail imperforates, set of
four showing views of Air Afrique Boeing 707 aircraft in three
different trial colours in strips of three, never hinged, very
fine. 
.................................................................................... Est $125

French Southern & Antarctic Territory
291

** #16-19 1960 2fr-85fr Wildlife, set with birds, seals and
penguins, never hinged, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $133

292

** #18 1960 25fr Weddell seal at Kerguelen, a lovely well
centered block of four, never hinged but has slightly dulling
and offset, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $400

293

E/P #27A 1966-1969 15f killer whale die proof, in colours
of issue, fresh and very fine.
...................................................................................... Est $75

271

272

x274

279

284

x276

281

285

x278

x277

282

x288

280

283

289

x291

292
293

275
294

** #C19, C48, C63 Five Pristine miniature sheets of 10, of
C19 (2), C48 (2), and C63, never hinged, very fine. 
................................................................................ Scott $320
286
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Germany

Greece

295

** #C56 1934 3m blue and black Airmail, mint never
hinged, very fine (Michel €180).
................................................................................ Scott $269

305

296

 #(T)20 1876 80pf Telegrafemarken line perf, well centered with light postmark, very fine.
.............................................................................. Michel €160

*/**/ 1916-1985 Clean collection of mint and used on
Schaubek pages in album Quite complete 1942-1985 with
mainly used sets and a few mint hinged to 1976, 1976-1985
is mainly NH sets. Overall fine-very fine.
............................................................................... Scott $890

306

** #43c 1875 1p red brown on cream paper, left marginal
block of 6 with top tight margin and light crease along top
margin, still an impressive classic multiple. CV is for 6 hinged
singles, light hinged on lower left stamp, others NH.
................................................................................ Scott $165

Germany Booklets
297

298

299

** #MH1 1949 1pf-20pf booklet, fresh with 6 well-centered
panes, one 4pf pane has clipped perfs at foot else perfs are
intact, never hinged, very fine.
.............................................................................. Michel €700

** #MH2 1952 1pf-20pf booklet, fresh with 6 different wellcentered panes, no clipped perfs, never hinged, very fine.
...........................................................................Michel €1,200
** #MH33 1933 5pf-12pf booklet, fresh with well-centered
panes #76, 77 and 78 with no clipped perfs, never hinged,
very fine.
.............................................................................. Michel €650

D.D.R.
300

Greenland
307

** #10-16 1945 1o-1k Wildlife, short set to the 1k, never
hinged, owner’s handstamp on gum, very fine except 1k.
................................................................................ Scott $272

308

* #10-18 1945 1o-5k Wildlife set, deep fresh colours, very
well centered, lightly hinged, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $189

309

 #10-18 1945 1o-5k Wildlife, set showing harp seals, King
Christian X, dog sleds, Polar Bear, Kayak ad Elder Duck, very
fine.
................................................................................ Scott $360

310

* #19-21 1945 1o-7o Liberation overprint, short set showing
harp seals with overprint, with owner’s handstamp, hinged,
fine-very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $150

311

* #27a 1946 5kr Elder Duck carmine overprint, with Liberation overprint, light hinge remnant, fine.
.................................................................................Scott $175

Iceland
312

*/ Clean collection on Schaubek pages covering 19391985, earlier material is used or mint hinged with complete
sets, 1970-1985 is quite complete with mint NH sets. Overall
fine-very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $535

313

 #34-44B 1902-1904 3a-5k Christian IX, complete set of
13, fine-very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $455

314

* #158-166 1930 25a to 10k nine High values of set, mint
light hinged, fine-very fine centered. The 5 high values of this
set have ink offset on gum and the 10k has a scuff at top left
else a nice set.
................................................................................ Scott $355

315

** #229a-231a 1947 2kr-10kr Statue of Thorfinn Karlsefni,
fresh, 2kr and 5kr are very fine, 10kr is fine-very fine, never
hinged.
................................................................................ Scott $145

316

* #C4-C8 1930 Airmail set, mint, lightly hinged, fine-very
fine.
................................................................................ Scott $225

** #DDR #144a 1953 Karl Marx-Jahr souvenir sheet mint
never hinged, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $100

Baden
301

 #14 1861 9k rose red Coat of Arms, perf 13½, attractive with 5-ring #88 postmark of Markdorf, minor oily stains
in hinge area, still fine-very fine. Accompanied by 2008 Sismondo Certificate.
................................................................................ Scott $160

302

 #24 1862 18k green Coat of Arms, perf 10, an attractive
stamp with very fine appearance but large internal feather
tear on back. Accompanied by 2008 Sismondo Certificate.
................................................................................ Scott $575

Berlin
303

304

28

** #9NB3a 1949 Semi-postal souvenir sheet, surtax for
victims of currency devaluation, fresh immaculate in new issue quality, never hinged, very fine. (Michel €1,100).
................................................................................ Scott $825
*/ #9N61-9N63 1949 10pf-30pf Goethe, 2 sets with
Goethe and scenes, used set likely with favour cancels, mint
set hinged, low value has tiny stain on gum, fine-very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $269

Israel
317

** #1/34 1948-1950 Mint group with tabs, includes 1948
coins (#1-6, hinged), 1949-1950 Coins to 50p (#17-22, never
hinged) and 1950 40p Independence (never hinged but with
short tab), fine-very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $710

295

301

296

302

x304

297

299

303

x316

x308

311

x317

Italy
318

300

306

x309

x315

x307

*/**/ 1863-1985 Collection of mint and used in
Schaubek Album mainly used up to 1961, mint hinged 19621974 and never hinged 1975-1985. Some with questionable
cancels on issues where used catalogues 10x more than mint
(these add $1,200 to the total catalogue value). Includes occupation issues (Trieste, A.M.G., etc), Aegean Islands, Colonies. Overall fine-very fine.
............................................................................. Scott $5,200

x313

x319

x310

x314

x320

319

*/** #290-05, E16-E17 1932 5c-5L 10th Anniversary of
March on Rome and Fascism set of 10, 5c, 75c and 1L are
never hinged, rest lightly hinged or (mostly) with hinge remnant. 1.75L with tone spots on gum, else fine-very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $199

320

** #509/530 1949 Issues, nearly complete missing European Recovery set and Palladio. Scott #509-514, 518-523,
525-530, includes Venice, U.P.U., Vascello. All are mint never
hinged but the Vascello (#518) has a natural inclusion. finevery fine.
................................................................................ Scott $543

29

Italy continued

Kiauchau

321

** #533-534, 578 1950 UNESCO set, 1951 L20 Columbus,
in blocks of four, mint never hinged #533-534 is very fine,
#578 fine.
................................................................................ Scott $330

332

322

** #535-536 1950 Holy Year, set in blocks of 4, mint never
hinged, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $310

Latvia
333

* #153-154 1931-1933 High Values, 1931 2 lat and 1933
5 lat. fresh, very fine, very lightly hinged, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $275

334

** #CB14a-CB17a 1933 Air Semi-postals Aviator set showing, imperforate, seldom offered set, light gum bend on low
value else very fine and never hinged. (CV for for hinged.)
...................................................................................Scott $84

335

* #CB18a-CB20a 1933 Monoplane Imperforates , seldom
offered set, part original gum to lightly hinged, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $120

336

** #1N13 Footnote 1941 German Occupation overprinted
on Russian stamps, set of 6 with extra shade of 20k, finevery fine and never hinged. (CV is for hinged.)
.................................................................................Scott $175

337

*/** #2N23-2N34, 2N36 1919 Russian Occupation set of
overprinted on perforated stamps, missing one imperforate
value, most stamps are never hinged. Seldom offered, very
fine.
................................................................................ Scott $114

Italian Offices Abroad - Estero
323

* #3 1874 5c slate green with Estero overprint, similar to
Italy #26 but corner design altered, original gum with hinge
remnant and owner’s mark on gum, a scarce stamp, fine-very
fine.
................................................................................ Scott $950

Roman States
324

* #15 1867 10c black on vermilion, mint, with original gum
and margins clear of frameline except at lower right. Stamp
has faults but still attractive and accompanied by 2006 APEX
Certificate.
............................................................................. Scott $1,575

Sardinia
325

326

 #14a 1855 80c yellow embossed and typographed,
sound three margin example which appears to be genuinely
used, fine.
................................................................................ Scott $400
(*) #15 1861 3l bronze on white opaque paper, four margins, unused with no gum. Accompanied by 2008 Sismondo
Certificate.
................................................................................ Scott $500

 #41 1905 $1½ black violet Kaiser’s Yacht wmk lozenges, attractive with two postmarks, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $225

Liechtenstein
338

** #2a 1915 10h Prince Johann on thin unsurfaced paper,
fresh, never hinged, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $260

Lithuania

Sicily
327

 #10g 1859 ½g orange, plate 2, a genuine 4 margin
stamp. Accompanied by 2008 Sismondo Certificate stating
“genuine... but bears a forged cancellation”. CV for unused is
$575, for used $4,000.
.................................................................................... Est $200

328

* #17 1859 20g dark gray violet, dark colour and barely
clear to full margins. Accompanied by 2008 Sismondo certificate stating “Genuine, unused, but regummed. There is a
large (5mm) closed tear at right...”.
................................................................................ Scott $800

329

 #17 1859 20 grana dark gray violet imperforate, margins
well clear of design but into frameline in several places, fine
appearance, light crease.
................................................................................ Scott $625

Japan
330

** #479 1949 8y purple Moon and Geese, well centered,
mint never hinged with a few small stains on gum.
................................................................................ Scott $100

Jordan
331

30

** #C26-C28 1964 Birds Airmail set of 3, Mint never hinged,
very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $225

339

* #92-92D 1920 20sk-80sk proofs on thick paper, set of
five in trial colours different from regular colours, only 2,000
printed and these were sold by Post Offices, hinged, very
fine.
................................................................................ Scott $750
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341

* #207 1923 25c deep blue perf 11½ watermark intersecting diamonds, scarce variety, hinged, very fine, fresh.
................................................................................ Scott $450

328

340

x343

x322

330

342

Lithuania - Memel
342

** #N47 1923 15c surcharge missing numeral pair, marginal pair of Lithuanian occupation of Memel, one with 5c
(there is no 5c value issued) instead of 15c. (Note different
type-faces of “5”), never hinged, fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

343

* #N83-N86 1923 15c-60c green surcharge, Lithuanian
occupation of Memel set of 4 with 2 middle values having
wide numerals. One toned perf tip on 25c, else fine-very fine,
hinged.
................................................................................ Scott $825

* #C80 1935 40c overprint,“F.VAITKUS/nugaljeo
Atlanta/21-22-IX-1935” commemorating flight to Lithuania,
hinged, fine-very fine. (See Scott footnote).
................................................................................ Scott $300

31

Lombardy-Venetia
344

345

 #7a 1858 2s yellow, Type I, perf 15 x 15, postmarked
Mantova, accompanied by 2008 Sismondo Certificate and
stamp signed by him, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $650
* #16 1863 3s green, perf 14, accompanied by 2008 Sismondo Certificate “...genuine, However it has a large thin
in front at left, and a small closed tear also at left margin.
It is not possible to ascertain whether the stamp is used or
unused in view of this major fault in front”. As this is very
likely mint (albeit, not certainly), we quote the mint catalogue
value.
............................................................................. Scott $3,750

** #404-411, J43-J47 Two never hinged sets, 1949 Postage Due set surcharged (Scott CV for hinged $34) and 1966
Military Uniforms set. Both fresh, never hinged and very fine.
...................................................................................Scott $88

Monaco
* #5 1885 15c rose Prince Charles, fresh, a few short perfs,
hinged, fine.
................................................................................ Scott $350

348

* #20 1981-1921 25c green Prince Albert, a few nibbled
perfs at top, mint original gum with hinge remnant, otherwise
fine.
................................................................................ Scott $275

349

357

* #B9-B17 1920 2c-1Fr Royal Marriage, for Princess Charlotte and Prince Pierre, good colour and typical centering for
the issue, hinge remnant, fine.
.................................................................................Scott $371

 #1/34 Small collection of mostly pre-1910 used, we note
#1 to 13 and several dozen different, including #5 (clipped
perfs), #7 (crease) and others with faults, generally fine, a few
very fine. Owner’s CV $1,742. 
............................................................................. Scott $1,742

Portugal
 #67-78 1892-1893 5r-300r set, an attractive set mostly
with circular cancels and all with good colour. The 150r has
a corner crease and there are a few irregular perfs. Overall
fine-very fine, mostly very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $225

Portuguese Colonies
359

347

** #101 1913 10g red on straw paper, a key high value,
very well centered and fresh with small light backstamp, never hinged, very fine.
.............................................................................Scott $1,500

Norway

358

Macao
346

356

E/P #Nyassa 1901-1924 Waterlow & Sons Essay Proofs,
set of 35 different . We note the animal pictorials of 1901, the
6 values of the Vasco da Gama Ship and 4 triangle stamps of
1924. All stamps are perforated, without gum and overprinted “Waterlow & Sons Ltd/Specimens”, with security punch. A
lovely addition to a Portuguese Colonies collection. 
...................................................................................... Est $75

Romania
360

(*) #B292-B303 1945 1st Anniversary of Romania-Russia
Armistice complete set of 12 in panes of 4, on ungummed,
(as issued) coarse grayish paper, fine-very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $480

Mozambique

Russia

350

361

** #1327a 1949 1r gray black and orange brown Lenin
Mausoleum Imperf souvenir sheet, fresh and never hinged
with light corner marks from corner mounts, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $700

362

** #1327a 1949 1r gray black and orange brown Lenin
Mausoleum souvenir sheet, fresh and never hinged with light
corner marks from corner mounts, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $500

363

** #1518-1528 1950 Moscow Skyscrapers set of 8, mint
never hinged, fine-very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $460

364

** #1913-1914, 1936-1937, 1940 1957 Youth Festivals
Imperfs group of 5 different, mint never hinged, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $330

365

** #2311-2316 1960 various portraits of Lenin, lot of 500
complete sets of 6 in sheets of 25, mint never hinged, very
fine.
............................................................................. Scott $1,175

366

** #5470/C94 Wholesale MNH, eight stamps or sets, each
with a CV of over $1 in quantities of 120-640. All fresh, very
fine, and topical interest. Includes #5470, 5833-5836, 5873,
5933-5936, B141-B145. B152-B156, B166-B168, C94. See
web for inventory.
............................................................................. Scott $6,051

** #503 1972 4e Mozambique Island, lot of 3,675, mostly
in sheets of 100 (folded in half), never hinged, very fine.
.............................................................................Scott $1,102

Netherlands
351

352

** UPU Presentation booklet from 1958 or 1959 with 56
mint never hinged stamps including complete sets. We note
#B291-B295, B306-B310, B316-B320, B321-B325, B326B330 plus another 31 stamps. Nice lot.
................................................................................ Scott $145
 #1, 3 1852 5c, 15c imperforate, posthorn watermark,
first issues, 15c orange fresh, 5c large margins with light cancel, both very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $157

353

 #52a, 53 1893-1896 1g, 2g50c high values, 1g is scarcer perf 11, 2g50c has a few shorter perfs, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $185

354

 #53b 1893 2g50c lilac rose and ultra perf 11½x11½,
central postmark 30 OCT 1895, fine-very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $140

355

32

* #83, 84 1899 1g, 2g high values, both fresh, well-centered, lightly hinged, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $152

344

345

352

x346

347

353

356

348

354

x358

x363

x349

355

x364

x368

CONSIGNMENTS

367

368

x360

367

361

362

* #C23a 1931-1932 50k Airmail Colour Error, in gray blue
instead of black brown, very lightly hinged with very fine centering.
................................................................................ Scott $950
*/ #C26-C33 1931 North Pole Airmails, perforated and
imperf sets. #C26, C28-C29 are used, rest are lightly hinged,
fine-very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $229

The next Sparks Auction is tentatively
scheduled for Spring/Summer 2009.
If you are interested in consigning material, it is at your advantage to do so
early. This gives our lotting team sufficient time to properly lot, describe
and catalogue your consignments.
For more information on consigning,
please contact:
Ian Kimmerly
ian@sparks-auctions.com
or Kate Winsor
kate@sparks-auctions.com
613-567-3336
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St. Pierre & Miquelon

Switzerland

369

** #254 1924 10fr France Libre surcharge on 10c bistre
brown Dog Team, lower right corner block of 4, never hinged,
very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $230

379

 #B116 1941 Imperforate souvenir sheet, used with nice
centrally struck cds cancels, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $350

380
370

*/** #412/C46 1946-1976 Imperforates, 22 imperforates,
8 of which have large margins and lathework. Includes #412414 (two sets in different colours), 434, 439-446, 450-452,
C11, C29, C45-C46. Basic catalogue value for the issued
stamps is $406. These should retail at 2-3 times Scott.
.................................................................................... Est $300

** #B116, B119 1941, 1942 Imperforate Souvenir sheets,
fresh, mint never hinged, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $182

371

E/P #451/591 1976/1993 21 Epreuve de Luxe, Scott
#451-452, 496, 498, 513, 553, 555, 569, 578-579, 584589, 591, C67-C70. Many topials - birds, ships. Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $200

372

E/P #581-582 1992 2.50fr, 14.50fr Natural Heritage, a
progressive and a finished Die Proof signed by artist. Ideal
exhibit items, very fine.
...................................................................................... Est $50

373

E/P #B13 1944 5f Red Cross Sunken Die Proof, in colour of
issue with embossed seal at lower left, very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

Somali Coast
374

E/P #251TCP 1947 50c Khor-Angar Outpost Trial Colour
Die Proofs, two on wove gummed paper, light gum toning,
never hinged, very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $150

375

* #284-286 1960 15fr, 30fr, 75fr Birds, each in imperforate
colour trial proof sets of 5 different colours including colour
of issue. Each is dated and from the bottom of the sheet with
selvedge. The 75fr has light pencil notes, a few wrinkles and
light hinged. very fine.
...................................................................................... Est $75

Somalia
376

Thailand
381

*/** #30/118 Group of 5 different issues, includes #30,
40 in a block of 4 showing variety on “A” on bottom left stamp,
never hinged, 46/46a in pair, 117 (3) and 118 (2), fine-very
fine. 
................................................................................ Scott $235

382

* #B18/B23 1920 2s/5s Scout Fund semi-postals, five
values of the scarce Boy Scouts set overprint. All fresh with
expertising handstamp on back, lightly hinged, fine-very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $262

Tunisia
383

* #B3-B11 1916 Semi-postals, set of 9, hinged, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $201

384

* #B12-B19 1918 15c overprint set for the relief of prisoners of war in Germany, fresh, well centered but high values
have hinge thins. A scarce set.
................................................................................ Scott $234

Uruguay
385

CINDERELLAS
* #83-96 1926-1930 2c-10l, Italian stamps overprinted, a
fresh set with deep colours and lightly hinged or very lightly
hinged. Typical centering and thus very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $364

386

*/** Accumulation of over 7,300 Cinderellas, from the
1930s to modern with singles,blocks and sheets of the early
Christmas seals (1933 to 1941, partially glued on pages).
These are scarce as they have been mostly broken up by now.
Includes Christmas, Easter and Boys Town Seals. fine-very
fine. 
.................................................................................... Est $200

387

Collection of Christmas and Easter Seals in two binders and
one large envelope, from 1951 to 1980s with 80% being from
the US the rest from Canada. Mostly full sheets with envelope
of large blocks and several glassines containing older singles
and smaller multiples. Inspect.
.................................................................................... Est $100

Spain
377

*/ #9/230 1851-1876 Six classics, #9, 13, 20 and 58
are fine-very fine with good margins while #29 is close cut.
#230 is mint hinged with partial notation on the back, original
gum. 
.............................................................................Scott $1,035

Sweden
378

* #75 1894 1c dull blue, two pairs, one vertical perf all
around, imperf between, other horizontal with imperf between
and at left margin. Two striking and unlisted errors. Each pair
has one tone spot.
.................................................................................... Est $200

 #14 1866 17o red violet, well-centered with Helsingborg
cds postmark, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $160

For the meaning of any symbol used in a description, please see page two for an explanation.
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Here are some of the upcoming lots in Session 3.

Lot 779
A rare combination with lathework and plate information.

Lot 427

This example of #16 is damaged - but is it mint or used?

Lot 735
Lot 664

Only one sheet is known.

Here is the discovery example. Read about it.

Lot 423
Notice the progressive change in the postmark.

Lot 878
An exceptionally rare stamp. Read why it
is not featured on the front cover.
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SESSION THREE
CANADA and BRITISH NORTH AMERICA
TUESDAY JANUARY 13th at 4:00p.m.
Lots #401-944
Index
Lots
1851-1859 Pence Issues
401-423
1859-1868 Cents and Large Queens
424-452
1870-1893 Small Queens
453-479
1897-1902 Victorian Issues
480-514
1903-1908 Edward and Quebec
515-527
1912-1925 Admirals including War Tax
528-563
1927-1935 King George V
564-643
1937-1952 King George VI
644-671
1953-2008 Queen Elizabeth II
672-740
Back of Book
741-806
including Semi-Official Airmails, Postage Dues
Revenues including Supreme Court
807-835
British Columbia
836-852
New Brunswick
853-870
Nova Scotia
871-881
Prince Edward Island
882-885
Newfoundland
886-944
Note: We will continue calling the auction right
through the supper period.

Province of Canada
Pence Issues (Sc. #1-13)
401

E/P #1 1851 3d Beaver “fake” Progressive Die Proofs, four
engraved forgeries in orange red, red, deep red and brown
shades, all on thick card. An interesting collateral group for
Pence, First Cents or forgery collection, very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $200

402

E/P #1 1851 3d Beaver “fake” Progressive Die Proof in
deep red shade on thick card. An unusual forgery. An interesting collateral item for Pence, First Cents or forgery collection,
very fine.
...................................................................................... Est $50

403

#1 1851 3d red Beaver on laid paper, vertical pair with
large margins all around and clear laid lines. This pair possesses a lovely rich colour which is not usually associated
with the laid paper printing. In addition, each stamp has been
lightly cancelled by 7-ring targets. Extremely fine and an important classic multiple of the highest quality. This pair once
graced the collection of Dr. G.M. Geldert of Ottawa.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$3,200

404

405

406

38

#1a 1851 3d orange red Beaver on laid paper, single from
lower left corner of sheet showing full sheet margins on two
sides, clear margin at top, and cut into frameline and just
along design at right, with clear laid lines. This stamp is one
of the most striking examples of Canada’s first stamp with
tremendous visual appeal. There is a horizontal crease in the
middle of the sheet margin at bottom, well clear of the actual
stamp. Corner example of classic US stamps have been selling at high multiples of similar “normal” stamps (i.e. 25 times
higher). This specific corner stamp is very rare as we can only
recall seeing 2 or 3 other corner examples with wide sheet
margins. A lovely stamp.
.................................................................................Est $2,500
#2 1861 6d slate violet Consort on laid paper, used with
three large margins, close to frameline along top and target
cancel, some toning spots, ink notation on gum side just
barely shows through on design near Consorts chin, fine-very
fine.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,875
#2 1851 6d slate violet Consort on laid paper, with strong
colour and showing faint laid lines, used with target cancels,
large margins all around and very fine.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$2,500

407

#2 1851 6d slate violet Consort on laid paper, left sheet
margin example with circular dated postmark of Cobourg. (cds
cancels are very rare on the laid papers). Deep colour, a very
attractive stamp destined for a great collection. Accompanied
by A.I.E.P. Certificate stating “genuine in all respects and is in
very fine condition” and, for the record, the Certificate does
not mention 2 trivial faults in the margins, very fine.
.................................................................................Est $4,000

408

E/P #2TCi 1857 6d Consort trial colour plate proof in red
purple on India on card, marginal strip of 4 with full imprint
of Rawdon, Wright, Hatch & Edson, New-York. Very fine showpiece.
.................................................................... Unitrade C$1,100

409

E/P #3Pi 1851 12d black Queen Victoria, plate proof on
India on card, deep colour and fine impression with vertical
SPECIMEN overprint. The perfect space filler for the unaffordable space on page 1 of your album. Very fine.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$2,500

410

(*) #4 1852 3d red Beaver on medium wove paper, identified as being from plate B, position 17, with large to huge margins on each side and showing a portion of the next stamp at
bottom, unused no gum and fresh. A very fine example of this
early classic. Although the 3d on wove can be found unused
without too much difficulty, finding a premium example like
this one is quite a challenge.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$2,000

411

#4a 1852 3d brown red Beaver on medium wove paper,
used with full to large margins all around and cancelled by
strong strike of #10 4-ring numeral from Cobourg, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$350

412

#4d 1852 3d orange red Beaver on thin paper, showing
“extended vertical frame line” at upper left corner, used with
full margin at top and large on the three other sides and lovely
bright colour that his nicely complemented by a light strike of
the 7-ring target in bright blue ink. A most pleasing and very
fine stamp.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$300

413

#4i 1852 3d deep red Beaver on medium wove paper,
used single with light but legible strike of #21 4-ring numeral
cancel from Montreal, four large margins all around and deep
rich colour, an extremely fine gem that will please the most
discriminating collector.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$350

414

#4iii 1852 3d red Beaver on hard ribbed paper, selected
used with full to large margins all around and with light but
legible strike of #16 barred circle numeral cancel from Hamilton (Lacelle #144 - this cancel replaced the lost or damaged
4-ring numeral obliterator), attractive and very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$850

x401

402
405
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403
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414

408

416

415

416

417

417

418

#5 1855 6d slate grey Consort on wove paper, used single
in an interesting shade with a definite violet hue (similar to
#5d, but on normal wove paper), full margins on three sides,
and clear of frameline at bottom, cancelled by lovely strike of
#28 4-ring numeral from Paris, C.W., fine-very fine and attractive.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,500
#5b 1855 6d greenish grey Consort on wove paper, used
single with margins clear of frameline on each side and with
lovely strike of #23 4-ring numeral from Niagara, U.C., fine
and a nice addition to a collection of numeral cancels.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,000
#5b 1855 6d greenish grey Consort on wove paper, used
with large margins on each side and showing good portion of
next stamp at bottom, deep rich colour and extremely fine. A
great stamp destined for a great collection!
.....................................................................Unitrade C$2,000

419

420

418

#7 1855 10p blue Jacques Cartier, four clear to large margins, deep colour, there is a repaired pinhole and other minor
faults, fine-very fine appearance.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,875

419

#7 1855 10d blue Cartier imperf on thin crisp paper,
used with three full margins, close to frameline at left with
4-ring #21 cancel, fine-very fine.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,875

420

#7 1855 10d blue Cartier imperforate, deep colour and
light cancel, repaired and with numerous faults, superficially
of fine appearance, accompanied by 2008 Sismondo Certificate.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,250

We welcome consignments to future
auctions at any time. If you are
interested in consigning material,
please contact us at 613-567-3336
or info@sparks-auctions.com
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Pence Issues continued
421

#7a 1855 10d blue Cartier on thin wove paper, four margin example except top right where it is cut into frameline.
Stamp has bold circular date stamp dated March 4, 1859
used to cancel the stamp contrary to regulations. A cds cancel is rare on any pence but especially so on the Ten penny.
CV as very fine despite the top right corner. Accompanied by
2008 A.I.E.P. Certificate.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$3,000

Queen Victoria Era (1867-1902)
Large Queens (Sc. #21-33)
433

 #21/30 1868 ½c-15c Large Queens, small binder with
36 stamps in a variety of shades, papers. Worth inspecting.
Includes ½c (2), 1c brown red (1), 1c yellow (4), 2c (5), 3c
(11), 6c (6), 12½c (1), 15c (6). Condition varies from fair to
fine plus.
............................................................................. Scott $3,067

422

#8 1857 ½d rose Queen Victoria imperf, used with decent
margins on all sides and a face-free grid cancel. A nice stamp,
very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$900

434

(*) #21c 1868 ½c black Large Queen on thin paper, dated
examples of this value are scarce and this May 24, 1868 date
is one of the earliest, fine.
...................................................................................... Est $50

423

#8 1857 ½d rose Victoria, used strip of three with full margins all around. The 4-ring #21 postmark shows a progressive
variety caused by extraneous matter on the hammer to the
right of the one - this would make an interesting write-up on
an Exhibit page. Very fine, accompanied by 2008 A.I.E.P. Certificate.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$2,700

435

#22 1868 5c brown red Large Queen, with 3 strikes of a
Québec cds dated JA 12 1869. A nice dated stamp despite a
few short perfs, fine-very fine.
........................................................................Unitrade C$112

436

#22 1868 1c red brown Large Queen, a well-centered
stamp with pen cancel removed and regummed to appear
mint, appears very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$150

437

#24 1868 2c green Large Queen an attractive stamp with
2-ring #1 cancel (Montreal). Diagonal crease else extremely
fine appearance.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$125

438

#24 1868 2c green Large Queen, socked on the nose
2-ring Numeral 11 ties stamp to small piece with the originating Post Office of Fredericton alongside making an attractive
combination, fine-very fine.
...................................................................................... Est $50

439

#25iv 1868 3c Large Queen, Goatee Variety, used with
6-ring target cancellation, fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$500

Cents Issues (Sc. #14-20)
424

 #14 1859 1c rose Victoria, group of 5, all with 4-ring numerals No. 2, 13 (crease), 27, 29 and 39, fine-very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $150

425

E/P #14Pii 1859 1c Queen Victoria plate proof in rose on
India paper with diagonal Specimen overprint in black, very
fine with wide margins all around. A scarce proof.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$300

426

E/P #14TCii 1859 1c Queen Victoria trial colour plate
proof, in orange yellow on India paper, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$350

427

#16 1859 10c black brown Consort, this stamp has a certain appeal. Although there are signs of a light cancel, it looks
mint with deep colour and a fresh appearance. The stamp
has a rounded corner, short perforations and a 1mm closed
tear below C of Cents. Accompanied by 2008 Sismondo Certificate.
............................................................................. Scott $5,500

428

#17a 1868 10c deep brown violet Consort, perf 11¾, very
well centered with perf holes clear of frameline on each side,
used with very light cancel and attractive deep rich colour,
very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$225

429

* #17b 1859 10c brown Prince Albert, a very fine stamp
with slight aging, soiling and short perfs at bottom right. We
offer this as unused but it is unlikely to get a certificate as
such because of the soiling, hence sold as is. It has been
regummed.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,500

430

#17vii 1859 10c red lilac Consort with stitch watermark,
a rare variety with photocopy of 1995 V.G. Greene Certificate,
ex. Roberts. The stitch watermark shows prominently in fluid,
very fine.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,750

431

* #19 1859 17c blue Jacques Cartier, with deep fresh
colour, unused no gum, two perf tips in left corner have been
repaired or added, fine-very fine.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,200

432

40

#20 1859-1866 2c rose Queen Victoria, used with Quebec CE 1866 cds cancel, large margins at top and bottom,
fine-very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$300

Lot 440

Lot 441

440

#25iv 1868 3c red Large Queen with “goatee” variety,
attractive single, nicely centered with perfect strike of #6
2-ring numeral cancel from London clearly showing the cutout portion below “6” and, quite amazingly given the lovely
bold cancel, leaving the “goatee” variety completely clear of
the cancel, very fine. A rare plate variety, especially in this
lovely quality!
.....................................................................Unitrade C$2,500

441

#27b 1868 6c dark brown Large Queen on watermarked
Bothwell paper, showing WE and part of LL from E&G BOTWWELL CLUTHA MILLS, small 1mm closed tear at foot, else very
fine. (Scott $2,000).
.....................................................................Unitrade C$2,500
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423
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x433

438

442

#27v 1868 6c brown Large Queen, exceptionally well
centered single with four balanced margins, fresh colour in
a pleasing “medium” brown shade and lightly cancelled by a
Nova Scotia grid, extremely fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$150

443

* #28 1868 12½c blue Large Queen, deep shade on thin
paper. This stamp is fresh appearing with a few rounded
perfs, fine, unused (regummed).
........................................................................ Unitrade C$600

444

* #28iv 1868 12½c blue Large Queen with Balloon Flaw
variety, in bottom left corner, unused no gum, short perfs at
top right, fine-very fine. Variety is unpriced in Unitrade, CV is
for normal stamp.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$300

445

428

* #29b 1868-1876 15c red lilac Large Queen, mint with
original gum, hinged with disturbance and a small paper adhesion, fine-very fine. Accompanied by 2000 Greene Foundation Certificate.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$900

446

x424

429

430

434

435

436

439
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443

444

445

446

#29c 1868-1876 15c grey violet Large Queen on watermarked Bothwell paper used with heavy fancy cork cancel,
strong vertical weave characteristic of the Bothwell paper.
There are a few shorter perfs and a pencil-point thin spot,
fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$750
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Large Queens continued
447

#29ii 1874 15c grey violet Large Queen with Pawnbroker
variety, shows nicely free of the cancel, a few shorter perfs,
still very fine. Accompanied by 2008 Greene Foundation Certificate.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$450

448

* #30e 1868 15c deep blue Large Queen, with lovely deep
colour, hinge remnant and somewhat disturbed gum, and a
trivial thin in perf tips above hinge, fine-very fine.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$3,000

449

#30i 1868 15c slate grey Large Queen, used single possessing a lovely dark colour and cancelled by a very light strike
of Toronto #1 duplex cancel (from mid-1880s), exceptionally
well centered and very fine.
.......................................................................... Unitrade C$90

450

#30vi 1868 15c grey Large Queen with “balloon flaw”,
used single, well centered with large margins and nice strong
colour with lovely Victoria B.C. NO.4.1897 cds cancel positioned away from the bottom of the stamp thus leaving the
flaw completely clear of the cancel, choice and very fine.
There is a minor corner crease at lower right but despite this,
we do not recall seeing a finer example of this recently listed
plate flaw, which is still unpriced by Unitrade.
.................................................................................... Est $250

451

#33 1868 3c red Large Queen on laid paper, well centered
example of this stamp which usually is found poorly centered,
trivial shorter perf at top, very fine. Accompanied by 1994
APEX Certificate “genuine in all respects”. Scott $2,000.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$2,500

452

#33 1868 3c bright red Large Queen on laid paper, fresh
colour, light postmark, without fault and with 5mm minor preprinting natural paper fold at center-left, fine. Accompanied
by 2008 Sismondo Certificate.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,000

454

** #34 1882 ½c black Small Queen, exceptionally well centered with fresh colour, extremely fine and never hinged. Catalogue value for this quality is irrelevant.
.......................................................................... Unitrade C$50

455

** #34 1882 ½c intense black Small Queen, a fresh block
of 27 with immaculate gum, never hinged and full British
American Bank Note Co. Montreal imprint. A few wrinkles in
selvedge and the embossed imprint of a postal hammer on
two stamps (this came from the estate of a Post master) are
mentioned for the record. Very fine as a block.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,350

456

** #35 1870 1c yellow Small Queen, “ONE CENT” counter
strip of four. Right hand stamp has a thin and could be removed without affecting the imprint, fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

457

#35 1889 1c yellow Small Queen group of 3 different
WJG Perfins, inverted, inverted reversed and normal, finevery fine.
...................................................................................... Est $50

458

E/P #35Pvar 1870 1c black Small Queen Proof pair, on
wove paper with printer’s defacing line, pre-defacing diagonal
crease otherwise very fine. A rare item for the specialist.
.................................................................................... Est $400

459

#35viii 1870 1c yellow Small Queen, with prominent
“Strand of hair” variety, fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$300

460

*/** #36 1889 2c deep green Small Queen, perf 12, fresh
block of 12 with part BABN Co. imprint. Six stamps with light
hinge reinforcement, six including the right hand block are
never hinged. Block has usual gum bends or creasing and is
fragile to handle, but not brittle. Very fine as a block. ex. Sir
Gawaine Baillie
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,800

461

#36 1872 2c green Small Queen, showing dramatic flaw
with vertical line running through Queen’s lips and nose, used
with faint Ottawa crown cancel, fine-very fine and the first example of this flaw we have seen.
.................................................................................... Est $250

462

#37, etc. 3c Small Queen selected used group, all exBileski with a total of 130 stamps with a wide range of shades
and cancels. We noted two thick soft papers (#37i), several
indian reds, jumbos and a few fancy cancels. Old retail prices
are over $1,200 with several appearing to be quite low. A nice
lot. 
.................................................................................... Est $400

463

#37e 1873 3c red Small Queen, perf 11½ x 12, pair with
two strikes of Fort Garry M in bars (D&S 581), short perf at
right, fine stamps, very fine postmark.
...................................................................................... Est $75

464

#40a 1874 10c magenta Small Queen, two used singles
with attractive strikes of the British Columbia crown cancel,
fine-very fine.
...................................................................................... Est $75

465

#40b 1877 10c deep lilac rose Small Queen, deep colour,
used with partial Quebec cancel, fine-very fine.
.......................................................................... Unitrade C$72

466

#40c 1877 10c dull rose lilac Small Queen perf 11½ x
12, with blue obliterator cork, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$300

Small Queens (Sc. #34-47)
453

42

* #34 1882 ½c black Small Queen, in blocks A nice group
which includes block of 6 (with bottom selvedge and part imprint), 2 blocks of 9 (one of which is XF centered), block of 12
(with top selvedge, plate No. 2 reversed and full imprint, hinge
reinforcement) and a block of 15 (with bottom selvedge). All
quite fresh and all unused no gum. Catalogue value is for
hinged, fine-very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $765
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#40e 1874 10c pale milky rose lilac Small Queen, perf
11½ x 12, true colour and light registered cancel show off the
design elements. A sound stamp on stiff, fairly thick, paper,
fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$400

468

468
*/** #41 1888 3c bright vermilion marginal block with
doubled perfs, fresh showpiece marginal block of four with
doubled vertical perforations, three stamps NH, UR is lightly
hinged. ex. Sir Gawaine Baillie, very fine.
.................................................................................Est $1,000

43

Small Queens continued
469

470

471

472

* #41 1888 3c bright vermilion Small Queen dramatic perf
shifts, example with doubled horizontal perfs at top and bottom, original gum, hinged; a large perf shift from column ten,
original gum, hinged; and a right hand marginal with vertical
guideline in selvedge and doubled vertical perfs. (regummed
to appear NH). Misperfs like this are scarce in the Small
Queen period.
.................................................................................... Est $300
*/** #43 1890 6c chestnut Small Queen, block of 21 with
full British American Bank Note Co. imprint and partial SIX
CENTS counter and reversed Die Number, trimmed at left. A
scarce large multiple. ex. Sir Gawaine Baillie and accompanied by 1981 B.P.A. Certificate “large part original gum (SG
#108) is genuine “ which does not mention some scuffs in
selvedge. The gum is fresh and clearly shows an offset on
all stamps. There is no apparent separation. Thirteen stamps
are never hinged but no premium added to CV.
............................................................................. Scott $4,200

** #43a 1891 6c chocolate Small Queen, imprint block of
four, fresh, a most attractive block for exhibit, never hinged,
fine-very fine.
.................................................................................Est $2,500
** #44 1897 8c violet black Small Queen block of six, fresh
with bright never hinged gum with slight natural gum bubbles
mentioned for the record. CV as very good to fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$525

473

* #44 1893 8c violet black Small Queen, mint hinged, finevery fine.
................................................................................ Scott $220

474

* #45 1897 10c brown red Small Queen, mint hinged, fine.
................................................................................ Scott $625

475

(*) #45 1897 10c brown red Small Queen, marginal block of
4, hinge reinforcement, unused with no gum, fine-very fine. A
great piece for exhibit.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$2,200

476

44

* #45, 45v 1888 10c salmon Small Queen, vertical strip of
three from position 1, 11 and 21 with wide left margin. Position 21 is “pitted right O” variety and position 1 has minor reentries, unused with no gum. CV as very good. Scott $1,875.
.................................................................................... Est $300

477

* #45b 1897 10c pink Small Queen, mint with hinge remnant, ink on gum side shows through on Queen’s neck,
creased perf at bottom left corner, fine-very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$550

478

* #45b 1897 10c salmon Small Queen, mint hinged, finevery fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$550

479

#45b 1896 10c salmon Small Queen strip of 3 with prominent offset on back showing parts of 6 stamps as well as
imprint. Strip is cancelled by 3 strikes of an Ottawa squared
circle dated 5 AP 21 96, fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$105

1897 Jubilee Issue (Sc. #50-65)

480

E/P #50P-65P 1897 Queen Victoria Jubilee Imperforate
Plate Proofs on Card, set of 16 with wide margins and fresh,
deep colour, extremely fine.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$6,010

481

E/P #50P 1897 ½c deep black Jubilee, plate proof pair on
India on card with deep intense colour, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$150

482

** #50 1897 ½c black Jubilee, large margins and deep
fresh colour, very fine and never hinged.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$450

483

** #52 1897 2c green Jubilee, block of four with deep
colour, fresh, never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$420

484

#54 1897 5c deep blue Jubilee, selected used with
deep rich colour and lovely strike of St. Henri de Montreal
JU.22.1897 cds cancel, very fine.
.......................................................................... Unitrade C$60

485

** #55 1897 6c yellow brown Jubilee, marginal pair with
deep colour, never hinged but with slight horizontal lines of
disturbance, fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$600

486

*/** #55 1897 6c yellow brown Jubilee, mint block of four,
bottom two stamps are never hinged, top stamps are lightly
hinged, fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$900

487

** #56 1897 8c dark violet Jubilee, a stunning mint single,
possessing deep “Post Office” fresh colour and perfectly centered within four large and balanced margins, never hinged
gum with tiny natural gum bend mentioned for the record. An
extremely fine gem!
........................................................................ Unitrade C$450

x469

473

474

477
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479 reverse
472

476 (Detail shown below)
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1897 Jubilee Issue continued
488

#57 1897 10c brown violet Jubilee, a very well centered
stamp with a socked on the nose Quebec duplex of Nov 3,
1900.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$160

489

** #58 1897 15c steel blue Jubilee, mint never hinged
single with razor sharp impression enhanced by a deep rich
colour which is as fresh as the day it was printed in addition to
being well centered and very fine. A most attractive example
of this mid value which is rarely encountered with this overall
“bloom”.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,050

490

* #59i 1897 20c deep vermilion Jubilee, a well-centered
stamp with deep colour, gum has overall disturbance, trivial
soiling at perf tips, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$450

491

** #60i 1897 50c deep ultramarine Jubilee, a fresh stamp
with deep colour, never hinged, fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$300

492

* #60i 1897 50c deep ultramarine Jubilee, mint hinged,
very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$600

493

495

#62 1897 $2 dark purple Jubilee, selected used single
possessing deep fresh colour and exceptional centering. The
stamp has been lightly cancelled by a perfect strike of Hamilton MR.5.1901 cds cancel. Very fine and quite scarce in this
condition as virtually all examples of the $2 were cancelled by
unsightly roller and smudge cancels.
.................................................................... Unitrade C$1,125

496

* #63 1897 $3 yellow bistre Jubilee, with deep rich colour,
mint hinged, fine,
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,600

497

* #63 1897 $3 yellow bistre Jubilee, exceptionally well centered single with four balanced margins, deep rich shade that
is more bistre than yellow, mint hinged and overall a lovely
high quality example of this high value.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$2,000

498

#63 1897 $3 bistre brown Jubilee, used with smudged
cancel, as is frequently seen on this value, trivial shallow thin,
very fine centered, fresh colour.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,500

499

** #64 1897 $4 purple Jubilee, with fresh colour, mint never
hinged with a natural gum wrinkle at bottom right, fine-very
fine.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$4,200

#61 1897 $1 lake Jubilee, a fantastic example of this
high value, used with centrally struck Ottawa Canada N.P.B.
MY.29.1901 cds cancel. The stamp is well centered with larger
margins than usually encountered for this value. In addition,
its colour is deep and rich, unlike most used stamps which
are usually dull looking. The $1 value is underrated in lovely
used quality and a review of auction catalogues reveal that
similar premium used examples are few and far between.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,000

1897 Leaf Issue (Sc. #66-73, 87)

494

46

* #62 1897 $2 dark purple Jubilee, mint hinged single possessing rich original colour (most examples have faded over
time) in addition to its lovely centering. Overall a very fine and
most pleasing example of this high value.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,800

500

** #70 1897 5c dark blue Leaf, an exceptional single with
lovely centering, deep fresh colour and full unblemished never hinged gum, very fine. A stamp that will satisfy the most
discriminating collector.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$600

501

* #71 1897 6c brown Leaf, lovely mint single, lightly hinged,
extremely fine with large margins.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$175

488

489

490

491

492

495

496

498

500

504
502

503

501

502

505

** #72 1897 8c orange Leaf, some ink offset which occurs
when sheets are stacked when not quite dry, large margins,
very fine and never hinged, fresh deep colour. Accompanied
by A.I.E.P. Certificate.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,050
** #87, 87ii 1899 2c on 3c surcharge, fresh immaculate
Plate No. 5 block of 20 with 5 narrow spacing pairs, never
hinged, fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$425

503

1897 Numeral Issue (Sc. #74-84, 88)
504

** #75 1898-1902 1c grey green Numeral, block of four
with partial “A-No-8” imprint in top margin, never hinged, top
stamps very fine, bottom stamps are fine-very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$420

505

(*) #77b 1900 2c carmine Numeral, booklet pane of 6, well
centered with full tab, unused with no gum, soiling on back,
but still a nice example of this booklet pane, very fine.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$2,000

47

1897 Numeral Issue continued
506

** #77b 1900 2c carmine Numeral, booklet pane of six
in purple shade, caused by improper storage, small faults
along edges, overall light toning, mint never hinged, fine. (An
interesting Exhibit item as a “unique” booklet pane of Scott
#76!!!).
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,800

507

E/P #78DP 1898 3c carmine Numeral Die Proof, on crisp
bond paper, slightly reduced at left and right but still very fine.
An important item for Exhibit.
.................................................................................Est $1,500

508

** #81 1898 7c olive yellow Numeral, fresh and centered
stamp, scarce this nice, never hinged, extremely fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$750

509

* #82 1898 8c orange Numeral, fresh, well centered, light
hinge remnant, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$450

510

** #88 1899 2c on 3c carmine Numeral Provisional bottom
marginal block of four, perf separation at top, fresh and never
hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$480

511

** #85 1898 2c Map with lavender oceans, exceptionally
fresh deep colour and the original true lavender shade, fresh,
never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$150

512

** #85 1898 2c Map with “muddy waters”, nicely centered
never hinged single showing oceans in a pale brown shade
from chemical reaction of the ink, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$150

513

#85-86b 1898 2c Map selected used group of 4 singles
showing the oceans in lavender, grey, blue and deep blue.
Each stamp has been discriminatingly selected for its rich
and true colour and nice centering, very fine and surprisingly
tough to find this nice.
...................................................................................... Est $50

514

** #86b 1898 2c Map with blue oceans, exceptionally deep
colour, fresh, never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$187

48

King Edward VII Era (1903-1908)

515

** #90iii 1903 2c carmine Edward Imperforate Type I,
lower left corner block of this rare type from Plates 1 and 2.
No gum as issued. ex. Sir Gawaine Baillie with 2007 A.I.E.P.
Certificate. Very fine with customary small pencil marks.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$2,200

516

** #91 1903 5c blue on bluish paper KEVII, a fresh attractive stamp accompanied by 2006 A.I.E.P. Certificate, very fine
and never hinged.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$900

1908 Quebec Tercentenary (Sc. 96-103)
517

** #96 1908 ½c black brown Quebec Tercentenary, complete sheet of 100, some minor separation in selvage and
in the center of sheet but a nice early sheet. Fine and never
hinged. 
.............................................................................Scott $1,450

518

** #96 1908 ½c black Prince and Princess of Wales part
sheet of 50 with partial Plate No. 1, no separation, with fresh
original gum, never hinged, fine. 
........................................................................ Unitrade C$300

519

** #98 1908 2c carmine Edward VII and Queen Alexandra
sheet, mint never hinged full sheet of 100 from Plate No.
2. There are 7 stamps with thins and a few others with minor faults. Sheet has separated into 5 blocks, the largest of
which is half the sheet. Selvedge separated at top left and
elsewhere. This might be the only surviving full sheet of 100
in private hands. Catalogue value as fine though some are
very fine and F-VF. Gum is reasonable but with a few stains
from storage over the past century. 
.....................................................................Unitrade C$3,000

520

* #99 1908 5c Champlain’s Habitation with unrecorded
major re-entry-style plate markings, An F-VF hinged stamp
with corner crease. However this stamp has fascinating plate
markings suggesting that the entry of this design was placed
on top of a printing plate with traces of a previous design especially a line through postage (Similar to #43c 6 cent on 5
cent).
.................................................................................... Est $150

508

509

x513

511

512

514

516

520

506

521

522

510

523
521

522

524

* #101 1908 10c violet Quebec Tercentenary, perfectly centered single within nicely balanced margins, mint hinged with
attractive fresh colour, extremely fine. The perfect stamp for
the collector who does not want to pay for the never hinged
premium.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$250
*/** #101 1908 10c violet Quebec Tercentenary, block of
four, mint with top stamps hinged and bottom stamps never
hinged, rich colour and very fine. The bottom stamps have
gum bends, not affecting the lovely appearance of the block.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$2,000

525

523

** #102 1908 15c red orange Champlain’s Departure, upper left corner block of four, never hinged, fine.
................................................................................ Scott $960

524

** #102 1908 15c orange Champlain’s Departure, fresh,
very fine and never hinged. Accompanied by 2008 A.I.E.P.
Certificate. A lovely stamp.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$900

525

* #102 1908 15c orange Quebec Tercentenary, well centered block of four, mint hinged (h.r. on upper left stamp, others lightly hinged) and nicely centered with deep rich colour.
An attractive multiple, very fine.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,200
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1908 Quebec Tercentenary continued
526

#103 1908 20c brown Cartier’s Arrival, used with light
cancel at top, fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$120

527

#103i 1908 20c brown Cartier’s Arrival with major re-entry, from position 21, lightly cancelled with cds in left margin,
pulled perf at top right but not often offered, fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$400

King George V Era (1908-1936)
The Admirals
528

529

530

531

1937 Complete Postal Money Order with 1c Admiral Revenue Tax design from Winnipeg and signed by Postmaster
S. Slater. Scarce with both parts still attached, very fine. An
interesting Admiral Issue collateral item.
...................................................................................... Est $50
*/(*) #104, MR3 Two Admiral issue large multiples, #104
1c green bottom right block of 50 with full Type B lathework
(no gum). Catalogue is for 5 blocks of 4 and 30 fine-centered
singles with gum. Also #MR3 2c + 1c carmine block of 20
without gum. Catalogue for this is for 20 fine-centered singles
with gum. Overall Fine.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,350
** #104c/118 1912-1925 1c/10c Admiral blocks, nine
blocks with 1c blue green, 1c orange yellow (dry), 2c on thin
paper, 3c brown (wet), 3c carmine, 4c (dry), 5c violet on thin
paper, 7c red brown (wet) and 10c bistre brown. All fresh,
never hinged, overall fine-very fine.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$2,675
*/** #104i 1912 1c yellow green Admiral, block of four
with all stamps showing printer’s ink smears toward the right.
Top two stamps are hinged, bottom stamps are never hinged,
very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$240

538

** #116 1912 10c plum Admiral, deep rich colour, with a
trivial gum bend mentioned for the record, never hinged, very
fine.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,200

539

* #116, 116a 1912 10c plum and reddish plum Admirals,
two singles showing the two major colour varieties. Both are
lightly hinged and fresh. Catalogued as #116 VF and #116a
F-VF.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$700

540

** #117 1922 10c blue Admiral, dry printing, block of 15
(3x5) with rich colour and all stamps being never hinged. Catalogued as 5 very fine and 10 fine-very fine stamps. We note
two exceptional wide margins stamps (#6 and #12) which
would likely sell above the catalogue value.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$2,700

541

** #117 1922 10c blue Admiral, dry printing, fresh single
with rich colour, well centered with immaculate never hinged
gum, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$240

542

** #117ii 1922 10c milky (light) blue Admiral, wet printing, fresh immaculate block of 32 with plate No. A15 top
(from right hand pane). The block has 2 hinge remnants in
selvedge. Very fine as a block but the 4 straight edge and 6
others catalogued as F-VF.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$6,780

543

** #118 1925 10c bistre brown Admiral, block of 20 from
upper right corner of sheet with partial plate A23 inscription,
fresh, fine-very fine and never hinged. An attractive multiple.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$2,300

544

** #119 1925 20c olive green Admiral dry printing, fresh,
fine impression, very fine and never hinged. Accompanied by
A.I.E.P. Certificate.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$450

545

*/** #119c 1925 20c olive green Admiral, wet printing,
block of four, bottom 2 stamps never hinged, top two stamps
with hinge remnant (excellent break-up value for the bottom
2 stamps), very fine.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,600

546

* #120 1925 50c black brown Admiral, dry printing. A lovely
mint stamp possessing large balanced margins and fresh
colour, lightly hinged, extremely fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$120

547

** #122 1923 $1 orange Admiral, dry printing, well centered single possessing nice deep rich “Post Office” fresh
colour, mint never hinged and very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$450

532

** #104viii 1911 1c blue green Admiral with hairlines, a
fresh block with very prominent hairlines, fine-very fine, never
hinged.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$460

533

** #105f 1911-1925 1c yellow Admiral with Type D lathework, dry printing, fresh, trivial thin in top perf tip, very fine
and never hinged.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$200

534

** #106c 1911 2c rose carmine Admiral, fresh block of
four, never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$360

535

** #107ii 1922 2c green Admiral, wet printing, block of 81
(no stamps with straight edges) with plate A159 inscription
at top, mint never hinged and fine-very fine. The stamps are
in an unusual bluish green shade showing some under inking and/or plate wear. Large multiples of Admirals are scarce,
with wet printing multiples being quite scarcer.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$4,131

548

*/** #125-134 1912-1924 Group of mint Admiral coil singles, pairs and strips of 3, with #125, 127, 128, 131, 132
and 134. Majority are never hinged but includes a few hinged.
Centering is mostly VF with a few F-VF. Condition varies as
some have toning spots, but still some very nice stamps, inspect. F-VF. 
.............................................................................Scott $1,541

536

** #112a 1922 5c violet Admiral on thin paper, wet printing, fresh immaculate block of 40 with part R GAUGE in selvedge. CV as 18 very fine and 22 fine-very fine. A lovely multiple for Exhibition.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$4,245

549

** #125ii 1912 1c blue green Admiral coil, horizontal pair
with lovely fresh colour, mint never hinged with trivial natural
line in gum on one stamp but still extremely fine. This printing
is rarely seen in such a lovely quality.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$250

537

*/** #114b 1924 7c red brown Admiral, wet printing,
block of four, top two stamps are hinged, bottom stamps are
NH. (2 very fine, 2 F-VF).
........................................................................ Unitrade C$230

50

Scans of Lots 529/563 are on Pages 52-53.
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551

** #130 1924 3c carmine Admiral coil, wet printing, die I,
pair with lovely centering and deep rich colour, nicely complemented by full perforations, mint never hinged and very fine.
The wet printing is quite under rated compared to the dry
printing of this stamp and is quite elusive in this lovely quality.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$500
** #133i 1924 2c yellow green Admiral paste-up coil pair,
mint never hinged and very fine centering. Not often seen.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$750

550

553
552

** #136 1924 1c yellow Admiral imperforate, fresh plate
block No. A-180 of 18 stamps, hinged in selvedge only with
stamps never hinged, very fine.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,800

553

*/** #138 1924 3c Admiral imperforate block of 12, from
Plate A 128 with Type D full lathework. Hinged in selvedge
and top middle pair. The left hand pair and two stamps in top
row have minor gum adhesion. An ideal display item with no
premium for NH added.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$900
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The Admirals continued
554

** #140 1926 2c on 3c Admiral, two line surcharge, fresh,
immaculate block of four, very fine and never hinged.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$320

555

** #184 1931 3c carmine Admiral perf 12x8 plate block
of 8, fresh, mint never hinged block with plate inscription No
A-14 at top, fine-very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$165

556

** #MR1 1915 1c green Admiral, fresh plate A-17 block of
12, never hinged, fine-very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$702

557

** #MR2 1915 2c carmine Admiral War Tax, block of 81
(no stamps with straight edges) with plate A9 inscription at
top, mint never hinged and fine-very fine with rich “Post Office” fresh colour. There are a few extremely fine stamps in
the lower part of the block.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$4,901

558

** #MR3b 1916 2c + 1c rose red War Tax, fresh, immaculate never hinged gum, large margins, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$180

559

** #MR3b 1916 2c + 1c rose red Admiral War Tax, die I,
fresh immaculate block of 16, never hinged, very fine.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$2,880

560

** #MR3b 1916 2c + 1c rose red Die I War Tax, fresh immaculate block of 20 with plate inscription Ottawa No. 1-12,
never hinged, fine-very fine.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$2,200

563

** #MR5i 1916 2c + 1c bright rose red Admiral War Tax,
die I, perf 12 x 8, fresh immaculate block of 15, never hinged,
very fine.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$3,825

Scans of Lots 554/563 are on Page 52-53.
See www.sparks-auctions.com for more scans.
1927 Confederation Issue (Sc. #141-145)

xLot 564 close up
564

E/P #141DP-145DP 1927 Confederation Large Die Proofs,
set of 5 die sunk on large cards (228x152mm), all with Die
number, very fine. A lovely showpiece set. Ex. Bishop.
.................................................................................Est $5,000

565

** #143 1927 3c carmine Parliament, a fresh pane of 50
with selvedge removed leaving 5 straight edge stamps. One
stamp with a tear and one with gum wrinkle, else fine. 
........................................................................ Unitrade C$562

566

#143 1927 3c carmine Parliament Anniversary of Confederation 1,600 used stamps in bundles (old-style brown
paper). Stamps appears fresh with no heavy cancels, fine.
(Scott $10,400).
.....................................................................Unitrade C$7,200

1927 Historical Issue (Sc. #146-148)

561

** #MR4 1916 2c + 1c brown Admiral War Tax Type A
lathework with Plate A35, with 2007 Greene Foundation
Certificate stating “mint OG, NH, die II genuine with lathework, showing plate “A35” under lathework”. Fine centering
but a top quality stamp in all respects with deep colour showing lathework strength nearly 100% while Unitrade value is for
40% strength.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,500

562

** #MR4 1916 2c+1c brown Admiral War Tax, die II, block
of 81 (no stamps with straight edges) with partial plate A56
inscription at top, lovely fresh colour and overall nicely centered with several extremely fine stamps with immaculate
never hinged gum. Catalogued as 40 very fine and 41 finevery fine stamps. A lovely multiple!
.....................................................................Unitrade C$5,773

54

xLot 567
567

E/P #146DP-148DP 1927 Historical Issue Die Proofs, in
black on card, 5c Die No. X-G-147 (42x50mm), 12c without
Die No. (50x42mm), 20c Die No.X-G-149 (57x50mm), each
with guidelines. Only 3 or 4 sets thought to exist in black. Extremely fine. A very rare showpiece. Ex. Sir Gawaine Baillie.
.................................................................................Est $6,000

558

x569

x570

576

578

KGV Scroll Issue (Sc. #149-161)

579
572

** #152 1928 4c bistre KGV Scroll, fresh immaculate part
pane of 81 (no straight edge stamps) with faint Plate No. A1
at top, never hinged, fine-very fine. See scan on page 57.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$3,969

573

** #153 1928 5c deep violet KGV Scroll, fresh immaculate
part pane of 81, (no straight edge stamps with many very fine
but only catalogued as fine-very fine), never hinged. 
.....................................................................Unitrade C$2,511

574

** #155 1928 10c green Mount Hurd, fresh immaculate
part pane of 45 (no straight edge stamps). CV as 20 very fine,
25 fine-very fine, never hinged. Much above average centering for this issue. 
.....................................................................Unitrade C$2,500

575

** #155 1928 10c green Mount Hurd, fresh immaculate
block of 20 (10 F-VF, 10 VF), never hinged. 
.................................................................... Unitrade C$1,140

576

** #156 1929 12c black Quebec Bridge, fresh, immaculate
block of four, very fine, never hinged.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$480

577

** #157 1929 20c dark carmine Harvesting Wheat, fresh
immaculate block of 15, never hinged, fine centering. (Scott
$1,650). 
........................................................................ Unitrade C$562

578

** #158 1929 50c dark blue Bluenose, lovely mint never
hinged block of four with “Post Office” fresh colour, exceptionally well centered both as a block and as individual stamps,
extremely fine. Blocks are seldom seen in this lovely quality.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$2,800

579

* #158 1929 50c dark blue Bluenose, mint block of four,
very fine centered with fresh colour. There is perf separation
at right and all four stamps are hinged, top two with hinge
remnant, bottom stamps lightly hinged.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,400

xLot 568
568

569

570

571

E/P #149-159var 1928-1929 1c to $1 Scroll Issue plate
proofs on India complete set with deep fresh colours (most
colours are very slightly different to the issued stamps) in immaculate blocks of four. We noted two tiny trivial thins which
is much above the normal quality for this delicate paper. A
beautiful Exhibit set, extremely fine.
.................................................................. Unitrade C$10,000
** #149-157 1928-1929 KGV Scroll issue to 20c in blocks,
all selected, fresh and mint never hinged with very fine centering (8c is fine-very fine). A lovely group.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$2,582
** #149-159 1928-1929 Scroll Issue, complete set, mint
never hinged with fine or better centering, most are fresh, 50c
is a bit aged. CV as F-VF.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,505
** #149 1928 1c orange KGV Scroll, fresh immaculate part
pane of 81 (no straight edge stamps), never hinged, very fine. 
........................................................................ Unitrade C$972

Scans for sheets and large blocks can be viewed online at www.sparks-auctions.com.
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KGV Scroll Issue continued
580

581

582

583

#158 1929 50c Bluenose plate block of 4, with “OttawaNo.A-3 936” imprint in top margin, used with Montreal roller
cancels, perfs in top margin are reinforced with hinge, small
crease in upper right margins, still a rare used plate block.
.................................................................................... Est $500

** #159 1929 $1 olive green Parliament Building, plate
No. A-1 block of six, fresh and never hinged, light stains on
selvedge. Scott $3,600 for 6 singles. A scarce plate block.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$3,750
* #159 1929 $1 olive green Parliament, mint block of four,
exceptionally well centered both as a block and as individual
stamps and with a nice rich colour, extremely fine, each stamp
has been hinged with the top pair showing only an extremely
light trace of a hinge. A lovely block of this high value.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,800
#159 1929 $1 olive green Parliament used and lightly
cancelled, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$120

591

** #169 1930 5c dull violet KGV Arch rotary press, fresh
immaculate part pane of 80 with Plate No. 1 lower left with
a high percentage very fine but catalogued as F-VF, never
hinged. 
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,200

592

** #169a 1930 5c dull violet KGV Arch flat plate, fresh immaculate Plate No. 3 block of 42, includes VF stamps but
overall F-VF, never hinged. 
........................................................................ Unitrade C$878

593

** #169a 1930 5c dull violet KGV Arch, flat plate, fresh immaculate plate No. 3 upper right pane of 100 with many very
fine but CV as F-VF only, never hinged. 
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,950

594

** #171 1930 8c dark blue KGV Arch, fresh immaculate
plate No. 1 upper left and plate No. 1 UR pane of 100, never
hinged, very fine.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$8,040

595

** #171 1930 8c dark blue KGV Arch, fresh immaculate
block of 30 with Plate No. 1 upper left and also upper right,
never hinged, fine-very fine. 
.....................................................................Unitrade C$2,135

596

** #171 1930 8c blue KGV Arch, part sheet of 60 with Plate
No. 1 upper left and upper right plate blocks, light crease
through #9 and #10 and light gum flaw on position 10, never
hinged, fine. 
.................................................................... Unitrade C$1,440

597

** #173 1930 10c olive green Library of Parliament, fresh
immaculate block of 18, never hinged, fine-very fine. 
........................................................................ Unitrade C$468

598

** #173, 173i, 173ii 1930 10c olive green Library of Parliament, fresh immaculate part pane of 76 with Plate 1 lower
right. There are 8 broken spires and 3 missing spires! There
are many very fine stamps but CV as fine-very fine, never
hinged. 
.....................................................................Unitrade C$2,366

599

** #176 1930 50c deep dull blue Grand Pre, selected block
of four, well centered with immaculate never hinged gum and
very fine. The 50c Grand Pre comes in quite a range of shade
from pale blue to deep dull blue and the colour on this block
is as dark as can be found for this stamp.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$2,400

600

* #176 1930 50c dull blue Grand Pré left marginal single
with No. 1 imprint on margin, mint with hinge remnant, very
fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$300

KGV Arch/Leaf Issue
584

** #162 1930 1c orange KGV Arch, fresh immaculate plate
No. 1 upper left pane of 100, never hinged, very fine. 
........................................................................ Unitrade C$400

585

** #163 19301 c deep green KGV Arch, Die II, fresh immaculate Plate No. 5 lower right pane of 100, never hinged.
Many VF but catalogued as F-VF. 
........................................................................ Unitrade C$395

586

** #163 1930 1c green KGV Arch, block of 20, one stamp
with prominent printer’s ink smear, never hinged, fine. 
...................................................................................... Est $75

587

** #167 1931 3c deep red KGV Arch, fresh immaculate
plate No. 1 upper right pane of 100, piece of lower left selvedge missing and minor separation, never hinged, very fine. 
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,000

588

** #168 1930 4c yellow bistre KGV Arch, fresh immaculate
Plate No. 2 lower left and center left blocks in a large block of
48, never hinged, very fine. 
.....................................................................Unitrade C$2,000

589

590

56

** #168 1930 4c yellow bistre KGV Arch, fresh immaculate
Plate No. 2 pane of 100, very fine with many XF stamps, never
hinged. A wonderful sheet.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$4,500
** #169 1930 5c dull violet KGV Arch rotary press, fresh
immaculate plate No. 2 pane of 100, never hinged, fine-very
fine. 
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,575

572

589

594

583

580

582

600

* #176 1930 50c dull blue Grand Pré, block of four, very fine
and hinged.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,200

602

* #177 1930 $1 dark olive green Mt. Cavell, mint hinged
(h.r.), fresh, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$300

603

** #178 1930-1931 1c orange KGV Arch coil, a total of 113
stamps including 35 singles, 36 pairs, and 2 strips of 3. All
are mint never hinged and F-VF.
............................................................................. Scott $3,390

x603

604

*/** #178 1930-1931 1c orange KGV Arch coils, with 241
mint never hinged, 97 hinged and 117 unused with no gum.
Includes singles and multiples with up to strips of 8. Centering is VG to VF with majority being fine. Many stamps affected
by toning spots from poor storage.
............................................................................. Scott $7,650

605

#178 1930-1931 1c orange KGV Arch coil, used group
with great majority in pairs plus a few singles. A good number
have nice dated town cancels. Difficult group to assemble. Inspect, fine-very fine. Lot includes a few used #179, 181, and
a strip of 3 #178i line pair. 
............................................................................. Scott $3,204

606

*/** #178-183 1930-1931 1c-3c KGV Arch Coil lot, with
#178 (44; 43 NH), 179 (43; 16 NH), 180 (34, 32 NH), 181
(12; 4 NH), 182 (19; 15 NH) and 183 (5 NH). Centering is
generally F-VF and some stamps affected by toning spots.
............................................................................. Scott $3,220

601
601

602

57

KGV Arch/Leaf Issue continued
607

** #178i 1930-1931 1c orange KGV Arch Coil line pair lot
of 35 mint never hinged pairs, centering mostly VG to fine includes some F-VF. A nice fresh lot with only a few small faults.
CV is for fine.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$2,362

608

** #178i 1930-1931 1c orange Arch Coil line pairs, 8 mint
never hinged line pairs, centered F-VF to VF. CV is for F-VF.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$735

609

** #178i 1930-1931 1c orange KGV Arch coil line pair,
fresh, very fine and mint never hinged pair.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$120

610

* #178i 1930-1931 1c orange KGV Arch coil line pairs, a total of 8 pairs, mint hinged and mostly fine. One pair damaged
and not counted. CV as fine. 
........................................................................ Unitrade C$315

611

#178i 1930-1931 1c orange KGV Arch coil used line
pairs, a total of 37 used pairs, many of which are dated and
have nice cancels. Centering varies from VG to VF but majority
are F-VF.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$925

612

** #179 1931 1c deep green Arch end strip of 4, fresh, mint
never hinged with one blank tab, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$200

613

** #193 1932 5c dull blue Imperial Conference, fresh immaculate Plate No. 1 lower right block of 20, never hinged,
very fine. 
........................................................................ Unitrade C$460

618

** #201 1932 13c dull violet Quebec Citadel, fresh immaculate Plate No. 1 upper left full pane of 50 as issued to Post
Offices, never hinged, very fine.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$6,000

KGV Medallion Issue
614

** #195 1932 1c dark green Medallion rotary press, fresh
immaculate Plate No. 3 upper right sheet of 100, tiny piece of
selvedge missing at upper left, never hinged, very fine. 
........................................................................ Unitrade C$400

619

** #202 1933 5c dark blue U.P.U. Meeting, fresh immaculate Plate No. 2 upper left pane of 50 as issued to Post Offices, never hinged, very fine. 
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,500

615

** #197 1932 3c deep red Medallion Die II, plate No. 6
lower left sheet of 100, minor separation, never hinged, finevery fine, fresh. 
........................................................................ Unitrade C$290

620

** #203 1933 20c brown red Grain Exhibition, fresh, mint
never hinged, extremely fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$120

616

** #199 1932 5c dark blue Medallion, fresh immaculate,
never hinged and very well centered block of 12, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$480

621

617

** #200 1932 8c red orange Medallion, fresh immaculate
lower left marginal block of 24, never hinged, very fine.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$2,600

*/** #205-207 1933 1c-3c KGV Medallion Coils, with
#205 (21; 6 are NH), 206 (10; 3 are NH) and 207 (5; 2 are
NH). These in singles and pairs. Some stamps affected by toning spots and centering is mostly F-VF.
................................................................................ Scott $656

622

** #209 1934 10c olive green United Empire Loyalists,
fresh immaculate Plate No. 1 upper left pane of 50 as issued
to Postmasters, never hinged, very fine.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$4,160

623

** #209 1934 10c olive green United Empire Loyalist, fresh
immaculate Plate No. 1 lower left block of 20, never hinged,
very fine.
.................................................................... Unitrade C$1,840

624

** #210, 210i 1934 2c red brown New Brunswick, fresh immaculate Plate No. 1 upper left and upper right and also Plate
No. 2 upper left and upper right panes of 50, never hinged.
Includes 10 #210i “closed frameline”. Plate 1 is VF, Plate 2 is
F-VF. 
........................................................................ Unitrade C$845

616

58

617

x607

x608

609

x611

612

620

623
626

** #211-212 1935 1c green and 2c brown KGV Silver Jubilee, sheets of 100, both with plate #1 inscription at upper
left, very fine and never hinged, 1c sheet with trivial curling.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$392

627

** #213 1935 3c KGV Silver Jubilee, sheet of 50 with plate
#1 inscription at upper right, very fine, never hinged and
fresh. 
........................................................................ Unitrade C$300

628

** #214 1935 5c blue Prince of Wales, fresh immaculate
Plate No. 2 lower pane of 100, never hinged, very fine. 
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,265

629

** #215 1935 10c green Windsor Castle, fresh immaculate
plate No. 1 right block of 30, never hinged, very fine. 
........................................................................ Unitrade C$506

630

** #215 1935 10c green KGV Silver Jubilee, sheet of 50
with plate #1 inscription at bottom left, fresh, fine-very fine,
never hinged. 
........................................................................ Unitrade C$683

631

** #216 1935 13c dark blue Royal Yacht Britannia, fresh
immaculate Plate No. 2 lower left in pane of 50 as issued to
Post Offices, never hinged, very fine. 
.................................................................... Unitrade C$1,140

622

KGV Silver Jubilee

xLot 625 close up
625

E/P #211DP-216DP 1935 KGV Silver Jubilee, large Trial
Colour Die Proofs set of 6, 150x230mm, each with pencil
notation “wrong colour”. The 1c-5c are shades of the issued
colour, the 10c is olive green and the 13c Britannia is violet.
Each with imprint and Die number. Extremely fine.
.................................................................................Est $6,000

KGV Pictorial Issue
632

** #217-218 1935 1c green and 2c brown KGV, sheets of
100, 1c with plate #3 inscription at top and 2c with plate #2
inscription at bottom, very fine, never hinged.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$201

59

KGV Pictorial Issue continued
633

** #217-230 1935 1c to $1 Pictorials, complete set including coils, fresh mint never hinged, very fine, $1 is F-VF.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$418

634

** #219 1935 3c dark carmine KGV, sheet of 100 with plate
#4 inscription at bottom left and at bottom, two corner pieces
of selvedge are missing (not affecting the plate blocks), very
fine, never hinged. 
........................................................................ Unitrade C$222

635

** #220 1935 4c yellow KGV, sheet of 100 with plate #1 inscription at upper left, very fine never hinged, crease in lower
left selvedge mentioned for the record only (not affecting any
stamp or plate block). 
........................................................................ Unitrade C$669

636

** #221 1935 5c blue KGV, sheet of 100 with plate #2 inscription at top, very fine, never hinged. 
........................................................................ Unitrade C$810

637

** #223 1935 10c carmine rose Mounted Police, sheet
of 50 with plate #1 inscription at bottom left and at bottom,
fresh, very fine and never hinged. A popular issue, especially
in complete sheets. 
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,035

638

** #226 1935 50c dull violet Victoria Parliament, block of
40 (bottom 8 rows of a sheet) with plate #1 inscription at bottom left and at bottom, fresh, very fine and never hinged. A
lovely high quality multiple.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$2,745

639

** #227 1935 $1 blue Champlain Monument, selected single with rich colour, perfectly centered within four balanced
margins and with pristine never hinged gum, extremely fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$150

640

* #227 1935 $1 blue Champlain Statue Ink Smear variety,
showing streaks of dark blue ink in the top and bottom margins and throughout the background of the design. Unusually
deep shade, likely caused by over-inking of the plate, mint
hinged, fine-very fine. This is the only example we have seen.
.................................................................................... Est $100

641

** #227i 1935 $1 pale blue Champlain Monument, block
of four, selected and fresh with lovely centering, very fine and
never hinged.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$600

642

** #227i 1935 $1 pale blue Champlain Monument, sheet
of 50 with plate #1 inscription at top, fresh, mint never hinged
and very fine. A key sheet, especially in the scarcer pale blue
shade.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$7,650

643

*/** #228-230 1935 1c-3c KGV Pictorial Coils, with #228
(7; 3 NH), 229 (2) and 230 (4; 2 NH). These are in singles and
pairs. Some stamps affected by toning spots. Centering is VF
throughout.
................................................................................ Scott $240

King George VI Era (1937-1952)
644

** #234 1937 4c yellow KGVI Mufti, fresh immaculate Plate
No. 1 upper left pane of 100, never hinged, very fine. 
........................................................................ Unitrade C$620

645

** #235 1937 5c blue KGVI Mufti, fresh, immaculate Plate
No. 2 lower pane of 100, never hinged, very fine. 
........................................................................ Unitrade C$909

646

** #236 1937 8c orange KGVI Mufti, fresh immaculate,
Plate No. 1, lower left pane of 100, never hinged, very fine,
minor separation. 
........................................................................ Unitrade C$620

638

We welcome consignments to future
auctions at any time. If you are
interested in consigning material,
please contact us at 613-567-3336
or info@sparks-auctions.com
60

x633

639

640

641

647

648

E/P #237DP 1937 KGVI Coronation Large Die Proof in
deep dark carmine (considerably darker than issued) on India
(99x89mm) Die sunk on large card 203x151mm. “Die No.
X-G-663” and “Canadian Bank Note Company, Limited” below
design. Rare, Extremely fine.
.................................................................................Est $1,000

E/P #237DP 1937 KGVI Coronation Large Trial Colour Die
Proof in bright rose red on India (100x89mm) Die sunk on
large card 229x154mm. “Die No. X-G-663” and “Canadian
Bank Note Company, Limited” below design. Lovely colour,
Rare, Extremely fine.
.................................................................................Est $1,000

654

656

x657

649

*/** #238-240 1937 1c-3c KGVI Mufti Coils, with #238
(33; 19 are NH), 239 (8; 2 are NH) and 240 (11; 9 are NH).
These in singles and multiples of up to 8. Some stamps affected by toning spots, still a nice lot, fine-very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $228

650

** #241 1938 10c dark carmine Memorial Chamber, fresh
immaculate plate 2 upper right pane of 50, never hinged, very
fine. 
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,147

651

** #241a 1938 10c carmine rose Memorial Chamber, Plate
No. 1 upper left in pane of 50, never hinged, very fine. 
........................................................................ Unitrade C$900

652

** #242 1938 13c blue Halifax Harbour, fresh immaculate
Plate No. 1 upper right plane on 50, never hinged, very fine. 
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,530

653

** #243 1938 20c red brown Fort Garry, fresh immaculate
Plate No. 1 upper left block of 20, never hinged, very fine. 
........................................................................ Unitrade C$825

654

** #244 1938 50c green Vancouver Harbour, Plate no. 1
lower left block of four, never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$450

655

#245i, 273 1938, 1946 $1 used blocks of 10, 1938
Ramezay aniline violet, very fine, light cds 1941, 1946 $1
Train Ferry, very fine (one stamp with fault) with light oval registered from Dawson, Yukon, 1950. 
........................................................................ Unitrade C$150

656

** #245i 1938 $1 aniline violet Chateau Ramezay, fresh
mint never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$225

657

** #249-262 1942-1944 KGV War issue, set of 14, all selected with premium centering, deep fresh colour and immaculate never hinged gum, very fine or better.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$300

61

King George VI Era continued
658

** #254 1942 4c dark carmine KGVI, pair with dramatic
misperf, never hinged.
.................................................................................... Est $150

659

** #263-267 KGVI perf 8 War Issue coils, including #263
(209), 264 (436), 265 (537), 266 (465) and 267 (246). Mostly in strips of 8 with a few smaller multiples. Some stamps are
aged/toned from poor storage but most strips can be broken
down to create nice pairs or strips of 4. Inspect, all stamps
are mint never hinged, fine-very fine. Catalogue value does
not include premium given by Unitrade for multiples. 
............................................................................. Scott $7,513

660

#263/306 Used KGVI coils, including #263, 266, 295,
297, 298, 300, 305, 306. Singles pairs, and mostly larger
multiples with several nice dated town cancels. Inspect, finevery fine. Catalogue value does not include premium given by
Unitrade for multiples.
................................................................................ Scott $501

661

** #268-273 1946 KGVI Peace Issue, set of 6 in blocks of
four, never hinged, fine-very fine, $1 is VF.
................................................................................ Scott $340

662

** #268-273 1946 Peace Issue, complete set, never hinged,
all VF except $1, fine-very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$149

663

** #268-273 1946 KGVI Peace issue, set of 6, each stamp
having been handpicked for its freshness and nice centering,
very fine and never hinged.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$149

667

** #278-281 KGVI perf 9.5 War Issue coil, including 1c
(369), 2c (199), 3c (242) and 4c (270), mostly in strips of 8
with a few smaller multiples. Some stamps are aged/toned
from poor storage but most strips can be broken down to create nice pairs or strips of 4. Inspect, all stamps are mint never
hinged, fine-very fine. Catalogue value does not include premium given by Unitrade for multiples. 
...........................................................................Scott $12,934

668

** #279 1948 2c brown KGVI War Issue starter strip with
full tabs and 8 stamps, mint never hinged, a few small toning spots, very fine. CV is for strip of 2 stamps + 2 tabs and
6 single stamps. Unitrade footnote states “full strips with full
tabs are 3 times listed price”.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$330

669

*/** #295-300 KGVI Coils group, including #295 (1876),
296 (678), 297 (1088), 298 (589), 299 (748) and 300
(391), mostly in strips of 8 with a few smaller multiples. Some
stamps are aged/toned from poor storage but most strips can
be broken down to create nice pairs of strips of 4. Inspect,
all stamps are never hinged, fine-very fine. Also includes the
following mint no gum which were not catalogued or counted
above: #296 (218), 297 (167) and 298 (547).
.......................................................................... Scott $12,159

670

** #300 1950 4c dark carmine KGVI coil, lot of 200 stamps
with 19 strips of 8, 2 strips of 7, 7 strips of 4 and 3 pairs. All
are mint, never hinged, above average quality and more than
half are VF. Inspect, fine-very fine.
............................................................................. Scott $3,200

671

** #309, 310 1951 KGVI 2c olive and 4c orange coils, including 2c (281) and 4c (606), mostly in strips of 8 with a few
smaller multiples. Some stamps are aged/toned from poor
storage but most strips can be broken down to create nice
pairs of strips of 4. Inspect, all stamps are never hinged, finevery fine. 
............................................................................. Scott $2,342

Queen Elizabeth II Era (1953 - )

664

* #270var 1946 14c Hydroelectric imperf at right margin,
lower right Plate No. 1 block, an unlisted major error, never
hinged but has minor gum disturbance. Newly discovered by
one of our lotters. Previously unrecorded and an important
major error which is likely unique and the most important
single item from the 1946 Peace issue. Comparable errors
includes #257i ($4,000) and 294i ($5,750) of which only one
plate block of each exists.
.................................................................................Est $2,500

665

** #273 1946 $1 red violet Train Terry Plate No. 1 lower
right plate block of four, mint never hinged and well centered,
very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$450

666

** #278, 280, 281 KGVI War Issue Coils, with #278 (64;
7 strips of 8, 1 strip of 4 and 2 pairs), #280 (16; 2 strips of
8) and #281 (144; 12 strips of 8, 1 strip of 6, 1 strip of 5, 6
strips of 4, 1 strip of 3 and 5 pairs). All are mint never hinged
and more than half are VF. Inspect, fine-very fine.
.............................................................................Scott $2,848

62

672

E/P #317 1952 Red Cross Production File including correspondence, Essays, Proofs, etc. File includes photographic
images of essays and progressive parts of the design (6 full
pages and 23 smaller size with 1 to 4 images per sheet and
most have a manuscript date; sheets of carbon copies of correspondence or other notes (22) and other archival material
relating to this stamp and important Red Cross topical. This
lot could form the basis of a Gold Medal exhibit. Obviously
unique. File has dealer’s retail price of $14,800.
.................................................................................Est $7,500

658
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676

674
673

674

675

679

** #337p/404pvi Six Winnipeg tagged sheets, 1962 1c, 3c
with plate No. 1 UR (F-VF) and Plate No. 2 UR, and three 4c
Cameo (4mm center bar and the 5 x 9mm and 6 x8mm split
bar side tagging), never hinged, very fine. (#337p, 339p (2),
404p, 404pv, 404pvi).
........................................................................ Unitrade C$995
E/P 1958 2c Red-Wing Blackbird 3-Colour Engraved Die
Essay, 30x34mm in black with SPECIMEN/POSTAGE inscriptions on glossy surfaced paper. By G.A. Gunderson.
.................................................................................... Est $500
** #365-368 1957 5c Sports Issue, eight full panes being
the 4 different corners from plate No. 1 and 2, never hinged,
very fine and fresh. Also 3 slide transparencies used to illustrate a slide show on this stamp issue.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$304

x678
676

** #393 1961 5c Arthur Meighen Misperf, mint never
hinged.
...................................................................................... Est $25

677

** #408/549 1963-1973 Lot of narrow and wide spacing
coils strips of 4, with #408 (3), 466 (14), 467 (8), 467i (13),
468i, 468A (16), 468B (7) and 549 (9). All are fresh, mint
never hinged, fine-very fine.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,431

678

** #411, 411i 1963 $1 Exports on dull and low fluorescence paper, fresh matching lower right plate blocks on the
two different papers, never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$340

679

#421 1965 5c New Brunswick violet double printed,
used, very fine and unlisted.
.................................................................................... Est $100

63

Queen Elizabeth II Era continued
680

#456F 1968 6c orange postal forgery, vertical pair on
poor grade paper (different paper than the horizontal pair),
with an indistinct cancel.
.................................................................................... Est $200

693

** #729a 1977 12c blue Parliament on low fluorescent paper, imperforate coil strip of 3, very fine and never hinged.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$300

694

**/ #730a/730var 1978 14c red Houses of Parliament
Imperf and Misperf Pairs, mint never hinged imperf pair, very
fine and a used double perforated pair. Unitrade CV is for imperf pair only, the double perforated pair is not listed, and is
sold as is.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$225

681

#459F 1968 6c orange postal forgery, horizontal pair on
poor grade of paper with indistinct cancel.
.................................................................................... Est $200

682

** #461ii 1967-1973 8c violet brown Alaska Highway
hibrite paper lower right blank corner block of four of this
scarce paper variety, mint never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$175

695

** #806a 1979 17c green Houses of Parliament Imperfs in
strip of 13, mint never hinged, very fine. Catalogued as five
imperf pairs. 
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,000

683

** #494/511 1969-1970 Mint sheets, 15c Alcock-Brown
and 1970 Expo ‘70 in field stock mint sheets of 50, never
hinged, very fine. (#494, 508-511).
........................................................................ Unitrade C$250

696

** #806a 1979 17c green Parliament imperforate coil strip
of 4, very fine and never hinged.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$400

697

684

** #518 1970 6c Group of Seven, strip of 3 with perf shift
bisecting “Canada 6”, never hinged.
.................................................................................... Est $150

685

** #519p-528p 1970 5c, 6c Christmas, Winnipeg tagged,
full sheets with the scarce center blocks (#522pii, 525pii),
lightly folded, never hinged, very fine. 
........................................................................ Unitrade C$592

** #869ii 1980 35c Inuit Spirits issue showing grey/black
colour doubled on Shaman stamps, lower right blank corner
block of 4, very fine, never hinged. The error shows especially
in the darker fine lines of the design. The colour is also doubled for the “Bird Spirit” stamp (unlisted thus) but is barely
noticeable due to the design of the stamp. Only about 6 to 8
pairs of these are believed to have been found, and this is in
all likelihood the only corner block.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,800

686

** #549a 1971 7c emerald green QEII Centennial Imperf
Coil Pair a lovely wide margin example of this rare error, mint
never hinged, very fine.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,500

698

** #952a 1985 34c dull red brown Parliament Imperf, in
strip of three, mint never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$300

699

687

** #705iv c, 1979 1c-14c “Fuddle Duddle”, Political overprints with two messages “Fuddle Duddle Pierre” and “P.E.T.
‘68 - ‘79 R.I.P.” alternating on marginal blocks of 12 on the
1c, both 12c and 14c definitives (#705, 713, 714, 715). A
popular collateral item listed in Unitrade for the 1c only. Never
hinged and very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$480

** #1164c 1988 38c Queen Elizabeth Imperforate block
of 10, showing the 2nd row imperf at bottom, the center totally imperf and the 4th row is imperf on 3 sides, mint never
hinged, very fine. Only 40 blocks known.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,500

700

** #1171c 1989 44c Walrus slater paper perf 13.8 x 13.1,
a marginal example, never hinged with a trivial, gum bend,
still very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$550

701

** #1171c 1989 44c Walrus slater paper perf 13.8 x 13.1
an extremely fine example of this scarce and popular variety,
never hinged.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$550

688

** #715 1978 14c red Houses of Parliament Perforation
Error bottom marginal block of four with an extra strike of
horizontal H-comb perfs across the center of the bottom
stamps, bottom perfs are shifted down 5mm, block is mint
never hinged, very fine. Only 5 blocks known.
.................................................................................... Est $400

689

** #715a 1978 14c red Houses of Parliament printed on
gum side, upper right blank corner block of 4, mint never
hinged, fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$250

702

** #1283a-1286a 1990 39c Forests Miniature panes, 10
sets of the four special miniature panes of the Forests of Canada, never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$500

690

** #716i 1978 14c QEII repair paste-up, block of 20 with a
manufacturer’s repair paste-up affecting 6 stamps (no. 9-14
the block). The repair was done with 2 strips of paper which
overlap resulting in a thin line of triple paper. (Unitrade CV is
for a block of four). Accompanied by 2006 A.I.E.P. Certificate.
Very fine and never hinged.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,500

703

** #1283a-1286a 1990 39c Forests Miniature panes, 25
sets of the four special miniature panes of the Forests of Canada, never hinged, very fine.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,250

704

** #1356d 1991 42c Flag Imperforate between centre pair
in strip of four from a booklet sheet of the large experimental
booklets of 50 (BK139), mint never hinged, very fine. Only 24
pairs known. Ex. Sir Gawaine Baillie.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,200

705

** #1359f 1994 43c Flag over Prairies vertical pair imperf
between, from miscut booklet pane of 25 (BK154A), perf
14.7 vertically, mint never hinged. Includes a photocopy of
the booklet which the pair came from, very fine. Extremely
rare.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,000

691

692
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** #727var 1979 $2 Kluane, pair with right stamp missing
denomination, and left hand hand with denomination at right
instead of at left, F-VF and never hinged.
.................................................................................... Est $750
** #729 1977 12c blue Houses of Parliament Imperf pair,
in strip of three with one perforated stamp, mint never hinged,
very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$200
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706

** #1394a 1191 42c Flag coil imperforate pair, never
hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$225

707

** #1395a 1992 43c olive green Flag on dull paper, imperforate coil strip of 3, very fine and never hinged.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$300

708

#1395a 1992 43c coil imperf strip of 4, a very scarce
used strip with Kingston ON 1994 postmark (the 43c was the
domestic rate until July 1995). Unpriced as used but much
scarcer than mint, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$400

709

** #1396a 1995 45c blue green Flag on hibrite paper, imperforate coil strip of 3, very fine and never hinged.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$300

710

** #1396a 1995 45c Flag coil imperforate pair, with bottom perforated, never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$200

711

** #1442 Collection of ex-Bileski Hologram varieties, includes panes of the following varieties: Meteor craters (x10),
James Bay Crater (x1), The Black Hole (X1), Map of Canada
Shift (x1) and High Orbit Meteor Shower (x1). A very fine collection sold by Bileski for $1,500. Includes supporting documentation.
.................................................................................... Est $750

712

** #1442b 1992 42c Canada in Space Missing Hologram
on lower left stamp in a lower right plate block of four, mint
never hinged, very fine. A rare Elizabethan showpiece. Ex.
Bileski. Accompanied by Saskatoon Stamp Centre guarantee
certificate.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$2,500

713

** #1520a var 1994 43c Commonwealth Games, pair with
foil inscriptions in silver rather than gold. A very scarce variety, currently unlisted in Unitrade. Fresh, never hinged, very
fine.
.................................................................................Est $1,000

714

** #1534ii 1994 52c unissued Christmas Caroling upper
left imprint block of four, mint never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$950

715

** #1534ii 1994 52c unissued Christmas Caroling upper
right imprint block of four, mint never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$950
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716

** #1630aiv 1997 Year of the Ox Uncut Press Sheet , rolled
uncut press sheet of 12 souvenir sheets. Minor wrinkling on
corners. Very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$225

717

** #1683a 2000 47c Queen Elizabeth II Imperforate Imprint block upper right block of four, mint never hinged, very
fine. A showpiece block.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$2,000

718

** #1701ii 2003 $5 Moose showing “Extra Moose” variety
pane of 4 showing a clear impression of a Moose “facing left”
on gum side, mint never hinged, very fine. A great mate for the
Missing Moose error.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$600

719

** #1701ii 2003 $5 Moose showing “Extra Moose” variety
single showing a clear impression of a Moose “facing left” on
gum side, mint never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$150

720

** #1708 1998 45c Year of the Tiger, ten Post Office fresh
sheets of 25 with full inscriptions, never hinged, very fine.
(Face $112). 
........................................................................ Unitrade C$290

721

** #1708aii 1998 90c Year of the Tiger, souvenir sheet
with two 45c stamps with additional imprint at bottom, all still
sealed in Post Office packs of 50. A total of 1,200 souvenir
sheet, mint never hinged, very fine. (Face $1,080). 
.....................................................................Unitrade C$4,800

722

* #1737i Framed uncut press sheet of 10 souvenir sheets
commemorating the 125th Anniversary of the RCMP. Buyer to
collect from premises.
.......................................................................... Unitrade C$75

721
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724
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725

** #1764b 1998 45c Christmas Angel, perf 13.1 x 13.6,
upper right block (Unitrade describes plate blocks as “very
rare”), never hinged, very fine.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$2,500

718
724

** #1767i 1999 46c Year of the Rabbit Missing Colour
Error and Untagged, single with missing red in background
which results in the background being yellow instead of orange and bottom panel being mauve, mint never hinged, very
fine. Accompanied by copy of V.G. Greene certificate for the
block from which this single is the upper left stamp.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,250

725

** #1768iv 1999 46c Year of the Rabbit with Missing
Colour Error and Untagged, souvenir sheet with missing red
in background which results in the background being yellow
instead of orange and bottom panel being mauve, mint never
hinged, very fine. Accompanied by 2007 V.G. Greene Certificate.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,250

There are more than 2,200 scans on
our website (by comparison there
are about 700 in the catalogue).
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726

** #1883a 2001 47c Year of the Snake Missing Gold and
Tagging lower right plate block of four, also missing the gold
bar and “Year of the Snake” margin inscriptions. Block is
fresh, mint never hinged, very fine. Only 4 panes of 25 have
been reported making this much rarer than the Inverted Seaway. A showpiece.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$9,500

727

** #1883a 2001 47c Year of the Snake Missing Gold and
Tagging mint never hinged single, also missing the gold bar
and “Year of the Snake” margin inscriptions, very fine.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$2,000

728

** #1932a 2002 48c QEII Golden Jubilee Imperf Pair, attractive lower right corner marginal vertical pair with 8 imprint
dots at bottom, mint never hinged, very fine. There is a vertical crease at bottom.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,800

729

** #1932a 2002 48c QEII Golden Jubilee Imperf Pair, a
horizontal right margin pair with double print which is most
noticeable on the gold date and small leaves. Only a small
portion of imperf pairs have the doubling. The pair is mint,
never hinged, very fine. There is a horizontal crease at bottom.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,800

730

731

732

733
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** #1933var 2002 48c Year of the Horse Lunar New Year,
pane with die cut shifted 5mm to left, resulting in 25 stamps
with this variety, fresh, never hinged, very fine, with regular
sheet for comparison.
.................................................................................... Est $100
** #1934 2002 48c Year of the Horse Souvenir Sheet Essay, mint never hinged with full embossing, gold in matte ink
instead of gold foil, untagged and overall quadrille grid. XF.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$850
** #1969i 2003 48c year of the Ram Missing Gold on
Ram’s Shoulder on four left stamps in a lower left corner
block of six, mint never hinged, very fine. From a small group
of sheets found in British Columbia, the variety is a result of a
shift in gold foil as it was applied.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$2,500
** #1969i 2003 48c year of the Ram Missing Gold on
Ram’s Shoulder on 2 left stamps in a lower left corner strip
of three, mint never hinged, very fine.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,200

734

** #2001c 2003 48c National Emblems Imperf Horizontal
Pair, mint never hinged from right sheet margin with Ashton
Potter imprint in margin, very fine. Only 40 pairs from 5 panes
of 16 have been reported.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,250

735

** #2083ii 2005 50c Year of the Rooster Missing Red variety, mint never hinged, very fine. Only 25 known from one
sheet recorded.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,750

736

** #2159i 2006 51c multi-coloured Canadian Forces
Snowbirds uncut press sheet, #341 of 1000. Very fine and
never hinged.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$250

737

** #2159i 2006 51c multi-coloured Canadian Forces
Showbirds uncut press sheet, #506 of 1000. Very fine and
never hinged.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$250

738

** #2159i 2006 51c multi-coloured Canadian Forces
Showbirds uncut press sheet - lot of 3 #’s 364, 369 and
420 of 1000. Very fine and never hinged.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$750

739

** #2201i 2007 52c Year of the Pig missing foil stampings,
complete sheet of 25 with 20 stamps missing both the gold
and rainbow foil stampings and 5 stamps (right column) missing only the gold foil (unlisted in Unitrade), mint never hinged,
very fine. A lovely full sheet of this major error.
.................................................................................Est $2,500

740

** #2265a 2008 52c IIHF Hockey Booklet, booklet of 10
completely imperforate. The upper right hand stamp has light
creases where the postal patron who purchased the booklet
tried to remove the stamp, else VF. (Unitrade #BK372i).
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,500

Back-of Book Issues
Complete Booklets
741

** #BK17b 1931 2c dark brown Arch Issue, complete booklet, containing two mint never hinged panes of #166b with
“E NO. 4” on tab of each pane, minor cover scuffs, fine-very
fine.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,000

742

** #BK20b 1933 1c dark green Medallion Issue, complete
booklet, French, With four panes of six mint never hinged
#195b. F-VF.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$600
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743

** #BK251A 2003 48c Vancouver 2010 overprint, lot of 50
booklets of 30 stamps, never hinged, very fine. Face value
$720.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$3,000

744

** #BK280Bai 2003 49c Flag Imperforate Booklet, without
die cutting, very fine, slightly trimmed at bottom. Accompanied by 2006 A.I.E.P. Certificate.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,200
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745

** #BK280Bai 2003 49c Flag Imperforate Booklet, without
die cutting, very fine. Accompanied by 2006 A.I.E.P. Certificate.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,200

757

*/** #CL11 1926 25c deep blue Fairchild Air Transport,
in a full pane of 10 stamps with 4 vertical têtê-beche pairs (2
hinged, one with separation and 2 VFNH). Only 5,000 printed,
very fine on exhibit page.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$535

758

*/** #CL12 1926 25c ultramarine Fairchild Air Transport,
in a full pane of 10 stamps with 5 horizontal têtê-beche pairs
(3 pairs are never hinged). Only 5,000 printed, very fine on
exhibit page.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$617

759

** #CL25d 1927 5c Sioux Lookout and Red Lake overprint,
descending in red, a full pane of 8, lower left stamp has variety of malformed “o” in Lookout. All never hinged but upper
left stamp has a thin. Only 1,368 stamp overprinted in red,
mounted on exhibit page.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,050

760

*/** #CL25f 1927 5c Sioux Lookout and Red Lake overprint, descending in black, a full pane of 8, lower left stamp
has variety malformed “o” in Lookout. Six stamps including
the variety are never hinged. Only 800 stamps overprinted, so
variety is scarce.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,170

761

*/** #CL43 1928 (10c) Patricia Airways, full pane of 8
stamps, seven are never hinged, fresh, very fine. Only 3,200
stamps printed, on exhibit page.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$460

762

** #CL45 1928 25c Klondike Airways, fresh full pane of
only 4 stamps, never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$450

763

*/** #CL46, CL46a, CL46i 1929 10c Cherry Red Airlines,
Two exhibit pages with 3 blocks, 2 of 9 showing plate layout
and one of 10 showing all 10 sub-types from the two cliches
of 5 stamps. 26 of 28 stamps are never hinged, fine-very
fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$487

764

** #CL52 1934 10c surcharged Canadian Airways Ltd.
Semi-official airmail mint never hinged block of four with selvedge at left, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$100

765

Lot of Airmail-related labels and stamps with “HaileyburyRouyn 50th Anniversary of Airmail 1024-1974” sheets of 32
with 10x perforated, 2x perforated and 5x different progressive trial colour sheets. Also nice lot of several dozen types of
airmail labels in glassine in quantities.
.................................................................................... Est $150

Note: See Lot #740 for BK372 IIHF Hockey Booklet Imperforate

Airmails
746

** #C2 1930 5c olive brown Airmail block of 6 (2x3) with
reversed “1” in left margin of middle row, fresh, mint never
hinged plate block, fine-very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$975

747

** #C2 1930 5c olive brown Airmail plate number single,
selvedge cut down, fresh, very fine and never hinged.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$240

748

** #C4 1932 6c on 5c olive brown Ottawa Conference
block of four, fresh, well centered block, very fine and never
hinged.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$480

749

** #C4 1932 6c on 5c olive brown Ottawa Conference,
fresh immaculate full pane of 50, position 47 faulty (missing
corner) and minor fault in selvedge, typical centering, never
hinged, fine. (Scott $3,500).
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,875

750

** #C6 1938 6c Monoplane and Steamer on MacKenzie
River Airmail, full fresh pane of 50 plate No. 1 lower left, very
fine and never hinged.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$424

751

** #CE1 1942 16c bright ultramarine Airmail Special Delivery, fresh immaculate wholesale lot of 10 panes, all Plate
No. 1 panes of 50, never hinged, very fine.
.......................................................................Unitrae C$2,600

752

** #CE1 1942 16c bright ultramarine Airmail Special Delivery, fresh immaculate Plate No. 1 pane of 50, never hinged,
very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$260

Semi-Official Airmails
753

* #CLP1 1918 (25c) Aero Club, no numeral of value, wellcentered with deep colour but with a pressed crease, part
original gum, and general soiling in perf tips - needs tender
loving care and cleaning.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,200

754

** #CL8 1926 (25c) Elliot-Fairchild, pane of 8 showing four
types, which is fresh, very fine and never hinged on exhibit
page.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$525

755

** #CL8/CL50 Group of Air Semi Officials, includes #CL8
(small thinned spot at top), CL9, CL40, CL41, CL48 and CL50.
Others are mint never hinged, fine-very fine. 
........................................................................ Unitrade C$178

756

** #CL9 1926 25c blue on yellow Elliot-Fairchild Air Service, with background of Swastikas full pane of 8 with one
stamp inverted, fresh, never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$525

Special Delivery Issues
766

** #E3 1927 20c orange Special Delivery, fresh marginal
block of 10, never hinged, fine. (Scott $450).
........................................................................ Unitrade C$262

767

** #E4 1930 20c henna brown Special Delivery, mint never
hinged with lovely fresh colour and wide margins, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$200

768

** #E5 1932 20c henna brown Special Delivery, mint never
hinged, nicely centered, fine-very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$105

Scans for sheets and large blocks can be viewed online at www.sparks-auctions.com.
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769

** #E8 1938 20c dark carmine Special Delivery, Plate No.
1 imprint block of 6, very fine, never hinged.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$485

770

** #E9 1939 10c on 20c surcharge Special Delivery, fresh
Plate No. 1 sheet of 50 including broken “0”, some separation, never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$960

Registration Issues
771

*/** #F1 1875 2c orange Registration Perf 12, part sheet
of 30 with counter and large part imprint top and bottom.
Fresh colour with many very fine centered stamps. There
is separation and hinges holding the block together but 13
stamps are never hinged. Eight never hinged stamps have
very fine centering (Unitrade $3,600 for these eight). Basic
Scott CV $4,880. A number of stamps mostly the hinged have
worn perfs and some creasing. Ex-Sir Gawaine Baillie. A great
exhibit item.
.................................................................................Est $2,000

779

* #J2 1906 2c violet Postage Due on regular paper, Fresh
block of four with Ottawa No. A-3 plate and Type A lathework,
top two stamps lightly hinged, bottom two stamps never
hinged, fine-very fine. The combination of lathework and plate
number is rare.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$3,500

780

** #J2a 1924 2c violet on thin paper Postage Due Plate
No. A-4 block, fresh and never hinged block of 12 with immaculate gum, F-VF (as VF CV is $3,600).
.....................................................................Unitrade C$2,340

** #J1 1906 1c violet Postage Dues, fresh immaculate
block of four, never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$320

781

** #J1 1906 1c violet Postage Due, marginal block of 30
with full plate inscription Ottawa No. A-3 with deep colour
but light toning spots affecting the gum on a few stamps and
some aging, never hinged, fine. 
........................................................................ Unitrade C$900

E/P #J3DP 1928 4c violet First postage Due Large Die Proof,
58x53mm die sunk on large card measuring 228x153mm.
The 4c value was not issued until July 3 1928. Only 12 of
these were in the ABN Archives sale.
.................................................................................Est $1,000

782

** #J4 1906 5c violet Postage Due, fresh immaculate block
of 30, 6 stamps with straight edge, never hinged, fine-very
fine.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,425

783

** #J4 1906 5c violet Postage Due, fresh immaculate block
of 16, never hinged, very fine.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,280

772

#F1, F2 Collection of 18 fully dated stamps, dated between 1878 and 1892, all are from the H. Harrison collection. Mostly duplex cancellations but note two rare octagonal
“Registered Canada” dated 1878 and 1880, a “Halifax &
Moncton M.C. West” cds dated 892, a scarce blue oval “...
Station Quebec” dated 1885 and an oval “Registered Toronto
Canada” dated 1885 which is the only example on stamp
Harrison recorded. F-VF, but a few trivial faults.
...................................................................................... Est $60

773

* #F1a 1875 2c vermilion Registration, a jumbo, very well
centered within large margins, original gum disturbed in places, tiny ink spot at left, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$220

774

** #F3 1876 8c dull blue Registration stamp, mint never
hinged with a few spots of disturbed gum, short perfs along
bottom, fine-very fine.
.................................................................... Unitrade C$1,125

Postage Dues
775

776

777

#J1/J36 1906-1975 15 blocks of Postage Dues, all used
including #J1, J2, J4 (2 shades), J6, J7, J10. Fine or better.
...................................................................................... Est $50

778

** #J1a 1924 1c violet Postage Due on thin paper, fresh,
extremely fine centering amid large margins, never hinged.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$150

For the meaning of any symbol used in a
description, please see page two for an
explanation.
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784

E/P #J5DP 1928 10c violet First postage Due Large
Die Proof, 59x54mm die sunk on large card measuring
228x151mm. The 10c value was not issued until July 3 1928.
Only 12 of these were in the ABN Archives sale.
.................................................................................Est $1,000

795

** #J11 1934 1c dark violet Postage Due, half sheet of 50
with upper right Plate No. 1 block, generally very fine, fresh
and never hinged.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$2,020

796

*/** #J11-J14 1933-1934 Third Postage Due Issue, set of
4 in mint blocks of four, each with two never hinged and two
hinged stamps. Catalogued as follows: #J11 (VF), J12 (plate
No. 1 block F-VF), J13 (F-VF) and J14 (VF). A nice set.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$507

797

** #J12 1933 2c violet Postage Due, fresh upper right plate
block of four, never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$150

798

** #J14 1933 10c dark violet Postage Due, fresh immaculate block of four, extremely fine and never hinged.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$320

Note: War Tax stamps are found with the
Admirals (Lot #528-563)
Officials
799

*/** #CO1 1946 7c Airmail Official, matched set of plate
blocks. Lower right has 2 stamps and selvedge hinged, rest
never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$383

800

*/** #CO2 1950 7c Airmail Official, fresh matched set of
plate blocks. Lower left has one stamp hinged, lower right is
hinged in selvedge, others never hinged, all very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$730

801

** #O32 1951-1953 $1 Totem Pole Official Matched Set of
Plate #2 inscription blocks, 3 are VF with the upper right block
being fine, mint never hinged.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$412

785

** #J5 1928 10c violet postage Due, block of 4, mint never
hinged, fine. Scott $560.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$300

786

** #J5 1928 10c violet Postage Due, fresh immaculate
block of 10, never hinged, fine-very fine.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,950

787

#J5 1928 10c violet postage due plate blocks of 6, two
used blocks in different shades, each showing plate inscriptions in right selvedge “Ottawa-NoA-1 909”, fine. Not often
seen, especially in used blocks.
.................................................................................... Est $100

788

** #J6 1930 1c dark violet Postage Due, fresh immaculate
Plate no. 1 top full sheet of 100, exceptional centering, never
hinged, very fine.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$4,440

802

** #O46-O49 1963 1c-5c Officials set, field stock sheets of
100, never hinged, very fine. 
........................................................................ Unitrade C$570

803

** #J7 1930 2c violet Postage Due, fresh immaculate Plate
No. 1 top in reddish dark violet full sheet of 100, never hinged,
fine-very fine.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,657

* #O231-O236, O241-O245 1937-1938 KGV and Pictorials
perforated OHMS, with 1c-8c (catalogued as fine) and 13c to
$1 (catalogued as VF), lightly hinged, fresh.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$494

804

* #OA244 1938 50c Vancouver Harbour, 4-hole Perf OHMS,
mint hinged, fine-very fine.
.......................................................................... Unitrade C$75

805

** #OA258 1942 14c Ram Tank perf OHMS War Issue, full
fresh pane of 50 plate No. 1 lower left, stamps have very fine
centering, OHMS perfin often intersects with perf holes, never
hinged.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$900

806

*/** #OX4 1913 brown black Officially Sealed block of 4,
with top two stamps hinged and bottom two stamps never
hinged, upper left stamp with trivial thin. CV as 2 VF hinged
and 2 fine NH.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$265

789

790

** #J8 19304c dark violet Postage Due, fresh immaculate
block of 25 from lower left with selvedge, never hinged, very
fine.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,500

791

** #J8 1930 4c dark violet Postage Due, fresh immaculate
Plate No. 1 top full sheet of 100, never hinged, fine-very fine.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$4,160

792

** #J9 1930 5c dark violet Postage Due, fresh immaculate
block of 30 from lower right of pane with selvedge, never
hinged, very fine.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,800

793

** #J9 1930 5c dark violet Postage Due, fresh immaculate
Plate No. 1 bottom full sheet of 100, never hinged, very fine.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$6,660

794

** #J9 1930 5c reddish violet Postage Due, fresh block of
four in the scarcer shade, never hinged, fine-very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$260
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Scans for sheets and large blocks can be
viewed online at www.sparks-auctions.com.
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Federal and Provincial Revenues
807

** Lot of Federal and Provincial Duck and Game Stamps,
includes Federal Duck Stamps (Face $24), Provincial Duck
Stamps (Face $12), and Provincial Game Stamps in sheets
of 4 (Face $596), all mint never hinged, very fine. Lot also
includes two framed and artist signed duck lithographs.
.................................................................................... Est $150

808

1890s-1953 Collection of 48 British Columbia Legal Documents with Revenue Stamps, most with BC law stamps (3x
Victoria) between 1892 and 1930s and in order of issue (2nd
to 7th, 9th). Includes historically important original DUNSMUIR case which is extensively written-up and viewable
on web. A good potential for varieties, one stamp is identified
as “BCL 35b Die III”. Very fine. 
.................................................................................... Est $200

809

#FSC1 1876 10c Young Queen Perf 12 x 11½, the first
Supreme Court stamp with serial No. 0001 lightly tied to
small piece of original document by CANCELLED handstamp,
also signed. F-VF. Not punched as is usual and worthy of a
premium for this. An impressive item for exhibit.
.................................................................................... Est $200

810

#FSC1 1876 10c Young Queen Perf 12 x 11½, Supreme
Court. Three stamps with low serial Nos. 0007 (thin), 0018
tied on small piece, and 0040. F-VF except as noted. All are
unpunched.
........................................................................Van Dam C$315

811

#FSC1, FSC5 1876 10c, $1 Young Queen Perf 12 x 11½
and Perf 12, Supreme Court, 10c tied on small piece with
serial No. 0002 and $1 (faulty) also with serial No. 0002.
This stamp’s left side perforations perfectly match the right
column of serial no. 0001 (Lot 815). Both stamps without
punch.
........................................................................Van Dam C$160

812

813

814

815

*/ #FSC1-FSC4, FSC6 876 10c/$5 Supreme Court First
Issue, includes 10c (0096), 20c (1168-possibly unused), $5
(3483 unused without punch) and 25c and 50c punched. All
with faults but F-VF appearance. 
........................................................................Van Dam C$645
(*) #FSC2, FSC4 1876 20c, 50c light blue Perf 12 x 11½,
Supreme Court pair with matching serial No. 1997, both light
blue, both unused no gum with shorter perfs and a rounded
corner.
........................................................................Van Dam C$400
#FSC3 1876 25c blue Perf 12, Supreme Court with deep
colour, 4 stamps with 2 sets of consecutive serial numbers,
one with light internal crease, else fine or better.
........................................................................Van Dam C$440
#FSC5 1876 $1 Young Queen Perf compound of 12 x
11¾, Supreme Court with serial No. 0001. Signed and with
CANCELLED handstamp. The left side perforations measure
11¾, the other 3 sides measure 12. Unpunched, fine-very
fine. An impressive item for exhibit (Note alignment of the numerals).
.................................................................................... Est $100

816

(*) #FSC6 1876 $5 blue Perf 12 x 11¾, Supreme Court high
value of first set, unused no gum, fine-very fine.
........................................................................Van Dam C$250

817

#FSC7 1897 10c Widow Queen blue shades, wet printing, Supreme Court, two distinct shades, one on piece, finevery fine.
........................................................................Van Dam C$250
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818

#FSC7/FSC12 18977 10c/$5 Widow Queen, Supreme
Court #7, 7a, 8, 9 and 12. All with faults. 
........................................................................Van Dam C$785

819

#FSC7a 1897 10c Widow Queen blue shades, dry printing, Supreme Court, three distinct shades, fine-very fine.
........................................................................Van Dam C$285

820

#FSC8 1897 $1 Widow Queen blue shades Supreme
Court, two distinct shades, fine-very fine.
........................................................................Van Dam C$100

Lot 821

Lot 822

821

#FSC10 1897 $5 black Widow Queen, red control number, Supreme Court, one of the key values, well-centered
within large margins, very fine.
.................................................................... Van Dam C$1,200

822

#FSC13 1915 10c King George V, Supreme Court, deep
colour and very fine. One of the key values.
.................................................................... Van Dam C$1,000

823

#FSC15 1915 25c King George V, Supreme Court, serial
no. 000135, fine-very fine.
........................................................................Van Dam C$325

824

#FSC15 915 25c King George V, Supreme Court on piece
of original document, fine.
........................................................................Van Dam C$325

825

#FSC15-FSC17a 1915 25c-$1 King George, Supreme
Court 25c, 50c (these with creases) and both $1 values,
these F-VF.
........................................................................Van Dam C$670

826

#FSC16 1915 50c King George, Supreme Court, fine-very
fine.
........................................................................Van Dam C$225

827

#FSC18, FSC18a 1935 $1 King George V Sideface, Supreme Court blue and slate, each with prominent “cigarette”
flaw, fine-very fine.
...................................................................................... Est $50

828

#FSC19 1935 $30 surcharge, Supreme Court, an attractive stamp with a closed tear at top left.
.................................................................... Van Dam C$2,000

809

x810

x811

817

823

x813

x814

815

819

824

x825

826

816

820

x827

828

830

830

#FSC23 1938 25c overprint KGVI, Supreme Court, a
scarce value only in use a short time, very fine.
........................................................................Van Dam C$450

831

** #FWH4-FWH11 1988-1995 Wildlife Habitat Conservation, eight different years plus 2 two booklets from 1989,
never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$187

832

E/P #SL33P-SL44P 1908 Saskatchewan Law Stamps Imperforate Plate Proofs on card, complete set of 12 top sheet
margin singles with wide margins, fresh rich colours, XF. Only
1 sheet of 50 of each value recorded.
.................................................................................... Est $750

Canada Precancels
Lot 829
829

xLot 832

#FSC19 1925 $30 surcharge, Supreme Court surcharge
with horizontal bars, very fine.
.................................................................... Van Dam C$2,000

833

 Collection of 219 Precancels from Small Queens to QEII
previous owner’s CV of $769, unchecked by us.
......................................................................Precancel C$769
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Canada Precancels continued
834

835

845

* #8, 9 1867 2c, 5c Colonial Seal Perf 14, 2c with original
gum, but thin and hinge remnant, 5c unused no gum, very
good.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$400

846

* #9 1867 5c surcharge Perf 14, mint with part original gum
and paper hinge remnants, very good.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$375

847

* #11 1867 25c surcharge perf 14, expertly regummed to
appear NH, very good.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$200

848

* #12 1867-1871 50c on 3d violet Seal of British Columbia, good colour and what appears to be original gum (but no
premium added), very good.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$600

849

* #15 1869 10c surcharge Perf 12½, an attractive mint
stamp with much above average centering, full original gum,
moderate hinge but a light diagonal crease, else fine and
scarce.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$3,000

850

* #2 1860 2½d rose Victoria on thin paper, good colour for
issue, gum redistributed, sound and a few short perfs, very
good.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$225

#16 1867 25c surcharge Perf 12½, fine centering with
a lightened postmark. Stamp was separated by scissors and
remaining “chads” give perfs an uneven appearance, a common occurrence on this issue.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$750

851

#2 1860 2½d dull rose Victoria, unused no gum with wing
margin at right and rounded perf in corner, very good.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$225

#17 1869 50c surcharge perf 12½, attractive used stamp
with blue PAID postmark, a few shorter perfs, still fine.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,000

852

#18 1869 $1 surcharge Perf 12½, attractive used stamp
with corner cancel, pulled perf, else fine.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,800

Collection of Precancels, 44 mostly different with one
identified as A35 but not counted by us. Includes R41, S36,
S43, T35v, T51, T53v, T70, T71, T80, T81, T82, T83, T88,
T91, Bridgeburg 2-89I, Browns N 1-89, Calgary 1-107, 1-109,
1-118, Kitchener 1-105D, 1-112, Moncton 2-108, Montreal
2-94, 3-89, Ottawa 2-89I, Regina 1-104I, St. Thomas 1-109,
Toronto 3-91I, 3-92I (2), 4-90I, 4-91 (2), 12-120 (2), Vancouver 2-119, 3-110, 2-122, Victoria 1-90, 1-106, Welland
1-106. A few small faults, mostly fine or better.
......................................................................Precancel C$845
Precancel Collection old-time approval books with over
350 different precancels all mounted, identified and priced
with values to $40. We noted Ottawa P-3-150 with ND (National Defence) perfin. Generally fine or better.
......................................................................Precancel C$803

British North America
British Columbia and Vancouver
836

837

838

839

* #2 1860 2½d dull rose Queen Victoria, with original gum,
somewhat disturbed and hinge remnant, fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$875

#2, 2a 1860 2p Queen Victoria Study. The only regular
issue of the two distinct colonies, a collection of 13 showing
the scarce pink shade and a variety of shades of rose. Cancels include New Westminster black and bright vermilion ink,
Dietz & Nelson Express in blue and numerals #4 (Yale), 10
(Williams Creek - 2), #13 (Quesnellmouth - 2). Overall quality
is fine, a few short perfs and one separated by scissors with
some clipped perfs. 
.....................................................................Unitrade C$3,250

840

#4 1865 10c blue imperforate, a sound used example
with good colour complemented by blue Victoria postmark,
three margins, cut into frameline at right. Accompanied by
1955 B.P.A. Certificate. Scott $1,150.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$750

841

* #5 1865 5c rose Victoria Perf 14, mint with deep colour,
part original gum, hinge remnant, very good.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$625

842

* #6 1865 10c blue Victoria, Perf 14, mint with nice colour
and original gum, a red hinge remnant shows through at top,
trivial shallow thin.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$875

843

#7 1865 3d Seal of Colony, a fascinating collateral item of a
photographic reproduction in two colours, pale violet and pale
red violet.
.................................................................................... Est $200

844

* #7, 7a 1865 3d blue and pale blue Colonial Seal, blue is
F-VF with full gum, which might be original, but redistributed
to appear never hinged, pale blue is unused no gum, very
good.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$235
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New Brunswick
853

 #1 1851 3d red Heraldic, a sound used stamp with a corner cancel but barely clear or just into margins. Also 3 other
items NB#2 with PAID cancel in red but clipped corner, NS #6
collotype reproductions, Newfoundland #7 forgery.
...................................................................................... Est $75

854

#1 1851 3d red Heraldic, used with three margins, trivial
thin spot mentioned in the 2001 Philatelic Foundation Certificate.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$350

855

#1 1851 3d red Heraldic, four just clear margins with grid
numeral 11 of Fredericton. Fine appearance but several small
faults. This comes from the collection of Richard Hatfield, long
serving Premier of New Brunswick.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$350

856

 #1a 1851 3d dark red Heraldic, the deep colour and mintlike appearance have this stamp stand out. It is sound with
3 small to well clear margins and traces of what appears to
be original gum, possibly mint but with sufficient traces of ink
that any Expert Committee will call it used, fine. Scott $575,
SG £350.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$350

857

#2 1851 6d yellow Heraldic, four full margins and neat
N.B. grid numeral 23 of Richibucto. Very fine appearance but
thinned. (Scott $1,150, SG £800).
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,500

836

837

x844

x845

850

851

854

Lot 858

838

840

846

847

852

855

859

#3 1851 1sh bright red violet Heraldic superficially this
stamp looks VF mint but it has a light cancel and four added margins. CV as the lowest price in Unitrade. An excellent
spacefiller. Ex. R. Hatfield.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$4,000

848

857

849

843

Lot 860

Lot 859

#3 1851 1sh bright red violet heraldic, used with good
colour but cut into on all four sides and repaired thins. Accompanied by 2008 Sismondo Certificate. Scott $6,000, SG
£4,000.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$4,000

842

853

856

858

841

860

#4 1851 1sh dull violet Heraldic, used with 2 margins and
two slightly into design. The stamp has an internal feather
tear. Accompanied by 2008 Sismondo Certificate. Scott
$7,500, SG £4,500. A scarce stamp.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$5,000
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New Brunswick continued
861

E/P #5P 1860 5c brown Connell plate proof on India on
card, fresh deep colour with perforations privately added to
appear as the unissued stamp. Ex. R. Hatfield.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$300

862

E/P #5Pi 1860 brown 5c Connell plate proof on wove paper
imperforate, privately gummed, light thins in the hinge area.
Ex. R. Hatfield.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$350

863

E/P #5Piv 1860 5c brown Connell plate proof on India with
Specimen overprint, tiny thin as often seen on India paper,
otherwise very fine. Ex. R. Hatfield.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$250

864

865

* #5 1860 5c brown Charles Connell, with portrait of Postmaster Charles Connell, the design caused an uproar and
was never issued to the public. We offer one of the few genuine examples which were not destroyed. It was separated
with scissors as are most genuine examples, and is unused
no gum. The stamp has a fake cancel and a 1.5mm closed
tear at top right. Accompanied by 2008 Sismondo certificate.
(Scott $12,000, SG £6,000).
.....................................................................Unitrade C$6,000
E/P #6P 1860 1c dark violet Locomotive Proof block, on
card mounted India, deep colour and fine detail, VF.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$500

866

*/** #6 1860 1c red lilac Locomotive, world’s first locomotive stamp, block of 9 with original gum and four never
hinged. An appealing multiple, very fine. Ex. R. Hatfield.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$850

867

 #6 1860 1c red lilac Locomotive, world’s first train topical, imprint block of four with a post-contemporary cancel,
fine-very fine. CV is for singles.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$280

868

* #6-11 1860 1c-17c set in blocks, mostly selected for nice
centering with blocks of all values except 12½c (represented
by a single). There are two shades of the 5c, one with original
gum, and the 10c has original gum, rest are unused without
gum. Ex. R. Hatfield.
.................................................................................Scott $847

869

 #8 1860 5c yellow green Victoria, 6 stamps, all with #10
grid cancel, includes pair and 4 singles. Catalogued as finevery fine.
.......................................................................... Unitrade $112

870

80

E/P #9F 1860 10c Spiro forgery, one of the scarcer items
from this forger’s work.
...................................................................................... Est $25

Nova Scotia

Lot 871

Lot 872

871

* #1 1851 1p red brown Victoria, unused with fresh pleasing colour and four even full margins. Very fine in all respects,
accompanied by 1972 R.P.S. Certificate. (Scott $3,250. SG
£2,250).
.....................................................................Unitrade C$4,500

872

* #1 1851 1p red brown Victoria, mint with nice fresh
colour, with 2 full and two clear margins, genuine, accompanied by 2008 Sismondo Certificate which states the stamp is
regummed, F-VF. Scott $3,250, SG £2,250.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$3,375

873

* #1 1851 1p red brown Victoria, accompanied by 2008 Sismondo Certificate stating “The stamp is genuine, apparently
unused, but has been extensively repaired, rebacked, and
regummed. There are two horizontal creases, one of which
cracks the surface. The stamp bears a forged signature of
Alberto Diena”. It is, superficially, a decent spacefiller.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$2,250

874

#2, 2b, 2i, 3 1851 3d Heraldic shades of blue, the four
colours as listed by Unitrade. #2i bright blue has 3¾ margins,
just touching at top left, sound and attractive, the others cut
into, or faulty, and the pale blue has major faults. A useful
reference group.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$650

875

#4 1851 6d yellow green Heraldic, used and very lightly
cancelled with three plus margins. There as a scissor cut in
the margin parallel to the design at right corner. An attractive
fine stamp. Scott $675. SG £475.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$400

876

#5 1857 6d dark green Heraldic, very fine appearance with
deep rich colour and four full margins but stamp is thinned
and has several small faults. Scott $1,900, SG £750.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$2,500

877

#6b 1851 1sh deep purple Heraldic, used with deep rich
fresh colour, with the design centered within exceptionally
large margins give this rare stamp a WOW factor. Pen cancelled and with two reddish lines on the surface which appear
to be stains from a metal clip, otherwise an extremely fine
example of this rarity. Scott $5,350, SG #7c £3,750.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$7,000

861

862

873

x874

863

875

866

878

s

x869

* #7 1851 1sh cold violet Heraldic Flowers, unused with
four full to large margins but has been expertly repaired to
seal a tear. Very fine appearance and one of the finest appearing examples in existence. Accompanied by 2008 AIEP
certificate. The 1sh cold violet is the rarest issued by Nova
Scotia.(Scott #7, $25,000, SG #7, £25,000)
.................................................................. Unitrade C$30,000

876

867

879

870

865

x868

#7 1851 1sh dull violet Heraldic, used with excellent
colour and four even full to large margins. There is a tiny tear
below the G of Shilling, mostly in the margin, just into design.
Regardless of this flaw this rare stamp is seldom seen. Accompanied by 2004 V.G. Greene Certificate which mentions
“two dealer markings on the reverse” which do not bleed
through and are normal for a stamp of this importance. VF.
Scott $6,500, SG £5,000.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$8,000
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Nova Scotia continued
880

Newfoundland

E/P #10TCiv 1860 1c black plate proof pair, on india on
card with Type D sans-serif lettering, small fault in margin at
upper left, likely during production, else very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$400

xLot 886

881

Prince Edward Island

882

883

884

885

82

886

E/P #1/9 1857 1d/1sh green Heraldic Die Proofs, set of
seven Die Proofs on card, one shilling mounted on larger card.
These were produced as trade samples, very fine and rare.
.................................................................................Est $5,000

887

(*) #1 1857 1d brown violet Heraldic, full to large margins,
unused no gum, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$150

E/P #13DP 12½c black Queen Victoria Small Die Proof on
India on card, an extremely rare proof, 40x44mm, VF.
.................................................................................... Est $750

#3 1861 6d yellow green Victoria, Perf 9, used with two
partial strikes of the rare Tignish PAID postmark, extremely
fine centering. Accompanied by 2008 AIEP Certificate “genuine in all respects”. A rare stamp in this lovely quality.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$500
**/*/ #4-16 1862-1872 issues in stockbook, including
#4 (2 *, 2 used), 5 (8 *, 2 used), 6 (4 *, 1 used), 7 used, 8
(1 *, 2 used), 9 (7), 10 (2), 11 (21 *, 1 used), 12 (4), 13 (4 *,
1 used), 14 (10 *), 15 (13), 16 (9 *, 1 possibly used). Mixed
quality faulty to a few very fine. Unitrade as fine (no premium
for NH) $987, Scott $1,335. A useful study group. 
........................................................................ Unitrade C$987
** #8 1862 9d violet Victoria block perf 12x11¾, an attractive block, light toning on gum and a light gum bend but
a scarce block of a stamp which is very difficult to find in top
quality. F-VF.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$960
* #9b 1868 4d black Queen Victoria horizontal pair, imperforate vertically, hinged, several toning spots on perf tips,
fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$250

Lot 888

Lot 889

888

* #2 1857 2d scarlet vermilion Heraldic on thick porous paper, unused with deep colour but cut mostly between frameline and design accompanied by 2004 V.G. Greene Certificate
“unused, genuine but upper right corner thinned and lower
left corner creased.” One of the great rarities of BNA philately.
Scott $17,500, SG £16,000.
.................................................................. Unitrade C$10,000

889

#2 1857 2d scarlet vermilion Heraldic used with full to
large margins. Except for a thin in lower right corner this is a
sound, very fine example. Accompanied by 2003 V.G. Greene
Certificate. A rare stamp missing from even the most advanced collections.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$7,500

890

#3 1857 3d green Heraldic on thick porous paper, an
attractive 2 margin, properly used example of this elusive
stamp, sound. Scott $475, SG £425.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$400

880

885

887

884

892

890

894

895

892

* #5 1857 5d brown violet Heraldic, large margins with original gum having a hinge remnant and ink notations on back,
very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$400

893

#6 1857 6d scarlet vermilion Heraldic, used with good
colour, one clear margin, two mostly clear but just touching
in one place, bottom into design. There is a corner crease in
both top corners. Scott $4,750, SG £3,500. Accompanied by
2008 Sismondo Certificate.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$3,500

894

* #8 1857 8d scarlet vermilion Heraldic on thick porous
paper mint with fresh colour and four even to large margins,
original gum, VF.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$500

895

* #11 1860 2d orange Heraldic, mint with deep fresh colour,
four margins, and original gum, a very fine stamp but with
ink traces of a possible postmark. In our opinion this is mint
(which is more common and less expensive than used).
........................................................................ Unitrade C$500

896

#11A 1860 3d green Heraldic on thin paper, good colour,
just touching in one corner else full margins, lightly cancelled.
There is a minor pre-printing crease, F-VF. Scott $105, SG
£170.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$105

897

* #12A 1860 5d violet brown Heraldic, deep rich colour, full
margins, original gum, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$100

897

896

891

#4 1857 4p scarlet vermilion unique used pair, The left
hand stamp has four well clear margins, the right hand stamp
has clear to large margins except at top right, the stamps are
sound and are accompanied by a 2008 AIEP Certificate. SG
£5,000, Unitrade as F-VF $8,000. Robert Pratt’s The Pence
Issues of Newfoundland states that the only used pair (and
largest multiple) of the four pence is this pair which is ex-Dale,
Carey-Fox and Pratt.
............................................................................. Scott $7,500
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Newfoundland continued
898

899

900

901

84

902

* #15A-23 1861 1d to 1sh Heraldic collector’s album page
with shades of the “third” series of Newfoundland stamps. All
are mint, the majority with original gum, mostly very fine but a
few cut close. Includes 1d (5), 2d, 4d (4), 5d (5), 6d (2), 6½d
(2), 8d and 1sh (2). Scott catalogue value is approximately
equivalent to Unitrade F-VF. 
............................................................................. Scott $1,765

903

#17 1861 2d deep rose Heraldic with watermark, very
deep colour for this value, a sound stamp with cut close or
just into margins, fine. (Scott $175, SG £500).
........................................................................ Unitrade C$150

904

#17, 20 1861 2d rose Heraldic, 2d is cut well clear of design but typically along frameline, also 6d cut very close and
into design at top right, both are sound. Scott $237, SG £600.
The SG price reflects more appropriately their scarcity.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$190

905

*/ #24/31 1865-1894 on album page, includes #24,
24a, 25-27, 27a, 28 (4), 29 (2), 30 and 31. #24, 25 used and
faulty. Others unused no gum or mostly with o.g. Generally
Fine. 
..................................................................................SC $2,072

906

(*) #25 1865 5c brown Harp Seal on thin paper, an attractive stamp with fine impression, unused no gum, fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$350

907

(*) #27 1865 10c black Prince Albert on Wove paper, fresh,
with good impression, unused no gum, F-VF.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$280

908

#27, 47, 51 Three interesting varieties, includes 1865
10c “short” or “dry” printing resulting in loss of Newfoundland name at top; 1896 2c Codfish with double perf at right
and partial double at left; 1887 3c misplaced horizontal perfs
show part imprint at top, latter with rounded corner, else
sound.
.................................................................................... Est $300

909

* #27a 1865 10c black on thin yellowish paper, exceptional
centering for this stamp issue, deep colour, unused no gum,
very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$500

910

*/** #28/58a 1870/1894 Group of 12 mint blocks, including the 3 basic of the 12c Victoria. Centering averages
about F-VF, stamps hinged with o.g. except as noted. #28,
28a (trivial fault in lower right stamp), 29, 35 (6 all NH), 42
(imprint, 2 NH), 45 NH, 46 (part o.g.), 46, 48 imprint unused
no gum, 56a NH, 58, 58a NH. The #28a has a 2003 V.G.
Greene Certificate. CV by Scott because of mixed quality (no
premium for NH). 
.............................................................................Scott $3,449

911

** #31 1865 24c deep blue Victoria on thin crisp paper,
block of four with fresh colour, well centered with immaculate
never hinged gum and one stamp with imprint. A gem, worthy
of the finest collection, extremely fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$840

912

*/** #37 1877 1c Prince of Wales rouletted block of four
with very fine centering and fresh colour. The lower right
stamp is never hinged. A scarce top quality multiple accompanied by 2007 V.G. Greene Certificate. Very fine.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,200

913

* #40 1876-1879 5c blue Harp Seal rouletted block of
four, mint with hinge remnant, F-VF. A similar block sold in
the Sir Gawaine Baillie sale in May 2006 sold for U$977 =
C$1,100+.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$900

#13 1860 6d orange Heraldic on medium wove paper,
used with narrow margins touching framelines on three sides,
clear at top, and stamp is thinned. Accompanied by 2008 Sismondo Certificate.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$800

#13 1860 6d orange Heraldic, a jumbo used stamp which
is scarce for any stamp of this issue. Four huge margins,
sound with typical cancel, very fine.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,200

#15 1860 1sh orange Heraldic, used with very fine appearance for this rare stamp but to quote the 2008 Sismondo
Certificate “...genuine, but has been extensively repaired, rebacked, with four margins added.” This has been done expertly and is not readily apparent. An excellent spacefiller.
.................................................................. Unitrade C$15,000

#15 1860 1sh orange Heraldic on medium wove paper,
used with four even large margins, deep orange colour and
a light postmark result in a stamp which, in appearance, is
extremely fine, but thinned, accompanied by 2008 Sismondo
Certificate. Scott $11,500, SG £9,000.
.................................................................. Unitrade C$15,000

898

903

906

x904

907

x908

909

x911

915

912

913

914

* #42 1880 1c grey brown Prince of Wale sheet of 100,
with four imprints. There is much separation and sheet is now
in at least 2 sections. Approximately 16 stamps are hinged
with large old hinges to hold the sheet together. Staining and
other faults are mostly in the selvedge. Because the gum was
unevenly applied and there is some gum loss, we have added no premium for NH. There are quite a few VFNH stamps
(these have a CV of $180 each) and this sheet will break into
a high retail value perhaps exceeding the normal catalogue
value.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$5,200

915

** #43 1896 1c brown Prince of Wales in a fresh imprint
block with deep colour and immaculate never hinged gum,
fine-very fine. A gorgeous block for exhibit. Ex-Sir Gawaine
Baillie.
.................................................................................Est $1,500

916

*/** #53 1880 5c pale blue Harp Seal accompanied by
2006 V.G. Greene Certificate stating “Scott no. 53, block of
four, genuine but with stain between upper pair; shade is
slightly deeper than dull blue, whitish gum, lower left stamp is
NH”. (Scott $1,500).
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,000

917

** #58 ½c black Newfoundland Dog, block of 20 with slight
pre-printing crease running diagonally through stamps #1, 6,
7, 12, 17 and 18, never hinged, F-VF. 
........................................................................ Unitrade C$480

916

914

85

Newfoundland continued
918

919

920

* #61/74 1897 1c/60c Cabot 400th Anniversary, missing
the 15c value, deep colours and mostly lightly hinged, finevery fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$265
E/P #74 1897 60c black King Henry VII with Double Printed
“TWO/2/CENTS” Surcharge Essay in red, mint with hinge
remnant. Lowe states “Only 100 with surcharge doubled”. Accompanied by a copy of the V.G. Greene Certificate for the pair
from which this is the left stamp. Fine.
.................................................................................... Est $750
#76 1897 1c surcharge on 3c Victoria, type B, lightly cancelled, fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$100

921

* #77 1897 1c surcharge on 3c, Type C, the scarce overprint, fresh, full original gum, light hinge remnant, fine-very
fine. (Scott $750, SG £550).
........................................................................ Unitrade C$800

922

E/P #96TC 1910 12c KEVII Colour Proof in Green, perf 11.1
x 11.1, fresh, mint never hinged, F-VF.
.................................................................................... Est $150

923

* #111i 1911 9c blue violet Prince John, with strong reentry, hinged, very fine.
...................................................................................... Est $50

924

* #112 1911 10c dark green Queen Alexandria, with prominent hairlines, hinged, fine.
...................................................................................... Est $50

925

* #113ii 1911 12c plum Duke of Connaught, with re-entry,
hinged, very fine.
...................................................................................... Est $75

926

#115-126 1919 1c-36c Caribou, set of 12, all properly
used, 24c with heavy cancel and only fine centering, the key
12c has a few rounded perfs else fine-very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$225

927

** #121 1919 8c magenta Caribou, marginal block of four,
remarkably fresh with immaculate gum, never hinged, F-VF.
........................................................................Unitrade C$144

928

E/P #133P 1923 3c plate proofs on India paper, two pairs
in different shades of brown pasted on a lined paper from
the printer’s note book, one with notation “Strasburg Brown
L. Berger” and with printer’s ink smears in margins. VF, a rare
duo.
.................................................................................... Est $500

929

86

(*) #165a 1929 3c deep red brown King George and Queen
Mary imperforate block, ungummed as issued, VF.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$300

930

E/P #169DP 1929 10c dark violet re-engraved Die Proof,
with War Memorial image die sunk on paper 60mm x 8mm.
An attractive item for exhibit.
.................................................................................... Est $500

931

** #184c 1932 1c black Codfish imperforate, marginal
pair, gum wrinkles as usual, never hinged, very fine.
.......................................................................... Unitrade C$90

932

(*) #186iii 1932-1937 2c green KGV imperforate pair, Die I,
no gum as issued, F-VF.
.......................................................................... Unitrade C$60

933

(*) #186iii 1932 2c green KGV Die II imperforate, marginal
pair, no gum as issued, very fine.
.......................................................................... Unitrade C$60

934

(*) #189a 1932-1937 4c rose lake Prince of Wales imperforate strip of 3, mint, unused with no gum, VF. CV is for imperf pair only.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$110

935

** #191d 1932 5c Caribou Die I Imperforate pair, with gum
wrinkles and disturbed gum which likely happened at time of
production, if so this is very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$180

936

** #193a 1932 10c black Salmon imperforate, marginal
pair, never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$180

937

** #195 1932 15c Harp Seal comb perf 13½, marginal
block of four with one stamp partially imperforate caused by
a foldover before perforating. Note that the selvedge below
stamp position 92 was torn (not affecting stamp) prior to the
foldover and the resulting error.
.................................................................................... Est $100

938

* #212-225 1933 1c-32c Sir Humphrey Gilbert 350th Anniversary, set of 14, fresh, hinged, F-VF.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$170

939

* #C5 1930 50c on 36c Columbus Flight, position 4 in the
setting, full original gum, lightly hinged, fine. Accompanied by
1983 Friedl Certificate and signed Bloch. Scott $9,500, SG
£5,500.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$8,000

940

* #C6-C8 1931 15c-$1 Airmail unwatermarked, set of 3,
fresh, well centered, $1 with hinge remnant, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$165

941

** #C8 1931 $1 Transatlantic Airmail, unwatermarked,
very fine, never hinged.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$200

942

Codfish Topical, Scott’s Emulsion label with image of Fisherman and large cod. Extensively restored. Printed by Bradbury
and Wilkinson.
...................................................................................... Est $75

x918

924

919

925

920

x926

922

923

x928

930
929
934
927

932

931
933

935
942

944

936
943

937

**/(*) #NFR46-NFR52, TB51 Small lot of Newfoundland
Revenue Stamps includes NFR46-NFR52, mint never hinged
(short corner on $2.50) and TB51 block of four, no gum as
issued, VF.
........................................................................Van Dam C$206

941
944

(*) #TB50 Cigarette revenues with military Canteen overprint, in fresh mint block of four, unused with no gum as issued and fresh, VF.
......................................................................CV Owner’s $320
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POSTAL HISTORY, LITERATURE,
POSTAL ARTIFACTS,
HAMMERS, NEWSPAPERS
WEDNESDAY JANUARY 14th at 1:00p.m.
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Covers & Postal History
Canada - Stampless Folded Letters
1001

 1840-1868 5 interesting stampless covers including
1845 GB to New Brunswick with circled VS, 1852 Quebec
Steamboat, 1856 New York Express mail to Nova Scotia via
New Brunswick (large part), 1840 GB to Major General Harvey in New Brunswick, 185? to Reeve of Windham, 1868 to
Eldon House London. Some faults. Fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1002



1843, 1847 Two Québec stampless covers, including
light strike of Steamboat Letter Montreal JY 3 1847 on SFL
to Québec light strike receiver on back, file fold, fine. Also SFL
Québec SP 16 1843 to Kingston SP 19 1843 receiver with
nice red Paid at Québec LC crowned circle, file folds, fine. (SG
CC1 £150).
.................................................................................... Est $100

The 24 lots of Flag Cancels (Lots #1006-1023,
1072-1077) are from one of the best collection of Admiral
era flag cancels ever formed. The individual assembling
this collection understood how rare some of these cancels
are, and he helped set many record realizations in obtaining his better items. Some of these previous realizations
are provided for information purposes, but generally the
more conservative values shown in the 2007 edition of the
Coutts’ Slogan Postmarks of Canada catalogue have been
used for valuation. These lots are a great opportunity for
anyone interested in or contemplating collecting this most
interesting and challenging field of Admiral postal history.
1006

 #21-1, 2, and 3 (H-605) “HELP TO WIN...” Flags on 2
covers an one card (Regina) with VG-F strikes. Lot contains 2
of the scarcer WWI flags.
.............................................................................. Coutts $130

1007

 #23-2 (H-605) 1917 Charlottetown Type 23 Flag dated
FEB 18 ties MR4 to cover to soldier in UK. This 1st Charlottetown Type 23 flag cancel was used there for only a month and
just 7 examples have been recorded. Some aging on edges of
cover. A rare one!
.................................................................................... Est $150

1008

 #28-3, 30-1 and 30-3 (T-630) “$25.00 FOR $21.50
How...” Flags on 2 covers from Sault Ste. Marie and New
Westminster and view card from Fort William. Nice lot of better flags.
.............................................................................. Coutts $195

1009

 #31-1, 32-1, 2, and 3 (T-635) “$25.00 POUR $21.50...”
on 3 covers from Montreal (on Bell Telephone Co. cover with
BT perfin), St. Hyacinthe (on J.A.M. Cote illustrated cover
showing boot and factory - reduced at left just into boot), Trois
Rivières (full strike) and 1 postcard from Quebec. Nice lot of
mostly better flags.
.............................................................................. Coutts $140

1010

 #34-1, 2, 3, and 5 (S-285) “Save your Money...” Flags on

Canada - Regular Issues
1003

 1958-1966 Group of 4 Emergency District cds on covers, with two from Winnipeg (one commercially used), one
from Montreal and one from Edmonton (return address Chisholm, AB-commercial usage). Scarce group, F-VF.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1004

 Two Quebec District Emergency datestamps, one is a
booklet pair of 1c yellow Admirals dated OC 29, 1926 and
one is a sealed cover addressed to S. Tanner Green dated
OC 27, 1926. Includes a letter from Tanner to A. Lichtenstein
explaining that “...Emergency datestamp was only in use during few days...likely the rarest of all the recent years”. RPO
catalogue list as RF325. Very fine.
...................................................................................... Est $75

3 covers from Edmonton dated FEB 15 (ERD) but with a bad
window cover, Calgary, Toronto (reduced a bit at top), and on
a Jubilee of Confederation GPC from Guelph.
.............................................................................. Coutts $142
1005

 1c green KGVI Mufti WWII Printed matter censored cover Victoria, BC to Hong Kong tied by Victoria Remembrance
Day slogan cancel dated NOV 4, 1941. Light blue “Mail Service Suspended” handstamp plus “Return to Writer” pointing
finger on front. Back has a blue DLO handstamp dated MAR
24 1942. Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

90

1011

 #35-2, 5, 6, 7, and 9 (S-280) “Save Your Money...” Flags
on 3 covers from Brockville, North Bay with T + NO RR corner card, Winnipeg (VF complete strike on Steele Biggs Seed
Co. advertising cover and on 2 cards from Moncton (reduced
at right just into margin of stamp) and Nelson. Mostly better
flags.
.............................................................................. Coutts $190

1012

 #35-3, 35-8 (S-280) Moncton and Stratford “Save Your
Money...” Flags nice strikes of a 35-3 on a small cover and a
35-8 on a Shakespeare school viewcard.
.............................................................................. Coutts $105

1013



1014

 #36-1, 2, 3 and 4 (S-225) “Save, Save, Save,...” Flags
on 4 covers from Hamilton (C.C. cover), Winnipeg (C.C. cover),
London and Renfrew (light strike and cover reduced at right
just touching stamp).
.............................................................................. Coutts $185

1015

 #37-2, 3, and 4 (B-785) Edmonton, Halifax, Montreal,
1918 “Buy Victory Bonds...” Flags on 2 covers with 37-2
opened very roughly at top and 1 front (37-4). Very scarce
1918 Flag cancels. Some faults, Fine.
.............................................................................. Coutts $155

1016

 Lot of 5 Type #37 (B-785) Flag Cancels on 4 covers and

1019



1020

 #39-1 (R-25) 1917 Moose Jaw Ranchers Fair Flag dated
JULY 14 ties #MR4 to corner card to Ontario. Cancel is heavier
inked than normal and is seldom found on cover, probably
the best example of these elusive Moose Jaw flags. Realized
$325 as Lot #407 in Hennock’s Dec. 18, 1992 sale. Bit of
aging. F-VF.
.............................................................................. Coutts $400

1021

 #41-1 (S-185) 1917 Saskatoon Exhibition Flag full but a

#35-10 (S-280) Brandon, Manitoba “Save Your Money...” Flag dated MAR 8 ties #106 2c Admiral to greeting card
to Scotland. Unrecorded in Richardson and fewer than 10 recorded. Cancel is light but legible. F-VF.
.............................................................................. Coutts $250

1 card including 37-2, 7, 8, 9 (Oct 19 ERD), 11. Majority F-VF
strikes and some scarcer cancels.
.............................................................................. Coutts $240
1017

 #33, 6, 7 and 11 (B-785) “Buy Victory Bonds...” strikes
on 4 covers from Halifax (staining on back from window front),
Quebec, Regina (faulty stamp and cover which is creased and
reduced at right cutting into stamp), and Winnipeg (opened
roughly at top). Scarce 1918 Flag cancels. F-VF.
.............................................................................. Coutts $205

1018

 #37-9 (B-785) Toronto “Buy Victory Bonds...” unusual
full strike dated NOV 15 ties 1c + 2c Admiral to a colourful E.
Grainger & Co. illustrated advertising cover picturing a large
rose to Hamilton. A great Exhibition quality Admiral/Flag Cancel cover. Very Fine.
...................................................................................... Est $75

#38-1 (A-15) Trois Rivières 1918 “ACHETE 2 AUTANT
D’OBLIGATIONS DE LA VICTOIRE...” Flag dated OCT 25 ties
#106 2c Admiral to picture side of view card to U.S.A. of the
12 recorded strikes of this cancel, 10 are on the picture side
of postcards and this one is probably the clearest strike of
all 12. Pictured on page 53 of the Richardson catalogue and
realized US$500 as Lot #893 in Firby’s Nov. 14, 1991 sale.
This is the earliest reported use of this cancel. VF.
.............................................................................. Coutts $600

bit light JULY 23 strike ties #160 2c carmine Admiral to Saskatoon view card to Winnipeg. Fewer than 10 recorded. Realized $600 as Lot #409 in Hennock’s Dec 18 1983 sale.
.............................................................................. Coutts $300

91

1022

 #41-2 (S-185) 1918 Saskatoon Exhibition Flag almost
complete strike dated JUNE 10 ties #MR4 to a corner card
cover to U.S.A. Strikes this fine on corner card covers are rare.
Some adherence on reverse from gluing cover to album page
in no way detracts. Ex. Richardson and realized US$225 as
Lot #897 in Firby’s Nov. 14 1991 sale.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1025

#2 1851 6d slate violet Consort on laid paper, a selected

1023



1026

#4a 1852 3c brown red Beaver on medium wove paper,
horizontal pair with full to large margins all around and lovely
rich colour, well tied by 7-ring target cancels to blue folded
letter (outer sheet) paying the 6d U.S. letter rate from London,
U.C. MY.10.1853 to New York via the Suspension Bridge, N.Y.
exchange office and with lovely 12.MAY large cds in blue ink
and with additional “CANADA/PAID 10cts” handstamp in red,
central filing fold. Very fine and a marvellous cover.
.................................................................................Est $4,000

1024

#1 1851 3d Beaver on laid paper, the front and back
(but no contents) of a folded letter addressed toPaul Kane
Artist, from L’Original to Toronto with Kingston Dec 4 1851
and Toronto (Dec 5) backstamps. The stamp has four full margins including sheet margin at left with an orange-red target
cancel but has been removed and re-glued and is damaged.
Accompanied by 2005 AIEP Certificate “The stamp and cover
are genuine...”.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$2,000

1027

#5 1855 6d slate grey Consort on wove paper, with full

1028

#14 1865 1c rose Victoria on Printed Circular, tied by

92

#41-3 (S-185) 1919 Saskatoon Exhibition Flag F-VF
JUNE 20 strike ties #106 2c Admiral to University of Saskatchewan view card to Victoria. A bit of toning around stamp.
A rare cancel that realized $800 as Lot #411 in Hennock’s
Dec. 18, 1993 sale.
.................................................................................... Est $350

single with deep luxuriant colour and four large to huge margins including a portion of the next stamp at bottom, tied by
target cancel to fresh cover from Parkman correspondence
paying the 6d. U.S. letter rate from Montreal, L.C. DE.19.1853
to Boston, Mass., cover refolded at top but still extremely fine
and attractive. Ex-”Carrington” collection.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$2,500

margins all around and very fine, cancelled by faded pen
cancel and additionally cancelled by tied by PAID straight line
handstamp to cover paying the 6d U.S. letter rate from Pointeaux-Trembles, Montreal 31 Oct 1857 (manuscript date) to
Boston, Mass. with Montreal next day transit backstamp,
flap torn but still a lovely high quality cover from a small town
(most 6d covers are from a few larger correspondence emanating from larger towns). Ex-Dale Lichtenstein collection.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$2,000

neat Hamilton, C.W. Berri duplex JY 17 1865 and addressed
to Caledonia. Two page circular is from Barton Lodge with nice
Masonic crest and contains a letter and a list of officers. A few
tears and wear but still a nice item.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1029

1031

#15 1858 5c red Beaver, perf 12, horizontal pair, tied by

1033

#16 1859 10c black brown Consort on cover. Stamp has
deep rich colour and fine early impression on envelope from
Dundas (JY 22 1859 - first month of issue) to Detroit (Windsor backstamp) and is cancelled with the scarce 4-ring No.
12. This cancel is likely unique on cover with this stamp. A
very fine cover. Accompanied by 1992 V.G. Greene Certificate
“No. 16 genuine in all respects”. Scott $5,500 for stamp offcover.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$6,000

1034

#18 1868 12½c yellow green Victoria, a nicely centered
tall stamp showing a row of 4 guide dots in upper right corner,
cancelled by blue target cancel on cover paying the 12½c letter rate by Canadian Packet from Richmond Hill OC.31.1864,
in a blue ink matching the cancel on the stamp, to Belfast,
Ireland with red “Paid/Derry/NO 15 64/Col.Packet” entry cds
and Belfast NO.15.1864 arrival backstamp, attractive and
very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $300

1035

#18a 1868 12½c blue green Victoria, exceptionally well
centered with rich colour and perforations clear of frameline
on each side, tied by diamond-of-bars obliterator to blue folded letter (outer sheet) paying the 12½c letter rate by Canadian Packet from Toronto JU.11.1866 to Glasgow, Scotland with
Glasgow Packet Paid JU.27.1866 arrival cancel, extremely
fine and colourful.
.................................................................................... Est $300

duplex cancels to small cover paying the 10c U.S. letter rate
from Hamilton JA.1.1864 to Baltimore, Md. The stamps are
apparently from plate positions 71-72 with position 71 showing marginal dots at left and a small “hook” in the lower right
“5”, fine.
...................................................................................... Est $75

#14 1858 1c rose Victoria horizontal strip of 5 with fresh
colour tied by diamond-of-bars obliterator to small cover paying the 5c. domestic letter rate from Toronto, C.W. SP.5.1863
to Atherley with indistinct backstamp with hand inserted “6
Sept 1863” date. A very fine and attractive cover showing an
unusual franking. Ex-”Carrington” collection.
.................................................................................... Est $500

1030

1032

#14-15 1868 1c rose Victoria pair and 5c red Beaver
(2 singles), all with fresh colours and tied by REGISTERED
straight line handstamps in blue ink to attractive and fresh
yellow cover, paying the 10c double weight domestic letter
rate plus 2c registration from Hamilton MR.15.1867 to Owen
Sound with Toronto MR.15.1867 backstamp, very fine and attractive. An uncommon rate.
.................................................................................... Est $750

#14b 1858 1c deep rose Victoria, perf 11¾, vertical
pair, placed sideways, cancelled and tied by diamond-ofbars obliterator, on 1862 registered cover from Toronto,
C.W. MY.16.1862 to Stratford with bold strike of “UNPAID 7”
handstamp and red strike of “REGISTERED” straight line with
manuscript #970 registration number, very fine and attractive. The 1c pair paid the 2c registration fee only while the
postage amount, usually at 5c for domestic letter, was rated
unpaid 7c including a 2c penalty for non-payment. A rare rate
and franking and a great exhibition item which once graced
the collection of Sam Nickle.
.................................................................................Est $1,000

93

1036

#34, 1896 ½c Small Queen pair on unsealed cross-bor-

1043

1037

#34 1882 ½c black Small Queen single usage, well tied
by Halifax duplex OC 15 1883, which is a reasonably early
date to Moncton, very fine. A second cover to the same address has two overlapping ½c, a manuscript date June 1891
and is sold as is.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$300

 #262 $1 deep blue Destroyer lot of 3 rate covers Toronto to Temiskaming, QC, first is franked with $1.12 which
pays 40c registration fee (for $100 coverage) and 72c domestic (18 x 4c [1lb 2oz]), second has $2.12 which pays 40c
registration fee (for $100 coverage) and $1.72 domestic (43
x 4c [1 lb 11 oz]) and third has $2.07 paying the 30c registration fee (for $75 coverage) and $1.77 domestic (44 x 4c
[2lbs 12oz]). All three are from same correspondence and are
dated 1945-1946. They have been affixed to larger packages
and used as address labels. Small faults including dirt which
can be cleaned.
.................................................................................... Est $250

1044

#262 #262 $1 deep blue Destroyer - two overpaid covers, include a single franking on cover Vancouver to Calgary
Air Mail (VF) and one showing 14 different stamps from Québec to Hillsdale, NJ on handmade cover (few faults).
.................................................................................... Est $100

1045

#262 $1 deep blue Destroyer lot of two overpaid covers
to Bulkeley, Egypt, first on King Edward Hotel cover mailed
from Toronto 1945 with faint receiver on back (stain on one
stamp). Second is registered from Montreal AU 27 1945 and
franked with 21 stamps. Has “Passed for Egypt” handstamp
in green and receiver on back. A few small opening tears, still
VF.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1046

#262 $1 deep blue Destroyer cover to China, re-mailed
to Vancouver, sent Vancouver BC MAR 27 1946 by airmail
with $1.20 in postage paying double the 60c per ½oz airmail
rate. Re-mailed to Vancouver from Shanghai with $210 in
postage. Wrinkles and dirty (could be cleaned) and $1 stamp
torn. Scarce.
.................................................................................... Est $250

1047

#262 $1 deep blue Destroyer colourful Merchant Marine cachet cover, mailed New Waterford (Cape Breton) NH
FE 26 1946 to Sta’fa Switzerland by airmail. Stamp is from
bottom left of sheet with plate inscriptions. Several backstamps including clear Sta’fa (Zurich) receiver March 5 1946
and patriotic sticker. A nice cachet to accompany this stamp
- great for ship topical collector. VF.
.................................................................................... Est $200

der cover, stamps cancelled by oval grid from clear Moores
Mills, N.B. OC 10 1896 to Jersey City Heights, N.J. Very faint
purple corner card and no receiver. Back flap has been separated but still a VF clean cover. Also a lovely 2c Map (deep
blue #86b) cover to U.S.A. and an unused Jubilee postcard.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1038

#34, U7 1896 ½c Small Queen pairs on two postal sta-

1039

#37, 37e 1873 3 cent orange red perf 11.5 Two covers,

tionary envelopes, Stayner to Paris and Hamilton 3-ring to
Montreal (this with some perf staining). Both paying 3c domestic rate and both apparently non-philatelic. F-VF.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$100

first 1874 with perf 11-1/2, tied by 2-ring #18 and with Yarmouth NS Domn of Canada cds and three backstamps, creasing else VF; also a #37 1875 St. Catharines to Troy NY with
Suspension Bridge backstamp square reduction at right.
...................................................................................... Est $50

1040

#45a

1041

#120a 1912 50c black Admiral, wet printing, 46 stamps
in strips of 10 and 4 and a block of 12 paying $23 duty on
a Union Bank of Canada at Carleton Place promissory note
dated July 15 1920 to be repaid (with no interest??) for
$115,000. The $1 Admiral is not issued until 1923. A scarce
usage for the Admiral specialist. Fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1890 10c dull rose Small Queen on cover from
Dundas AU 21 to India via Hamilton (AU 21), Sea Post Office (SE 6) and finally Cocanada arrival (SE 25). Small tear on
backflap, else a VF clean cover.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$500

The following 16 covers franked with Canada’s
1942 War Issue One Dollar Destroyer were originally prepared as a one frame exhibit. They were donated to the
American Philatelic Society.
Sparks Auctions is selling these on behalf of the A.P.S. and will donate the auction commission earned on these Lots (#1042-1057).
These scarce covers are likely to be widely dispersed.
1042

94

#249/262, CE1, E1 War Issue set of 14 on Registered

FDC Ottawa to Newton Highlands, Mass., Ottawa and Newton Highlands cancels on back, VF.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$306

1048

1049

1050

1051

1052

1053

#262 $1 deep blue Destroyer censored cover to Larnaca, Cyprus, sent Montreal Place D’Armes Jan 25, 1945
registered airmail with $1.90 paying 10c registration fee plus
6 x 30c Airmail rate. Censors are from Cyprus and Egypt. Postmarks includes “Passed for Export” handstamp, Miami FLA
transit on back and Larnaca Cyprus receiver 25 FE 1945. File
folds not affecting stamps, stamps toned and stain at right,
otherwise VF.
.................................................................................... Est $150
#262 $1 deep blue Destroyer pair of airmail covers to
South America, includes #10 mailed Montreal (Venezuela
Consul) NO 25 1946 to Venezuela with $1.10 in postage paying 8 times the 15c per ¼oz airmail rate. Caracas NOV 27
receiver on back, F-VF. Also a censored #8 size cover mailed
Sarnia ON JUL 12 1944 to Peru with $1.40 in postage paying
4 x 35c airmail rate (2 x 10c stamps on back), passed for
Export and Talara receiver dated 18 JUL 1944, VF.
.................................................................................... Est $200

#262 $1 deep blue Destroyer single franking on registered and insured cover to Aberdeen Scotland, mailed Owen
Sound ON FE 14 1944 then travelled by RPO (Guelph and
Owen Sound), arrived at F.E.C.B. in Toronto FE 15, then on to
Montreal FE 16 and no arrival cancels. $1 stamp pays for 10c
Registration fee plus 3 x 30c airmail rate. Cut down at both
ends and slight aging, still an important Exhibit item.
.................................................................................... Est $150
#262

$1 deep blue Destroyer pair registered cover to
Temiskaming, QC, mailed at Toronto on JUN 20 1945. $2.02
in postage pays for 30c registration fee (for $75 in coverage)
and $1.72 in domestic postage (43 x 4c [2lbs, 11oz]). Aging
(caused by being affixed to large package an used as an address label which could be cleaned). Scarce rate, F-VF.
.................................................................................... Est $125

#262 $1 deep blue Destroyer airmail cover to Cairo,
Egypt, mailed St. Mary’s ON JAN 17 1946, $1.80 in postage pays for 2 x 90c airmail rate. Cairo receiver on back 5
FE 1946. Opening at top is close but does not affect stamps.
VF.
.................................................................................... Est $100
#262 $1 deep blue Destroyer censored airmail cover to
Beyrouth, Syria, mailed Batawa ON AU 25 1944 and franked
with $1.80 which pays for 2 x 90c air mail rate. Beyrouth machine slogan receiver on back 26 SEP 1944. File fold and
reduced at left but nice franking and destination, F-VF.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1054

#262 $1 deep blue Destroyer, 2 airmail covers to England, including #10 size mailed Montreal 7 MR 1945 $1.30
pays for 10c registration fee and 4 x 30c airmail rate to
Crosshills, York, England, creases caused by heavy content
and file fold. Also card-sized cover mailed Winnipeg JUL 16
1946 $1.50 pays for 5 x 30c airmail rate to Yorkshire, England, forwarded to Torquay, England. 50c stamp is folded over
and $1 is toned. Interesting duo.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1055

#262 $1 deep blue Destroyer single franking on registered First Flight cover to India, mailed Toronto Sub No 75
JUN 14 1946 $1 pays for ½oz registered airmail to Bombay,
India June 17 1946. Adherence on front left noted. A scarce
item, VF.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1056

#262 $1 deep blue Destroyer single franking on censored airmail cover to Calcutta India, mailed London ON JUL
22 1944, $1 for ½oz airmail rate to India. Owner states this
rate is for “southern route via Miami & West Africa”. These are
two different censor types and a Victory receiver handstamp
on back 23 AUG 1944. Small tear at top and bottom opened
roughly which could easily be windowed or trimmed for exhibition. VF.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1057

#262 $1 deep blue Destroyer two single franking censored airmail covers to India, includes mailed Montreal
Place d’Armes OC 26 1942 with $1 paying airmail rate to
India via Miami and West Africa (endorsed). Back has a few
transit and receiving cds and a handstamp asking for better
address (small faults. Also cover mailed Toronto OC 24 1942
with same rate paid to Bombay, India. Mahim and Bombay
receivers on back as well as censorship handstamp. A scarce
duo, VF.
.................................................................................... Est $200

1058

#2045-2048 2004 49c “Write Me Ring Me”, set of 4
on 4 envelopes postmarked November 2004, all different addresses and handwriting. Very scarce.
.......................................................................... Unitrade C$60

1059

#CL11, 107 1926 25c deep blue Fairchild, Haileybury to
Rouyn, FFC OC 19-20, 1926, pilot signed (CV is for unsigned),
VF.
.......................................................................... Unitrade C$90

1060

#CL47, 149 1929 10c black Commercial Airways, Edmonton May 20 to Grande Prairie with May 21 backstamp
and cachet on front, VF.
.......................................................................... Unitrade C$75

1061

#CL50, 165 1930 10c orange Commercial Airways,
Athabaska to Edmonton FE 23, 1931 with Commercial Airways cachet on front, small stain to right of address else very
fine.
.......................................................................... Unitrade C$60

1062

#KP135 1998 45c Year of the Tiger Postcard, commissioned by A.G.F. printed using Canada Post official electronic
file and with WWF logo. A lot of 10 mint English postcards,
very fine.
............................................................................. Webb C$300

1063

#KP135, 135a 1998 45c Year of the Tiger postcard
French and English, the scarce French postcard (Webb: 500
printed) and the English counterpart, mint.
............................................................................. Webb C$150

1064

#T-51 1897 1c precancel, on unsealed envelope with corner card from Toronto, very fine.
...................................................................................... Est $40

95

1065

1072

 Two cartons of FDCs including 1998 RCMP souvenir
sheets with Lisbon (50) and Milan (50) overprints, hundreds
of Canada Post FDCs with special cancels or configurations
and 75 used air letters and aerogrammes from 1940s to
1960s, plus other odds and ends. Inspect.
.................................................................................... Est $200

1073



1074

 Lot of 8 “HELP TO WIN” Flags including 21-3, 23-8, 9,

#U2 1860 10c brown Nesbitt on cream laid paper with
watermark, used from Fingal NOV 27 1860 to Hiram, Ohio
with 3 backstamps St. Thomas and London both Nov 28 and
Railway Post Office G.W.R. A scarce entire used in first year of
issue accompanied by 2004 V.G. Greene Foundation Certificate, genuine in all respects.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$2,100

10, 13, 14, 24-1 and 25-1 (H-605) on cover/cards. Cancels
range from VG-VF. Includes some scarcer WWI flags. Overall
F-VF.
.............................................................................. Coutts $150

Canada - Cover Lots
1066



1067

 Several hundred FDCs from early 1950s to 1997 includ-

Cigar box of mostly Canada covers, with some worldwide from 1880 to 1957. Includes better registered, postal
stationery and more. We noted picture postcards postmarked
Ojibway Island, ON 1912 and Fox Point ON 1909. A nice lot.
Inspect.
.................................................................................... Est $100
ing some commemorative covers. Owner’s Unitrade value
$733.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$733

1068

1069



1070

 65 Canadian Military covers & cards, predominantly
WWII, with some WWI field service post cards. Note over 24
different Orderly Room cancels, including Toronto and Essex
Scottish Regiments, the Camerons of Canada, the Royal Canadian Regiment, Royal Montreal Regiment, the Black Watch
of Canada, and a scarce WWI cover with “Canadian Contingents Record Office” and Ottawa DLO markings. A variety of
YMCA and Salvation Army covers are represented, as well as
envelopes printed for the Knights of Columbus, Canadian
Corps of Signals, the Overseas League. Also includes three
stock cards of post-WWII RCAF cancels on piece, including
some scarcer markings. Usual condition for this material,
worth further inspection.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1071

 Lot of 7 Selected Flag Cancels all on illustrated advertising or corner card covers with F-VF cancels including
21-3, 23-6, 23-11, 23-13, 30-2, 33-1, 35-9 (Coutts H605,
T-630, S-280). The 23-6 is on a Murray Shoe Company illustrated advertising cover with some staining above the stamp,
else F-VF covers.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1076



1077

 Collection of 15 different better Flag cancels on cut
squares including 21-1, 32-1, 35-6, 9, 10 (Brandon), 36-3,
4, 37-2, 3, 7, 10, 11, 39-1, 41-1, 2. Many nice strikes and an
affordable way to obtain some scarce flag cancels. 21-1 is
faulty, rest F-VF.
.................................................................................... Est $180

1078

 Balance of Flag Cancel collection consisting of 40 WWI
Flags and 3 1927 Flags on cover/cards, 60+ on piece lot
contains the more common flags or better flags with faults.
A great research lot that includes a 23-10, 23-11 with a very
faulty #MR4 with lathework, 33-1 (LRD), 35-7, and 37-9 (ERD)
all on cover/cards. Also on piece are 30-1, 3, 32-3, 34-3,
35-6, 39-1, 41-1, 41-2. Some duplication to be expected.
.................................................................................... Est $250

1079

 Lot of 3 7c Admiral franked Registered Covers, including two with single usage of #113 paying proper rate (one has
nice return to sender pointing finger) and one cover franked
with 7c (#114, faulty) and 5c (#112) Admirals making up the
12c rate. An unusual combination. F-VF.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1080

 Registration cancels on approx. 500 stamps and 100
covers, covers range from 1950s to modern with a wealth of
rates and cancellations with some A/R, majority are 310 size
or larger. Stamps include Small Queens (76, with values up to
8c), RLS (x11), Maples Leafs to 8c, Numerals to 10c, Edwards
to 50c, Admirals to $1 and so on to the 1950s. Overall F-VF.
.................................................................................... Est $200

Lot of unused Postal Stationary and Aerogrammes
with postal stationary in the 36c to 46c range totaling $114
face value; and aerogrammes in the 5c to 90c range totaling
$458.
...............................................................................Face C$572

 1871-1886 69 Small Queen covers mostly early though
mostly franked 3c Small Queens, 9 covers are approximately
#8 size while 60 are small (7cm x 12cm - 2½x4¾ inches) covers from Halifax, Nova Scotia 1872-1874. Some with faults,
as usual for commercial correspondence but unchecked for
better perf or shade varieties.
.................................................................................... Est $200

96

1075

 Lot of 1540 International Philatelic Exhibition Cards,
17 different cards from 1981 to 1992 in quantities ranging
from 12 to 275 of each. Several are still in sealed cello-paqs.
Rarely seen in these quantities.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$5,638

Nice lot of 10 Flag cancels all on Military Covers including 21-3 (written at Halifax on way to Europe), 22-1, 2311 (scarce complete strike), 23-12 (from Nursing Sister Ida
Kieutz at No. 7 Gen Hospital), 25-3, 26-2, 27-2, 33-2 (on a
“Missing and Wounded” cover with military and Ottawa DLO
markings), and a Moncton 35-5 on a scarce Salvation Army
“Recreation and Reading Room for his Majesty’s Troops”
corner card. A great lot with FPO cancels, censor labels and
markings. Suitable for either a flag or military postal history
collector.
.................................................................................... Est $150

Lot of 6 better Flag cancels including 23-11 used as
a free strike on a cover with 27-2, 26-2 on a Pither & Leish
illustrated cover (large building) reduced at right but not into
stamp, 27-2 to St. Croix (DWI), 30-1 on a Northern Navigation
Co. private post card, 35-2 on a James Smart private post
card without a resealed spike hold and 35-7. Some interesting usages.
.............................................................................. Coutts $190

1081

 Stockbook containing over 90 covers, mostly from Small
Queen to the Edward period but also a few Large Queens. We
note several drop letter rates, illustrated including 19 Record
Foundry plus exhibition, hotel. Lot includes set of 28 Motor
Car cigarette cards from the 1920s priced at $5 each. Most
covers are priced at 1996 prices which total $981.
.................................................................................... Est $300

1092

 Collection of Belleville, Ontario duplex cancellations
1861-1939, a specialized collection of 94 covers and cards
and 68 pieces and stamps. A wide variety of duplex types,
dates and time marks from the Berri (3x5c Beaver covers) to
the scarce N types of the 1930s. Majority are from the QV era
with many good Small Queen items.
.................................................................................... Est $200

1082

 Collection of 15 different Arch issue illustrated advertising postal history Includes different Arch issues stamp denominations with coils and one overprinted provisional. A nice
selection with different subjects illustrated, mostly in colour.
Inspect. F-VF.
...................................................................................... Est $75

1093

 1941-1994 Lot of 83 Military covers, including a variety

1083

1084

1085

1086

1087

1088

1089

1090

1091

 1911-1954 Selection of 10 Canadian Paquebot covers
A wide variety of cancellations and destinations including Bahamas, Barbados, Glasgow, Jamaica, Fiji, Sweden and more.
Includes scarce R & O Kingston Steamer cancel dated Aug
15, 1911, Lady Hawking Mailed at Sea handstamp. A nice lot.
VF.
.................................................................................... Est $150

of towns and cancel types such as MPO, CFPO, RCAF, NPO,
FPO and others. A nice selection worthy of inspection. F-VF.
.................................................................................... Est $100
1094

 Over 775 Air Letter/Aerogrammes from 1970s-1996 Air
Letters are valued as used as they have been postmarked at
the Canadian Postal Museum in Hull, PQ for the most part.
They have not been written on, although some of UA49 are
addressed. Some have a few as 5 copies while others have
90 or more. (13 different).
.................................................................. Unitrade C$15,772

1095

 1920-1938 Lot of 22 covers and cards, with better such
as registered single frankings, AR, registered to Switzerland,
rates, frankings, postmarks and handstamps. inspect. F-VF.
...................................................................................... Est $75



Interesting cover mailed from J.N. Sissons to Nelson
Bond in 1947 franked with a Scott #133, 2c yellow green Admiral coil (Unitrade $75 on cover) and an “imperforate” #36
2c green Small Queen. Both stamps neatly cancelled by light
Toronto machine and pay the 2c + 2c war tax rate the the
U.S.A. VF.
...................................................................................... Est $75

1096

 Collection of mint and used postal stationary cards, in
dealer pages in a small binder. Majority are identified by catalogue number between P1 and P81d. About half have up to 3
of each with a total of 120 items. Many still have reply portion
attached. Inspect. VF.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1097

 Lot of Aviation-related FDCs in 12 shoeboxes all with
aviation series stamps between 1979 and 1983 and with several different cachets, cancels and combinations. We note a
few signed and with up to 50-100 of each issue.
.................................................................................... Est $300

 Remainder lot of show covers, flights, stamp dealer
covers and FDCs, includes a quantity of Royale ‘92 (100+),
lot of Pacific ‘97 souvenir items, airplane related postcards,
better Canadian stamp dealer covers and a lot of Millennium
souvenir keepsakes (7). Inspect, F-VF.
...................................................................................... Est $75

1098

 Eight shoeboxes of Malott 1976 Olympic Flight FDCs all
addressed to himself in cities all over the world which hosted
Olympic games in the past. Most or all have arrival cancels
and have been returned to sender. All are #8 airmail covers.
.................................................................................... Est $300

 1840-1936 30 Miscellaneous covers mounted in springback album, including 8 1936 Nascopie arctic covers, 1900
Petrolea registered, 1899 Picton squared circle map stamp
front, 17 stampless including Quebec steamboat letter. F-VF.
................................................................................... EST $150

1099



1100

 Old suitcase filled with Flight (Military and Civilian) related covers, post cards, includes both Canadian and Foreign, US WWII Commemorative souvenir sheets, First Flight
covers (Canada and US), decals, multiple presentation booklets of Canada Post’s 1st hologram stamp, and other interesting items not frequently seen.
...................................................................................... Est $50

1101

 Large carton containing over 1,000 covers from the
1980s, majority are Canadian and #10 or larger. Also includes
tun of Calgary and Edmonton Stamp Club Journals and a new
copy of the Companion Guide to Muskoka District Post Offices
by Susan M. Sheffield, fine-very fine.
...................................................................................... Est $50

1102

 1864-1970 Revenue stamps and documents, an unusual and eclectic group of many dozen revenues. We note
#PWF6, OL47. Also several dozen revenue documents and
collateral material. We note also NSH7a Supreme Court,
1870 Summons, SL40, SL52 on Lien Note, AP1a Prosperity
Certificate. Inspection will find the hidden gems.
.................................................................................... Est $150

 Lot of 5 first flight covers with numbered Admiral plate
strips, from the Winnipeg to Berens River flight, each with a
top margin strip of 3 of the 2c green Admiral issue with plate
inscriptions from plates 205, 206, 207 and 210 (2).
...................................................................................... Est $75

 Seven shoeboxes containing mostly cancelled domestogrammes, aerogrammes and pre-stamped postcards
from 1970-1973 with several of each, different cancels and
includes shoebox of “First Day of Use” covers from 19761978 cancelled at the postal museum.
.................................................................................... Est $250
 Shoebox containing over 450 duplex cancellations on
cover and card 1877-1960s, with 60 from P.E.I., 245 from
B.C. and some from most other provinces, a wide variety of
cancels, time marks, duplex types and frankings. Inspect,
F-VF.
.................................................................................... Est $100
 Lot of 6 different Quebec Tercentenary Postcards a selection of mostly used cards with a few with edge wear problems which is common on these attractive patriotic cards,
F-VF.
...................................................................................... Est $75
 Two Québec District Emergency datestamps, one is an
unsealed cover with postage due stamp dated OC 20 1958
and other is a commercially used cover sent by the Mayor of
Québec dated JUNE 21 1952. RPO catalogue lists as RF325.
Nice pair.
...................................................................................... Est $75

Over 1,000 covers and FDCs in three boxes. Includes
used postal stationary dating from late 1940s and FDC from
late 1970s through late 1990s.
.................................................................................... Est $100

97

1103

1104

 Three 1939 North Atlantic First Flight Covers, Two Impe-

rial Airways Montreal to Southampton August 10, 1939 first
flight covers sent to Nairobi, Kenya, with one being re-mailed
back to Canada with 2x 20c K.U.T. stamps added, one on the
front and one of the back. Also includes a June 24, 1939 Pan
Am Shediac to foynes First flight cover.
...................................................................................... Est $30

Nova Scotia
1111

 1795-1865 27 pre-confederation covers/pieces including 1794 piece with Halifax postmark, two #2 covers (one is
mostly front), six #10 covers, two Halifax fleuron blob covers.
Some with faults. Overall F-VF.
.................................................................................... Est $300

#BK84a/BK238

Carton full of booklets panes on envelopes and franked FDCS . Booklets from 1983 (BK84a)
through 2000 (BK238) franked with Senate of Canada, House
of Commons, Postal museum and Nepean, ON cancels. There
are over 50 different booklets with multiple copies of each for
a total of over 719 booklets. Not often seen! Complete inventory available on web.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$4,190

British Columbia & Vancouver Island

1112

1105

British Columbia #2 1860 2½d dull rose Queen Victoria

horizontal pair, tied by blue oval PAID cancel by Dietz and Nelson Express on cover addressed to Williams Creek, Caribou,
British Columbia. The addressee’s name has been excised,
small faults, fine. Unitrade CV is for single franking on cover.
Accompanied by 2005 Richard Gratton Certificate.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,250

Newfoundland
1113

 1895-1949 95+ per-Confederation covers, with most of
the interest in postmarks, including Spruce Brook, Cartyville
(purple), Milton, 1929 Nfld Railway TPO, Hermitage (rectangle), 1924 Wembley Exhibition slogan, 1927 poppy slogan,
1928 Blakes Cove, 1940 censored (multiple instructional
marks and returned), ~1945 Waitomo Paquebot (Australia),
1897 Paid All. Some faults, overall F-VF.
.................................................................................... Est $300

1842-1869 27 stampless covers to B.N.A. including
six large part covers to Prince Edward Island, five covers to
Canada with the better “via Portland” endorsement (one from
Way Office Dumfries and Pointe au Chene). Some with faults,
overall F-VF.
.................................................................................... Est $250

1114

 1946-1947 Ayre perfin advertising covers lot of 8 ad-



1115

New Brunswick
1106



1107

1831-1834 two St. Andrews straightline stampless
cover each with St. Andrews straightline on the front, one with
manuscript date, the other with date omitted. One with piece
missing where was seal removed and toning, both with file
folds.
.................................................................................... Est $250

1108

 1805-1833 7 straightlines (5 stampless covers and 2

1109

 1845-1865 Stampless Covers lot of 45 including various

1110

98

#2i 1851 3d Heraldic pair and bisect, paying the 7½d
rate to Great Britain, tied to piece with 1860 datestamps.
Right stamp is heavily creased and left stamp torn from separation. Accompanied by 1974 B.P.A. and 2007 Greene Foundation Certificates stating genuine and describing the faults.
An affordable way to collect a genuine bisect. Catalogue value
is for complete cover.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$5,000

pieces) including three St. Andrews covers (one also with St
John fleuron transatlantic), two 1828 St John covers, 1805 St
John piece (also with Halifax straightline) and ~1828 St John
piece. Faults, still mainly fine.
.................................................................................... Est $300
postmarks. Some faults, but mainly fine.
.................................................................................... Est $400

 1854-1867 26 pre-confederation stamped covers/piec-

es all relating to New Brunswick including US #68 to Scotland
but missent to St John (piece only), three domestic covers
with #1, three cross-order covers, seven from way offices (one
is a piece only, but another with numeral cancel). Most have
have or cover faults, but a very high catalogue values.
.................................................................................... Est $300

vertising Ayre & Sons, each stamp with inverted Ayre perfin
(different positions). Roughly opened and one creased, but
three different envelope colours/inscriptions of advertising.
.................................................................................... Est $200

 1920-1954 35 registered covers almost all from outports
(most different), including ~1920 Milltown, 1942 St. John’s to
U.S.A. airmail with Newfoundland censor, 1948 Labrador TPO
rubber cds, 1941 registered postal stationary, 1954 commercial mixed franking of Newfoundland and Canada. Some with
faults, as usual, for commercial mail.
.................................................................................... Est $200

1116

 69 Pre-Confederation outport OHMS covers all from
outports (smaller towns), about 55 different towns represented, about half with manuscript COD (cash on delivery remittance). Some with opening faults, as usual with a commercial
correspondence. Postmarks includes split ring, rubber cds,
cds. Overall F-VF.
.................................................................................... Est $200

1117

PB1/UX12 Post bands and Postcards, 12 postal stationary, 8 different, very fine.
.......................................................................... Unitrade C$87

Great Britain
1118

1119

1120

1828-1859 51 transatlantic stampless covers to Canada, including 1847 Curzon Street Penny Post, 1828 Halifax
blob fleuron, 1856 Crimean emergency war rate, 1857 Liverpool spoon, 1844 Ekfrid manuscript . Some with faults, overall fine.
.................................................................................... Est $500
 1841-1861 23 stampless covers to foreign destinations
including 1843 to captain in India, 1841 to Jamaica, 1859 to
Norway via Sweden post office in Germany, 5 to Switzerland
via France, 2 to France , 2 to Trieste via Vienna, 3 to Spain
(two of which have Angleterre straight lines), 2 to Portugal,
7 to U.S.A. (one of which is better Philadelphia packet. Some
with faults, but all sleeved, overall F-VF.
.................................................................................... Est $250
 1804-1814 2 stampless covers FOREIGN handstamps
each with handstamps inscribed “foreign” including 1804
Leeds mileage straightline to Bolzano Austria and 1814
Ramsgate mileage straightline to France with Angleterre
straightline, the later is toned, overall F-VF.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1121

 1803 transatlantic stampless cover London, England to
Quebec, via Falmouth Packet Duke of Marlborough, prepaid
double 3/8 to ew York Stg-collect 3/11 New York to Quebec.
Double Canadian and US postage, early transatlantic + cross
border. Small piece, where wax seal was, is removed.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1122

 Eight Postage Due covers to Canada, 1848-1894, GB,

1123

1124

1125

1126

France including 1848 from Prestonkirk Scotland, 1870 Driffield England, 1875 London, 1884 Glasgow Scotland, 1894
Paris France, etc. Some faults, overall F-VF.
.................................................................................... Est $100

 1823-1858 46 transatlantic stampless covers to Canada including two 1845/1846 Two penny Post Sussex place,
Quebec fleuron. Some faults, overall F-VF.
.................................................................................... Est $500
 1967-1978 Collection of 48 different First Day Covers,
majority are addressed to a collector in Canada and are complete sets, either in singles or blocks.
...................................................................................... Est $50

1127

 1901 Boer War Patriotic postcard, showing “Gunner,
Royal Canadian Artillery” and “New South Wales Lancer”
mailed London, England to New York, NY on MR 5, 1901.
Fresh and very fine.
...................................................................................... Est $50

1128

 Small box containing several hundred FDCs from 1964
to 2000 plus approximately 15 sets of PHQ cards.
.................................................................................... Est $125

1129

 1857-1901 28 Great Britain covers to foreign destinations including Scott #26(2) to France, #26 to France, #27 to
Italy, #45 to Prussia with forwarding agent as return address,
#45 to Bohemia, #27 to observatory Cape of Good Hope with
forwarding agent return address, #49(2) to Italy, #49(2) to
France, #59 to Italy, #104 to India, #114, 115, 117 to Belgium, #116 to Mexico, 5 1897 wrappers to Canada, uprated
wrapper to Belgium, 10 1901 postcards to Europe with various instructional handstamps/labels including too late, return to sender. Usual mixed condition.
.................................................................................... Est $300

1130

 1950-1960 Great Britain and overprints 65 aerogrammes, unused, all from Great Britain, but many overprinted for use in Qatar, Muscat, Kuwait, Bahrain, most unfolded,
with duplication of up to 5 of each. Some creasing/wrinkling
around edges.
.................................................................................... Est $125

BRITISH COMMONWEALTH
1131

 1937 King George VI Omnibus Coronation First Day
Covers, 52 covers, a few are cacheted. We note Bechuanaland with a Mafeking registration marking, Cook Islands with
a Rarotonga registration label and South West Africa all in
pairs. F-VF.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1132

 1950-1960 139 used aerogrammes, all different mostly
philatelically used, from a wide range of countries (no Canada, Australia or Great Britain).
.................................................................................... Est $125

1133

Bermuda Collection of 35 FDC, from 1969 through 1991
in a brown 3-ring binder.
................................................................................ Scott $205

1134

Hong Kong 1943 Japanese Occupation cover, mailed
from Victoria, Hong Kong on Dec. 6, 1941 (two days before
Japanese invasion) to Kirkfield, Ontario by a Canadian rifleman. Scarce rectangular “Detained in Hong Kong by Japanese from December 1941 to September 1945” on front and
triangular censor handstamp on back. Manuscript censor
signature and Kirkfield arrival cds dated Sept 1945. A few
wrinkles but still a scarce combination of markings. F-VF.
.................................................................................... Est $300

 Collection of 70 FDC, from 1974 (#962) through 1981
(#1165) in a 3-ring binder. Includes 24 FDCs of Queen Elizabeth’s Silver Jubilee Tour in 1977.
.....................................................................................SG £155

#22

1855 4d rose Victoria on bluish paper on folded
letter from Carlisle to Marseilles France and redirected. Message dated Christmas Eve 1855 and addressed to Colonel
Tait C.B., A.D.C. to the Queen, etc. The letter arrived in Marseilles Dec 26 and received several manuscript endorsements “East India house”, “try War Office” and “Not Known
at the War Office J.E. King”. Scott #22 $700 on cover, SG #62
£650 on cover.
.................................................................................... Est $150

99

1135

Samoa 1898 Apia to U.S.A., stampless Official envelope
from U.S. Consulate during the period of the Kingdom, San
Francisco “Paid” backstamp SP 21, 1898, fine-very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

UNITED STATES
1136

1138

1857 One cent Type II, well tied to printed notice
leaving Franklin profile clear, F-VF.
................................................................................ Scott $350

1143

#25 1857 3c rose Type I, New York Mar 6 1859 with early

 1930-1985 105+ covers mostly precancel including a
few odd values for apparently appropriate usage (#1278x2
on non-profit cover; 1615; 1813; 1915C; 1900; 1903; 1904),
about 10% is precancelled postal stationary, a few covers
with illustrated advertising or precancel postage dues.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1144

1140

1141

100

#114 3c ultra Locomotive on Illustrated Cover showing Pigeon holding long ribbon as the address panel. Tied by
6-segment grid cancel with INDIANAPOLIS IND OCT 20 left of
stamp. A lovely small cover, VF.
...................................................................................... Est $50

FRANCE and COLONIES
1145

 Collection of 44 mostly used stamp dealer covers 1895
to 1971 Includes mostly different dealers with different rates,
postmarks and destinations. Noted better postal stationary.
Inspect. F-VF.
...................................................................................... Est $50

1139

#24

corner card advert, fine-very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $140

 Collection from 1950’s to 1980’s in 6 shoeboxes with
majority being FDCs but also some postal stationary and commercially used covers. F-VF.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1137

1142

 Carton of 500 unaddressed FDC, mostly all cacheted in-

F.S.A.T. 1957-2003 Postal History Collection of 115
covers/cards neatly written up on pages, with many different
markings including Paquebot and various shipping markings,
many registered letters. We note the following (usually in combination with other issues) #2-7 on commemorative cover to
the U.K., 20, 21 (x2 covers), 24, 66, C3, C14, C28, C45a.
Catalogue value of $666 as used stamps only. An interesting
collection, F-VF.
.................................................................................... Est $500

cluding silks and commemoratives. We note a wide variety of
cancels and subjects. A better than average lot, VF.
...................................................................................... Est $50

GERMANY and COLONIES



1146

 114 Postcards and Postal Stationary, with great majority being prior to WWII. No duplication, with a variety of
towns, landscapes, and scenes represented. A majority are
unused, noting some more interesting used examples, including several Bahnpost cancels, U.S.-occupied Germany, WWI
Feldpost items including one with return to sender cancels,
German Offices in Turkey, and German East Africa. An interesting and diverse lot. F-VF.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1147

 Free postage label, “Frei laut Entschadigungs-Conto”,
used on official railway folded letter from Erfurt to Magdeburg, sent January 23,1884. An attractive cover with clear
markings, noting a horizontal crease along the top and horizontal strip cut from reverse to open the letter, which does
not impact the receiver postmark. An unusual item not often
seen.
.............................................................................. Michel €400

Large Carton of FDCs, Postal Stationary and Commemorative sheets (mint and used), includes FDC’s 1980s
to early 1990s, regular and air post stationary (many FDCS as
well), Post Cards (many FDC) and commemorative sheets and
corner blocks (both MNH and FDC) of special issues such as
1976 State Flags, 1982 State Bird and Flowers, 1987 American Wildlife, 1992 Wildflowers, 1987 American Wildlife, 1992
Wildflowers, 1990 WWII series and early 1990s Olympic series.
.................................................................................... Est $300

#24 1c blue Franklin, Type V, vertical strip of 3, tied by
large DETROIT MICH DEC 19, 1859 cds cancels on cover to
Grand Rapids. Back is illustrated showing engraving of Russell House, Detroit. VG.
.................................................................................... Est $200

1148

 Hindenburg Cover, April 1st, 1936, 1st South Atlantic
Flight cover from Germany to Brazil. Mailed on board the Hindenburg and has an April 4, 1936 Brazil receiver on the back.
Some minor gum stains on back. Ex. Sieger. Zeppelin stamps
exhibit the usual perf toning.
...................................................................................... Est $75

1160

Brazil

1149

Saxony #11, 12 1855 2ng and 3ng on cover to U.K., 3
from Leipzig November 5 1862 to London, backstamp Nov 7.
F-VF, 3ng with 4 margins, 2ng with 2+.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1161

1150

Berlin 1958-1964 Lot of 37 postal history items, includes #9N133 (x13), 9N135 (x7), 9N168 (x24), 9N188,
9N191 (x24). There are five single franked covers which catalogue €174 in Michel and the rest are combination frankings.
Easily worth our estimate. F-VF.
.................................................................................... Est $150

Canada/U.S.A. Eclectic accumulation of FDCs, Post
Cards and other postal stationary, in two 3-ring binders
which includes a WWI hand written postcard (very scarce),
a German WWII shoulder patch, 29 Canada FDCs, 15 U.S.A.
FDCs, 6 U.N. FDCs, a pre-1847 US cover with “3c paid” cancellation, a number of other covers, postcards and postal envelopes.
...................................................................................... Est $75

1162

Europe 1950-1970 lot of 86 aerogrammes, mostly unused, all different but includes several Spain meter (post office issued) aerogrammes. Inspect.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1163

Hong Kong #423-426 Lot of 27 First Day Covers, Aviation
in Hong Kong dated March 7, 1984. Scott catalogue value for
used stamps off covers is $10.25 per set or total $276.
...................................................................................... Est $75

1164

Hungary 1941-1943 seven WWII censored covers to undercover address, five of which are addressed to PO Box 506,
Lisbon, Portugal, a secret address operated by Thos. Cook
& Son to circumvent German interference, each with British
and Hungary censors. Most notable is 1942 airmail to Portugal, forwarded privately by Cook to London where re-posted
with Cook perfin GB stamp and Cook handstamp. Includes
seventh of same addressee but actual address shown (with
GB censor only) Faults, overall fine.
.................................................................................... Est $200

1165

Hungary

ers plus a few stamps in a spring back album. We note used
Sudan postal card, Spanish Colonies and French Colonies
covers and a Portugal censor cover to German P.O.W. at Camp
A, Farnham, Quebec.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1166

Israel

 Lot of 38 worldwide First Flight covers, includes some
nice cachets, Canada (13) and U.S.A. (8). Inspect. F-VF.
...................................................................................... Est $50

1167

Israel 1958-1985 119 Judaica covers, mostly different,
commemorating Jewish people or events, predominantly
FDCs, fine-very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1168

Malaya 1906-1937 22 Malaya State covers, most have

WORLDWIDE
1151

 Bankers Box with 9kg of worldwide on and off paper,
majority are definitives and about ¾ are Canadian from the
1980s. A good showing of worldwide countries, fine-very fine.
Buyer to collect from premises.
...................................................................................... Est $50

1152

 1940s-1970s Selection of 92 Worldwide Registered
covers showing a wealth of rates, labels and destinations
from many countries. Inspect. F-VF.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1153

 Two banker boxes of Worldwide postal history, includes
better early collections of covers and postal stationary also
many FDCS (ie. Great Britain 1940 Centenary set, cacheted,
type-written address), several of which are mounted on albums, with corresponding stamps. Inspection could be rewarding. F-VF.
.................................................................................... Est $200

1154

1155

1156

1157

 World cover collection, interesting collection of 42 cov-

 Large carton of Canada and World covers, mostly from
the 1980s and mostly #10 and larger size. Lot includes copy
of Holmes Handbook and Catalogue of Canada and BNA and
The Companion Guide to Muskoka District Post Offices. Includes a selection of WWI Japanese coloured stereoview
cards.
...................................................................................... Est $75


Carton of UN covers, FDC, Commercial covers, a few
better items, fine-very fine, inspect.
...................................................................................... Est $50

1158

Antarctic

1159

Asia, Africaa, Latin America 1950-1965 49 aerogrammes, mostly unused, all different. Japan, Taiwan, Liberia, Thailand, Ecuador, Honduras, Philippines, Indonesia,
Afghanistan are represented.
...................................................................................... Est $50

Group of 25 Antarctic Covers including 3
Gough Island, 2 Little America, Heard Island, Australia and
more. A nice collection for the specialist. Inspect, F-VF.
...................................................................................... Est $75

1936 Hindenburg Zeppelin Cover from Brazil to
Germany on the Hindenburg’s 6th South American flight.
Cover has special cancel, hand stamp and registration handstamp from the 9th International sample fair held in Rio de
Janeiro. Frankfurt 16 NOV 1936 receiver on back.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1860-1990 Accumulation of 550 covers includes some insured, registered, express, bisect, censored,
postage due, hyper-inflation. Also several hundred used and
unused postal stationary (mostly cards), post office forms unused, used military postcards. About 40% is post-1960 and/
or philatelic. Could be basis of an interesting collection. Well
worth our estimate. Inspect.
.................................................................................... Est $750
1948-1962 127 covers, almost all philatelic,
housed in cover album or loose Hagner pages. Inspect.
.................................................................................... Est $100

frankings on back and are addressed to South India with
many routed via Ceylon, plus a few to Taiping FMS and Singapore. A nice lot for the specialist. F-VF.
...................................................................................... Est $50
1169

Middle East 1950-1965 Lot of 49 aerogrammes, all different, mostly unused. Aden, Bahrain, Iran, Israel, Jordan, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar and Egypt are represented.
.................................................................................... Est $100
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1178

Zeppelin Covers 1929-1936, 3 Graf Zeppelin covers,
one cancelled on board May 1, 1929 on 1st flight to North
America in 1929 with the confirmation of flight interruption
handstamp plus two 1936 Hindenburg covers, one flown to
Germany to USA with on board cancels 18 Aug 1936 and second flown USA to Germany May 11 1936 with May 14, Frankfurt receiver, fine-very fine.
...................................................................... Frost 2005 $250

LITERATURE

1170

Monaco 1891 25c Albert to Elberfeld, 25c green tied by
Railway postmark Nice à Marseilles, February 1904, fine-very
fine.
.................................................................................Scott $175

1171

Roman

1172

Spain Civil War Postcard, colour, showing soldier looking
up at 2 planes flying over head, unused, very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $125

1173

Spain 1936 multi-colour postcard, Spanish Civil War era,

1174

1175

1176

1177
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1179

 The Postage Stamps and Postal History of Canada, by
Winthrop S. Boggs 1945, 2-Volumes, Hard Cover, still the
authority of 19th and early 20th century Canada, referred to
by many as the bible of Canadian Philately. Covers Canada
from stampless covers to the Admirals for both stamps and
postal history. Covers are slightly discoloured, pages toned,
some light damage to the inside spine.
............................................................................... Retail $175

1180

 The Edward VII Issue of Canada, Marler, G.C., 1975,
211pp, provides information associated with the Edward Issue, including quantities and varieties. Dust jacket has two
small tears, VF.
...................................................................................... Est $50

1181

 Bankers Box of Assorted Literature includes Stamp Collectors Manual 1916, The Admiral Stamps of 1911-1925 (H.
Reiche), several issues of Canadian Philatelists, mostly Canadian catalogues and handbooks, also includes some Great
Britain, U.S.A. and United Nations.
...................................................................................... Est $50

1182

 The Postal History of Nova Scotia and New Brunswick
1754-1867, by C.M. Jephcott, V.G. Greene, and John H.M.
Young, 1964, Hard Cover, 393p. Comprehensive history of
the Postal History of Nova Scotia and New Brunswick, with
forward by The Honourable Henry D. Hicks. Limited edition of
400 copies of which this is number 95. Good condition, dust
jacket is well worn, pages are fresh and clean, slightly toned
from age.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1183

 Group of 10 old-time Philatelic Reference Books and
Catalogues, includes Philatelic Classics April 1927 and June
1927, 1927 A Guide to Philatelic Literature, 3rd Edition, Sec
1:Great Britain and Sec 2 British Empire and the following
sale catalogues: Harmers BNA, Mainly Classic, Moody Sale
1951, Dr. Lewis L. Reford Collection of Canada 1950, HK Auctions Sale No. 2 (1963), Cavendish BNA Sale (1971) and Robson Lowe Great Britain (1967).
...................................................................................... Est $50

1184

 Postal History Society of Canada PHSC Journal, Nos
25 to 130, 1981-2007, carton also includes PHSC Journal
Indexes:1-20, 1-40, 41-60, 1-80, 81-100. Buyer to collect
from premises.
...................................................................................... Est $75

1185

 British North America Philatelic Society, BNA Topics. Whole No. 400 (march/Apr 1984), 405-513 (Jan/Feb
1985) to Vol 64 No. 4 4th Quarter, 2007, in large carton.
Buyer to collect from premises.
...................................................................................... Est $50

1186

 Scott 2008 Worldwide Catalogues Volume 1-6, lightly

1187

 Catalogue of New Zealand Stamps by Campbell Peterson Ltd. in two loose-leaf binders. Appears complete to 2000.
Inspect. F-VF.
...................................................................................... Est $50

States #1a 1852 Half bajocchi gray blue, pair
tied to folded letter, stamps have two margins, fine.
................................................................................ Scott $300

unused showing the “Generalitat de Catalunya” in October
1936, VF.
.................................................................................... Est $150

St. Pierre & Miquelon #121/C32 1925/1966 Two commercial and 7 FDC, two covers to Newfoundland 1940 with
#121, 168 (4); 1941 with #166, 167, 169 (2) and FDCs of
#300-313 and cacheted unaddressed #356, 366-369, C29
and C32. Fine-very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100
U.S.A./Worldwide Box of USA First Day Covers and
worldwide postcards Includes 300 USA FDC 1940s to modern and 300 worldwide, mostly used postcards. Inspect for
better stamps, postmarks, postcard topics. F-VF.
...................................................................................... Est $75
United

Nations 1970s-1990s Box of 460 modern UN
First Day Covers including offices in New York, Geneva and
Vienna. 445 FDC and 15 Special Anniversary Presentation
Folders, all colorfully cacheted and unaddressed. A VF clean
lot.
...................................................................................... Est $50

United

Nations Accumulation of covers, FDCs, miniatures sheets, and individual stamps in 2 boxes and a large
envelope. Includes issues from Offices in New York, Geneva
and Vienna. Over 700 FDCs from 1980s and 1990s plus over
100 covers and MNH miniature sheets of the 1980 Flag series, the 1989-1993 Human Rights series, the Clean Ocean
series and more. Scott CV $696. Includes some odds and end
of Great Britain and Islands (CV $60).
.................................................................................... Est $125

used set.
............................................................................... Retail $490

1188

1189

 Carton of literature with Jarrett Stamps of British North

American 1975 reprint, Robson Lowe Encyclopedia of British
Empire Stamps, Volume 5, Holmes Handbook and Catalogue
of Canada and BNA 1945, Canada The Admiral Stamps of
1911 to 1925 by Reiche and many smaller catalogues of
Canada. Also a few stock books and blank Scott albums.
...................................................................................... Est $75

1195

Canada 29 instructional hammers, consisting of postage
due (26) and returned (3). All tagged with identification and
priced ($60-$150).
.................................................................................... Est $150

1196

Ontario 5 hammers, 3 MOON, Money Order Office Number
postal hammers from Pine Grove, Oshawa Sub 16, Sudbury.
Very few of these exist due to most of them being recalled for
destruction in 1973 when replaced by POCONS. All tagged
with identification and priced ($250 each). Also includes Pine
Grove POCON dated last day of Post Office. Retail $1,105.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1197

Ontario 21 POCON and rubber cds hammers, mostly different places, consisting of 8 cds and 13 POCONS. All tagged
with identification and priced ($140-$350). Includes Undeliverable Mail Office Oshawa.
.................................................................................... Est $600

1198

Canada 12 MOON rubber postal hammers, consisting of
New Westminster, B.C. (8), Nova Scotia (3), New Brunswick
(2). These are scarce because virtually all of them were recalled for destruction in 1973.
.................................................................................... Est $250

1199

Canada 31 rubber postal hammer from across Canada including POCON, cds and registered.
.................................................................................... Est $125

1200

Canada 35 postal hammers, consisting of registration (26),
POCON (6), rubber cds (3) with representation from Alberta,
Quebec, Manitoba, NB, NS, Saskatchewan, Newfoundland.
All tagged with identification and price.
.................................................................................... Est $500

1201

Nova Scotia 58 registered postal hammers, Estimated retail
value $2,900.
.................................................................................... Est $250

1202

British Columbia 93 rubber postal hammers, consisting of
89 Registered and 4 cds, all tagged with identification and
priced ($75 (mostly)-$160).
.................................................................................... Est $700

1203

Ontario 85 registered postal hammers, mostly different
towns (a few cities), all tagged with identification and priced
($75-$90 each).
.................................................................................... Est $750

1204

Nova Scotia rubber POCON hammers, lot of 140 including
13 with accessories. Estimated retail $6,000.
.................................................................................... Est $600

1205

Ontario 137 registered postal hammers, registered postal
hammers (rubber). Estimated retail $5,500.
.................................................................................... Est $500

1206

British Columbia 210 registered postal hammers, Estimated retail $10,500.
.................................................................................Est $1,000

1207

Saskatchewan 31 Steel postal hammers, all different offices (several from different sub offices of Regina or Saskatoon).
All tagged with identification and priced ($120-160 each).
.................................................................................... Est $500

1208

Alberta 201 registered postal hammers plus a few name
plates only. Estimated retail $10,500.
.................................................................................Est $1,000

1209

British Columbia 204 registered postal hammers, plus a
few damaged not counted in total. Estimated retail $10,200.
.................................................................................Est $1,000

 Bound volume of Illustrated Ballou’s Pictorial Drawing

Room Companion, Boston, 1856 with literature reports,
histories, poetry, jokes, novelettes. Many double page illustrations, mostly military. Breaker - spine missing, ballpoint
notes on end papers. Ex. Libris JW Murphy MP. Although some
clippings have been made, there is a dazzling array intact.
Subjects include: Whaling, Aurora Borealis, Battle of New Orleans (2 pages by John Andrews), Crimean War, Skating on
Lake Ontario at Toronto, Philadelphia land marks, Chippewa
Indians (by Parry) dogs, Capture of Mexico City (2 pages),
Exotic Birds, Arabian scenes, Battle of Lake Erie (2 pages
John Andrews, identifies 15 ships), circus equestrians, Dakota Indians, Turkish tortures, locomotive breaking through
snowdrifts, Naval scenes, landmarks of Turin, Albany, Boston,
Baltimore, New York, Detroit, Nagasaki, Zowell, Battles in
Mexico: Buena Vista, Chapaltapec, Boston Gas Works, Artist
Life in Paris, New Zealand Maori Chief in War Canoe, Millard
Fillmore, Transportation in India by hors, elephant and camel,
Lord Palmerston. Scenes from Turkey, Italy, Germany, France,
Japan, Canada, Russia, California Gold Mining (2 pages), Omnibus, volcanoes, shipwrecks, Spirit Rappers. This lot is not
collated. There are many, many dozens of illustrations.
.................................................................................... Est $240

POSTAL ARTIFACTS, HAMMERS and EPHEMERA
1190

1191

Three Playbills: A matted playbill for the first English performance of Mozart’s masterpiece, “The Magic Flute” Theatre
Royal, Drurylane, March 10, 1838, tanned in an archival
double mat, also Queen’s Theatre, December 1847 Performance of “Fair Rosamond” a pantomime starring Eileen Terry.
Measures about 30” x 24”, in two halves and very fragile. Also
Theatre Royal, Drurylane December 1895 Programme for a
Pantomime of Cinderella, in which one of the first (if not the
first) examples of an automobile appeared.
.................................................................................... Est $200
Letter from Governor-General Lord Dufferin to Prime Minister Alexander MacKenzie on Government House letterhead,
1878 A draft (in his own hand) of a letter of Lord Dufferin
to Prime Minister Alexander MacKenzie, to thank him for his
speech on the occasion of Lord Dufferin leaving Canada after
the expiry of his term as Governor-General. On the stationary
of Government House, Ottawa, Dated April 12th, 1878, and
includes the enigmatic line “I will not press the Gzowski affair
further upon you at present”.
.................................................................................... Est $200

1192

Canada, 225 instructional postal hammers, including due,
AR, R, insured, returned to sender, not called for, refused. Estimated retail $10,000.
.................................................................................Est $1,000

1193

Balance of hammers, housed in three cartons, including
damaged, accessories, small R handstamps, magnifying
glass. Inspect.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1194

Ontario, 60 registered postal hammers, mostly different
towns (few cities), all tagged with identification and priced
($75-$90 each).
.................................................................................... Est $600
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1210

British Columbia 226 registered postal hammers, Estimated retail $11,000.
.................................................................................Est $1,000

1211

Ontario 79 registered postal hammers, mostly different
towns (a few cities), all tagged with identification and priced
($75-$90 each).
.................................................................................... Est $600

1212

Canada steel postal hammers, lot of 49 including P.E.I. (2),
Nova Scotia, New Brunswick (2), Newfoundland (4), Saskatchewan (4), Manitoba (3), Alberta (6), Quebec (4), Ontario (17),
British Columbia (9). Types includes small cds, roller, duplex,
big cds. Many tagged with identification and priced ($100$200 each).
.................................................................................... Est $950

Newspapers
Great Britain, Canada, U.S.A.
1213

Battle of Waterloo, The Times (of London) June 22, 1815
containing Wellington’s Official Despatch reporting his victory at the Battle of Waterloo together with the Official Bulletin from Downing Street and the preliminary list of officers
killed and wounded. An event that changed the entire course
of world history. Very fine and complete. One of the great
newspapers of all time. Front page has advertisements for
sermons, governesses, an exhibition of automata, an eyewitness account of the battle, more.

All other newspaper lots have full text on web.

1222

The Times of London June 7, 1798 Irish Rebellion.
...................................................................................... Est $60

1223

Death of George III and George VI two of the Times of London: January 31, 1820 Mourning editions on the deaths of
George III and June 29, 1830 the death of George IV.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1224

Le Canadien October 3, 1807, in French, News of Napoleon
Bonaparte and Le Constitutionnel 1824.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1225

State Herald/Manufacturer’s and Mechanics Advocate
Portsmouth, NH August 9, 1832 to May 16, 1833.
...................................................................................... Est $50

1226

Times of London July 1, 1867.
...................................................................................... Est $50

1227

The Globe Toronto, The Globe and Farmer August 1877 Installation of telephones on Ottawa and The Globe July 1,
1867.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1228

London Times January 23, 1901 Death of Queen Victoria.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1229

London Times June 20, 1837 Death of William IV, Accession of Victoria.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1230

WWI Two newspapers: London Times, June 29, 1914: Assassination of Archduke Ferdinand and New York Times:
November 6, 1918: Terms of Surrender.
.................................................................................... Est $200

1231

The Illustrated London News January 1892 (Jack the Ripper?), Memorial Issue on the death of the Duke of Clarence.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1232

The Times of London May 7, 1910 Death of Edward VII and
Supplement January 28, 1936 Death of George V,
.................................................................................... Est $150

1233

Four 1863 The Times of London, March 10, March 14,
March 16 and March 19, 1863.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1234

The Albion 1838 Bound Volume (pages approximately 18 x
12”).
.................................................................................... Est $200

1235

The Albion 1841 Bound Volume (pages approximately 18 x
12”)in marbled boards with intact leather spine.
.................................................................................... Est $200

1236

Three American Newspapers 1807-1840, St. James Chronicle and General Evening Post Feb 1840.
.................................................................................... Est $125

.................................................................................... Est $300
1214

Four 18th, 19th Century British newspapers, Morning
Chronicle, July 2, 1794; The Globe February 9, 1820; The
True Briton November 3, 1797 and The Star December 2,
1818.
.................................................................................... Est $240

1215

Paul Kane in the Original Parts in four installments of the
Canadian Journal for July 1855, March 1856, September
1856 and January 1857.
.................................................................................... Est $300

1216

1217
1218

1923 Sinn Fein and two other propaganda tabloids the British Gazette, May 1926, published by the Government when
the General Strike closed all the country’s newspapers.
.................................................................................... Est $200
Eight issues of the Columbian Centinel 1793-1807.
.................................................................................Est $1,600
Columbian Centinal, Boston, Mass January 15, 1806 The
First News of the Battle of Trafalgar and the Death of Lord
Nelson.
.................................................................................... Est $250

1219

Seven U.S.A. newspapers 1794-1844 including Gazette of
the United States, 1794.
.................................................................................... Est $200

1220

Sixty Years A Queen - The Story of Her Majesty’s Reign by
Sir Herbert Maxwell.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1221

Montreal Transcript and general Advertiser - Five Issues,
June 1838, October 1838, November 6, 1838, November
10, 1838 and December 1838.
.................................................................................... Est $250
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SESSION FIVE
LOTS & COLLECTIONS
WEDNESDAY JANUARY 14th at 2:30p.m.
Lots #1301-1663
Index
BNA
Canada
Canada Postage
Great Britain
British Commonwealth
USA including Postage
France and Germany
Worldwide
including Lithuania
Russia
Topical Collections
Postcards and Supplies

Lots
1301-1303
1304-1377
1378-1397
1398-1413
1414-1448
1449-1459
1460-1484
1485-1596
1547-1551
1573-1576
1597-1658
1659-1663

Remainders, Lots & Collections
British North America
1301

*/ Small collection of BNA used and mint including Newfoundland, P.E.I., Nova Scotia and New Brunswick, with the
majority being Newfoundland. Mostly low to medium value
stamps with some better. Includes forgery of #11A. Condition
varies.
.................................................................................... Est $200

1302

*/ Newfoundland #1/J6 Collection on Album pages of
mint and used. We noted better such as #1, 26, 47, 69-74
mint (#73 is used), C8. Overall fine, some stamps very fine.
.............................................................................Scott $1,978

1303

*/** Newfoundland #24/270 1865-1947 Collection, on
homemade Lighthouse pages. Complete sets of 1897 Cabot
and Royal Family, 1911 Royal Family, 1919 Caribou, 1923,
1928, 1929, 1931, 1932, 1933 Gilbert, 1937 and 1941 definitives and unwatermarked 1931 airmails. Reasonably complete (except airmails) from 1911 and these are uniformly
nice quality with a few being never hinged. Nineteenth century issues include some unused no gum and a few with small
faults. No used stamps - a useful starter collection.
............................................................................. Scott $5,013

xLot 1311
1311

CANADA
1304

** 1974-1977 Canada Post Souvenir Collections, 19741976 in original envelopes, complete with stamps. VF.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$460

1305

** Booklets - approximately 100 ranging from 1950 to
1998. All booklets are in very fine condition with some duplication. Fine-very fine.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,375

1306

** Canada Annual Collections 1993 to 1997 plus the Millennium Collection.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$520

1307

** 1998 to 2006 Canada Post Uncut Press Sheets. Lot of
60 with Year of the Tiger (19), Rabbit (19), RCMP (5), Snake
(3), Dragon (11), Horse (5) and Millennium (3). Total face
value is $717. Fresh, very fine and never hinged.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$5,075

1308

** Pristine collection in 10 hingeless Lindner binders with
slipcases ranging from 1948 to 1990. Consists of singles as
well as plate blocks and coil pairs, often with both mint never
hinged and used examples. Contains many varieties including
uncatalogued ones. Face value is over $650.
.................................................................................Est $1,500

1309

** 1962-1971 Collectors duplicates plus postal stationary,
in stock pages in two 3-ring binders. Owner catalogued individual MNH stamps in 1996 at $557 (Face $54) and ten FDC
postal stationary includes envelopes, air letters, postcards,
reply coupons from 1950/1970s. The latter catalogued at
$135.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$692

1310

106

*/** Canada Post Presentation Books, set of 3 including
1951 set honoring the 100th Anniversary of British North
America Postal Administration, stamps of 1961-1964 and
1967 Centennial Year stamps.
.................................................................................... Est $100

*/** Back-of-the-Book Mint (NH & hinged), collector’s duplicates (approx. 90) with very few multiple copies and 3 with
no gum. Majority are Airmails, Officials and Postage Dues. Includes #MR6 (coil pair *), and the following NH #C2, C4, O10.
Approximately 1/3 of these stamps are NH. F-VF.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$2,080

xLot 1312
1312

*/** Over 100 NH and hinged stamps on a stock sheet
from 1870s to 1938, collector’s duplicates consisting of approximately 60% NH including #52, 54 (small crease), 56,
67, 68, 113, 117, 156, 157, 175 and many more. The lot includes several coil pairs (#160, 161 hinged) in addition to the
definitives and commemoratives. The hinged stamps include
#42, 50, 61 (trivial thin), 84 and 145. Owner’s 2007 Unitrade
is $6,750. F-VF.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$6,750

1313

*/** Collectors accumulation of duplicate mint (NH and
hinged) on stock sheets from 1870s to modern, includes
definitives, commemoratives, semi-postals, airmails, postage
dues and officials; often with multiple copies. There are some
inscription plate blocks, booklet panes and coils. Better items
include #34, 155, 244, 261, 262, 273, E11, MR6. Owner’s
2007 Unitrade is $2,800. Inspect. F-VF.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$2,800

1314

*/** Mint collection of blocks, strips and singles, neatly
mounted in plastic mounts on pages. Many of the blocks
have 2 hinged and 2 never hinged stamps and have been
catalogued as such. A few of the early coil strips are paste-up
but have been catalogued as regular. Catalogue value is for
stamps up to #273 but includes many more high values after
that. Includes nice back of book and overall the quality is very
fine throughout.
...........................................................................Scott $15,538

1315

*/** Group of 63 mint booklet panes includes some early
which are hinged, but mainly never hinged. Some light duplication. F-VF.
................................................................................ Scott $652

1316

*/** 1870-1961 Collector’s duplicates, on stock pages in
a 3-ring binder. Owner catalogued in 1996. Quality varies, we
noted several mint never hinged with gum disturbances and
other faults. #111 (NH) has damaged perf, #116 and 273 are
hinged. Includes duplicates. Inspect.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$4,189

1317

Collection of used Admirals in 3 stockbooks, includes
1c green (600), 1c orange yellow (56), 2c carmine (30), 3c
brown (120), 3c carmine (135), 5c blue (118), 5c violet (118),
7c yellow ochre (42), 7c red brown (10), 8c blue (7), 10c blue
(14), 10c brown (28), 10c plum (92), 20c olive green (39), 50c
black brown (40) and $1 orange (19). Many are described as
per shades, different varieties, perforations, papers, plates
and more. Also album of KGV and KGVI remainders of little
value. A nice specialized collection. F-VF.
.............................................................................Scott $1,410

1318

Several thousand off-paper cancelled stamps, from the
1870s (several hundred Small Queens incl. #40) to 2006
plus several envelopes of back-of-the-book stamps filling a
large bin.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1319

Better bundleware, 170+ bundles. We note 22 bundles
of 100 1967 Centennial high values many noted as hibrite
paper, bundles of Scott #89, 90, 118, 127, 149, 191, 236,
259, 1179, 1180, C6, C7 and O48, many better values such
as #529, 530, 556 and 608 in bundles of 100. Inspect.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1320

Used wholesale Lot 1950s to 1980s, two boxes, nicely organized in glassines and identified by Scott number. Mostly
singles, some blocks and multiples.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1321

Collectors duplicates catalogued in glassine envelopes
from 1897 through 2006, includes thousands of stamps in a
2 tray metal index card holder including back of book, clean,
generally lightly cancelled, fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1322

Collection of 700+ Small Queens selected for cancels includes dates, corks and others all organized in stockbook.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1323

Small box of bundleware includes over 5,000 commemoratives #311 to #1013 including #913 (200); 2,500 mid-value definitives from #301 to #725 (800 of these); over 15,000
low value definitives #192 (300) to 17c era including booklet
pane #797a (100) and 900 Christmas. Over 23,000 stamps
in total.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1324

Collection of over 1,900 stamps selected for cds cancels
in stockbook Queen Victoria to 1970 with majority being
socked on nose. We note a few duplex, machine and other
types. A very nice collection which should be viewed to better
appreciate. VF.
.................................................................................... Est $200

1325

Collection of 1775 stamps on piece selected for town
cancels All in 64 page stock album from Small Queens to
1955. Good variety of stamps and cancels including cds, duplex and machine. A lovely lot which should be viewed to appreciate. Overall F-VF.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1326

1327

Group of perforated Official stamps including better such
as #O248, OA107, OA167, OA236, OA241a, OA242. Also includes a few BT private perfins. Worthy of inspection. Owner’s
CV $400.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$400
Lot of 248 3c Small Queens on Hagner pages with mostly
singles but includes 17 pairs, 2 strips of 3 and 1 strip of 4.
Inspect for cancels, shades, papers. F-VF
...................................................................................... Est $50

1328

1890s-1908 Cigar box containing 15 thread-tied bundles,
range in quantities of 14 to 100, an old-time hoard which may
contain varieties, cancels, etc. Typical packet grade. Includes
#35 (24), 41 (123), 51 (58), 53 (100), 56 (14), 85 (36), 91
(300), 92 (50), 93 (100), 97 (150), and 98 (100).
............................................................................. Scott $5,760

xLot 1329
1329

1859-1975 Collector’s used duplicates, with some cancellation interest on 36 stockpages in a 3-ring binder. Condition
varies but generally fine or better. Includes a few pre-cancels,
perfins and a few unused no gum. The Newfoundland issues
are mainly used and date from 1860s. Includes duplicates.
Well worth inspecting.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$8,530

1330

Collectors accumulation in carton, including several hundred blocks of used (some plate blocks). Owner’s catalogue
($428); over 200 SON cancelled; over 80 Postal Stationary
(CV $95); hundreds on and off-paper; 3 small stock books,
1995 Annual Collection, etc.
.................................................................................... Est $100

xLot 1331
1331

Exhibit page of 3c Small Queens flaws and varieties, total
of 12 stamps showing mostly ink dots and smears, some being quite dramatic. A difficult to assemble lot. F-VF.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1332

Collection of coloured cancels on Small Queens, with
mostly 1c and 3c but with three #F2 5c Registration stamps.
Cancellations in all colours including purple, green, blue,
brown and red. Mostly corks but a few dated cancels. We note
a horizontal strip of 6 of 3c Small queen, F-VF.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1333

Carton on paper, of modern (mostly after 2001) definitives
but some commemoratives and high values. Weight over 9kg
or 20 lbs, on single paper. Buyer to collect from premises.
...................................................................................... Est $40
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1334

1335

1336

1337

*/ Collection of mint and used Canada and BNA, all
contained in book “100 Years of Canadian Stamps 18511951” by R.S. Mason. The Canada section which catalogues
$15,500 in Scott contains many better items such as mint
Small Queens, #F1a, mint Jubilee set to 50c. Better mint
complete sets includes Leaf, Edward, Quebec, 16 different
Admirals, KGV and Arch. Good Representation of provinces
and back-of-the-book issues. We noted a Newfoundland #13
with 4 margins and a few tiny faults, but still very presentable.
A very nice group.
...........................................................................Scott $19,000
*/ Collection from 1852 to 1992 in 11 binders, all on
Hagner stockpages. This collector aimed at having one used
and one mint of every stamp and we frequently see mint and
used blocks and coil pairs as well. We note many varieties
throughout with good back-of-the-book, booklet panes and
coils. Many of the better mint values are very well centered
and most are never hinged from 1927 on. The used will usually have unobtrusive cancels. F-VF.
.................................................................................Est $3,500
*/ Carton with miscellaneous including mint stamps, covers, Official Millennium Keepsake distributed by the Police
Officers of Canada (#812i-814i), several cancelled miniature/souvenir sheets, several plate blocks, booklets, souvenirs from CAPEX ‘96, some postal stationary and envelopes,
couple hundred covers including first flight covers in Canada.
Face value of mint is approximately $160. Owner’s CV $470.
Inspect.
.................................................................................... Est $150
*/ Comprehensive collection in 3 binders of used, mint
(some unused no gum) from 1851 to present. This collection
primarily used includes many early issues with interesting
cancellations and colour varieties. In addition to the definitive
and commemoratives, the collection includes semi-postals,
airmails, special delivery, registration, postage dues, officials,
pre-cancels, booklet panes, miniature panes, inscription
plate blocks and souvenir sheets. Numerous plate varieties
are also present. This collection is worthy of a serious examination. Most of the used stamps have been selected for better postmarks with many cds and son cancels or at least have
light cancels. Generally F-VF or VF but some early stamps
with faults. One area of special interest is the used booklet
panes from Admirals to QEII (Wilding). CV by Owner’s 2007
Unitrade.
.................................................................. Unitrade C$18,500

1338

*/ Two stock sheets of mainly mint stamps ranging from
1880s to 1950, including some back-of-the-book stamps. Includes such items as #59 (*), and the following NH #85/86
(3 VG), 117, 135 (x2), 151, plate blocks, booklets, used #26.
Mixed condition but includes many respectable stamps.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$2,710

1339

*/ Box of miniature panes, souvenir sheets, FDCs, Thematic collections and Special presentation items, beginning with the 3c Star of Bethlehem issue of 1964 to present
day. Includes Chinese New Year issues, Canadian International Airshows, Historic Vehicles, Canadian Locomotives and
many others. All items are very fine. Approximately 75 different items with some duplication. Usable face value $506.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,900

1340

**/*/ Collection in 3 Deluxe Lighthouse albums with
slipcases from 1859 through 2006 Over 3,000 stamps with
mainly used through 1957, mint hinged through 1970 and
mainly mint NH thereafter. Includes booklets, plus miniature
sheets and souvenir sheets, and 75 back of book stamps. The
earlier stamps are VG-VF often with heavy cancels, and some
with faults. Face value of mint stamps alone is $1,050.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$8,195
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1341

*/ Collectors duplicates 1950 through 2005 in carton,
over 150 PBO, miniature and souvenir sheets (CV $1,600,
Face value $564 ) plus over 60 booklets (CV $675, Face
value $262 ) in 3 envelopes. Also over 6,000 used stamps
on stock pages in 3-ring binder (many duplicates), small box
of definitives on paper (1000s), 1967 FDC Olympic souvenir
sets, and first flight covers.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$2,300

1342

*/ Thematic and Annual collection plus plate blocks,
mainly from 1980’s and individual mint stamps (face value
$351). The thematic collections have a Unitrade CV of $411,
plus 10 Annual Collections from 1979-1983 and also a few
FDCs in a binder.
.................................................................................... Est $650

1343

*/ 1858-1959 Collection with B.O.B., mainly used hinged
with #74 and 96 mint NH in blocks of 12, numerous used
duplicates of 1897-1902 Victorias with a pair of #69 NH, only
catalogued to #122. Newfoundland not included in catalogue
value.
............................................................................. Scott $3,470

1344

**/*/ 1851-1959 Collection including B.O.B. mainly
used up to Jubilee, mainly mint hinged thereafter to 1946
and mint never hinged thereafter; stamps are in hingeless
mounts on Minkus pages in 3-ring binder. Generally F-VF with
a few with faults.
...........................................................................Scott $13,419

1345

*/ Collectors duplicates from 1930s through 1970s, in
9 cigar tins in an index card box. Included are plate blocks
(mostly NH), singles and blocks (NH and used) including high
value denominations. We note block of four of #201, (VFNH
one with creased gum and separation at top), coils (mostly
NH), booklets and B.O.B. issues (many NH), fine or better.
.................................................................................... Est $300

1346

*/ Collectors duplicates of B.N.A and Officials, Nova Scotia includes #8, 8a, 9, 11, and 13 all mint hinged; New Brunswick includes 6 used, 7 mint no gum), 8 (mint hinged and
mint no gum); P.E.I. includes #5 (NH), 9 (hinged), 13 (used),
15 and 16 (mint never hinged). Canadian Officials ranging
from 1949-1963 including both used and mint hinged and
never hinged in singles and blocks, some plate blocks. Includes some duplicates. Fine or better.
.............................................................................Scott $1,622

1347

*/ 1870-1992 Collector’s primarily mint duplicates, on
stock pages in a 3-ring binder. Owner catalogued in 1996.
Quality varies, we noted several mint never hinged with gum
disturbance and other faults. Includes B.O.B. issues. Over
35% of stamps are pre-1950 and over 40% are B.O.B, includes duplicates. Inspect.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$4,888

1348

**/*/ 1870-1967 Collector’s duplicates, in 3-ring binder.
Quality varies from very fine, never hinged to some stamps
with no gum or disturbed gum, thins and other faults. Mostly
blocks including plate blocks. There are 7 strips of #77 consisting of 3 or 4 stamps with plate #’s in the selvedge (some
have been hinged); 4 blocks of low value Jubilees (NH), imperfs (#90a with Plate Nos. 14 and #138, NH), #128a (NH)
and others too numerous of list. Includes duplicates. Inspect.
............................................................................. Scott $7,371

1356

**/*/ #21/913a Stockbook of mostly mint Canada with
better mint such as #86 (NH), 103 (*), 155 (NH block of 4),
158 * up to plate blocks of semi-modern. The mint are mostly
hinged with several NH but affected by poor storage. F-VF, Inspect. CV is for stamps up to #273 but stockbook includes
many more. The collection of former New Brunswick Premier
Richard Hatfield.
............................................................................. Scott $2,571

1357

#28, 46, 73 Lot of 3 early used semi-key issues, including
#28 VF centered but with a few short perfs, #46 VF centered
with s.o.n. Victoria B.C. cds dated 1898 and #73 VF centered
with brown target cancel but with small toning spots on front.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$420

1358

#35/F1 1890s Small Queen cancels, approximately 100
stamps mostly Small Queens (including 5c, 6c, 8c values)
selected for postmarks with many “socked-on-the-nose”. We
noted Lot 56, P.E.I. and that many are VF.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1359

#36 Mounted collection of 2c Small Queens, with over
600 used stamps, neatly written up for perfs, shades, papers,
cancels (including squared circles) and a few varieties. Note
some early printings, a few jumbos, many dated and we note
a prominent “line through right 2” and another re-entry. F-VF.
.................................................................................... Est $250

1360

** #50/MR5 Useful stock of NH stamps with a total of 866
fresh stamps. Typically F-VF centering but many are very fine,
and only a few are fine centering. Carefully checked to ensure
all are NH. Includes several better items. A nice lot for eBay.
...........................................................................Scott $20,824

1361

** #52/O38a 1897/1961 Blocks, 25 better blocks, all
fresh and never hinged. Includes #52, 53, 209, 216, 223,
O24 catalogued as VF; #106, 143, 169, 171, 194, 199 and
C4 catalogued as fine.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$2,566

1362

*/** #53/310 Interesting mint lot with better items, including several different coil strips between #127 and 267, 6
blocks of the 13c blue Britannia, #126a, 128a (x2), 3 blocks
of #138 3c imperf red Admirals (10 of 12 stamps are NH).
Nice quality throughout. Mostly NH, overall F-VF.
.............................................................................Scott $1,870

1363

** #74/O38 Part sheet and blocks, hundred of stamps in
two mint sheet files. We noted #74 (48), 141 (100+), 142
(100+), 143 (99), 223 ( 6 VFNH), C4 (12). In pre-1935 issues,
a high percentage have fine only centering but all appear NH.
Inspect.
.................................................................................... Est $600

1364

#77b, 90b 1898 QV & 1903 KEVII used booklet singles,
a good selection for cancels and postmarks. Includes #77b
(x73) and #90b (x26). F-VF.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,339

1365

#77b, 90b Fifty-two reconstructed booklets, of 1898 2c
carmine Queen Victoria (#77b x 32) and 1903 2c carmine
KEVII (#90b x 20) in “102” cards on 5 stockpages, fine.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$4,296

1366

#104/256 Used Canada Dealer Stock mostly used
singles well organized in “102” cards as noted by previous
owner. Good selection of better values and many with cds
postmarks.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,466

xLot 1349
1349

1350

**/*/ 1859-late 1980s Collection, in a 3-ring album
catalogued to the end of WWII. Condition is mixed with various faults. Early issues have some interesting cancellations
including 5, 6-rings, corks, etc. Includes B.O.B. and two dead
letter Office seals, as well as high denomination issues. A few
duplicates. Inspect. Owner’s CV used but a few errors in early
issues have been adjusted by us.
.......................................................................... Scott $11,880
**/*/ Collectors duplicates of high denominations, on
stock pages housed in two large binders. High denominations
begin with #122 (4), 177, 227 (12), 245 (7), 262 (21) and
go to #1376, including multiple sets of #461-465B. Revenue
stamps include cigarette and law stamps, plus B.O.B. issues.
Owner catalogue, lots of duplication. Also a few mint #66 (4
NH), 78 (2; 1 hinged, 1 NH), 90a (NH), #268-273 (NH), O38a
LL Plate No. 2 (hinged, gum crease). Inspect. F-VF.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$5,863

1351

*/ #4/O49 1852-1974 Collection in Harris Album with
#4d, 5 (small corner thin), 19 (with cds postmark). Reasonably complete from Small Queens to 1974, primarily used.
With B.O.B. issues and B.N.A. Mixed condition, chiefly fine.
Inspect.
............................................................................. Scott $6,530

1352

*/ #8/60 Remainder Lot, 10 stamps including #50 (4, of
which 3 are NH), 55 (thinned), 60 (thinned). Not counted in
CV are #8 used, 56, 58 and 59 which are faulty.
.............................................................................Scott $1,635

xLot 1353
1353

1354

1355

**/*/ #14/122 Early Canada Selection. We note an interesting array of postmarks on Small Queens, #17 with a
blue 4-ring cancel and a mint NH $1 Admiral. Owner’s 2003
Scott CV is over $1,600.
.............................................................................Scott $1,600
#14/237 Old time used collection mounted on pages
in 3-ring binder. A nice collection with from one to about 10
(sometimes more) of each stamp. Condition is fine or better
with some of the earlier issues not. Many selected for nice
cancels.
............................................................................. Scott $8,230
#15/98 Early used Canada dealers stock, Mostly singles
well organized in “102” cards. We note an interesting selection of postmarks, plate varieties and shades, as noted by
previous owner. F-VF.
.................................................................... Unitrade C$1,143
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1367

1368

1369

1370

1371

1372

1373

1374

1375

1376

1377
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*/** #128iii/467 1922-1967 lot of paste-up coil pairs and
strips, all mint never hinged (except #295, 296). Includes
#128iii (strip of 3 with light toning spots), 130iii (pair with light
toning spots), 299 (pair), 345xx (strip of 4), 348iv (6 strips of
4), and the following in strips of 4: #407, 408iii (2), 409ii and
467 (3). Lot includes the following hinged line pairs: #182i,
205 (pair) and 207/207i (strip of 4). Inspect, F-VF.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,973

Canada - Postage Lots
1378

** Plate block collection from 1999 to 2006 in two Lighthouse binders with slipcases. Mostly souvenir sheets with full
panes and booklets as well. Very fine, never hinged.
...............................................................................Face C$814

1379

** Plate block collection from 1982 to 2005 in two Lighthouse binders with slipcases. Great majority are souvenir
sheets and full panes with several booklets as well. Very fine,
never hinged.
...............................................................................Face C$875

1380

#195/336a Group of 39 used booklet panes includes
better such as #195b, 231a, 231b, 232a, 254a (2), 287b,
overall F-VF.
................................................................................ Scott $239

** Plate block collection from 1959 to 2000 in two Lighthouse binders with slipcases. Majority are blocks of 4 from
the 34c to 49c era. Very fine, never hinged.
...............................................................................Face C$910

1381

** #217/305 1935/1951 Plate block lot, 34 plate blocks
in glassines including #217 Plate No. 3 lower (80), 234 UL,
270 UL, 271 LL. All appear to be NH.
...................................................................................... Est $75

** Postage lot includes full sheets, plate blocks, etc. Includes full sheets of #486, 513-514, 541. Total face value is
$934.
...............................................................................Face C$934

1382

** #238/1194 1937-1987 MNH coil strips Including strips
of to 10. At least four strips of #309 are jump strips. 14 different stamps in strips, mostly F-VF centered and nice quality
throughout, though we noticed a tiny scuff on one of the #300
stamps.
................................................................................ Scott $255

** Modern duplicated postage lot includes souvenir sheets
and booklets. Includes Year of the Tiger, Circus, Historic Vehicles, RCMP. All fresh, never hinged - many still sealed in Post
Office packaging.
...............................................................................Face C$982

1383

** Collection of MNH singles and miniature/souvenir
sheets from late 1940s to 1999. The singles fill 10 stocksheets while 55 miniature and souvenir sheets are mounted
by corner mounts. High denomination stamps also included.
Owner’s catalogue value (Unitrade 2007) is $2,985. Face
value approximately $1,000.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$2,985

1384

** Mint never hinged postage lot with great majority of
stamps depicting either aviation or war related themes. Mostly 17c and 95c values with full sheets, booklets and singles.
We note two cello-paqs containing 95c Year of the Rabbit
sheetlets (x100). Very fine.
...............................................................................Face C$957

1385

** Postage Lot 1950s-1990s, in two boxes, nicely organized
in glassines and identified by Scott numbers. Includes many
inscription corner blocks, blocks of four and complete booklets. Fresh, appears to be all in VF quality.
........................................................................... Face C$3,345

1386

** Postage lot of MNH mostly plate blocks from 1950
through 2006, over 9,600 stamps organized in glassine envelopes in a 2-tray metal index card holder. Total face value is
$4,743.
............................................................................Face C$4,743

1387

** Modern high value postage lot, includes mainly post office fresh panes and corner blocks of 45c-52c era includes
$1-$8 values including pane of #1694 $8 Grizzly and other
high value Wildlife issues, includes some lower values. Total
face value is $675. A lovely fresh mint never hinged lot, VF.
...............................................................................Face C$675

1388

** Postage lot, consisting of early 1950s issues (mainly
plate blocks) and some coils plus Canada Post Year Books
from 1973 through 1981.
...............................................................................Face C$187

1389

** Old time postage, all stamps organized by denomination
with 100 in each glassine. Included are many plate blocks
and better items with almost all stamps issued between 1947
and about 1981, all never hinged, mostly very fine. Quantities
are 4c (1,000), 5c (3,000), 6c (2,000), 8c (2,000), 10c, 12c,
14c, 15c and 17c each 1,000. The 10c and 15c have excellent catalogue value e.g. 15c Earth Sciences. All mint never
hinged, fresh. Total face value $1,150.
........................................................................... Face C$1,150

** #178/468 Accumulation of 97 coil starter and end strips
all mint never hinged, includes strips from 2 to 8 stamps with
1 to full tabs. We note many with full tabs in the Karsh, Cameo
and Centennial issues. Some with faults such as toning, torn
tabs. Overall F-VF.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$3,805

#240/1499 1937-1993 used Canada Dealer Stock, well
organized in “102” cards by Scott #’s and housed in 2 red
boxes. An excellent dealer stock with many cds and quantities
tend to be of key values.
.................................................................................... Est $350
** #271/J16B Various blocks, plate blocks, and miniature
sheets including #458b, 458bq, and 926A sealed matched
set, never hinged, very fine.
...................................................................................... Est $75
** #298ii/468i 1950-1967 Lot of jump strips of 4, includes
#298ii (8), 300i (7), 345i (8), 347i (17), 348i (24), 406i, 407i
(6), 409i and 468i (18). All are mint never hinged and some
early issues with toning spots. Catalogued as fine but many
are VF.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$2,107
** #406/729 1962-1978 Dealer’s accumulation of coils
in stockbook mainly #406, and in strips of 6. Also includes
#407, 468B, 549, 550 and 729. CV as singles only.
.............................................................................Scott $1,587
*/O Accumulation of Newfoundland, Vancouver Island,
P.E.I., New Brunswick and Nova Scotia, on 2 stock pages of
mint (35%), mostly hinged and a few without gum, and used
Newfoundland stamps. There are a few duplicates. Included
is an envelope of uncatalogued off-paper Newfoundland. We
note Vancouver Island #6. Owner’s value based on Unitrade
2007 is $1,800.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,800
** #1708ai/2159i 1998 to 2006 Canada Post Uncut Press
Sheets. Lot of 7 different with Year of the Horse, Snake, Dragon, Rabbit and Tiger, Millennium and scarce Canadian Forces
Snowbirds (#340 of 1000). Total face value is $75. Very fine
and never hinged.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$740

1390

** Old time postage lot #2 as above, except a slightly lower
percent plate blocks with 5 cents (10,000), 6c (5,000), and
8c (5,000). All mint never hinged, VF. Face value $1,200.
........................................................................... Face C$1,200

1391

** Old time postage lot #2, as above with 12c (2,000), 14c
(2,000) and 17c (4,000). All mint never hinged, VF. Total face
value $1,200.
........................................................................... Face C$1,200

1392

** Old time Postage lot #3, as above with 5c (9,000), 6c
(2,000), 8c (2,000), 12c, 14c, 15c, and 17c 1,000 of each.
All mint never hinged, VF. Total face value of $1,310.
........................................................................... Face C$1,310

1393

*/** Postage lot includes sheets, corner blocks and individual stamps ranging from late 1940s to late 1990s. Total
face value $161.
...............................................................................Face C$161

1394

Large Carton, collector’s albums and stockbooks of used
duplicates filling a large carton. We noted a few hinged dollar
values pre-Elizabeth and some postage.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1395

**/*/ Mint Sheets, partial sheets from 1950s through
early 1980s, also some thematic collections, FDCs and souvenir/miniatures sheets and 3 early 1982/1985 Annual Collections. Face value of mint stamps is $457.
...............................................................................Face C$457

1396

**/*/ Postage Lot - Plate Blocks, mainly mint never
hinged from late 1930s through early 1990s with bulk from
1960s and 1970s. We also noted some booklets, booklet panes, and pre-cancels. Total face value is $1,147. The
postage dues, officials and cancelled plate blocks were not
counted. We noted block of six of #66 plate #1 (5NH/1*). All
mounted on Lighthouse size pages filling a carton.
........................................................................... Face C$1,147

1397

** #317/876 Lot of Mint NH blocks and plate blocks, all
organized in glassines by Catalogue No. Lot includes a corner
block of #551a signed by designer Ted Bethune. VF.
...............................................................................Face C$126

1402

**/*/ 1840-1980 Mint and used collection housed in deluxe Lighthouse hingeless album with all pages for the early
plate numbers, dies. Sparse through the early Victorias, issues 1887-1935 include some Seahorses (CV for this period
is $1,700), 1935-1960 mainly mint hinged, some used and
NH, 1960-1980 mainly never hinged and includes the better
phosphor sets. We also note #249-251A, 268, 286-333. The
used stamps appear sound, but many are heavily cancelled.
............................................................................. Scott $3,400

1403

**/*/ 1977-1982 MNH Block collection, in a black 3-ring
binder (face value £138). Also includes a collection of used,
mint hinged and never hinged 1952-1969 including regional
issues and B.O.B. in a hingeless Lindner album with slipcase.
Retail value of new album is over $240.
.................................................................................... Est $280

1404

**/*/ Collection of Great Britain in several albums in
large rubber tub, includes mint and used with two stockbooks full, two Stanley Gibbons albums, three Windsor albums, a shoe box full of Machins in glassines. Several thousand stamps with many better F-VF.
.................................................................................... Est $300

1405

**/*/ Comprehensive collection of mostly used stamps
Victoria to 2008 including Machins, housed in two large
binders. A few early Victorias - KGVI but the majority of the first
binder are used commemorative sets including the Millennium series, with corner cds postmarks from FDCs. We also note
the 30 phosphor sets issued 1962-1967, mint never hinged
(Scott ‘09 CV $387). The second binder contains Machin issues including some booklet panes, souvenir sheets and high
values, all identified and catalogued by owner. Owner’s total
CV is £4,035 plus an additional €848. Well worth inspection.
Overall VF.
................................................................................. SG £4,035

GREAT BRITAIN
1398

** 1981-2000 Mint collection of commemoratives and
Greeting-type booklet panes housed in deluxe Lighthouse
hingeless album. Fairly complete for period, missing only a
few items. All issues are fresh, mint never hinged, VF. Total
face value £254.
.............................................................................Scott $1,190

1399

** 1967-200 Comprehensive mint NH collection of
Machins housed in deluxe Lighthouse hingeless album. Quite
complete for period including many high values, some panes,
regionals, phosphor varieties. Album has spaces for hundreds
of varieties. All issues are fresh, mint never hinged, VF. Total
face value £200.
.............................................................................Scott $1,240

1400

** 1971 Postal Strike labels collection, written up for exhibition on 13 pages with 79 different items showing mostly
overseas rates, fine-very fine. A spot check of at least one on
each page showed these all fresh and NH.
.................................................................................... Est $175

1401

Collectors accumulation of used stamps loose in small
boxes, envelopes and on stocksheets, filling a small carton.
Includes thousands of commemoratives up to the current period.
.................................................................................... Est $100

xLot 1353
1406

*/ Collection 1840-2002, in albums as follows, first a
thick spring back with mostly used stamps to 1971 with many
holes in the early period but includes #1 (Crease) and #2 (cut
close or into); then two Davo albums of mint from the decimal
period; third a stockbook with some later mint and a parallel
used collection for a few years near 2000 in complete sets.
There is a good selection of scarcer booklets and considerable face value. Owner’s 2004 Scott catalogue value over
$7,500 Worth inspecting. A useful lot.
.................................................................................Est $1,500

1407

Machins in carton, includes an Urch-Harris hingeless album
for Machins with 27 panes and 7 coil strips; also 68 small
booklets; an assortment on stockcards incl. £10, £5 (4); and
an interesting group of Machin varieties including a forgery.
Total face value is over £190, fresh, F-VF.
.................................................................................... Est $350
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1408

#1/95 Used Queen Victoria lot, approximately 70 stamps,
mostly average or faulty. We noted a few “used abroad” cancels including Panama, Malta, St. Thomas.
............................................................................. Scott $8,095

1409

#1/308 Early used collection on stockpage. We noted
better such as #1, 28, 40, 41, 46, 60, 70, 71, 73, 96-108,
etc. Owner’s catalogue value does not include faded stamps
(greens and lilacs), overall fine.
............................................................................. Scott $5,400

1410

*/ #151/392 1911-1963 Collection, on pages in Springback binder with both mint hinged and used organized by
Stanley Gibbons. Mint are fresh, generally very fine, used fine
or better. Catalogued by Scott with some QEII not included.
............................................................................. Scott $5,070

1411

1413

BRITISH COMMONWEALTH
** 38 Mint NH sets from South Atlantic, Cayman Island,
New Zealand and Zil Elwannyen Sesel. We note B.A.T. #102116, Cayman Islands #636-647, New Zealand #1133-1160,
1186-1208. All are fresh, mint never hinged, overall VF.
................................................................................ Scott $426

1419

Collection of 23 different forgeries from 13 countries
Includes British Columbia, New Brunswick, Grenada, Sierra
Leone, Virgin Islands, Bermuda, Egypt, Hong Kong, Mauritius,
Victoria, Nevis, Guiana and Van Diemens Land. Mostly Spiro
Brothers in mixed condition.
...................................................................................... Est $75

1420

1840-1952 Old-time British Commonwealth used collection, approximately 2,000 stamps neatly mounted on pages.
A very nice collection including a wealth of countries with
several early high catalogued stamps. We noted many nice
cancels and definitely worth inspection. Unchecked for varieties or catalogue value. A few faulty in the classic period but
overall fine or better.
.................................................................................... Est $250

1421

Hundreds of used on 15 stock pages, we noted New Zealand, Cape of Good Hope, St. Helena, Australian States, chiefly fine.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1422

** Modern mint accumulation on stock sheets with wide
range of issues from 1980s including multiples. (We note gutter block of 10 of the Horses set), souvenir sheets and more.
Total face value is A$413.
...............................................................................Face A$413

Hundreds of used on 11 stock pages, strongest is Canada
(#14 (3), 17 (4), 20, 21 (4)) but also noted is Bermuda, KGV
2/6 keyplate and mint 5/- keyplate as well as Great Britain
#28a. Inspect. Faulty to fine.
.................................................................................... Est $200

1423

*/** 1918-1999 Collection of mint Australia and Australian Antarctic Territory in two-volume Collecta albums, one
stockbook and loose pages. Looks complete from 1973 on
and includes singles, blocks and souvenir sheets. A.A.T. looks
complete from 1973 to 1990. Great majority is NH, VF. Approximately A$500 in face value.
.................................................................................... Est $250

*/ Dealers stock in “102” cards housed in binder includes early used Great Britain, Antigua, Cape of Good Hope
triangles, Jamaica. Owners old catalogue value is $1,668.
Overall condition is fine appearance (5 sound 3-margin 4d
triangles).
.............................................................................Scott $1,668

1424

*/ An interesting and eclectic grouping, including Falkland Islands #210-222 NH, Great Britain #5 cut squares,
trivial hinge thin, #53a plate 1, #106 thin, Mauritius #49
with CANCELLED overprint and Ross Dependency #L1-L4 NH
blocks.
.............................................................................Scott $2,128

1425

Aitutaki Collection in 4-volumes from 1903 (#1) through
2000 clean collection in stock books with slipcases. Over
95% complete to 2000 with MNH after 1972 including souvenir sheets. We note complete set of #O1-O16 MNH and the
1981-1982 Bird series #215-246D MNH, overall VF.
............................................................................. Scott $1,977

1426

*/** Alderney & Guernsey Mint collection complete to end
of 1999 in a Lighthouse Hingeless Album, Alderney collection is all never hinged, Guernsey mint hinged to end of 1981
except for the German Occupation Issues and first postage
Due set. All mint never hinged from 1982 on. (Album is over
$500 to buy new).
.............................................................................Scott $1,359

*/ #292/604 1952-1969 Collection, Queen Elizabeth Collection on pages with both mint hinged and used organized
by Stanley Gibbons. Includes some Channel Islands including
WWII Occupation of Guernsey ($80) and Jersey ($64). Generally very fine.
............................................................................. Scott $2,585

Great Britain 1881 1d penny lilacs, Lot #1 containing 800
grams calculated as only 7,500 stamps but likely 10,000,
fine-very fine. Scott $16,875.
.................................................................................... Est $150
Great Britain Lot #2, 800 grams. As above.
.................................................................................... Est $150

AUSTRALIA and STATES
1414

1415

1416
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South Australia & Victoria 1R/122R Classic stamps reprinted by Post Office, includes Victoria (18) and South Australia (7) these official reprints offer collectors a chance to fill
spaces of expensive stamps cataloguing up to $6,000 each.
The Victoria have gum which has aged, sometimes showing
toning spots with one being badly toned, South Australia
mostly with no gum on watermarked paper, two key values
are cut into, faulty to very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $250

1418

The following 3 lots were purchased years ago by a collector of perfins
and squared circles. They were represented at that time as untouched
since being put away some 110 years ago. The collector removed
those stamps needed for his collection. The rest is untouched and has
not been searched for plate varieties, 14 dot varieties or I.R. Officials.
The lots are generally fine or better and contain a wealth of readable
cancels. The stamps are both on and off paper. The owner calculated
500 stamps as weighing 38-39 grams.
1412

1417

**/*/ 1913-2001 2-volume collection of mint and used
in Lighthouse albums with slipcases Majority of collection
is mint, early issues being used but these are sparse. High
level of completion from 1936, appears to be never hinged
from 1972 on. We noted #218-221 (*), 365-379 (*). Includes
Australian Antarctic Territory nearly complete. Includes an envelope and binder with duplicates in glassines, both mint and
used including States and postal stationary. etc. Total face
value of mint NH issues is $1,085, and the earlier issues
have a Scott CV of $1,435. A lovely clean collection, overall
VF.
.................................................................................... Est $750

1427



1428

 British Asia/Oceania 49 Postal Stationary Aerogrammes, lot of 49 British middle East, Asia and Oceania
postal stationary aerogrammes, all different, mostly late KGVI
to 1965, almost all unused (includes some folded or partly
folded), fine-very fine.
...................................................................................... Est $50

1429

**/*/ British Colonies Collection of over 475 stamps
from 1939-early 1990s, includes Cocos Islands 1963-1985
with 140 stamps (95% NH); Christmas Islands 1958-1989
with over 225 (90% NH); plus stamps from Great Britain, British Antarctica, Tristan da Cunha, Norfolk Island and Samoa,
fine-very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $634

British Africa 1950-1965 Postal Stationary Aerogrammes, all different and unused, including some unfolded
or partly folded, fine-very fine.
...................................................................................... Est $50

1430

** Channel Islands Prestige Booklets from the late 1990s
Includes Guernsey (4), Jersey (3), Isle of Man (9), plus some
mint stamps. Face value £105.
................................................................................ Scott $465

1431

**/*/ Cocos Islands 1963 (#1) - 1990 Mint collection,
95% complete, mostly never hinged with a few used stamps
in a burgundy Lindner Album with slipcase. Additionally there
are over 100 British Commonwealth stamps (mint and used)
from late 1940s through early 1960s (includes Christmas Island, Pitcairn Island, Norfolk Island, Malta), F-VF.
................................................................................ Scott $510

1432

*/ Cook Islands Collection with over 1,200 different
stamps in 5 black page stockbooks from 1892 through
2001, early issues are mainly mint hinged with 7 used including #37 ( rounded corners). The early stamps are generally
fine or better. A number of them have pencil notations on the
back and some with faults. Stamp after 1968 are mint never
hinged including 199 souvenir sheets. About 90% complete
with some duplications. Four (possibly genuine) 1892 issues
not counted in CV.
............................................................................. Scott $4,308

1433

**/*/ Falkland Islands 1948-1986 Collection of over
235 stamps (90% NH), includes Dependencies (55% complete), all NH, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $942

1434

** Great Britain Prestige Booklets complete 1982-2000,
25 booklets (2 Beatrix Potter), fresh, VF. Face value is £195.
................................................................................ Scott $865

1435

** Guernsey #8/466 1969-1987 NH Collection in stockbook, quite complete for period including #22a-23a, 2 booklets, some duplicates, Alderney #1-36. Overall fresh, mint
never hinged, VF.
................................................................................ Scott $505

1436

*/** Hong Kong #151/477 1937-1986 Commemorative
collection housed in stockbook, apparently complete for period except for 1948 $10 Silver Wedding and souvenir sheets
(offered separately), the 1935 Silver Jubilee and 1967 Lunar
New Year sets are the only hinged items we have noted, with
the balance being lovely fresh and never hinged. A strong collection and perfect basis for further continuation and consistently very fine.
.............................................................................Scott $1,770

1437

*/ India Revenue collection and stock, Queen Victoria (to
20 rupees) to KGV, mostly Queen Victoria, about 200 with duplication, mostly fine with a variety of overprints.
.................................................................................... Est $200

1438

Ireland #1/313 Stock of used in glassines and cards A
good representation of most issues with several examples of
many issues. Useful for dealer stock or to start this country.
Inspect, F-VF.
.............................................................................Scott $1,100

1439

*/** Isle of Man Collection complete to end of 1999 in
Lighthouse Hingeless Album mint hinged and never hinged
collection. All never hinged from 1981 on plus the first Postage Due set is also NH. (Album is over $500 to buy new).
.............................................................................Scott $1,062

1440

** Isle of Man #12/343 1969-1987 NH Collection in stockbook, seems to be complete up to 1987 including #J1-J8.
Overall fresh, mint never hinged, VF.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1441

*/** Jersey Mint collection complete to end of 1999 in
Lighthouse Hingeless Album, mint hinged to end of 1981
except for the German Occupation Issues and the first Postage Due set. Mint never hinged from 1982 on. (Album is over
$500 to buy new).
............................................................................. Scott $1,274

1442

** Jersey #7/425 1969-1987 NH collection, housed in
stockbook, quite complete for period and includes a booklet, postage dues and a few duplicates. All fresh, mint never
hinged, VF.
................................................................................ Scott $385

1443

** New Zealand 1935-1999 Mint NH Collection in 2 blue
binders (hingeless mounts) and a stockbook with a few duplicates. Includes miniature/ souvenir sheets and booklets.
Face value is $1,031 for decimal currency issues.
.................................................................................... Est $600

xLot 1406
1444

*/ New Zealand Collection 1890s - 2001 in 3 hingeless
Lighthouse Albums, over 2,450 different including back of
book (including postal-fiscals), Ross Dependencies and booklets. Mainly used to 1940, mint hinged to 1969 and never
hinged thereafter. Collection is over 90% complete from
1950’s with many souvenir sheets and booklets. Includes
New Zealand Posts’ Millennium Album. Includes envelope
and stockpages with numerous duplicates (both mint and
used) .
............................................................................. Scott $5,625

1445

*/** Nuie Collection from 1902 through 2001, consists of
over 750 stamps and 136 souvenir sheets in 4 black page
stockbooks with slipcases. Early issues are mainly mint
hinged and include 4 used. The collection is over 90% complete with mint never hinged from 1967 on.
............................................................................. Scott $2,247

1446

*/** Penrhyn Collection from 1902 (#1) through 2000, a
clean collection in 3 stockbooks with slipcases. Mint never
hinged from 1973, prior issues and hinged. We note the complete set of 1981 Sailing Ships MNH as well as #38a.
.............................................................................Scott $1,951
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1447

*/** Tokelau Virtually complete collection to 2001 of
mostly MNH, in 2 stockbooks with slipcases. Collection consists of over 280 different stamps plus 31 souvenir sheets
with only 4 hinged (#1-4), 6 duplicates (#110, 178-181 and
186) and 5 missing (#190-194).
................................................................................ Scott $522

1448

Transvaal Postmark Collection of over 300 stamps, predominantly Transvaal. Over 36 towns represented, including
scarcer ones such as Eureka, Pilgrims Rest, Premier Mine,
Lydenburg, Robert’s Heights, Witibank, Zeerust and many
others. Postmarks from larger cities show a variety of different cds cancels, squared cancels. Note also a variety of
numerals, target cancels, inter-provincial usages and other
“odds and ends”. Also includes censored Boer War-era stationary used from Boksburg to Indiana, USA and OHMS parcel
label from Agent-General for Natal to London. An interesting
lot worth further inspection.
.................................................................................... Est $200

1455

UNITED STATES - Postage Lots
1456

** Lot of complete mint sheet in 4 mint sheets files, mostly
from the 6c to 13c era and all different with total face value
of US $401.
...............................................................................Face U$401

1457

**/*/ 10-volume collection in seal albums of mint and
used, from 3c to 32c era includes many issues in plate blocks,
booklet panes, sheets. Also many represented by both mint
and used. The mint mounted in hingeless mounts or photo
corners and appears to be all mint never hinged. Almost complete for period. Total face value of mint is $2,406.
........................................................................... Face U$2,406

1458

** #775/2380 Lot of MNH singles and blocks, in glassines
identified by catalogue number. Many seem to have been
chosen for their VF centering. Owner’s count of face value is
U$126.
...............................................................................Face U$126

1459

** #1897/2464 Transportation Coil Stock in glassines with
many line pairs and plate number strips of 3. Heavy duplication on some issues with up to approximately 100 of some,
mint never hinged, VF.
...............................................................................Face U$270

UNITED STATES
1449

1450

1451

1452

*/** Mint never hinged miniature sheets, plate blocks and
Annual Collections, blue stockbook of plate blocks (definitives and commemoratives from 1975-1994), coils, postage
dues and individual MNH stamps from 1950s and 1960s.
Miniature sheets from 1987-1996 and 9 Annual collection of
Commemoratives (1981-1984).
................................................................................ Scott $700
*/** 1909-1944 Mint accumulation includes both hinged
and never hinged, some duplication after 1935. Overall mixed
condition, some small faults to be expected.
................................................................................ Scott $700
*/ Carton with accumulation of many thousands of used
and mint stamps includes three chocolate boxes of glassines
filled with issues from #551 to #2065 in quantities with backof-the-book and more. Also includes a stockbook filled with
used from 1940s to 1970s. We noted several mint sheets
and other odds and ends. Inspect.
.................................................................................... Est $100
*/ Collection to 1974 mostly used, housed in Harris Liberty Album and a binder with manila stock pages. We note two
Black Jacks, a choice mint #189, used Columbians to 10c
plus 50c, a strip of #K1 Shanghai overprints and a nice selection of early Christmas seals. Also includes 3 stamps identified as mint #10 which are #11A cleaned and regummed.
Owner’s CV over $3,800.
.................................................................................... Est $500

1453

**/*/ Stockbook filled with mint, mostly used Mostly
used up to 1950s, and mint 1960s-1970s. We note #163
(x2) and some early stamps with interesting postmarks, some
perfins and precancels. Many stamps post-1950 are mint
never hinged, including plate blocks, partial sheets. A wonderful stock for the U.S. Specialist.
................................................................................ Scott $945

1454

*/ 1851-1939 Used and Mint collection in Seal Albums,
early issues mostly used, issues after 1933 appears to be
mint hinged. Includes many plate blocks and line pairs. Owner’s catalogue value up to 1917 is $2,794. Many early issues
with small faults. A second album with B.O.B. issues with
a catalogue value of an additional $826 for Airmail issues
only. Inspection is recommended. Overall F-VF. An additional
stockbook and binder includes pre-cancels, postal stationary,
revenues and a few transportation coils.
.................................................................... Brookman $3,590
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*/ #14/297 Remainder lot of 11 stamps, mint hinged includes #287, 288, 296, 297, a few small faults, mostly fine
and used includes #14 (2), 18, 115, 116, 261 and 292 (valued as cheapest).
............................................................................. Scott $3,420

FRANCE and COLONIES
1460

*/** French Colonies Collection/stock of approximately
5,000 stamps on stock pages in binder, appears to be all
mint, with both hinged and never hinged. A large number of
stamps with topical interest, F-VF. Worth inspection.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1461

Collection of pre-1940 used, on stock cards with a few duplicates. We note #133-137, 254A (2), B2 (mint hinged), B29,
as well as 7 classics. Owner’s CV $821 is pre-2009, hence
current CV is probably over $1,000. A few faulty but mostly
F-VF.
................................................................................ Scott $821

1462

*/ Mint and used collection in 4 stockbooks, mint contains mostly never hinged and ranges between the 1940s
and 1980s. Scott CV for this $510. Also one stockbook of
postal history containing mostly FDCs and also a few earlier
items. The used contains a wealth of nice issues from #15
to modern. The bulk is in the earlier material with specialized studies of the Napoleon, Peace and Commerce, Sower
and such with several of each, varieties and cancels. Inspect.
Overall F-VF.
.................................................................................... Est $500

1463

**/*/ 1862-1983 Collection in Schaubek album containing mint and used stamps predominantly mint from 1960s
on. The mint issues in that era are in black mounts and never
hinged. Some better such as #257 (NH), 300c (used), B24B26 (NH).
.................................................................................... Est $250

1464

**/*/ 1920s-1980s Collection of mint and used with
FDCs in 3 binders, quantity of mostly used and mint large
Paintings, both hinged and never hinged and includes a few
better such as #308 hinged and #348 MNH. FDCs are mostly
official with some silks. Inspect. F-VF.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1465

*/** #13/1116 Comprehensive collection of mint in new
Lighthouse stockbook, better than average collection neatly
organized by regular issues, then “Bs” and ending with airmail and precancelled (the latter not counted in catalogue
value). Several better issues noted including the following
mint hinged #64, 68, 132, 300c, 348, B43, B66-B67, C1C2 and C27 mint NH. Majority are hinged but we note some
higher values never hinged. There is some minor duplication
in this collection with up to 3 copies of some issues. Strength
is in early issues. Condition is VF and fresh throughout.
...........................................................................Scott $10,052

1466

** #165/B89A Small selection of mint never hinged including better such as #300c, 315-320 set, B53, B83, C8-C13 (3f
is hinged and catalogued as such). A nice selection with high
catalogue value, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $994

1467

**/*/ Alsace and Lorraine 1c-25c lot of mint and used
in quantities, with between 7 and 10 of each of the 7 values; with 40 stamps described by owner as being “reprints”
which all have their “burlage renversé” and are all “mint”. The
other 16 stamps with “burelage droit” are mostly used with
some nice dated cancels included. A nice opportunity for the
specialist to obtain these in quantity. Small faults, otherwise
F-VF.
.................................................................................... Est $300

1468

E/P French Colonies Lot of 137 Die Proofs, with a few duplicates and many are on Die Sunk Cards. All are on card
stock and of topical subjects such as birds, art, flora & fauna,
stamps on stamps and more. A great lot for the collector or
eBay dealer. VF.
.................................................................................... Est $350

1473

**/*/ An extensive and valuable collection in 20 volumes, a stock book and binder to 1933 contains no rarities
(we noted one with a CV of $55) but the Germania and other
issues look promising for varieties with duplicates filling the
mounts. The Third Reich is in an old style Lindner binder with
a mix of used and hinged. A Lighthouse album contains apparently complete Federal Republic 1949-1990 used with
nice quality. Later issues are in other binders. The mint (but
also used) 1945-1970 are in two Safe Albums. Berlin is found
in a Safe, then a Lindner album. It is scattered in early issues
with mix of used and mint, then mint. D.D.R. to 1970 is in 3
Safe Albums with much NH, later issues are CTO in continuing
album. WWII Occupation issues are reasonably complete in a
Safe album. Seven binders contain Post Office First Day Ersttagsblatt from 1975 to 2000 plus used stamps. Owner’s partially catalogued this lot with 2004 Scott at over $12,000.
.................................................................................Est $2,000

1474

 Post-1990 Germany and Ukraine covers, carton of mostly personal correspondence from Germany, Ukraine and some
Poland. Some Soviet-era Ukraine included. Many colourful
covers, some with early post-soviet Ukraine overprints on the
stamps. A postcard selection of mostly Europe included, finevery fine.
.................................................................................... Est $200

1475

 1936-1940 Collection of postal history, with 10 items
including better such as two Zeppelin flights (one to New York
and one to Luxembourg), some airmail, commemorative,
postcard. All written up on pages. Inspect. F-VF.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1476

Berlin 1948-1989 Used Collection, in stock book, organized and catalogued by owner. Appears fairly complete including definitives sets. We note #9N35-9N41, 9N61-9N63,
9N75-9N79, 9N516-9N532, 9NB4-9NB5, 9NB8-9NB11.
Owner’s CV €3,840.
...........................................................................Michel €3,840

1477

D.D.R. 1949-1972 Collection of used, housed in stockbook, organized and catalogued by owner. Appears fairly complete for period. We note #58-67. 82-84, 122/136 (missing
#129). Owner’s CV €1,098+.
...........................................................................Michel €1,098

1478

D.D.R. 1949-1972 Collection of used, housed in stockbook, organized and catalogued by owner. Appears fairly complete for period. Also includes a few pages of mint Occupation
stamps.
...................................................................................... Est $50

1479

German Occupations & Offices Collection of used in
stockbook, includes Baden, Rheinland, Wurttemberg, Bayern, Saar, Offices in Turkey, China, etc. and General Government Officials. All neatly labeled in stockbook. We note the
following (Scott Nos.) #557-577, 5N28/5N40, 5N41, 5NB125NB14, 6NB1-6NB2, 8N28-8N37. Owners CV €2,121.
...........................................................................Michel €2,121

1480

Germany 1948-1990 Used collection with many high
cataloguing sets, housed in stock book, neatly organized
and catalogued by owner. We noted many high cataloguing
stamps and sets such as #B310-B313, B314-B315, B316B317, B318-B319, B320-B323, B327-B330, B334-B337 to
name a few. (Scott CV for these sets alone is $734). These
high value semi-postals have mixed favour and commercial
postmarks. Includes a few duplicates. Inspection recommended. Owner’s CV €2,947.
...........................................................................Michel €2,947

GERMANY and COLONIES
1469

**/*/ 1872-1951 Mint and used collection in a wellfilled Scott Specialty Album, with strength in issues from
1930s, especially semi-postals with many sets including
#B59-B67 (no gum), B69-B89 with B79-B81 NH, B93-B101
NH, B134-B136 NH, B144 NH. F-VF.
.............................................................................Scott $1,650

1470

**/*/ Germany/Austria accumulation of several thousand stamps, in 2 3-ring binders. German stamps range
from 1872 (#5) through 1999 including B.O.B. issues. Very
few D.D.R. Austria collection ranges from 1850 (#3) through
1999 including B.O.B. mixed mint and used, all hinged. No
duplication.
.................................................................................... Est $200

1471

1472

**/*/ Collection of WWII German Occupation with used,
mint (hinged and NH), a few blocks and a cover on pages in
binder. Includes German occupation, Occupied Poland (catalogues $240), Polish Armed Forces, Bohemia and Movaria
and Plebisites. Inspect.
.................................................................................... Est $150
**/*/ 1936-modern collection of Germany on pages, in
3 binders. One includes WWII era with neatly written up pages
which shows most issues in mint and used. With better souvenir sheets such as #B104 (NH) and B106 (hinged) (these
2 alone catalogue $225). Second binder is full of Federal
Republic with semi-postals and third binder contains States,
semi-postals, Allied Occupation, French Zone, Soviet Zone,
Berlin, Republic and Empire. Inspect, F-VF.
.................................................................................... Est $400
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1481

1482

1483

1484

Germany 1977-1998 Collection of used definitives, commemoratives and vending machine stamps, organized and
catalogued by owner. Appears to be fairly complete for period covered, with complete sets, a few booklets and souvenir
sheets. Owner’s CV €1,644. Generally fine, many with first day
postmarks.
.......................................................................... Michel €1,644
Germany 1872-1945 Used collection, housed in stockbook, organized and catalogued by owner. Appears to be
mainly definitives, includes some duplicates. Unchecked
by us for varieties, with a few later than 1945. Owner’s CV
€3,141.
...........................................................................Michel €3,141
**/*/ Germany, Berlin Four large binders filled with Germany and Berlin, balance of collection, two binders are organized and catalogued by owner, one with souvenir sheets and
covers, the other two binders contain stamps, sets and collectors duplicates. High catalogue value. Well worth inspection.
Owner’s CV for the two binders only is €2,457 with significant
value in 2 other binders.
.................................................................................... Est $750
**/*/ Germany/Berlin 1935-1990 Collection of 700
stamps (over 90% are NH), consists of German and Berlin
stamps (majority are semi-postals) in a springback hingeless
album with slipcase. The stamps are in complete sets arranged thematically . We note 1935 (F-VF NH) set of regional
costumes, 1935/1936 Olympic sets (*), The Brown Ribbons
racing series (1936-1944) and the three Freedom Bell sets
(first 2 NH, third *), fine-very fine.
.............................................................................Scott $1,782

1490

Shoebox of WW in glassines from QV to KGVI era An oldtime accumulation which looks unchecked for cancels and
varieties. Strength in Great Britain and Canada. Inspect.
...................................................................................... Est $50

1491

Carton of fun for the Worldwide Collector, with 200+
packets of stamps in glassines sorted by countries, two boxes
of worldwide on/off paper and a stockbook of Canada that includes a few dozen pre-cancels, many post-1990 issues with
cds postmarks.
.................................................................................... Est $300

1492

Large carton containing 8kg of worldwide, an older accumulation which contains mostly on-paper 1890s to 1970 with
majority being 1920-1950s. 75% Canada with several other
countries noted. Many good cancels, fine-very fine, inspect.
Buyer to collect from premises.
...................................................................................... Est $75

1493

Bankers Box containing 6kg of worldwide on and off-paper, looks to be mostly definitives. Noted a few higher values,
roughly 1960s to 1980s. Inspect. Buyer to collect from premises.
...................................................................................... Est $50

1494

Bankers Box containing 8kg of worldwide on and off paper, majority are definitives and about ¾ are Canadian from
the 1980. A good selection of worldwide countries noted, finevery fine. Buyer to collect from premises.
...................................................................................... Est $50

1495

Collection of worldwide perfins, neatly organized in stock
book, good representation of Canada, USA and Great Britain,
F-VF.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1496

*/ Worldwide collection of used and mint hinged from
1840 to about 1935, in two “Imperial Postage Stamp Albums”, 5th edition, 1885 by E.S. Gibbons. These albums
have brass lockets (one is broken) and gold gilding and are
quite ornate. Volume 1 contains Europe and Asia and Volume
2 contains Africa, America and Oceania. There are many well
represented countries throughout. These albums have been
family-owned and passed down since 1885. Inspect for sleepers among the hundreds of common stamps.
.................................................................................... Est $400

1497

*/ Small carton with remainder lot of worldwide stamps
in envelopes, a Lighthouse stockbook, and a few stamp albums. Also a “Dominion of Canada Stamp Album” with pages
to 1995 with very few stamps. Stamps in envelopes range
from early Canada used to mint US blocks and worldwide. Inspect.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1498

*/ Collection of cut squares in 1909 Schaubek Album,
profusely illustrated for postal stationary and postal card cut
squares. Over 1,250 mint and used items with strength in
USA (105 items) and Europe (542 items), especially German
States. USA alone catalogues $340 in 2008 Scott. A very nice
collection not often seen! F-VF.
.................................................................................... Est $200

1499

*/ Dealers stock in “102” cards housed in binder of early
foreign. Previous owners catalogue value is $3,861 (which
is several years old). We note early France, German States,
Greece, Scandinavia. Overall condition is average to fine.
Some misidentifications or forgeries but inspection should be
rewarding.
............................................................................. Scott $3,861

WORLDWIDE
1485

** Binder with mint NH sets and souvenir sheets, a total
of 38 sets and souvenir sheets. We note better such as Germany #691, B146, B331, Berlin #9N108-9N110, Libya #153167, Monaco #365, 1073-1081, 1448-1456, Nordic Swans.
All issues are mint never hinged, overall F-VF.
................................................................................ Scott $738

1486

** 1965 International Telecommunications Union Centenary Collection, consists of over 300 mint never hinged
stamps and souvenir sheets in a special Official ITU edition
album with slipcase, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $795

1487

1488

1489
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** 100’s of complete sets, mostly complete sets and souvenir sheets, nicely packaged in glassines in boxes filling a carton. Catalogue number and prices marked by previous owner.
Mostly sports and Olympic themes, with some Disney. All
fresh new issue never hinged quality. Previous owner marked
catalogue value of €7,226 with one box with an additional CV
of 1,660DM.
................................................................................. Est €7,226
Carton full of worldwide stamps and postal history.
Stamps are mostly on piece in large bags and envelopes.
Most of the covers are from one correspondence and range
from the 1980s and 1990s. Also a group of unused Canadian
advertising postcards from 1886 (about 60). Inspect. Well
worth our estimate.
...................................................................................... Est $50
Large biscuit tin of Worldwide off-paper stamps Owner
states over 31,000 stamps, QV to modern. Hours of sorting
fun.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1500

1501

*/ Collectors Accumulation of over 7,000 worldwide
mint, never hinged and hinged and used stamps. Includes
5 stockbooks of interesting, clean, carefully selected stamps
including MNH corner blocks of Barbados (#640/657) and
1992 British Virgin Islands 500th Anniversary of Columbus (#747-756), Jamaican 1980’s souvenir sheets, annual
commemorative collections from Great Britain and France
(1980s). Former French and British colonies are well represented, plus a small box of duplicates in glassine envelopes.
.................................................................................Est $1,000
*/ Thousands of mint never hinged, hinged and used
stamps. Carton containing 2 stockbooks of Sir Rowland Hill
Commemoratives (53 sets, 111 S/S MNH), a stockbook of
QEII 25th Anniversary (23 sets, 74 S/S MNH), a stockbook of
British Commonwealth, envelopes, file folders of sheets, souvenir sheets, FDCs, booklets (mainly British Commonwealth)
and a stockbook of Samoa (55 stamps, MNH after 1970). Lot
also includes 4-drawer metal index card holder containing
glassine envelopes of Great Britain and Worldwide including
Biafra and Transvaal.
.................................................................................... Est $300

xLot 1502
1502

*/ Scott Internationals 52 volume Worldwide Collection
A lifetime worldwide collection 1840-2002 in 50 Scott Internationals, 2 Minkus Albums, and a stockbook (Russia to 1971
and Colombia, Panama) The collection is intact as received
and the quantity of stamps per volume varies widely. The
early classics of the 1840-1890 period are often faulty but
the period best represented from George VI through earlier
QEII is generally fine. Most stamps are used and most of the
mint are hinged, although there are mint NH complete sets.
Strongest in Canada, followed by U.S.A. and Great Britain.
There are pleasant surprises scattered throughout. Inspect
at least 6-10 volumes as the strength varies from volume to
volume. The albums and pages are arranged by country and
would cost more than our estimate if purchased new. Also
included with this lot is one carton of duplicates or stamps
ready to put in the albums, thousands of used glassines, the
2003 Scott International Supplement and a set of 2003 Scott
catalogues.
.................................................................................Est $5,000

1503

*/ Lot of mostly used U.S.A. but with Canada and Worldwide Includes mint U.S.A. singles between 1930s and 1970s,
a used U.S.A. collection on pages from 19th century to the
1930s, unchecked for potential better issues. Also includes
U.S.A and Canada FDCs, Canada postage lot (Face $43) and
a worldwide envelope of mint, including France #311-312. Inspection will be rewarding. F-VF.
.................................................................................... Est $200

1504

*/ Collection of 76 Denmark Revenue stamps Majority
are used and wide variety of subjects including several railway and transportation. Not often seen.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1505

**/*/ Large carton and shoebox filled with interesting
worldwide mint and used Mostly in glassines by country and
issue with many being European countries but also Philippines, Canada and many Asian countries. Includes folders
containing country collections. Huge catalogue value and inspection will definitely be rewarded.
.................................................................................... Est $500

1506

**/*/ Collection in 17 Minkus Global Albums, thousands
of used and mint mainly hinged ranging from 1860s through
1990s with good representation from South America and European countries and their colonies. Canada is not included,
although pre-confederation provinces are. Collection is intact
as received. Must be seen to be appreciated.
.................................................................................Est $1,700

1507

**/*/ Eclectic foreign lot, over 100 Iran huge catalogue
value but likely forgeries, several dozen Tanna Tuva and a few
dozen British Commonwealth revenues. Owner’s estimate of
$4,200 is on the high side in our opinion. Inspect.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1508

**/*/ Worldwide Box Lot, four cartons with one box on
paper worldwide, 20 stockbooks of a wonderful assortment
of worldwide stamps, nicely sorted by country and year of issue; mostly used. We note stockbooks of Cambodia, Laos,
Belgium, Greece, Mongolia, Turkey, French Colonies, United
Nations and Trucial States. Inspect.
.................................................................................... Est $500

1509

**/*/ Iran, Paraguay, Togo and other countries, in 2
stockbooks and a 3-ring binder. Iran collection ranges from
1885-1949. A mixture used and mint hinged including B.O.B.
Paraguay ranges from 1881 through 1984, a mixture of used,
mint hinged and never hinged, other countries include China,
Mongolia, more South American countries. Some duplication.
.................................................................................... Est $200

1510

*/ Worldwide in large old ledger, collection mostly from
about 1900 to mid-1940s on ledger pages. We noted some
mint Canada (1898 Maps, 1927-1930 values to 20c). Hundreds of stamps, intact as collected, generally fine with good
colour. Inspect.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1511

**/*/ Eclectic Remainder Lot in carton, including used
classic Belgium issues (#2, 6, 7, 8, 11, 12 with close cut
margins, Scott CV $272). Argentinean Telegraph stamps as
well as low value used classic Rivadovia and Belgravo issues
(1890s); classic U.S.A. 1c Franklin and 2c Washingtons; Netherlands International Court of Justice (99% complete Scott CV
$175); Finland Lion definitives (1917-1952); Australian Year
Books (1981-1983); 1937-1938 Manchukuo and Armenian
1919 overprints plus a metal index box of used worldwide
stamps.
.................................................................................... Est $150
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1512

*/ Old time album, with hundreds of stamps. We noted 5
Alberta Law Stamps and a faulty Penny Black. Apparently all
pre-1940. Typically average to fine and mostly used. Inspect.
...................................................................................... Est $50

1513

**/*/ Carton containing 3-ring binders, stockbooks,
Owner notes United Nations “higher value foreign, topicals
(nudes), U.S.A., Channel Islands. Well worth a look.
.................................................................................... Est $250

1514

**/*/ Worldwide Box lot, in one carton, 4 albums, 8 stockbooks and two collections. We note a German States collection, a good selection of British Commonwealth with emphasis on India, Burma, Pakistan and Kuwait. Lovely stockbook
filled with Australia and Territories, 1893 Lincoln Album with
over 1,000 stamps, 1920s Victory Album with 3,000-4,000
stamps, etc. Inspect.
.................................................................................... Est $300

1515

**/*/ Collection in Harris Statesman Deluxe Album, consisting of hundreds of mostly hinged stamps.
...................................................................................... Est $50

1516

*/ 2 kilograms (4.5 lbs) off paper, a great mix of primarily
older stamps, with moderate duplication (usually heavy duplication is found), generally fine.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1517

*/ Old-time homemade album with approximately 200
well-filled pages in a fat springback binder with stamps to the
mid-1950s but mostly earlier. A decent representation from
Latin America and strongest countries being USA #240, 291,
292, O83 (fresh with o.g.), Great Britain. Generally fine. A
genuine unpicked collection.
.................................................................................Est $1,000

1518

Carton of Great Britain, Germany (East) and miscellaneous
other countries. Great Britain consists of over 2,500 MNH
stamps in 2 stockbooks mainly QEII, plus over 20 presentation booklets/souvenir sheets and a small box of duplicates.
The East German stamps (approx. 2,000) are off-paper in envelopes. There are also a couple of small boxes of worldwide
and Australian plus mounted topicals (mainly animals and
flowers). Canadian consists of clipped Post Cards/envelopes,
stamps and officials plus 50 pre-paid postcards.
.................................................................................... Est $300

1519

1520

1521

1522
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Carton full of worldwide stamps in stock books and albums, mostly European countries especially Germany including States, Austria (#354-373), Portugal (#602a, stamps NH),
Great Britain, Russia, Faroes, topicals and also Australia, New
Zealand, postal history. Worth inspecting.
.................................................................................... Est $300
Worldwide and Canada, “Etiquettes” and Post Marks in a
carton consisting of several thousand items. Buyer to collect
from premises.
.................................................................................... Est $100
*/ Five old albums of worldwide stamps includes a Scott
1897 International Album with hundreds of stamps; a 1940
Scott brimming with stamps and an accumulation of KGV and
KGVI issues (hinged) including the 1937 Coronation set of the
British Commonwealth. Plus 3 binders of collectors Canadian
duplicates.
.................................................................................... Est $300
Austria Used collection in large binder, neatly labeled with
date of issue, catalogue No. (Michel) and CV. Includes many
sets and souvenir sheets. Owner’s Michel CV €654+, plus an
additional catalogue value of DM 1,924.
.................................................................................... Est $200

1523

**/*/ Austria 1910-1989 Collection of 1,000 stamps,
approximately 90% MNH, in two green Lighthouse hingeless
albums with slipcases, over 95% complete after 1934. Majority of collection is never hinged with hinged mainly pre-1935.
Includes B.O.B. issues plus 1919 Czechoslovakia semi-postals and 1920 Airpost stamps and 1979/1980 UN Offices in
Vienna. A few duplicates, F-VF.
............................................................................. Scott $3,572

1524

**/*/ Austria 1867-1987 Mint and Used collection in
Schaubek Album, fairly complete from 1970s on, with early
issues used and hinged, appears to be never hinged after
1973, F-VF.
................................................................................ Scott $600

1525

*/ Belgian Congo/Congo Democratic Republic 18861971 Collection, neatly organized on manila stockpages.
Most are postally used, with some mint. A good selection for
postmarks and cancels. Owner’s CV $900.
.............................................................................Owners $900

1526

**/*/ Belgium 1865-Modern collection of mint and
used in mounts on pages Owner states over 1,100 stamps.
includes sets, precancels, semi-postals and more. A nice
starter collection with potential for better items. Inspect.
F-VF.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1527

**/*/ Belgium 1869-1983 Mint and used collection in
Schaubek Album, fairly complete 1940 on, with early issues
used and mint hinged, appears to be mint never hinged 1974
on, nearly complete souvenir sheets 1937-1982, all MNH
(most with marks from corner mounts). We note #121 used,
B25-B27 (*, B27 used), B30 used, and the following NH souvenir sheet #B303, B304, B315, B316. A great collection for
continuation, F-VF.
............................................................................. Scott $2,482

1528

*/ Belgium Collection of over 375 stamps ranging from
1849 (#1) through to early 1950s, includes #1, 2 (tight margins), 23 (good margins), 25b and 117. Also includes complete sets of the first Railway stamps and other B.O.B. (approx. 100). Condition F-VF with few duplicates.
................................................................................ Scott $985

1529

Belgium #6/12 Lot of early imperforates, including #6
(2), 7 (2), 10 (2), 11 (3) and 12 , mostly 4 margins, fine.
................................................................................ Scott $158

1530

**/*/ Bulgaria 1882-1987 2-volume collection in
Schaubek Albums, early issues are used and mint hinged,
appears to be never hinged after 1973. We note #253-258
(*), 259-264 (*), 567-569 NH, 843a NH, 1029 imperf (NH).
Almost complete in later issues, F-VF.
.............................................................................Scott $1,988

1531

**/*/ Czechoslovakia 1918-1986 Clean collection of
mint and used in bulging Schaubek Album with mix of used
and hinged up to 1958, approximately 90% hinged, rest NH
1957-1973 and appears to be all NH from 1974 on. Collection includes Eastern Silesia and Slovakia 1939-1945 used
and mint hinged (CV $286), F-VF.
............................................................................. Scott $3,161

1532

**/*/ Denmark, Greenland, Faroe Islands 1875-1955
Collection of mint and used on Schaubek pages, fairly complete from 1933, early issues mainly used and hinged, 19561973 hinged and NH after 1973. Collection also includes
Greenland 1938-1986, early used and mint hinged, NH after
1973 and Faroe Islands 1975-1986 all mint never hinged.
Overall clean, F-VF.
.............................................................................Scott $1,652

1533

*/ Egypt Small collection ranging from 1866 through
1958, consists of 85 stamps of which 85% are pre-WWII.
Owner’s catalogue does not include several damaged stamps,
a few duplicates.
................................................................................ Scott $575

1543

**/*/ Israel 1948 (#1) to 1986, in Schaubek Album of
over 1,000 stamps with majority mint never hinged after
1971 and hinged from 1951-1971. Virtually all with tabs. Souvenir and miniature sheets plus B.O.B issues.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1534

*/ Egypt British Forces in Egypt collection of approximately 80 stamps and four covers written up on album pages. Covers with faults, stamps generally fine (these were priced at
about $450). Worth inspection.
.................................................................................... Est $200

1544



1535

** French Southern & Antarctic Territories Collection of NH
on Hagner pages Includes good singles, pairs, sheet margins
and strips, includes #21 and #33 imperforate included in
catalogue as regular, VF.
................................................................................ Scott $275

1545

 Israel 1954-1985 Airmail First Flight Covers, to or from

1536

*/ Greece 1880-2003 Collection of mint and used in
mounts on pages Owner states approximately 950 stamps.
Includes back of the book, occupation and colonies. A nice
starter collection worthy of augmenting. F-VF.
...................................................................................... Est $50

1537

*/ Greece 1861 (#1) through late 1950s Collection, good
selection of Classics (a few have faults - not valued) includes
#1 (cut close, just touching the bottom, sound), 2, 3, and 7
(small thin), 11, 13, and 14 (these Hermes Head Classics), as
identified by owner are sound with narrow margins Approximately 245 stamps including B.O.B.
............................................................................. Scott $2,580

1538

Hungary Collection of used stamps from 1871 (#2) to
1959, over 550 stamps with approximately 50% pre-1945 on
3 stock pages. Classics are generally VG-fine. 1871 litho #2,
5, 6 (short perf UL) and 30a (sound, well centered). Also 7
high value fillers not counted. Owner’s CV $1,800.
.............................................................................Scott $1,800

1539

**/*/ Hungary 1972-1987 Comprehensive collection of
mint and used in Schaubek album, quite complete for period including B.O.B., miniature sheets and souvenir sheets.
Mixed CTOs (not included in CV) and NH sets to 1975, then
mainly mint never hinged 1975-1987, F-VF.
................................................................................ Scott $950

1540

**/*/ Hungary 1874-1972 Comprehensive collection in
Schaubek Album, mint hinged and used from 1913-1959,
including early semi-postals and airmails, 159-1972 issues
are mint NH and hinged with most of the used with CTOs
(not counted in CV). Includes 103 mini sheets or souvenir
sheets we note #486 used and mint, B190A-B190D, C95,
CB1-CB1C, CB14 (condition varies with hinged and NH, some
with photo corner marks). B.O.B. section includes Occupation
issues, which are not included in total CV (would catalogue
$2,500 if genuine). A clean collection, F-VF.
............................................................................. Scott $2,920

1541

**/*/ Hungary Cigar box with thousands of mint and
used, owner states #1/2500 with a high degree of completion, grouped in glassines. Includes used and mint, both
hinged and never hinged, fine-very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $200

1542

**/*/ Iceland 1876-1990 Collection in hingeless
Schaubek Album early issues are mainly used (ie #14, 49)
used, with increasingly more mint to late 1940s with the majority mint thereafter. Includes 1952 Parliament Buildings
(used and mint) and 1930 Airmail set (hinged). Collection is
over 80% complete to 1990.
............................................................................. Scott $3,906

Israel 1949-1960 24 tab covers, mostly FDC and all
but two different, including Bale #10c on philatelic cover (CV
$50), #10a-12a, #31 FDC ($55), #40 FDCS (2 CV $75 each),
#48 FDC ($65), fine-very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $150

Israel, including helicopter, special pilgrim, registered, finevery fine.
...................................................................................... Est $75
1546

*/ Latvia #1/CB20 Collection on pages and stock sheets,
mint lightly hinged collection on Schaubek pages, reasonably
complete in full sets, some of the corresponding imperf sets
on stock sheets, also collateral material post WWII and extras
eg. marginal block of 17 of #1. Generally fine-very fine. A very
worthwhile starting collection.
.................................................................................... Est $400

LITHUANIA Lots #1547-1551
1547

* Lithuania Collection in Zenklu Album, basic mint collection which is virtually complete, with lots of extras not catalogued by Scott including major misperfs, imperf between,
overprints, postal stationary, overprints on Russia, flown covers, collateral material. Basic Scott exceeds $3,200, generally fine-very fine, includes some NH.
............................................................................. Scott $3,200

1548

Lithuania Duplicates on stock cards, collector’s duplicates, many complete sets, mostly use, all on stock cards,
some not listed by Scott, fine or better.
.................................................................................... Est $200

xLot 1549
1549

**/*/ Lithuania Superior Collection of locals, occupations, includes 1919 Raseiniai (1), 1920 Gardinas (set of
8 on 8 pieces with full postmark Scott #L1-L8), 1941 overprints on Russian stamps with Panevezys 3rd in green NH,
4th in red NH, 5th in lilac (*/NH) plus 5k used in red and
lilac. Raseiniai (26 with varieties, 4 se-tenant pairs, all NH),
Telsiai (9 all NH), Vilnius (9 all NH), 1933 Airmails overprinted
(Scott footnote C62), Displaced Persons Camps at Augsburg
(11), Detmold Boy Scouts (5), Postal Workers, Red Cross in
Merbeck (singles, overprints, imperf s/s) plus dozens of other
items. Inspect. 10 of the 30 pages can be viewed on web.
.................................................................................Est $2,000

1550

*/ Lithuania Schaubek pages plus Central Lithuania,
Central Lithuania essentially complete except 1920 overprint
set, plus a few scattered Lithuania including imperf between
and imperf pairs and early used. Inspect. Generally fine-very
fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100
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1551

Lithuania Five binders of Post-1945 covers, labels and collateral material includes over 350 covers and postcards,
over 45 labels (sheets (23) and individual) and two philatelic
books. A fascinating and comprehensive lot of collateral material filling a carton.
.................................................................................... Est $300

1559

*/ Netherlands 1852 (#1) to 1960 Collection, condition
varies from VG to fine with several early Classics having been
mended. Includes #11 (rounded LL corner), 12, 20, 22, and
50. Over 400 stamps with few duplicates including B.O.B. and
colonies.
.............................................................................Scott $1,125

1552

*/** Luxembourg 1882-1971 Collection (mostly never
hinged), in a Scott Specialty Album. Early issues not counted,
hinged 1916-1950s and never hinged 1920s to 1971. Includes B.O.B. issues and a large glassine of uncounted mints,
fine-very fine.
.............................................................................Scott $2,442

1560

**/*/ Netherlands 1870s-1970s Collection, on Scott
Specialty Album pages in an envelope. Early issues are used
(to early 1950s), mint hinged (early 1940s-late 1950s) and
never hinged (mid 1940s-1970). Includes B.O.B, fine-very
fine.
.............................................................................Scott $1,185

1553

*/ Luxembourg Small collection ranging from 1867 to
1958, consists of over 160 stamps of which approximately
half are pre-WWII. We note #13 is soiled, while the 1882 set
of Industry and Commerce is almost complete (missing #55)
with #59 mint. The 1891-1893 Grand Duke Adolphe is complete with #68 and 69 being mint. Contains a few duplicates.
................................................................................ Scott $411

1561

** Norway Accumulation of nine Year Books from
1981/1995, plus a selection from 1984-1989 also in a hingeless folder. Additionally a 1994 Olympic Games Commemorative Album and 1991 Icelandic Year Book.
................................................................................ Scott $945

1562

Norway 1872-1991 Collection of over 1,050 used stamp,
mounted on pages in a 3-ring binder including B.O.B. issues.
Some duplicates.
................................................................................ Scott $501

1563

**/*/ Norway 1856-1984 Collection in hingeless
Schaubek Album, early issues are F-VF, #1 has tight margins,
cancellations on many are clear dated and S.O.N. Collection is
almost 70% complete to 1984 with mainly used to WWI, used
and mint through WWII and mint thereafter, including never
hinged. Includes some FDCs, souvenir sheets and B.O.B.
............................................................................. Scott $3,787

1564

**/*/ Norway 1882-1987 Mint and used collection on
Schaubek pages, early issues are used and mint hinged up
to 1973, appears to be mint never hinged 1974-1987. We
noted the following used #111-114, 207-217, 219 and the
following mint hinged #104-110, 246, 340-342, 408-412,
B24, B54-B56. Overall nice collection, F-VF.
.............................................................................Scott $1,809

1565

*/ Norway, Czechoslovakia Collector’s remnants, consists of over 90 stamps from Norway 1926-1955 including
B.O.B. and over 230 Czechoslovakia stamps from 1918 (#1)
through 1948 (majority are pre-WWII) including B.O.B. issues.
Includes duplicates. Owner’s CV over $120.
.................................................................................... Est $120

1566

**/*/ Poland 1918-1987 Massive collection of thousands in 2 Schaubek Albums mostly in complete sets, used
up to 1960, mint hinged 1960-1975 and never hinged 19751987. Includes many stamps with attached labels, imperfs,
sheetlets including many footnoted but unpriced issues in
Scott such as #1046-1048 souvenir sheets (CV $150). We
note used #566-571, mint #B11-B14, B41 perf and imperf,
#3K1-3K20 and many NH souvenir sheets including #314316, 412a, 1186-1187, 1263-1264, B31, B35, CB1. A lovely
clean collection.
............................................................................. Scott $4,200

1567

Portugal Used accumulation in glassines, of approximately 10,000 stamps mostly early to mid-1900s, includes duplicates, unpicked for cancels, fine-very fine.
...................................................................................... Est $50

1568

 Portugal & Colonies 1950-1970 Postal Stationary Aerogrammes, lot of 54 including unused (some unfolded and
CTO). Seldom seen, fine-very fine.
...................................................................................... Est $50

1554

1555

** Macedonia #1/178 Collection of mint never hinged
blocks and souvenir sheet Consists of 47 blocks of 4 and 50
souvenir sheets, of which 27 are imperforate. Includes #62A.
VF.
...................................................................................... Est $50
* Memel Collection on “Meskonis” pages, a complete collection by major Scott numbers except N83-N86 (offered
separately) and #C18. Also some varieties and post WWII
overprints celebrating freedom. All in mounts with some NH
but generally fine-very fine lightly hinged.
.............................................................................Scott $1,191

xLot 1556
1556

*/ Monaco Small collection (40) of mainly classical
stamps, ranging from 1885 (#1) through 1959. Includes
#1-7 used, 8 is unused with no gum, ink number on back,
9 mint hinged (thinned, with top left corner damaged and a
pencil notation on the back), 27 used. Includes duplicates
and a 1894 Post Card not valued.
............................................................................. Scott $5,176

1557

**/*/ Monaco/Vatican 1948-1976 Collection of over
530 stamps (40% Monaco), in a spring-back hingeless album with slipcase. Over 95% of stamps are mint NH. Monaco
stamps are in complete sets arranged thematically while the
Vatican stamps are chronological. Includes B.O.B. issues.
80% of value is attributable to Monaco. A few duplicates. We
note the 1948 Francois J. Bosio set is mint hinged (#211 has
adherence on gum) and that collection includes Die Proofs for
the Airmail issues (not valued) are included, fine-very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $705

1558
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**/*/ Netherlands 1872-1981 Collection in Schaubek
Album, mint and used with issues up to 1964 being mint
hinged and used, 1965-1972 are mint hinged, 1973 on appears to be mint never hinged. Fairly complete 1935 on. Includes souvenir/miniature sheets and booklets. Also includes
Netherlands Indies (used), New Guinea (used), Antilles (used),
Surinam (**/*) and Indonesia, overall F-VF.
.............................................................................Scott $1,843

1569

*/Revenues Collection of worldwide Revenue stamps in
stockbook includes passport, telegraph, tobacco, sugar and
a wealth of other topics. Owner states 735 stamps. A very
nice collection which must have taken a lifetime to assemble.
Overall F-VF.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1570

Revenues 1886 to 1958 48 Early WW Revenue documents
A very colourful lot including 13 from Cyprus, also noted Ecuador, New Zealand, Egypt, British Columbia and may more.
Inspect, a nice clean lot.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1571

Roman States Collection of 27 stamps from 1852 (#1)
through 1868. Comprehensive for the era and catalogued
by owner. CV does not includes a few damaged spacefillers,
includes #6a VF on cover. Condition varies but generally fine.
Not included in CV is an apparently genuine but faulty #10
(CV $1,800).
.............................................................................Scott $1,426

1572

**/*/ Romania 1879-1987 Impressive collection of
thousands in 2 well-filled Schaubek Albums includes used,
mint never hinged but majority of value is in mint hinged
sets, souvenir sheets, sheetlets. We note #186-206, 856859, 1952 surcharges, 1082-1093 perf and imperf, B1-B20,
B40, B276-B278 sheetlets, B289a, B292-B303, B314-B317,
C57a, C57 overprint, C71, C239a, and many more $10-$100
items. A lovely clean collection, F-VF.
.............................................................................Scott $6,150

1573

*/ Russia 1860-Modern Collection of mint and used in
32-page stockbook, with duplication and mostly CTO but
with a good showing of early Arms/Eagle/Horn issues. A useful collection and inspect for sleepers in early period, F-VF.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1574

**/*/ Russia 1875-1984 Major collection of thousands
in two large Schaubek Albums main strength is in used
sets 1925-1950 including #472-478, 487-509, 519-528,
546-572, 1261-1264, 1394-1399, 15008-1509, C12-C13a,
C34-C35, C37-C44, C50-C67. Also contains better mint sets
and souvenir sheets. We note #336-338, 375-381, 485-486,
647-658, 852-855, 1080a-1082a, 1325, 1767a regular and
overprinted, 2926a in green, B48-B51, C75a. As with many
Russian collections, the used sets are typically CTOs especially after 1950. Collection includes many imperfs, as well
as extra section with other Soviet Republics, covers, postal
stationary, propaganda labels. Should be viewed to appreciate. F-VF.
...........................................................................Scott $10,000

1575

**/*/Russia Collectors duplicates from Czarist era to
1960s, on stock pages in 2 3-ring binders. Includes a few
early issues from Ukraine, Tannu Tuva, Mongolia, Azerbaijan
plus B.O.B. issues and some duplicates. Inspect.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1576

**/*/ Russia/Yugoslavia Collectors duplicates, in 2
stockbooks. Russian stamps range from early 1900s through
1972 (majority are between wars) including B.O.B. (we noted
1931-1932 Airship issues). Yugoslavia includes Bosnia and
Herzegovina (1918-1920), Croatia-Slovenia (1918-1920),
Slovenia (1919-1920) and Kingdom and Republic issues
from 1921 through early 1970s including B.O.B. Some duplication.
.................................................................................... Est $200

1577

San Marino Small collection (27) of used, which includes
mostly classics, #2 and #11 not counted as they are damaged. #17 is unused with no gum. Generally fine, which is
typical of the era.
.............................................................................Scott $1,791

1578

*/ Scandinavia, U.S.A. Two cartons with primarily used
Scandinavia collection in Scott Specialty album, mint and
used U.S.A. collection and plastic tub with thousands of offpaper stamps.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1579

*/ South America 1867-1960 Collection of Haiti and Dominican Republic in Scott Specialty Album Old-time collection of over 750 stamps, both mint and used. Condition is
generally better then is seen for these countries. Many better
sets and singles present. Inspect. F-VF.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1580

*/ South America Group Classic issue with potential for
high catalogue value, Argentina has over 75 stamps including #2, 7a (without accent on “u” of “Republica” if genuine CV
$3,000), 7c and 13 (Rivadavia - trimmed). Chile has approximately 45 stamps, Peru 45, Uruguay 20 and others have fewer. We note Colombia #32 hinged, good margins and sound.
Some of the early issues have faults.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1581

**/*/ Spain 1945-1985 Mint and used Collection in
Schaubek Album, mint hinged and used to 1975, appears to
be mint never hinged thereafter. We note the following mint
never hinged souvenir sheets #877a-878a, 983a-986a, high
degree of completion after 1975, F-VF.
.................................................................................... Est $150

xLot 1582
1582

*/** St. Pierre & Miquelon 1885-2000 Mint Collection,
neatly organized in a large stockbook, includes early overprinted issues and B.O.B. issues. Early issues mostly hinged,
later issues are never hinged. We note the following never
hinged #404-407, C25, C43, C54 and hinged #393-395,
408-411, 412-414, C20. Overall VF. A nice collection.
............................................................................. Scott $4,015
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1583

St. Pierre & Miquelon #46/J59 Collection of stockpages,
nearly 100 stamps pre-1970 selected for cancels and nice
quality. We noted #239, 246, B9, C35-C36, J45, J46a.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1584

**/*/ Sweden Collection from 1872 through 1987, consisting of hundreds of stamps in a Schaubek album mainly
used through late 1950s (catalogued to 1950, Scott CV
$497), mint hinged mid 1950s through early 1970s and mint
never hinged thereafter. Includes booklet panes, souvenir
sheets, FDCs and B.O.B. issues.
.................................................................................... Est $300

1585

Switzerland Extensive collection of used stamps in a
3-ring binder, 1860’s to date, approximately 60% of this collection consists of regular issues with a good representation
of seated and standing Helvetias while the remainder of the
collection includes semi-postals, airmails and some postage
dues. Generally F-VF and attractive stamps.
.............................................................................Scott $5,100

1586

*/ Switzerland Collector’s duplicates on 14 full stocksheets, mint and used, 1860s to present, approximately
15% are mint mainly hinged including numerous “seated”
and “standing” Helvetias. Approximately 1/3 of the mint are
regular issue with the remainder consisting of semi-postals
and airmails. The bulk of the lot consists of cancelled stamps
with 1/3 being semi-postals, airmails and League of Nations
overprints. Includes a small box of several hundred off-paper
duplicates uncatalogued. Owner 2007 Scott CV over $900.
................................................................................ Scott $900

1587

**/*/ Switzerland Extensive collection ranging from
1850 (#8) through 1959, over 850 stamps (F to VF, imperfs
are closely cut) in a 16-page black stockbook with few duplicates. Classics are typically fine and include #8, 12, 35,
42 (small tear UL), 50 (pulled) perf and 58. B.O.B. includes
1950s issues for various international organizations. Also includes 50 covers fronts plus post stamps, military, tax, which
are not valued.
............................................................................. Scott $4,898

1588

**/*/ Turkey 1945-1982 Mint and Used Collection in
Schaubek Album, mainly used and mint hinged up to 1973,
then mainly never hinged thereafter. We noted #933 used
(toning), O161-O166 MNH. Inspect, F-VF.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1589

U.S.A./British Commonwealth Collectors duplicates, in 2
stockbooks. British Commonwealth consists of hundreds of
used (a few MNH) ranging from Victorian era through early
QEII. U.S.A. is an accumulation of high catalogue values, ie.
#15 (close cut margins), 76 VG, 112 VG, 151 (missing perf).
Majority are pre-1905 with a few (#832-834) after that. Includes B.O.B. to 1938 and duplicates.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1590

1591
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** U.S.S.R. 1922-1999 Provisional Overprints on Soviet
Union Stamps of the 15 new countries and its Republics,
housed in a stockbook, organized and catalogued by owner.
Appears to be all mint never hinged and includes multiples
(some large blocks), as well as some duplicates. Owner’s CV
€2,603.
...........................................................................Michel €2,603
** Ukraine 1991-1997 Collection of Provisional stamps of
the Ukraine and other new nations of the former U.S.S.R.,
housed in stock book and organized and catalogued by owner. Includes duplicates and some pairs, blocks. Appears to be
all mint never hinged, very fine. Owner’s CV €6,153.
...........................................................................Michel €6,153

1592

*/** United Nations An extensive collection of stamps and
covers from 1952 to 1986 in several full binders and one
mint sheet file. Contains stamps, postal stationary, FDCs, full
and part sheets. Looks complete for period with much duplication of blocks, combinations. High face value.
.................................................................................... Est $250

1593

United Nations Collection of stamps and covers from 1952
to 1984 in six shoeboxes, four of FDCs, one of mint and used
stamps in glassines with up to several of each and one of souvenir sheets, special covers and 54 special souvenir folders,
F-VF.
.................................................................................... Est $200

1594

 United Nations Small carton with 250 souvenir cards
(#2-34) most with First Day cancels, representing all 3 Offices. Lot includes 128 FDCs 1983-1988, quite complete for
period, and 90 postal stationery items, most value is in the
items with First Day Cancels. We note Vienna #UC4-UC5. A
nice clean group, VF.
.............................................................................Scott $1,350

1595

**/*/ Vatican City 1852 (#3)-1985 Collection, consisting of hundreds of stamps in a Schaubek album (catalogued
to 1940 Scott CV $466), mixture of used and mint hinged
through to early 1960s, mixture of mint hinged and never
hinged through to early 1970s and never hinged thereafter.
Includes FDCs from 1954 on (plus Pope John Paul II’s visit to
U.S.A.), souvenir sheets and B.O.B. Issues.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1596

*/ Yugoslavia 1948-1987 Collection in Schaubek Album
mainly mint hinged and never hinged, some used, these usually early issues. A mix of mint and used, hinged and never
hinged up to 1972, appears all NH 1973-1987. A clean collection, F-VF.
............................................................................. Scott $2,207

TOPICAL COLLECTIONS
1597

** Complete MNH Collection of the 30th Anniversary of
First Manned Moon Landing in special album with slipcase.
Very attractive collection and includes a wealth of different
British Commonwealth countries from Ascension to Virgin Islands. VF.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1598

** Two-volume MNH collection of History of the Olympic
Games and the 1996 Atlanta Olympics as published by
Stanley Gibbons. One volume contains MNH stamps from a
variety of Commonwealth countries and the other contains
stamps in glassines.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1599

** 1981 Royal Wedding of Prince Charles and Lady Diana Spencer in 4-volumes, containing a variety of stamps,
sheetlets, and booklets from countries of the British Commonwealth. A lovely topical collection housed in four Royal
Wedding binders with slipcases.
.................................................................................... Est $200

1600

* Collection of Winston Churchill stamps and souvenir
sheet, on special pages in binder. Includes 110 items from
many sand dune countries with locals and seldom seen obscure countries. Mostly mint hinged, very fine.
...................................................................................... Est $50

1601

*/** Churchill 1965 Stanley Gibbons souvenir album, with
31 countries (sets of 4), mint hinged memorial stamps (CV if
182 stamps = £225) plus a stockbook with 32 sets MNH (99
stamps CV $71) for Churchill Centenary in 1974.
...................................................................................... Est $75

1602

1603

1604

*/** Primitive Art Topical Collection, housed in three large
3-ring binders with all stamps mounted in hingeless mounts,
Majority of issues 1960s-1980s with what appears to be all
complete sets and mint with earlier issues hinged, rest NH,
VF. Owner’s 2007 catalogue value approximately $2,000.
.................................................................................... Est $400

 Collection of Lions International and Rotary International covers 1937-1977 Includes 275 Lions International
(Worldwide but mostly U.S.A. and Canada) and 140 Rotary
International covers. Lot includes binder containing Rotary on
stamps newsletters and more covers. F-VF.
...................................................................................... Est $75
**/*/ Russia 1930/1986 Flight/Space Topical Collection, in binder. Consists of several hundred stamps including
souvenir sheets.
.................................................................................... Est $100

The following 50 topical collections lots came from one collector. There are 50 lots in stockbooks and binders containing
a variety of topics with a catalogue value of over €120,000.
The quality is consistent throughout the volumes. Each volume contains fresh mint sets, souvenir sheets and miniature
sheets issued between 1949 and 2008 from countries around
the world. Appears to be mainly mint never hinged, though we
have noted some earlier sets that are hinged.

CHRISTMAS
1606

** Christmas Large binder filled with stamps, sets, souvenir
sheets. We note better such as Argentina 1990 Block #4446, Great Britain Christmas Issues 1966-2006, Cuba 1965
#1088-1102, Antigua Christmas sets 1969-2001. Owner’s
CV €2,489.
...........................................................................Michel €2,489

1607

** Christmas We note many consecutive sets for many countries including Cameron, Trinidad and Tobago, Gambia, Solomon Islands, Fiji, Paraguay, Barbuda. Owner’s CV €3,228.
Very fine.
...........................................................................Michel €3,228

1608

** Christmas We note many consecutive sets for the following countries Penrhyn, U.S.A., Nauru, St. Thomas and Prince,
Norfolk Island, Sri Lanka, Austria, Portugal, Uruguay, Turks &
Caicos, Samoa, Montserrat, Netherlands. Owner’s CV €1,763.
Very fine.
...........................................................................Michel €1,763

1609

** Christmas We note many consecutive sets for the following countries Canada (includes booklets 1996, 1998-2007,
Niue, Ghana, Aitutaki, Dominica, Cook Islands. Owner’s CV
€1,747. Very fine.
...........................................................................Michel $1,747

1610

** Christmas We note many sets and souvenir sheets (many
consecutive Christmas issues) for the following countries Dahomey, Benin, St. Pierre & Miquelon, Grenada Grenadines,
Isle of Man, Australia (including 1971 (x2)) Liechtenstein,
Mali, Malawi, Uganda, Burundi, Wallis & Futuna, and many
more. Owner’s CV €5,309. Very fine.
...........................................................................Michel €5,309

COSTUMES and UNIFORMS
1611

** Costumes and Uniforms Stockbook full of sets, singles
and souvenir sheets from a wide variety of countries and with
a wide variety of subjects. We note better such as Czechoslovakia 1955 #921-924, Finland 1973 #733-737, D.D.R. 1964
#1074-1079, Hungary 1958 block #27, Algeria 1965 #441443, Oman 1989 Block #5 and 6.
...........................................................................Michel €1,531

FAIRYTALES and LEGENDS
1612

** Fairytales and Legends Binder of singles, sets and souvenir sheet from a wide variety of countries with a wide variety
of subjects. We note better such as Romania 1985 Blocks
#220 and 221, Mongolia 1983 #1541-1549 and Block #91,
Iran 1990 Blocks 19 to 34. Owner’s CV €1,189.
.......................................................................... Michel €1,189

FLORA and FAUNA

Example of Topical Collection (Lots 1605-1657)
1605

** Binder of Topicals - collector duplicates, with singles,
sets and souvenir sheets of all topicals dealt with by this
collector. Wide variety of countries and topicals. Owner’s CV
€2,394.
...........................................................................Michel €2,394

1613

** Flora and Fauna We note Antigua, Ascension, Laos, Liberia and many more lovely sets with a catalogue value of $10+.
Owner’s Michel CV is €1,867. Very fine.
...........................................................................Michel €1,867

1614

** Flora and Fauna We note Fiji #812-815, Barbuda 1976
#261-266, Nevis 2001 #1668-1679 and Block #197-200,
South Africa 1954 #239-252. VF. Owner’s CV €3,432.
...........................................................................Michel €3,432

1615

** Flora and Fauna Large binder filled with stamps, sets, souvenir sheets. We note better such as Ascension 1976 #196211, Samoa 1967/1969 #152-161, 199-200. VF. Owner’s
CV €6,863.
...........................................................................Michel €6,863

1616

** Flora and Fauna We note better such as Grenada #C3C19, Mexico #1875, United Nations Year of the Ocean (3
sheets), many Antigua sets from 1985-1990. Owner’s catalogue value €1,754. VF.
...........................................................................Michel €1,754
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1617

** Flora and Fauna We note some new issues not catalogued
and many lovely sets and souvenir sheets. Owner’s catalogue
value €739. VF.
.............................................................................. Michel €739

1618

** Flora and Fauna We note better such as Thailand #748a,
Montserrat #681-696, B.A.T. #64-67, Ivory Coast #528-533,
Ascension #75-88, Chile #682a and many more lovely sets.
Owner’s catalogue value €2,296. VF.
...........................................................................Michel €2,296

1619

** Flora and Fauna We note better such as Burundi #633638, C289-C294 (Scott CV $93, Owner’s CV only €19), Burundi #411-421, C168-C174, Dominica #1458-1467, S.W.A.
#363-366, Zambia #623-638, St. Helena #599-610. Owner’s
catalogue value €2,543. VF.
...........................................................................Michel €2,543

1620

1621

1622

1623

1624

1625

1626

1627

1628

1629
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** Flora and Fauna We note better such as Barbuda #13531362 (Scott ‘09 CV is $125, Owners CV was €30), Bangladesh #221-224a. Owner’s catalogue value €3,001. VF.
...........................................................................Michel €3,001
** Flora and Fauna We note better such as Australia #15241535, Solomon Islands #903-913A, Portugal #2346-2352a
and #2401-2407a (including booklets), many WWF sets.
Owner’s catalogue value €2,018. VF.
...........................................................................Michel €2,018
** Flora and Fauna We note better such as Thailand #477484, B.A.T. #102-116, Antigua #1295-1304, Barbados
#267a-280b. Owner’s catalogue value €2,236. VF.
...........................................................................Michel €2,236
** Flora and Fauna Housed in 2 stockbooks, we selected 4
sets and the Scott 2009 value was $120 compared to the
Michel value of €110. Owner’s catalogue value €2,213. VF.
...........................................................................Michel €2,213
** Flora and Fauna Housed in a stockbook, we selected 4
sets and the Scott 2009 value was $158 compared to the
Michel value of €144. Owner’s catalogue value €1,774. VF.
...........................................................................Michel €1,774
** Flora and Fauna We note better such as Barbados #640659, Belize #387-392a, Tanzania #1868-1875, South Africa
#1173-1199. Owner’s catalogue value €1,131. VF.
.......................................................................... Michel €1,131
** Flora and Fauna We note better such as Gambia #381384 (Scott ‘09 is $115, Owners CV €65), Virgin Islands #O16O34, Barbuda #431-448, Ascension #640-655. Owner’s
catalogue value €3,081. VF.
...........................................................................Michel €3,081
** Flora and Fauna Housed in a large binder, we selected
4 sets and the Scott 2009 value was $55 compared to the
Michel value of €35. We noted lots of WWF sets and souvenir
sheets. Owner’s catalogue value €5,398. VF.
...........................................................................Michel €5,398
** Flora and Fauna Large binder with large-size souvenir
sheets, miniature sheets and FDCs. Owner’s CV is €1,218.
VF.
...........................................................................Michel €1,218
** Flora and Fauna We note many Canada 1987-1992 Mammal definitives in plate blocks, Penrhyn 1974n #44-55, Dominica 1976 #481-487 + Block 36, Liberia 1942 #347-352,
1983 Turks & Caicos #634-641. Owner’s CV €2,628. Very
fine.
...........................................................................Michel €2,628

OLYMPICS and SPORTS
1630

** Olympics & Sports Collection of mint never hinged souvenir sheets and First Day Covers on stock pages in a binder.
A wide variety of sports and countries represented. We note
Thailand 1975 Blocks #7 + 8, Montserrat 1960 #424-430, 7
different blocks of 3 values each and many more. Owner’s CV
€2,078.
...........................................................................Michel €2,078

1631

** Olympics and Sports Stockbook in which we note better
such as souvenir sheets from the Republic of Georgia, Sweden #1990a complete booklet. Owner’s CV €1,117.
...........................................................................Michel €1,117

1632

** Olympics and Sports Stockbook in which we note better
such complete set of 1966 World Cup Soccer Commonwealth
Omnibus set, U.S.A. World Cup ‘94 souvenir sheet. Owner’s
CV €2,454.
...........................................................................Michel €2,454

1633

** Olympics and Sports Stockbook in which we note better
such as Romania #4842a, Ireland #1750a-1751a. Owner’s
CV €329.
.............................................................................. Michel €329

1634

** Olympics and Sports Stockbook in which we note better
such as Portugal #2620, France #2629a booklet. Owner’s CV
€2,378.
...........................................................................Michel €2,378

1635

** Olympics and Sports Stockbook in which we note many
stamps honouring the 1976 Olympics, including sets from Romania, Rwanda and D.D.R. Owner’s CV €2,070.
...........................................................................Michel €2,070

1636

** Olympics and Sports Stockbook in which we note souvenir sheets from the Ukraine, Russia and Eastern Europe.
Owner’s CV €589.
.............................................................................. Michel €589

1637

** Olympics and Sports Stockbook in which we note Belize
#725a complete booklet, Australia complete set of 2004
Olympic medallists. Owner’s CV €2,001.
...........................................................................Michel €2,001

1638

** Olympics and Sports Stockbook in which we note complete set and souvenir sheets of France 1990 Albertville ‘92
and Salt Lake 2002 common design souvenir sheets from
Bhutan, Grenada, Guyana, Sierra Leone. Owner’s CV €2,542.
...........................................................................Michel €2,542

1639

** Olympics and Sports Stockbook in which we note complete sets including souvenir sheet) of the Cuba issue honouring the 1980 Olympics, Hungary #2424-2430, C365. Owner’s
CV €2,059.
...........................................................................Michel €2,059

1640

** Olympics and Sports Stockbook in which we note 1965
Mexico souvenir sheet honouring the 1968 Olympics, 1960
Costa Rica souvenir sheets (both perf and imperf), #C313.
Owner’s CV €983.
.............................................................................. Michel €983

1641

** Olympics and Sports Stockbook in which we note the
2006 Austrian stamp honouring Muhammad Ali, Tuvalu
#372. Owner’s CV €1,778.
...........................................................................Michel €1,778

1642

** Olympics and Sports Large binder filled with stamps, sets,
souvenir sheets. We note better such as one page of Cook
Island Olympics 1988-1996 which catalogues €210. Owner’s
CV €7,515.
...........................................................................Michel €7,515

PAINTINGS and ART
1643

** Paintings A nice collection of singles, sets and souvenir sheets from a wide variety of countries. We note better
such as Saar 1951 #309-313, Saar 1950 #267-271, French
Polynesia 1969 #100 to name just a few. VF. Owner’s CV
€3,926.
...........................................................................Michel €3,926

1644

** Paintings Stockbook filled with singles, sets and souvenir sheet. We note better such as two pages of high value
Canada 1980 to 2002 in blocks of 4, and many WW ranging
in the €5 to €20 range. VF. Owner’s CV €1,944.
.......................................................................... Michel €1,944

1645

** Paintings We note better Algeria 1966 #464-466 and
several more sets and singles cataloguing between €5 and
€20. VF. Owner’s CV €1,776.
...........................................................................Michel €1,776

1646

** Paintings/Art 1969-2004 Paintings Topical Collection,
housed in a 3-ring binder. A lovely fresh collection of mainly
miniature sheets and souvenir sheets. Owner’s catalogue
value of €1,422 from 2006. We selected 4 sets and the Scott
value was $177 compared to €208. Appears to be all mint
never hinged.
...........................................................................Michel €1,422

SHIPS
1647

** Ships We note better such as Barbados 1994 #856-869,
Penrhyn 1981 #173-215, B.A.T. 1993 #203-214, St. Vincent
Grenadines 1982 #223-239, Antigua 1790 #230-246 and
more. VF. Owner’s CV €3,154.
...........................................................................Michel €3,154

1648

** Ships We note better such as Tristan da Cunha 1994
#535-546, Yugoslavia 1979 #1816-1817, Antigua 1970
#230-246, Falkland Islands 1978 #255-269, New Zealand
1969 Block #1 to name a few. VF. Owner’s CV €979.
.............................................................................. Michel €979

1649

1650

1653

** Space stockbook of singles, sets and souvenir sheet from
a wide variety of countries. We note better such as Czechoslovakia 1962 #1355-1356 + Block, Romania Block #118
(€89), Bulgaria 1960 #1159A+B, Moldova 2001 #383 +
389. Seems to be mostly Eastern European countries in this
stockbook. Owner’s CV €2,211.
...........................................................................Michel €2,211

1654

** Space We note better such as Albania 1963 Block #17-18,
Hong Kong 1986 #478-481, Angola 1999 Block #67, French
Polynesia 1966 #52-53, page of Ras al Khaima 1969 gold
foil stamps (x11 €310), to name a few. Owner’s CV €1,985.
...........................................................................Michel €1,985

1655

** Space We note better such as Russia 1961 #2540-2541,
1972 Block #82, Poland 1963 Block #31I, Poland 1989
Block #109A + B. This stockbook seems to contain mostly
Russia, Poland and the U.S.A. Owner’s CV €1,417.
...........................................................................Michel €1,417

1656

** Space, Telecommunications, U.P.U. Large Binder filled
with vario stock pages. We note near complete (60+ sets) of
the 1949 British Commonwealth U.P.U. Omnibus set, including Hong Kong, many souvenir sheets and complete sheets.
Owner’s CV €6,039.
...........................................................................Michel €6,039

TRAINS
1657

** Trains and Railways Large binder filled with vario pages
filled with stamps, souvenir sheet, some covers and postal stationary. We note complete sets of Leaders of the World 19831986, pane of U.S.A. #3333-3337. Owner’s CV €3,109.
...........................................................................Michel €3,109

1658

** UPU 1974 U.P.U. Centenary Album with slipcase, containing over 525 mint never hinged stamps. No duplication,
includes Saudi Arabia. CV about $750.
.................................................................................... Est $300

POSTCARDS - Topical

** Ships Large binder of singles, sets and souvenir sheet
from a variety of countries with several different topics: shipwrecks, U-boats. We note better such as Jamaica 1974 #379382 + Block #6, Tristan da Cunha 1971 #141-152, Falkland
Islands 1965 #145-148, Russia 1995 #465-468 in full
sheets, British Virgin Islands 1987 #585-588 + Block #43 to
name a few. VF. Owner’s CV €2,350.
...........................................................................Michel €2,350

1659

** Ships We note better such as New Zealand 1947-1965
#OY29-OY36, Cayman Islands 1989 #628-631, Somalia 1998
set of 6 plus block, Grenada 1980 #1047-1065, Montserrat
1980 #417-422 seven different sheets of 6, Hungary 1985
block #153B. VF. Owner’s CV €2,265.
...........................................................................Michel €2,265

1660

Stamp Catalogues and Supplies, in 2 cartons includes various older catalogues (Canada, Scott, Australia, France, Germany, etc) plus UV lamp, tongs, watermark detectors trays,
stockbooks (large and small). Buyer to collect from premises.
...................................................................................... Est $50

1661

Collector’s Philatelic Supplies in 3 cartons plus 1 plastic
storage container filled with catalogues (Great Britain, British
Commonwealth, Canada) plus UV lights, stockcards, watermark detectors, metal index card box, 27 stockbooks, 3-ring
binders with stockpages, 2 small boxes of black hingeless
mounts and more. Buyer to collect from premises.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1662

Two new Schaubek Albums, for German States as well as
occupied territories including Memel and Saar.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1663

Lighthouse Stockbooks, all with black pages including 9 of
the 32 page model (LZS4/16) and 2 of the 48 page model
(LZS4/24), retail as new $436. Also 100 manilla stocksheets,
retail as new $100. All gently used and in good condition. Buyer to collect from premises.
............................................................................... Retail $536

SPACE
1651

** Space We note Viet nam 1961 #166-167, Korea 1959
#171-172, Korea 1959 #171-172 A-B, Gabon 1969 #346,
Comores 1975 Block #9, Ascension 1971 #138-151 to name
a few, VF. Owner’s CV €2,054.
...........................................................................Michel €2,054

1652

** Space in two stock books. We note Paraguay 1974 Block
#230, Guinea 1965 Blocks #9 and 10, Bhutan 1969-1972
Blocks #32-34, 41-42, 53, 58-59, Palau 1989 #282-287
and Syria 1987 #1679-1681 + Block #67, VF. Owner’s CV
€1,856.
...........................................................................Michel €1,856



Several hundred picture postcards in 17 binders, a
great variety of subjects including greetings, patriotic, old autos, tercentenary, Amherst, N.S., cats, comedy, nudes, black
heritage and more. All cards are in dealers pages and conservatively priced at $2,700. Mostly from Canada, F-VF.
.................................................................................Est $1,000

Supplies
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TERMS & CONDITIONS
(Please read carefully)
1. The property described in this catalogue will be offered at public
auction by Sparks Auctions Inc. (Sparks) on behalf of various consignors. By bidding on any lot, whether in person, or through an agent, via
Stamp Auction Network, by mail, email, fax, telephone, website, or any
other means, the bidder acknowledges and agrees to all of the following Terms and Conditions of Sale.
2. The highest bidder acknowledged by the auctioneer shall be the
buyer. The term “hammer price” means the last bid acknowledged by
the auctioneer. The purchase price payable by the buyer will be the
sum of the hammer price and a commission equal to 15% of the hammer price (“buyer’s premium” ), together with any sales tax which may
be due on the sale.
3. All bids are per lot as numbered in the catalogue. The auctioneer
shall regulate the bidding and reserves the right to reject any bid believed by him not to be made in good faith; to withdraw any lot prior to
sale; to divide a lot; or to group two or more lots and to act on behalf of
the vendor. In the event of any dispute, the auctioneer’s decision shall
be final. Sparks will execute bidding instructions on behalf of clients,
but will not be responsible for any errors in the execution of such bids.
4. Unless a bidder has established credit with Sparks prior to the sale,
Sparks must receive payment in full before the lots will be delivered.
Buyers not known to Sparks must make payment in full within five days
from the date of sale. Accounts more than thirty days in arrears will
be subject to a late payment charge of 2% per month. All expenses incurred in securing payment from delinquent accounts will be charged to
the defaulter. A fee of $100.00 will be charged for any cheque returned
for insufficient funds.
5. All sales are in CANADIAN FUNDS. Payment may be made by bank
draft, bank transfer, cheque drawn on a Canadian or U.S. bank, Canadian or International postal money order, cash or credit card (VISA and
MasterCard only). There are no additional fees for payment by credit
cards if information is provided at time of bidding, otherwise an additional fee of 2.5% will be charged for credit card payments. Payment
in U.S. funds is acceptable at the same rate which Sparks can purchase
Canadian Funds at our bank (2.5% percent above the mid-market rate).
Contact us if you require the exact amount owed in U.S. funds. Credit
cards will be processed in Canadian Funds.
6. Buyers from Canada will be charged applicable Ontario Retail Sales
Tax and Federal GST or HST. Absentee bidders resident outside Canada
are not liable for Canadian taxes if purchases are delivered outside of
Canada. See shipping instructions.
7. Until paid for in full, all lots remain the property of Sparks on behalf
of the seller.
8. The buyer assumes all risk for delivery of purchased lots and agrees
to pay for prescribed shipping costs.
9. Because the descriptions and scans of the auction will be available
in a printed catalogue, our website and on Stamp Auction Network,
there is a chance of technical error. In that event the auctioneer’s decision will be final. If discovered before the sale a notice will be posted
on sparks-auctions.com. Opening bids will be available on the websites
and will be updated. These are only provided as a service to bidders
and Sparks does not guarantee their completeness or accuracy.
10. Any lot, the description of which is obviously incorrect, is returnable,
but only if the lot is returned within 14 days of receipt. All disputed lots
must be returned intact with the original packing material. The following lots may not be returned for any reason: Lots containing ten or more
items; any lot described with “faults” or “defects” may not be returned
because of any fault or defect. No illustrated lots may be returned because of centering, margins or other factors shown in the illustrations.
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11. All lots are sold as genuine. If a prospective purchaser wishes to
obtain other expert opinion from a mutually acceptable authority, an
extension may be granted on a lot prior to the commencement of the
auction provided that the following conditions are met; (1) the purchase
price of the lot must be paid in full, (2) the item must be submitted to
the mutually acceptable expertizing committee with a properly executed
application form within 14 days of the sale, (3) a copy of the application
form must be given to Sparks, (4) unless prior arrangements are made,
extensions are granted for a period of up to 100 days; (5) if in the opinion of the authority the lot is not genuine or was grossly misdescribed,
the purchaser shall receive a full reimbursement of the purchase price
plus costs of certification up to $100, and (6) lots back stamped or
marked are not returnable. It is the purchaser’s responsibility not to let
this happen.

SHIPPING INFORMATION
Unless specific other arrangements are made between the buyer and
Sparks Auctions, lots will be shipped in the following manner:

Within Canada:

a) Single or multiple lots that fit into one or more regular EXPRESS
POST envelopes will be shipped by that method with signature required.
These lots will be charged postage only but not a handling, packaging,
or insurance fee.
b) Cartons and larger lots will normally be shipped by parcel post with
signature required. If bulky lots have a value in excess of $1000 they
will be shipped by EXPRESS POST with signature required. This category of lots will usually be charged an additional handling or packaging fee.

To the USA:

a) Single or multiple lots will be sent by Fed-Ex with signature required
and no extra handling, packaging, or insurance fees.
b) Cartons and larger lots will be shipped by UPS ground with signature
required. This category of lots will usually be charged an additional
handling or packaging fee. NOTE: The U.S. Postal Service policy of irridiating mail risks damage to stamps especially when they are encased
in a plastic mount. We will risk sending lots by the USPS only after
receiving written instructions from a purchaser who has paid in full and
specifically accepts receipt on an as is basis.

Overseas:

a) Single or multiple lots will be sent by Fed-Ex with signature required
and no extra handling, packaging or insurance fees.
b) Carton and larger lots will be shipped by pre-arrangement only. We
reserve the right to not ship to areas of the world not served by Fed-Ex.

AGENTS
We can recommend the following two agents, both of
whom attend the sale.
John Beddows
705-495-3134
jlw@onlink.net

Doug Lingard
613-954-4998
lingardd@istar.ca

Consignments
The next Sparks Auction is tentatively scheduled
for May or June 2009. If you are planning to
consign material, it is to your advantage to do so
early. This gives our lotting team sufficient time
to properly lot, describe and catalogue your property. For more information contact Ian Kimmerly
or Kate Winsor
ian@sparks-auctions.com
kate@sparks-auctions.com
613-567-3336

Notes on catalogue values and reference
Catalogue values are listed for most lots offered. These are
the best available guides to the retail price of a single stamp
or set provided that the item(s) are the same quality as the
standard described in the introduction to each catalogue.
Exceptional quality will often sell above the catalogue value;
inferior quality will sell for less; faulty stamps in a lot can
result in a sale price of a small percentage of the catalogue
price.
When cataloguing collections we use the value for the grade
specified. For Scott this grade is very fine. For Unitrade we
use the grade specified at the start of the textual description.
Thus a “fine” collection will have all stamps added at the fine
price. We do not count obvious forgeries, reprints etc. and
usually do not count faulty or ugly stamps. A lightly penciled
X under a stamp means it was not counted in the catalogue
value. We put a light pencil note beside more expensive
stamps and put a total catalogue value at the bottom of each
page to assist viewers.

The following catalogues have been used. If there is a variance, this will be mentioned in the text of the description.
The term “owner’s catalogue value” indicates a variety of
approaches and may include older versions of catalogues.
We will have inspected and reviewed the result but not
re-catalogued; hence we do not vouch for the exact total of
catalogue value.
2009 Scott Catalogue Volumes 1 through 5
US Specialized, and the Classic
many lots from countries J-O and P-Si were catalogued
by 2008 Scott.
2008 Scott Volume 6
2008 Unitrade Specialized Catalogue of Canadian Stamps
2008 Stanley Gibbons 1840-1970 (SG)
2007 Michel
Specialized catalogues are the current edition.
The U.S. Specialized and the Scott Classic are referred to as
Scott interchangeably with the standard 6 volumes.

About Bidding
Please bid using these increments.
(All bids are in Canadian dollars.)
$2 - $30
$2
$35 - $100 $5
$110 - $250 $10
$275 - $750 $25
$800 - $1500 $50

$1600 - $3000
$100
$3200 - $7000
$200
$7500 - $15,000 $500
$16,000 - $30,000 $1,000
$32,000 - $50,000 $2,000
above $50,000
$5,000

1) Please bid using the increments above. All bids not
conforming to these increments will be lowered to the
appropriate amount.
2) You have the option to break ties or increase your bids
if needed by checking the appropriate box on the bid
sheet.
3) If you are bidding through the internet, after you have
entered your bids you will receive a computer generated email describing each lot you bid on and telling you
where you stand in terms of other bidders without divulging the high bid. You then have the option of updating
your bids. If you bid by mail or fax you have the option of
asking to receive this email by checking the appropriate
box and including your email address.
4) If you give your bids to Stamp Auction Network, or to
Sparks Auctions you will only pay one increment over the
second highest bid. Your top (maximum) bid will be used
only if another bid is one increment below yours, or exactly the same as your bid but was received after yours.
In the event of tie bids, the earliest bid received by us will
be successful. We do not accept “buy” bids.

5) The auctioneer may permit telephone bidding during
the auction. This must be arranged well in advance of
the auction starting time. Sparks reserves the right to refuse telephone bidding at any given time. Sparks will not
be held responsible in the event that a telephone bidder
cannot be contacted. Applicable telephone expenses will
be charged to telephone bidders.
6) OPENING BIDS will be available approximately one
week before the auction. (With one week to go most
of these will be well below the final price). New opening bids will be updated at least daily. If you see that
an opening bid is higher than you wish to bid for a lot
you would like to buy, this feature allows you to focus
on other lots of interest to you. Sparks will not be held
responsible in the event of errors in the opening bids
provided before the sale.
7) You have the option of limiting your purchases to a
specified dollar figure (e.g. $325), or to an approximate
figure. This feature allows you to bid with the confidence
that you will not be financially embarrassed if you are
very successful in the auction. It also allows you to use a
strategy of bidding just above the opening bid for many
lots with the expectation of winning only a minority of
these.
8) With currencies fluctuating as widely as they do it is
no longer practical to offer bidding in both Canadian and
U.S. dollars. However you can specify the limit of your
total purchases in US funds and it will be converted to
the appropriate amount on the day of the sale.
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How To Bid Live Via The Internet
Live bidding on the internet allows bidders anywhere in the
world to participate in this auction. Sparks Auctions is pleased
to make the auction available through Stamp Auction Network,
and we will do everything we can for our customers to make
the process simple, trustworthy and fun.
Connect to Stamp Auction Network at:
www.stampauctionnetwork.com
Register once and create a user name, which will allow you
to choose auction firms to bid with, including Sparks Auctions. We need to confirm your account before you will be
able to place bids with us. For faster bidder confirmation,
please reference Ian Kimmerly, Sparks Auctions, or other
North American auction houses when you create your account.
Once you have been registered and approved by us, you can:
Keep track of lots you are interested in, and place bids
on-line at any time before the auction begins. This is
similar to any other form of advance bidding (ie., sending
us a bidsheet by mail, fax, etc.), but you will receive acknowledgement of your bids once they are submitted, and,
if you wish, further confirmation by e-mail if you are outbid.

with the amount of your next bid (the next six increments
over the current bid are shown).When an item is sold, the
hammer price is announced. The page will refresh more
quickly if you click the Hide Images button. If you are not
bidding, close the window to reduce traffic on the site for
others.
Watch The Auction by logging in beforehand and participating as a spectator only. You can even listen to the
audio broadcast of the auction on your computer. (Audio
requires a PC and Internet Explorer; you may be asked to
install an ActiveX control the first time you connect.)

Some Bidding Tips
Bid Early Do not hesitate to press the button for the maximum amount you are willing to pay. This is comparable to
keeping your hand up on the auction floor. The bidding will
only reach your maximum if a bid is received for the increment below (ie., an underbid).
Listen To The Auctioneer Use audio so you can hear the
auctioneer. You will know where the bidding is, and have a
better sense of whether an item has reached Last Call.
Pass When You Are Done If you have been actively bidding
on an item and wish to drop out, PLEASE PRESS THE
PASS BUTTON. If you do not, the whole auction is delayed.

Bid Live by watching action on-screen. The Message window will tell you which lot is being offered, what the current For more tips on bidding, see our website instructions:
bid is, and if it is approaching Last Call. Click the button
www.sparks-auctions.com/bidding.html
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Lot#
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
16
17
18
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46

Realized Lot#

Realized Lot#

160
160
80
80
65
45
55
35
50
12
120
300
50
425
R
R
525
22
170
40
90
65
150
250
300
100
80
55
130
55
140
180
50
40
55
325
425
40
75
70
45
75
110
35

30
95
20
45
35
425
275
100
65
65
130
130
300
30
85
35
40
35
28
40
55
85
45
80
50
R
R
85
60
30
35
40
110
200
60
200
130
230
230
130
60
120
110
45

47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
71
72
73
74
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
89
90
91
92
94

95
96
97
99
101
102
103
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
112
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
140

Realized Lot#
400
100
35
26
60
40
50
250
130
90
60
65
55
80
R
R
35
120
35
190
65
325
55
240
275
120
230
65
1,200
180
90
50
100
90
300
500
240
100
500
350
500
375
140
30

141
142
144
145
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
168
201
202
203
204
205
207
208
210
212
213
215
216
218
220
221
222
223

Realized Lot#
100
35
28
130
60
22
55
45
110
140
130
45
24
35
24
50
45
90
50
70
35
26
28
160
45
R
R
450
85
450
75
140
80
65
70
120
26
75
325
90
50
45
55
35

224
225
226
227
228
228
229
232
233
234
239
241
242
247
251
252
253
254
255
256
257
258
259
260
261
262
263
264
265
266
267
268
269
270
271
272
274
275
276
277
278
279
280
281

Realized
26
40
80
70
R
R
210
45
170
40
40
65
110
140
40
22
35
60
30
60
150
45
55
1,050
70
35
100
35
50
22
90
22
18
14
50
45
75
30
55
26
20
35
210
325
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Lot#

Realized Lot#

Realized Lot#

282
283
284
285
286
287
288
289
290
291
292
293
294
295
296
297
298
299
300
301
302
303
304
305
307
308
309
310
311
312
313
314
315
316
317
318
319
320
321
322
323
325
326
327

120
80
375
70
200
120
70
50
40
50
90
75
90
75
35
275
450
250
35
30
75
350
55
180
65
75
110
45
55
160
130
65
40
55
180
950
35
170
90
80
110
35
85
95

80
30
65
140
90
35
55
60
55
85
375
150
150
80
250
130
120
26
28
30
65
20
40
130
95
85
85
150
55
95
150
900
275
300
130
110
275
400
150
75
200
110
30
45

328
330
331
332
333
334
335
336
337
338
339
340
341
342
343
344
345
346
347
348
349
350
351
352
353
354
355
357
358
359
360
361
362
363
364
365
366
367
368
369
370
371
372
373

375
376
377
378
379
380
381
383
384
385
386
387
403
404
405
406
408
409
410
411
412
413
414
415
416
417
418
419
420
422
424
425
427
428
429
430
431
432
433
434
435
436
437
438

Realized Lot#
30
110
140
50
200
45
130
65
40
24
140
45
2,000
1,600
400
1,300
450
1,900
1,350
325
200
275
375
625
525
800
375
425
210
240
100
140
450
190
130
1,350
180
375
325
65
26
60
40
45

439
440
441
442
443
444
445
447
448
449
450
451
452
453
454
455
456
457
459
460
461
462
463
464
465
466
467
468
470
471
471
472
473
474
475
476
477
478
479
480
481
483
484
485

Realized Lot#
375
550
425
120
220
160
400
170
240
50
230
2,000
275
200
55
275
65
35
85
800
55
220
45
75
28
65
110
800
850
R
R
230
120
95
230
130
50
95
35
3,600
50
95
140
160

486
487
487
488
488
489
490
491
492
493
494
495
497
498
500
501
502
503
504
505
506
508
509
510
511
512
513
514
516
517
518
519
520
521
522
523
525
526
527
528
529
530
531
532

Realized
300
R
R
R
R
375
100
75
140
1,150
950
700
800
230
375
50
170
110
130
500
140
325
110
150
35
40
40
45
350
300
60
325
80
65
400
300
300
40
130
85
450
800
85
200
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Lot#
533
534
535
536
537
538
539
540
541
542
543
544
545
546
548
549
551
552
552
553
554
555
556
557
558
559
560
562
563
564
568
569
570
571
573
574
575
576
577
578
579
582
583
584

Realized Lot#
45
95
950
1,050
45
140
150
800
110
1,600
700
130
425
40
200
130
325
R
R
400
85
45
120
800
65
375
425
800
425
2,900
5,400
275
170
110
375
325
160
85
90
1,250
275
425
50
55

586
587
589
592
594
597
598
602
609
612
613
614
615
617
618
620
622
623
624
626
627
628
629
630
631
632
633
634
635
636
637
638
639
641
642
644
645
646
647
650
651
652
653
654

Realized Lot#
45
130
950
110
850
75
750
50
100
40
85
65
45
325
900
65
575
275
95
70
140
250
80
120
275
40
70
65
140
170
300
500
40
150
2,600
140
275
160
650
160
110
275
160
140

655
656
657
658
661
662
663
664
665
668
673
674
675
676
676
678
679
680
681
683
685
686
687
689
692
693
693
694
695
696
696
697
698
700
700
700
701
702
703
704
706
706
708
710

Realized Lot#
45
60
60
140
110
35
50
1,800
160
200
60
325
40
R
R
40
45
220
325
28
160
850
85
90
70
R
R
160
275
R
R
600
75
R
R
95
230
65
150
600
R
R
140
55

711
712
713
715
716
716
716
716
719
720
721
722
723
726
727
728
728
730
736
737
738
739
740
741
742
743
746
747
749
750
751
752
753
754
755
756
757
758
761
763
764
764
764
765

Realized Lot#
475
1,250
400
375
-45
45
R
45
50
70
675
18
950
3,500
1,000
R
R
35
55
45
140
1,050
650
300
200
600
160
55
300
120
350
55
475
275
65
275
230
275
210
160
R
R
40
140

766
767
768
769
770
772
773
774
776
777
778
783
784
785
786
787
790
792
792
794
796
797
798
799
800
801
803
804
805
806
807
808
809
810
811
812
813
814
815
816
817
818
819
820

Realized
70
130
35
170
400
90
35
275
150
22
110
275
600
70
325
40
170
R
R
55
110
45
85
55
110
22
100
28
140
80
160
210
230
65
190
130
35
80
160
80
70
60
65
40
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Lot#
821
822
823
824
825
826
827
828
829
831
833
834
835
836
837
840
841
842
844
845
846
847
848
850
853
854
855
856
857
859
861
862
863
864
866
867
868
869
870
875
876
880
883
883

Realized Lot#
400
300
85
65
120
70
35
160
525
35
240
575
180
100
45
230
150
120
50
85
55
55
140
160
55
55
75
60
325
525
230
275
120
2,500
250
70
120
110
20
50
110
140
R
R

883
884
885
886
886
887
890
892
894
895
896
897
898
899
903
904
906
907
909
911
914
917
918
920
921
923
924
926
927
928
930
931
932
933
934
936
937
938
940
941
942
943
944
1001

Realized Lot#
140
325
75
R
R
60
75
120
210
200
45
40
80
325
85
55
75
40
90
525
800
50
65
35
350
40
18
75
55
275
350
22
18
22
28
40
230
55
40
55
22
40
50
170

1002
1003
1004
1005
1006
1007
1008
1009
1010
1011
1012
1013
1014
1015
1016
1017
1018
1019
1020
1021
1022
1023
1025
1025
1026
1028
1029
1030
1031
1032
1034
1035
1036
1038
1039
1040
1041
1042
1043
1044
1045
1046
1047
1048

Realized Lot#
75
45
35
180
65
70
45
45
55
95
55
70
110
30
85
60
75
230
170
150
110
160
R
R
1,450
60
190
600
1,250
70
130
130
75
30
20
85
65
100
130
65
80
300
110
130

1049
1050
1051
1052
1053
1054
1055
1056
1057
1058
1059
1060
1061
1062
1063
1064
1065
1066
1067
1068
1069
1070
1071
1072
1073
1074
1075
1076
1077
1078
1079
1080
1081
1082
1083
1084
1085
1086
1087
1088
1089
1090
1091
1092

Realized Lot#
170
140
240
90
120
85
65
110
110
40
55
35
30
26
50
14
800
150
50
120
50
100
90
240
90
65
50
130
160
450
60
120
275
110
170
12
20
12
85
45
240
22
45
250

1093
1094
1095
1096
1097
1098
1099
1100
1101
1102
1103
1104
1105
1106
1107
1108
1109
1110
1111
1112
1113
1114
1115
1116
1117
1118
1119
1120
1121
1122
1123
1124
1125
1126
1127
1128
1129
1130
1131
1132
1133
1134
1136
1137

Realized
120
16
130
110
80
250
55
120
85
250
40
190
220
350
75
60
450
500
425
375
275
100
250
200
20
1,150
375
35
50
200
850
12
10
140
75
45
400
60
50
50
35
325
85
8
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Lot#

Realized Lot#

Realized Lot#

1138
1139
1140
1141
1142
1143
1145
1146
1147
1148
1150
1151
1152
1153
1154
1155
1156
1157
1158
1159
1160
1161
1162
1163
1164
1165
1166
1167
1168
1168
1168
1169
1170
1171
1174
1175
1176
1177
1178
1179
1180
1181
1182
1183

35
80
150
90
80
40
325
85
45
140
85
16
240
725
170
26
75
16
70
22
70
35
40
45
190
800
22
20
R
R
80
85
60
80
50
60
80
140
100
90
40
30
60
28

10
8
130
45
70
160
30
275
525
150
525
80
85
45
120
35
55
130
325
150
275
230
500
425
350
525
500
220
725
210
24
35
22
50
18
24
16
35
16
16
2
16
16
95

1184
1185
1186
1187
1188
1189
1190
1191
1192
1193
1194
1195
1196
1197
1198
1199
1200
1201
1202
1203
1204
1205
1206
1207
1208
1209
1210
1211
1212
1213
1214
1215
1216
1217
1218
1219
1220
1221
1222
1224
1225
1226
1229
1230

1231
1233
1234
1235
1236
1301
1302
1303
1304
1305
1306
1307
1308
1309
1310
1310
1311
1312
1313
1314
1315
1316
1317
1318
1319
1320
1321
1322
1323
1324
1325
1326
1327
1328
1329
1330
1331
1332
1333
1334
1335
1336
1337
1338

Realized Lot#
14
10
28
16
16
90
150
1,300
110
210
110
675
850
40
R
R
325
1,000
325
2,100
160
400
400
110
95
75
130
220
35
160
525
75
45
350
1,000
120
95
65
34
2,600
2,200
120
2,800
R

1338
1339
1340
1341
1342
1343
1344
1345
1346
1347
1348
1349
1350
1351
1352
1353
1354
1355
1356
1357
1358
1359
1360
1362
1364
1365
1366
1369
1370
1371
1372
1373
1375
1376
1377
1378
1379
1380
1381
1382
1382
1383
1384
1385

Realized Lot#
R
325
1,000
475
500
400
1,600
425
250
350
1,150
1,050
425
725
200
275
950
220
275
50
170
325
1,700
300
75
450
120
70
80
75
250
70
160
275
75
650
750
650
650
R
R
575
600
2,000

1386
1387
1388
1389
1389
1390
1391
1392
1393
1394
1395
1396
1397
1398
1399
1400
1401
1402
1403
1404
1405
1406
1407
1408
1409
1410
1411
1412
1413
1414
1415
1416
1417
1418
1419
1420
1421
1422
1423
1424
1425
1426
1427
1428

Realized
2,700
575
120
R
R
750
725
800
110
250
275
725
95
275
375
80
80
275
180
275
450
900
325
300
350
375
160
160
160
325
300
750
190
130
150
550
95
250
150
110
350
400
28
45
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Lot#
1429
1430
1431
1432
1433
1434
1435
1436
1437
1437
1437
1438
1439
1440
1441
1442
1443
1444
1445
1446
1447
1448
1449
1450
1451
1452
1453
1454
1455
1456
1457
1458
1459
1460
1461
1462
1463
1464
1465
1466
1467
1468
1469
1470

Realized Lot#
110
75
120
625
210
200
140
400
R
R
110
65
325
80
240
75
425
1,400
425
325
110
110
275
95
130
250
300
400
350
400
1,800
100
275
325
110
400
240
230
1,600
210
200
350
325
140

1471
1472
1473
1474
1475
1476
1477
1478
1479
1480
1481
1482
1483
1484
1485
1486
1487
1488
1489
1490
1490
1490
1491
1492
1493
1494
1495
1496
1497
1498
1499
1500
1501
1502
1503
1504
1505
1506
1507
1508
1509
1510
1511
1512

Realized Lot#
90
375
1,600
80
190
500
110
65
325
350
170
210
475
250
250
190
1,050
85
160
R
R
45
200
65
30
22
150
525
75
275
325
675
375
7,500
160
140
300
1,600
130
900
110
275
160
110

1513
1514
1515
1516
1517
1518
1519
1520
1521
1522
1523
1524
1525
1526
1527
1528
1529
1530
1531
1532
1533
1534
1534
1535
1536
1537
1538
1539
1540
1541
1542
1543
1544
1545
1546
1547
1548
1548
1548
1549
1550
1551
1552
1553

Realized Lot#
85
550
50
80
900
450
475
60
600
200
800
110
120
200
375
130
26
275
500
240
55
R
R
100
80
240
200
110
350
50
725
95
55
22
475
1,250
R
R
110
1,700
95
170
425
55

1554
1555
1556
1556
1557
1558
1559
1560
1561
1562
1563
1564
1565
1566
1567
1568
1569
1570
1571
1571
1571
1572
1573
1573
1573
1574
1575
1575
1575
1576
1577
1578
1579
1580
1581
1582
1583
1584
1585
1585
1586
1587
1588
1589

Realized Lot#
60
250
R
R
150
275
150
170
210
55
600
375
40
600
80
26
130
65
R
R
150
700
R
R
110
2,700
R
R
110
275
130
180
160
130
200
1,100
110
250
R
R
130
500
110
85

1590
1591
1592
1593
1594
1595
1596
1597
1598
1599
1600
1601
1602
1603
1604
1604
1605
1606
1607
1608
1609
1610
1611
1612
1613
1614
1615
1616
1617
1618
1619
1620
1621
1622
1623
1624
1625
1626
1627
1628
1629
1630
1631
1632

Realized
325
1,050
160
110
85
130
350
80
90
180
50
50
275
55
R
R
325
275
230
210
250
625
275
230
250
450
900
200
170
350
350
400
300
350
325
275
170
375
750
150
325
230
140
300
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Lot#

Realized

1633
1634
1635
1636
1637
1638
1639
1640
1641
1642
1643
1644
1645
1646
1647
1648
1649
1650
1651
1652
1652
1652
1653
1654
1655
1656
1657
1658
1659
1660
1661
1662
1663

50
300
210
90
275
210
230
140
210
800
500
300
230
275
650
210
475
475
300
R
R
300
230
210
200
700
625
190
525
55
200
40
230

columns52.frx

1

15

201

284

17

39

124

85

203

216

323

356

136

344

340

168

139

281

343

One consignment offered superb Pence stamps and covers (Lot 1027)

Another consignment included the production file for the 1952 Red Cross stamp
(xLot 672)

From the American Philatelic Society, we offer an Exhibit Collection of the $1 Destroyer
(Lot 1047)

